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INDIAN EDUCATION

TUESDAY, APRIL 16, 1968

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL SuncommirrEe ON INDIAN EmicArioN

Or VIE COMMITEE ON Lama AND PUBLIC WELFMiE,
Pine Ridge, S. 'Dale.

The subcommittee met pursuant to notice at 2 :30 p.m. in Billy Mill's
Hall, Pine Ridge, S. Dak., Senator Robert F. Kennedy chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present Senators Kennedy of New York, Burdick, and McGovern.
Committee staff present : Adrian Parmeter and John ay, profes-

sional staff members.

STATEMENT OP HON. ROBERT F. KENNEDY, A U.S. SENATOR PROM
THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Senator KENNEDY of New York. This is a meeting of the Special Sub-
committee on Indian Education of the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare. We have held hearings in different parts of the United
States on the problems of Indian education. About 00 percent of all
of the witnesses we Have heard have' been Indians themselves. We have
been in the Far West, the South, and the southwestern part of the
United States. We have held some Hearn in the East, and we are try-
ing to cover as much of this county as possible and hear from the In-
dians themselves as to what they feel the problems are and whit col-
lective measures are to be taken, what steps should be taken, and what
they feel about the quality of Indian education. I am the chairman of
that subcommittee, and I am delighted to welcome Senator George
McGovern from South Dakota who has been so interested in this matter
for such a long period of time and is head of the Subcommittee on In-
dian Affairs of the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs;
and Senator Burdick from North Dakota who is also interested in this
subject. Both of them have been kind enough to join us today.

We have a crowded schedule, and I would like to call the first witness.
Mr. Sam Deloria, do you have a prepared statement?
Mr. DELORIA. Yes, sir.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. You may read your prepared

statement or whatever you feel would be the most convenient.

STATEXEIrf OP SAX DELORIA, DIRECTOR OP THE PLANNING
OFFICE, OGLALA SIOUX 'TRIBE, PINE RIDGE, S. :DAK.; ACCOM-
PANIED BY GERALD ONE FEATHER, NORMAL CAMP DIRECTOR,
PI'S RIDGE INDIAN RESERVATION

Mr. DELortm. Thank you. Members of the committee, ladies and
gentlemen. we will try to keep this as brief as possible because we
know you're in a hurry. Before I begin this prepared statement I
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would like to read to you a brief case from a statement, that was pre-
pltrcd by someone in the Department of Labor on the as.sessinent of the
Department of Lalxw ;Indian program, and I think the thinkinff ex-
pressed in this partictilar piece is the root of much of our concern lout
the programs that are available to Indian people, This is entitled
"Relocation."

"Most States cooperate with BIA and other agencies in the reloca-
tion plan. This program is reported to have limitations. There is
need to motivate the Indian. Successful relocation must convince
the Indian his rights in the reservation will be respected. Tribal ells.
toms and culture arc barriers: So are lack of English; lack of skill,
and lack of appreciation of our culture. Our best hope is to take a pro-
gram like Hertdstart which teaches children to learn our way of life.
Not much can be expected from the old Indian who refuses to change
his ways, Despite these obstacles, there is a measure of success."

.Senator KENNEDY of New York. When was that put out?
Mr. Dttonta. There is no,name or date. It was prepared IL month

or so ago. I think the point obvious. With this attitude about Indian
people, Indian culture, and customs being a barrier, we start out with
three or four strikes aptinst us,

Senator KENNEDY of New York. I couldn't agree with you more.
I. think it's obviously a disgraceful document and it's most unfortu-
nate it's been issued by the U.S. Government.

Mr. DELoara. Well, it's too bad, but I think somebody slipped up.
This is the kind of thing we're concerned about.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. It indicates the philosophy at least
in some areas. Could you give us your background?

Mr. :DELorua. Yes, sir. At the moment I am director of the planning
office of the Oglala Sioux Tribe here in Pine Ridge. Prior to that
time, I wrs assistant director of the Indian community action pro-
gram, University of South Dakota, which was funded by 0E0 to
work with community action programs and organizations in this
north-central area.

Mr. ONE FEAT Err. I am normal camp director for Pine Ridge In-
dian Reservation,

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Are both of you Indians?
Mr. DELORIA. Yes, sir.
SentaOr KENNEDY of New -York. What are you?
Mr. DELORIA. Standing Rock.
Mr. ONE FEATHER. Oglala Sioux of Phi° Ridge.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. You went to Yale University
Mr. DELORIA. Yes, sir. I am one of the rare exceptions; I was able

to et into School. I Understand some of us went to Harvard, sir.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I was set up with that
Mr. ,DELoRTA. I would like to begin with a word about the term

"Indian education." It brings to mind many other items in our modern
world÷-like "flower arranging" and "computer programing." These
terms bring a nod of the head, a look of understanding, yet almost
no one can really explain what they consist of, what body of knowledge
they repreSent or what skills they require. I would begin by saying
that "Indian education" exists in the minds of some educators, repre-
senting not a distinct branch of a proven and well-established science
but only the academician's instinct for devalning his science by coin-
ing more terms. I don't really think , it means anything.
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The advent of the 'term "Indian education" signals the dawn ofa new it for Indian people in their relationship with the establish-
-Inca. Indians in Indian communities rind professional indifins-at-
large like Gerald (lad myself seem to be moving from fighting the
lethargy of the 13IA branch of education whore GS-11's ancl above
averaging 27 years of service with -BIA, tic:Cording to Carl Marburger,
former, short-lived, head of education for the Bureau to struggling
agivinst, the mainstream, downstream current of expertise. During theearly days of 0E0 we speculated on an ESL component in in adult
education program; that is, teaching expertise as a second language.Indian experts are invading Indian communities throughout the
country, recruiting teams of wise, old mcn to serve on school boards:
Applications for demonstration schools ;ire tilling the mails.

Please do not think that I am against schools with local school
boards, against demonstration schools in bcreneral, or unappreciatii,e of
the committee's long efforts on behalf of better education for the In-
dian people. I tin simply trying to point out that much of the current
excitement revolves around something the Indian people have beentrying to say for many yearsthat Indian people in the communities,
sl have as voice in their schools and in their affairs in gellBral.
This notion unfortunately did not gain currency th,'ough expression
by the Indian people, but through accepted experts in "Indian edu-
cation." The new directions of legislative and administrative interest
are staked out by an inforinal, yet well organized and self-perpetuat-ing group of experts, not the Indian people themselves. We don't
seem to be able to lead the way. That seems to be clone by experts who
have the proper ears iar Washington. We are occasionally used as
authenticators, never as originatois.

The demonstration school fad, however commendable its goals attcl
successful its methods, is merely the latest in t series of gimmicks
which have the effect of postponing the basic issue. We now have school
bo'y ds made up of first grade dropouts, illiterates teaching the threeR's to other illiterates; everyone with a problem working_witb others
with the same problem, but there always seems to be aa. Ph. D. or a
doctor of education always hovering in the background and takingthe bows.

To me,: the issue in Indian education is not demonstration schools,
they prove nothingthe issue is, do Indian communities have rights
with respect to the schools? It would seem that there would be no
alternative to a policy of local responsibility for schools. Indian schools
now are administered by people who are independent of the commu
nity for prestige, status, funds, promotion, evaluation, and reporting.
They fail in their :.;ob by any definition. Can -Wally administered
schools do ally worse? I submit that they cannot for very long., Statis-
tics are plentiful that a, loss of pride and self-image is at the root of
many of the problems of the Indian people. Is it not, reasonable to
assume that a school which is locally responsible will eventually be=
come part of the commimity and serve to regenerate its pride?mA demotr ion school adds nothing to "Indian education." Eitherit is the right of a community to run its own schools or it is not. If
it is their right, then they will do it well or poorly depending upon a
number of factors, and the job for Congress, for all helping agencies,
is to assist the communities in running them well, as it is with any
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community. If it is not the right of the Indian people to run theirown schools, then we should evidently line up like applicants to savethe children, waiting for an Indian expert to adopt us so that we
may go through the motions of being involved. A demonstration school
as it now exists is a game, darnawing in the long run to the self-respect
of the Indian people.

To determine whether a community has rights with respect to the
education of its children, it is necessary to define the role of the schoolin the life of the communitya task which has not been doneand
which is at the root of many misunderstandings between educatorsand the Indian people.

The school is an agency of socialization in ri community. L teawhat "we" do and do not do, it teaches who "we" are and where
come from, it also adds the polish and the conversational nicetieswhich make a pleasing and functional social being.

The school is also a trade school, whether manually or intellectually
oriented, apart, from the intrinsic, values of the socialization process.It teaches basic bread-and-butter skills which will give the student the
best possible preparation to earn the material advantages which the
society has to offer.

In the special case of the Indian community, the school has defined
its own socialization role as one of acculturationor4 socialization "for
keeps:" The effect has been to alienate the student from his family,
community, heritage, culture, and finally, of course, himself. With
the confused, reeling, terrified person that is left, the school has trouble
communicating the bread-and-butter material, little wonder. What
more Symbolic demonstration of the destruction of identity could befound than Dr. Bryde's point that Indian children, regardless of cul-turally based tests, test higher than the national norm until sixth
gradethe onset of,pnbertywhen their scores begin to drop.Is it a matter of public policy to pursue the destruction of the self-
_lap of children? Is it a matter of public pcvlicy to teach in the

schools, without debate, the "intrinsic" values of western culture? No
one wants to take the values of the Majority .Tway, but these values
should, of course, be allowed to stand on their own merits, The point
is obvious., the danger to the rights of all implicit but perhaps not
-menacing, the practice persists. High school pushouts range from 45
percent to TO percent and far toe many Indian children do not seem
to care whether they live or die.

Two-thirds of the reservation is 25 years of age or younger. Half
of the reservation is 15 or younger. The problems in this area and manyothers are just beginning.

Why haven't the tribes beaten down the doors in Washington, de-
manding a voice in education? Perhaps too many tribal leaders remem-
ber then introduction to school was when they were kidnapped by a
policeman from their family home. Tribal leaders tend tov,trd

being the oldest hands in the country in dealing with the Federal
Governmentthis year it is education, next year it may be fanning
itgain, ranching, relocation, factories * perhaps the greatest rea-
son is the relationship with the Federal GoVernment which ciVes rise to
the greatest cynicism. It's called "you be the dumb guy and I'll protectyou".

Indian tribes operate in as remorse cart.bt-on-a-stick situation. The
implied nmid explicit threat is : "the minute you guys stop looking like
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clowns we'll terminate the whole tribe." No tribe can afford to ignore
the sad experience of termination and its effects on the peoplehence
no tribe can enter into a meitningful relationship With tho Fedevtil
Government, or with itself or anyone else for that matter, ithOW
tainting -the risk of annihilation. in such L coerive situation, "prog-
ress" as defined by the community is impossible.

In order to come to terms with so-called "Indian education" we must
first, I believe, admit that for the time being we are running truce
schools simply teaching skills necessary to equip a person to make a
living, whether it is as a craftsman or university president. People who
are concerned with survival, as individuals or as it group, do not have
time to indulge in the luxuries of education as an intrinsic value, or
something that stays with you all your life"--they are concerned with

survival. As Indian communities begin to get back on their feet we can
worry about the eternal truths that we teach in the school; in the
meantime let us learn how to read and write and be frank about why
it is important bread and butter.

If the school is going to equip Indian youne- people to live in the
world and adapt to whatever circumstances he finds, it will first have
to deal With Indian culture in a meaningful way through Indian com-
munity control of the schools, No aniount of abstruse theories taught to
Indians by non-Indians is going to do the job t1W, has to be done.
Obviously only Indians can regain their own pridecan you imagine
an Indian saying "thanks to that White man, I now have my pride,
witlyait him l would still he somewhat kicking_ in self-respect". The
chances of success for our MA branch- of pride to be passed out after
the form. is sold out is very remote.

We must take advantage of expanding concepts of training and cer-
tification. Manpower programS under community control must be
available to reservations, despite their slightly higher cost per trainee.
The community must be free to experiment, and the much discussed
"options" must be made real through a stable and flexible source of
assistance Many of the new programs through the delegate from the
Office of Economic Opportunity iii the legislative department are not
available to tribes simply because we cannot supply enough trainees
for the specialized-program, so we are always ruled out unless we take
part in the type of program that is so large that we will lose our ident-
ity. This was the fear of the tribes from the beginning, for instance, the
Yankton Tribe was forced into a community organization rather than
applying for a community action program through the indulgence of0E0. The first few years they operated within the county where the
reservation was located. Now they are in a. seven-county area where
they don't have a chance of getting these specialized services they
need.

.11bove all, we must see Indian conimunities as intrinsically valu able,
worthy of preservation, worthy of attention, and not as pawns in 1

thousand games of self perpetuat ion. Indian communities should have
the opportunity to run the best or the worst, the most bizarre, most
imaginative, or most orthodox school systems in the country. Thankyon,

Senator RENNF.ny of New York: Let me ask you, what would you do
with the BIA school here on the reservation
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Mr. DELontA. I think probably work on some kind of contractual
arrangement with local people or local groups of people who ntl!
organized to operate such a school.

Senator ICENNEDY of New York. Do you have any control at all over
how it operated or Whether its operated Well or badly it the present
time?

Mr. DEttattA. No.
Senator KENNEDY of New York: Do you think that the unemploy-

ment here of some 45 percent and the life expectancy oii the reservation
of about 42 years, as compared to over 70 for the white population
across the United States are also factors?

The health conditions and the question also of jobs being available
at the end of a child's edueation, would you have some comment to
make on that?

Mr. DELcurA. -Yes I don't have the figures at hand, but I think it i.
around 60 percent of people, this is front :a sample taken oss the
reseiyation, around 60 percent of the people who have been trained in
some skill tire not now using that skill, so that training alone obviously
is not enough.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. It semis to me that an awful lot:
of Government programs both' here and elsehere train people for
jobs that do not OXiSt. I IDIve recommended a new piece of legislation
winch would give tax incentives to businesses to locate on Indian
reservations speeifiedly and in urns close to the. Indian reservations.
Don't you think it is nocessaiy to bave industry in surrounding are:Ls
so that:Indi ails have places to Work?

Mr. DELoaJA I Clunk this is D. V e ry important part of the job, and
I think the tax incentive suggestion would be a very good one

Mr. ONE FEATHER. I :1150 think there needs to be development not
only like this, but some type of small business operation to give Indian
people an option for self-development.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. What it finally comes down to, from
your statement, obviously, is that people avant control over their own
lives. What we have clone over a period of time is put the control in
the hands of the white Man. The controlling white man's culture, his-
tory, and outlook on life is the best, and I gather from what you say
that perhaps people can argue that, but it is certainly open to question.

Dimon A. I think that if sonic way could be found for the land
base to be preserved so that Indian communities can have a place to
live and grow, evervbody will be able to relax and develop a. much
better approach and a much better attitude toward themselves and
toward the resources available. If we live constantly under the threat
of losing our land and ending up, all 11,000 of us, living in the Sioux
addition part of Rapid City for the rest of our lives, naturally we are
not going to be able to devote our full attention to doing the job that
has to be clone.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Really it's almost like a condition
of bell! owned by the white man and by the Federal Government,
the Federal Government being able to decide and determine your own
destiny and having a tremendous club over the head of the people,
whether it be education, jobs, or whatever.

Mr. DELortrA. Yes.
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Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you, Your testimony has
been very eloquent, Ver y frank, and very candid. Senator Burdick
may have something to ask of you.

Senator BURDICK. Just one question. I was struck by your state-
ment that the abilities of Indian children rate higher than the itverage
children in the United States until they get through the sixth grade.
In other words, About, halfway through their normal educational pe-
riod. What is the difference in the type of control and direction of
education over the first, 6 years as against the last 6 years that would
explain that dramatic difference that tales place in the performance of
those youngsters after they go beyond the sixth grade?

Mr. DELoruA. I think Fatl.er Bryde could make a better guess on
that than I could. My interpretation has been that the school system
doesn't change, but about, this time as the child is getting idxnit, 12 or
13 he is beginning to, as all people do at that age understand more of
the environment7i think it's at that time that the child really realizes,
and it hits him, that the school is driving a wedge between him and
the family and fiis whole community. This is my interpretation and its
just a guess, but Father Brycle one may have some other ideas othat.

Senator i3nunICK. In other words, they seem to be lacking motiva-
tion after they reach the high school level ?

Mr. DELoRIA. I think so. I am always afraid of the word "motiva-
tion," and this is one of the things in the Labor -)epartment

Senator By_Bram What do you call it ?
Mr. DELortm. Well, motivation seems to be the term you use to de-

scribe that quality in someone else that leads hiM to do what you
as him to do, If he does what you Avant him to do, he is moti-
vated. If he does what you don't want, him to do, he is not moti-
ated, and this seems to be the problem. Indian people are moti-

vated to do many things. I think that the real split comes at this
point where they're motivated more in terms of self-protection to
such an extent, and the school threatens this, threatens themselves,
their identity, so that the self-protection lakes precedence over the
achievement in the school. They are tiv) different worlds completely,
and you have to choose between the two. That's why I didn't go toHarvard.

Senator KENNEDY. of New York. I want to thank you. It's just a
different culture, different outlook on life; and when the child---young
boy or girlgets to the age of 12 or 13 it suddenly descends on therm.
It seems to me not quite motivation, We all have it whether we are
Indian or white; we like to be motivated to improve ourselves or have
better education for our children or whatever, but because of the tre-
mendous conflict and the fact that the Indian is always the bad man
and the white man is always the good man, that's drummed into him
and by the age of 12 or 13 he suddenly realize§ he is not wanted. That
is what we have done on our side. Thankyou.

We would like to call the next witness, Mrs. Leona Winters. Would
you give us your background first?

STATEMENT OF MRS. LEONA WINTERS, CHAIRMAN, EDUCATION
COMMITTEE AND TRIBAL COUNCILWOMAN, WANDLEE, S. DAH.

Mrs. WiT4TEits. I am Mrs. Leona. Winters from Wanblee, and I mu
chairman of the education committee and representative to the tribal
council and district vice chairman.
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On behalf of the tribe and the Ogla la Sioux Tribal Council of the
Pine Ridge Resetration,: I Want to tell you of the educational ;prob-
lems or the Sioux people of this reservation.

Rather than deal m generalities :about theSe :reservation problems
which are hard to groupj will take a concrete example of one coin-
munity's educational and educationally related problems---that of the
community :I know bestWfmblee. The issues and problems dealt
with in this particular example are not 'unique to this community
but find parallels all over the reservation. We are pleased with your
interest in the educational problems of thd American Indians and
hope that you will be able to bring about the kinds of changm that
are needed.

The problems that We face in our community are many. Although
we are : aware that your immediate concern is Indian education, we
would like to take advantage of this rare opportunity to bring to
your attention some of the 'other pressing problemS which W e cannot
alleviate Without the assistance of our governmental agencies at all
levels. These problems will be discussed in the following order: Edu-
cation, health, housing, public facilities, and economic conditions.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. May I interrupt? I am going to put
your prepared statement into the record. I wonder if it would be help-
ful if you told us in your own words what its like to live in Wanblee
and what the problems of education are. You haVe lived there and you
describe to us What the people

Mrs. WINTERS. Welk' have lived there for 20 years.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I wouldn't pay any.attention to the

statement, you just tell us about it
Mrs. WINTERS. We have lots of dropouts, because it is it hundred

miles from home and
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Why so many dropouts?
Mrs. WINTERS. They don't like to leave home.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I see.

-Mrs. WINTERS. No matter what kind of home they have, it's still their
home. And in the last,Year, we have had 182 children attending, and
in the past-1958 to 1968 there were 116 children graduated at the
Wanblee day school. Also out of 116 only 14 have graduated from high
school so far.

Senator KENNEDY of New York So there are 116 who have finished
grade school, but only 14 have finished high school

Mrs. 'WINTERS. That's right. Out of that we have one trained regis-
tered nurse.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Only one of them in all ?
Mrs. WiNvErie. Yes.: And 85 school-aided children in the diotrict last

fall, and only 27 are presently attending high school. And the closest
school is about 30 miles to Interior, and the rest of them are boarding
schoolsgo to Noly Rosary Mission or Pine Ridge.

Senator KENNEDY of New York.: Do you think it We hail II high
school there, it would gently help the problem ?

MIS. WINTERS. Yes. I think it, would.
Senator KENNEDY of Now York. Now, you're doing very well. Please

continue.
Mrs. WINTERS. There lire about 130 percent of our boys away from

homeabout 8 percent of in the Armed Forces who dropped
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out of school and some are in the Job Corps, so 65 percent of em are
still in the community.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Do you know what percent the un-
employment rate is in your community

Mrs. WINTERS. There is no employment.
Senator ICENNI.:oy of New York. There is no employ ment at all
Mrs. Wimuts. No; no employment.
Senator KENNED of New :York. How many people he in Wanblee?
Mrs. WINTERS. I would say about 250.
Senator KE of Nd York. And nobody has a job ?
Airs. WINTERS. The only ones who have are the children who are

working in NYC and are Government employees mid are future aides.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Have you ever had anybody that

Luis graduated from college'?
Mrs. WINTERS. No; I haven't.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Has

WINTERS. You mean from my family?
Senator KEN NEM: of New York. No From die community ?
Mrs. WiwrEas. No; we haven't.
Senator KENNEDy of New York, Never had anybody graduate?
Mrs. Wpm:Fats. No I beg your pardon. Yes. We have Delayed

Warrior.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. One of the boys there?
Airs. WINTERS. One of the boys, yes.,
Senator KENNenv of New York. Could you tell us it little bit about

the health situation?
Mrs. WINTERS. There is a clinic in Wanblee which is opened once

week on Thursdays with one doctor and two nurses, and people get
sick only on Thursdays. Besides there is no ambulance. The nearest
public health hospital is-in Pine Ridge, and the people closer to the
hospitals, are taking a chance of not having the medical bills paid
by the Public Health Service. ,There are plans of having a doctor and
nurse in Wanblee on a permanent basis, but even though the houses of
the staff have been built, the facilities are not ready.

Senator KENNEDy of New York. How far away do you have to go
if you make the mistake of getting sick on a day other than Thursday?

Airs. WiNTEns. We have got to go a hundred Miles. 'In case of an
emergency,': we have i.0 ambulance. No ambulance serf , ices, so--and
When you hire a car in Wanblee, it costs $20 to have somebody bring
you to Pine Ridge. And we leave no ambulance or no transportation,
and about when Dr. Augdenhe was the public health doctor here.
We had a survey of how niftily people died on their way from Waiiblee
to Pine Ridge, how many babies were ben right in the community,
and, well, different things, and the people 7----I am in a more of a full,
blooded community. and they didn't believe in doctors, and it took
uswe worked as a community health committee, and we worked
with our people and got them to when they take their babies to the
clinic- and mothers go when they have to, and all that up to this time

Senator KENNEDY of New York, What are the conditions as far as
housing?

Mrs, WINTERS. Jt. lid the housing is very poor. We have no running
water. We have outside bathrooms, and We have a local merchant there
who bought some second4iand trailer houses, which I think Were just
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about ready to be condemned, and moved in there, so we have some peo-
plc living in there paying $70 to $80 per Month. No water and no bath-
room facilities at all, and the housing is very poor.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. May I ask what, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs is saying about these conditions?

Mrs. WINTERS. Well, we have made reports to them, and not very
long ago we had a meeting with the superintendent and different offi-
cials, and we have brought their attention to all our needs, but so far
we haven't had any reply,

Senator KENNEDY of NeW York. What about you also have a sec-
tion her about fire and danger of fire?

Mrs. Wukimus. Yes. And ive haVe no fire facilities. TWo homes burned
up with all their belongings, everything burned to the ground, be-
cause we didn't have fire engines or anything like that Then we have
had inairie fires. The only thing we could do was take a bunch of sacks
and shovels out, and those=about 50 men and women and children out
to fight the fire Until the Interior fire department came out and helped
us with the fire.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Have you brought that to the at-
tention of the Bureau of Indian -Affairs of the Federal Government?

Mrs.1VINTERS. Yes, sir.
Senator Kuivsmorof New York. Have they done anything about it?
Mrs, Wwrims. Time and time agliin, I don't know yet.
Senator ICENNEDY of Nov. York. :set as of this moment?
Mrs, WINTERS, I don't know so far.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Maybe they will have a fire engine

there when you get home? -

Mrs, Worms. They will go out and put the ashes out
Senator KENNEDY of New York. They what?
Mrs, WINTERS, When they get there, they : will have the ashes

to put out I forgot to introduce this is my daughter who is next to-
me. She is kind of a tribal attorney, but I didn't educate them. on
nothing, so I just, had her sit up here with me so I wouldn't be so
nervous.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. You did yery well It is most un-
fortunate, obviously most unfortunate, that these conditions still exist
in the United States today, and that this kind of poverty in which
the Fedei.al Government has a major' responsibility exists and con-
tinues to exist. We have clone nothing about it, so I think it's a great
disgrace spending $30 billion in Vietnam to bring ,democracy to the
people, It seems to me we should do more to help the Indians of the
United States.

Mrs. WINTERS. And 'I want to say to that, have a lot of our
American Indian boys who are in Vietnam today, and I think that
none of them were ever deferred for going, but the majority of
them are all Volunteers, and I want to thank you, Senator Kennedy,'
and I hope we will hear from you in the near future

Senator McGovna)i. Mrs. Winters, I think we are all grateful for
your statement, and it will be most helpful to us: I .want to ask you
just one question, you mentioned the high dropout rate among. the
young people in your community and the fact that there are no jobs
for them after they leave school. What happens to these people? Do
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stay there, or do they move to other communities, what happens
youngs after he leaves school ? :

Mrs. WINTEas, We Indian people are very close, and we will never
see one another starve, so even if there are no jobs we help one another.
We need one another, and so that's how we get along

Senator McGovERN. Most of them stay in the coma=
Mrs. Wins Most of them stay home, yes, because y don't

have the education to get out.
Senator MCGOVERN. Thank you very much.
Senator ,KE,.*-N-F.OY of New York. What do you eat, what are the

meals you have on the reservation?
.1rS. WINTERS. Cornmeal.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you very much Mrs.
Winters. Your prepared statement will appear here in the record.

(The prepared statement of Mrs. Winters folloWs:}

PRDP,AnZa SIATElf ENT OE Mint. LENORA WINTRRs, CHATENIAN, EDUCATION
COmmITTER AND TRIBAL COLTNCILWOnAN, WANDLER, S, DAN.

On behalf of the tribe and the Ogiala Sioux Tribal Council of the Pine Ridge
Reservation I want to tell you, of the educational problems of the Sioux Peopleof this Reservation.

Rather than deal in generauties about ,these reservation problems which
are hard to group, I will take a concrete example of one communn, educational
and educationally related problemsthat of the community I know best
Wanbice. The issues and- problems dealt with in this particular example are
not unique to this community but find parallels .n11 over the Reserveation. We
are pleased with your interest in the educational problems of the American
Indians and hope that you will be able to bring about the kinds of changesthat are needed.

The problems that we face in our community are many. Although we are
aware that your Immediate concern is Indian education, we would like to
tel advantage of this rare opportunity to bring to your attention some of
the other pressing problems which we cannot alleviate without the assistance
of our governmental agencies at all levels. These problems will be discussed
in the following order : education, health, housing, public facilities, and economic
conditions.

EDUCATION

There is a great need for an piate kindergarten ()ugh 12th grade school
system in Washabaugh County. At this point it is necessary to describe the In
admuncies of our areseat eilumtlonal facilities,

The Wnnblee Day School, operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, has a
city of 150 and at the present time there are 1S2 children attending. There
only seven rooms, including a mobile unit and a sop-Irate building, available

r Dine grades including kindergarten. The diagram below shows how the avail
able splice Is being utilized.

7 & 8 3. & 2

6 & 7 4 te5

'l'he ctintlIttons of our public schools are Is° very bad. We do not believe
It is i °cn necessary to enumerate the disadvantages of one and two-room
school , ere are at the present time ,seven such sehools under the public!
school the Washaimugh County School District.
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Since there is no high school in this county, those who finish the 8th grade
have to continue their education assay from their homes and 'community. This hasresulted in a very high rrere6ntage of dropouts, especially among the Indianchildren. It is unrealistic and Unreasonable to expect children who have just
finished the 8th grade to leave their bottles and families and adjust to dormitory
life as far as 100 miles from twine and still continue to be successful students.

The follow in statistics prove the failure of the present system. From 1958
to 19(17 there have been 116 children graduating from the 8th grnde at the
Wanblee bay School. Of the 110, only 14 have graduated from high school, Also
from the 110 there has been only one who has gone on to ndrnneed training
and she is now a registered nurse. Of the 85 high school aged Dutiful childrenIn the district last fall, only 27 %© are presently attending high school. The
clwest school which students from this district are nttending is Interior, thirty
miles awny. About 8% are in the Armed Services or in Job Corps- camps and the
remaining 05% are In the community. IVe strongly believe that n high school
here would alleviate this problem.

It is our responsibility to be actively concerned with the future of our children
in this county. The future we are envisioning is not for Indians alone, but for
all the children of the county, regardlms of their race or color. We believe that
by having a consolidated and integrated system better educational opportunities
urn be available to all the children of this school aged children of this county.

1967-68 1968 -49 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72

Kindergarten to 8th grade., -.,. 368 411 404%hip 12th grade 183 NZ 217
4

We realize that a K-12 school system suitable for the 'children- of thls county
cannot be built over night, However; we believe that it should not take more
tlutn four years to provide such one grade should he addedeach year in temporary units, starting in Step_ tember, 1968.

We wish to have an accredited high school which :would prepare our young
people for further training and educational opportunities. nownver, we Would
like to emphasize also the importance of practical arts and vocational training
for those who are not planning to continue their education beyond high school.
This wonid prepare Sonic young people to stay in the eemmunity in 'small
businesses Or trades oe to work for various ovganizations on the reservation.
It would also make them better prepared for opportunities outside. the reserva-
tion and for sueeem if they should seek employment elsewhere.

We believe that the new school facilities should be built in Waeble which 1K
the center of the county, geographically, and has the greatest conmntra Lion of
popointion, about 50% in the county: This point will be explored further after
discussing some other educational needs of our district.

Elducation,does not begin and end in the classroom. The efftwts of the family
life on the development of the personality and the (diameter of the ehIld are
undeniable. Anti there is We believe, a direct correlation between the amount
of education the parents have and the social sot of n family, Yet, In Wenblee,
for example, less than 20% of the adult pop_ ulntion linve ithiRheil their high
school education.

We strongly believe thaq an extensiiv program of Adult Education Hhould be
Undertaken to make it table for, dropouts.of all ages to eontitine their
edueatIon. This progrnm, along with practical ethicational in'ograms, such as
home eennondes, eonsimier education, and (1111(1 rare, Iraild help giro melt home
a more suitable enVironinent for the growth of children mid make the family
ii more productive unit within the community.

As Mentioned before. due to the fact that MOW Is the lorgest emillounity in
I he county and is located in the center, gtogrephltally, It is the most. Sultnitie
lountion for the t,staldishment of a modern K-12 si.hmd system. This school
would he it great stt-tp in improving the conditions of the eoinumnity.

A high wilts)! lit Wanblee would bring ninwoxlmately forty neW .111118 111111

more then $200.000 additional yearly invoine for the community. `The etanniunity
would he reinforced by the new people who would hold moo of these posithms,
These wellednented people would he fowlirtt-loold»g nal progressive and mould
woke significant contributions to the community,'
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HEALTH'

There is n clinic here in Watiblee which is open only on Thursdays. One dector
and two nurses are on duty on that day. The number of patients the doctor hasto see in a few hours usually exceeds fifty people. Obviously the people do notget sick only on Thursdays and besides, there is no Ambulance available to be
Used incase of emergency. The nearest Public Health Hosintal is in Pine Ridgeand if the people go to a closer hospital they take a chance of not having their
medical bills paid for by the Public health Service. There are plans for havingdoctors mid nurses in Wanblee on a permanent brisk hut, even though the
houses for the Shirr have been built, the facilities nre not ready for use and
there has been nothing clone on tbeni for some time.

Our problem of sanitatioa are great:, We do not have access to a disposal
ground and considerable amounts of litter have been-piling up in the yards,
However, disposal grounds alone would not solve the problem. We also need adisposal unit so that regular garbage collections can be made. In addition,
there are no water or sewage systems in Wnnblee. Many families have to carrytheir water from a few welLs and sonic hare to share outdoor privies. The lack
of a garbage disposal unit and water and sewage systems creates considerablehealth hazards.

HOUSING

The condition, of much of the housing In Wanblee needs immediate atten-tion, The privately -owned homes are very old and in need of costly repair
work. There are one and two room log cabins in Waublee in which more thanten people the Mere are a number of trailers owned by the local merchant
which are rented for $70 to $80 per month. The faudlicts living in these trailers
have to carry their water and pay for It and also share outdoor privies..

We believe that many of the existing houses have to he replaced and that
decent housing should be made available at a reasonable cost to those who need
IL And those who would like to repair and improve -their present homes should
be able to receive grants and loans for this purpose.

runt° rActianes
One of the greatest threats to the community is the threat of destruction by

fire. We do not have any effective means of conibating lire: This past winter
two famihes loSt everything tliey °weed when their houses burned down, In
addition, Many acres of grassland have' burned. On March 0, 10043, about one
square mile of grassland was burned. About fifty men, women and children
triad in vain to pat out the fire with wet sacks and shovels. Finally the in-
terior and Kadolta fire units came and extinguished the fire. The threat of
tire is especially great during the cold winter months since many families have,
to burn wood day and night to keep their homeswarm.

We have called this need for fire lighting equipment to the attention cif
agency personnel and tribal officials many times in the past hat nothing hasbeen accomplished.

There is rie public transportation available within the reservation, Many
People need the services available In Pine Ridge, but in order to get there,
usually they cannot find a ride at the time they need it and If they have to
hire Someone they may be charged as much as $20 for a ride:,

EcoNotte CO,NOITIONS

Not all the human resources available in our conimmilty are being utilized.
There are about &I men and 75 women below-the age of 55 who are available
to work, but there ere NO jobs of any kind here for them, We realize that manyof the services we are asking for require it great deal of money and nefor°
tuna tely, so fill, this eommunity has bad to rely more on mashie assistance
than on our own produetivity. Nevertheless we 'strongly believe that If our
government agenvies would help bring the services to this emmannity that we
ha asked for and also encourage private industries to open 'Rants In Witublee
and pioVide employment and training for the unemployed, we would become
sor-suifictent in the long range this would minimize our reliance on outside
resoareeS.

At this point we hare to go back to another impoettint,sharleoming in otir
cslucational system. Duo to the Many deficiencies In our eminently and hick
of necessary facilities as mentioned above, many of the teachers nave not stayed
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in the community Iong enough to give their pupils the benefit of their experi.
mice and education: To ask them to be satisfied with what is available here
is to ask too much of them. The only way to solve this and the other problems
which face our community is for 11.9 to get the facilities "e have asked for in
this proposal.-

I am sure that your questions to follow will bring out more parallel situa-
tions and educational problems on this reservtiCon of our Oglala Sioux Tribe.
Thank you.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Call Dr. Carl Mindell, our next
witness.

1 understand this is the first community health program on any
Indian resmation in the United States?

Dr. MrxkLt This is the first Indian mental health program.-
'Senator KENNEDY of New York. Would you tell us what your back-

ground is, and then either, read your prepared statement or you can
do whatever is convenient.

STATEMENT OP DR. CARL MINDELL, U,S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
PSYCHIATRIST, PINE RIDGE, BAK,

Dr. MINDELL.' I am a psychiatrist with the Mental health program
here in Pine. Iiidge.

From time to tune in the history of our Nation the Indian has
come more or Im into it spotlight of national attention. This has
happened especially when the dominant culture felt that its needs
were not being met, for exnmple, when the whites were expanding
west and attempting_ to subjugate the Indian,-O later when Indian
lands were found to be valuable and treaties were broken as a result.
Most recently he is discovered' again in short exposes as American
life. Also 1)6 )1aS found himself caught between changing' Governthoilt
policies with the specter of possible termination of Groverninent serY=
ices lurking in the background in recent years.

It is our hope that this committee, having amassed data about the
Indian people end understanding of them and feeling for them, will
be able to institute and support, policies which, will not encourage
the Indian to be white, but to help him to be more himself and with
the opportunities tOlho what lie wants to be

The Indian person today is undoubtedly molded by a combination
of forces inaluding isolationboth geographic and isolation seeondery
to discrimination and also secondai.y to a wish to be Indian anti not
white, the latter usually against the disbelief and protest, of the white
culture. Other forces include changes in long-standing calturel tradi-,
Lions and practices, also the special relationship with the Government
and also living in very poor and hard eirministances,

My testimony will :focus on some of the circumstances and psycho-
logical problems which have testilted at least iii part, from this com-
bination of forces. It will go unspoken here but with onr strong aware-
ness, the Indian's strength, vitality, and adaptebility in coping over
a long period of time with these very difficult ch.cumstances.

That the Sioux live in poverty, is absolutely unqueFtioned. In 19n5
the avernge family income wits `1°,17:3 while the median income Ives
only $1,6107. We have found in 1967 that two out of every three house-
holds live below the so-culled poverty line of $1,000 per year. It hits
been stated that 58 percent of the housing is dilapidated and mireno-
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ratable and that almost 50 percent of the population hauls water to
their homes from outside sources.

One of the important and striking. psychologiCal problems that
has come forcefully to our attention is in the adolescents. in general,
we feel these young people are beset with feelings of inadequacy, of
powerlessness of feeling that they can't do anything well at a time
inlife when they should be feeling they can do everything well
Their Vocational aspirations are very low in general, and their motiva
tion to 'achieve is far beloW their potential and capability. For exam-
ple, their educational -achievement, relative 011ie national norms, drop
below the noia-is at nbout.the sixth and seventh grades; wheieas before
this their achievement level was above the national. norms. Also, the
Indians' school dropout rate of 60 percent on a national scale is mush
higher than for other grotips which average !?.3- percent dropouts.
It has been shown that there are strong associations between :low
aehieVethent and feelingsof powerlessness and of social isolation.

While educational levels are rising, they are still low; The Median
amount of schooling for the Sioux population is 8.8 years compared to
9 for the Negro population and 12 for the white. How&er, only 1.3
percent of IndirmS hare finished college compared to '4.7 percent for
Negroes and 9.9 percent- for whites.

Possible work toles and opportunities are very hunted. The unem
ployment rate on the reservation for men is a sttiggering 11 percent.
When we look at the relationship between employment :and educa
tional level we find that-among high school graduates, almost 14
cent are unemployed: Looking at this relationship:from another view
malt, almost two of every three high school graduates occupies the
owest occaprationai status jobS. If we look at those people who hat e re

ceied vocational or college training we find that of the potential labor
iforCe, 75 percent of men and 58 percent of women are ether not work-

mug or ar not using their training in their work This means, too, that
there are more opportunities for women to use their training here than
for men. :

To look briefly at wine specific mental health problems and possible
mental health prOblems, :we will note that the suicide attempt rate is
more than twice the national average, that the delinquency rate for
children between 10 to 17 is ahnost nine times the national rural
average, that problems with the use of alcohol are extensive, that Many
prepubertal children sniff gasoline for its intoxicating effects, that
almost one in every five adolescents have no adult man in their family,

-and that the number of Children in foster homes here is almost, five
times the national rates. 7:

I want to emphasize that most of the problems mentioned in this
brief statement are not secondary to Indian-white differences but are
secondary to circumstances mentioned "N.. Our job is to help the
Indian deVolop his strengtlisstrenk,rths -make middle-class
white America look Culturally deprivadfor example, an interest in
people rather than things, a strong feeling of belonging, of a need to
share with others, Of dignity in harsh circumstances, and. of measuring
a man, not by what he has or looks like or says, but by what he is

If our w4ioc6s, and services, and committees do not have this ns
their goal namely, to allow the Indian person to develop his own
potential but rather take the course only of more things or more
serviceswe will be much to blame.
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Senator ICENNtny of NeW York. Very good. Would you summarize
in a sentence or two of what the white man has done as far as the
:Indian is concerned?

Dr. Mnin Er.,r, I think the main underlying thei.e_ are many prob-
lems and it's hard to separate thein and say thiS is more important, but

think one very important problem is that all services come from one
or two agencies, and "I think if you have money, one of the things
tint money -does is let you look to more plaCes for services, and you
don't become dependent on this service or that service. When people
are poor and the.3,' have _only one agency or, one :service to go to, it's
almost "stacked in the cards" that people haVe to become dependent
on that kind of service, on that kind of agency. I think we should
also stress the specter of possible termination of Government set vlees
.always in the background, and it's a very important specter. As MrS.
Leona Winters said earlier, people don't want to look too good when
it's possible that whatever they have will be taken away front them if
they look real good.

Senator KEN-lolor of New York, Thank yen.
Senator Wilma's-. In that.sense, Doctor; the termination proposal

which was designed to remove the Indian from any Federal -..espon-
sibility is actually delayed today to when. Indians can become more
self - sufficient, is k: not?

Dr. MINDELL. It may be so in Washington, but I think that here
that people feel the possibility strongly.

Senator McGtmax, My point was that the talk about the termina-
tion and the uncertainty about what the Federal relationship would
be rather than enhancing the self-reliance of Indian people actually
delayed that?

Dr. MINDELL: I tun sorry; exactly.
Senator Mcilovaux. That is in fact what has happened ?
Dr. Mixnat.J.,. Agreed.
Senator McilevErtx. I thought Senator Kennedy made a good point

in iti question he directed to Mrs. Winters about the relationship of job
opportunities and the hope of economic and career opportunities to the
performance of students in school.' A student who can't look forward
with some reasonable hope of a career after lie graduates or an oppor-
tunity for a useful life, doesn't that help to explain the falling off in
academic performance and the dropping out of school entirely winch
takes place in these youngsters when they get in junior high and high
school?

Dr. Aircom.,..I think if kids 'look around and they see that the
adults inipOrtant to thorn have powerless positions, in other words, they
are always in low.status positions, and this juSt can't hells but lower
a child's vocational aspiration and this is very true here. I think that
the dropout rate is also related as you indicated very much today.:

Senator &mimic. Doctor', Airs. Winters testified that, in the 1Vanblee
area there was no ambulance, and thei.e was not vei.y much in the way
of health services. I know you are a psychiatrist, but you also Ill L from
the PUblie Health Service. What are the facts about thiS situation ?

Dr. Afixma..b. First, I think the facts are that we have---Llet me start
out by sayinit we have inadequate funds and that you could be helpful
in helping the Public Health Servide., I believe, to getMore:funds. For
example, for the kind of things Mrs. Winters WaS talking about like
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sewage problems, water problems, thinggs of this sort. There sn'l-
eneugh money in 21 projects to provide t le kind of basic health needs
that are needed, which every person deserves and should have Let me
say that-this coining August it is planned that there *ill be a clinic
in Wanblee staffed hy.11, phySician and a nurse, a Public V. e th
and it should be this August.

Senator I3onmoic. 111'611, my fellow Sen rtors, it's a question of money
in some respects,

Dr. MIN-DELL. Iii some respects.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I don't want to suggest anyti

further, but let the ask you what the infant mortality rate is?
Di MiNoEu.. I can't answer that.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Are there any figures on it, do you

know?
Dr. .A-IINDELL, There are: I don't have them. -

Senator KEN:inn. of New York. Could you furnish them for the
record. The infant mortality rate for the reservation as dole, and
the infant fatality rate for Wanblee?

Dr. MI DELL Wanblee I will try to et them, Is that nil?
Senator KENNEDY of New York. res, that's it. Thank you very

much,
The Chair cadliRubin Robinson:
Are you Rubin Robinson

STATEMEWT 'OP RUIN ROBINSON, MEMBER, SOUTH DAKOTA IN.
DIAN COMMISSION, AND NATIONAL PRESIDENT, WORKING
INDIANS CIVIL ASSOCIATION

Mr. RoutNsoN. I am Rubin Robinson, Flandreau Santee Sioux,
I am on the South Dakota Indian Commission I ain national president
of the Working Indian Civil Assocation, and am forniet' teacher in
the Federal school. I have a few facts and figures and observations
which have been made, and I am just going to pass them to you I also
have some supplementary material 'which I would like to go through,
and out of which I Will read to your committee.

We know that the Indian is not the most studious individual in the
world, but one thing we do know, he is the most studied individual in
the world The problems of Indian education are many. Ten percent of
the American Indians over the age of 14 have had no schooling at all
Nearly 60 percent have less than eighth grade education. Half of our
Indian children do not finish high school today. Even those Indians
attending school are plagued by lithiting barriers, by isolation in
remote areas, by hick of tradition and academic achievement. Standard
schooling and vocational training will not be! enough to overcome the
educational difficulties of the Indian. More intensive and imaginative
approaches are needed. To do an appropriate job a teacher should
have full undeistanding of the indigenous culture of the Indian.
Too otten we find that new teachers have not had sufficient indoc-
trination in Indian problems. Many new teachers arrive with pre-
conceived ideas about instructional processes. Lacking adequate
background, some teachers find it hnpossible to reach the Indian
student.
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I have a few recommendations, and in this ortion herd I am not
going to read them all. As I said, this will ubmitted to your
committee, I might mention a few important ones here. To help make
the Indian school a vital part of the Indian cominunity, an Indian
School bend for Federal aid in schools should he established. School
board munbers selected by their communities should receive whatever
training is necessary to enable them to carry out their responsibilities.
School boards would elithinate the closed door meetings of the various
Government committees that have denied. the Indian :people, Indian
resident, the freedom of .communications Often these concensus
seekers behind closed doorS are exposed to constant teniptrition to
realize only those findings that suit their purposeS. I think this school
board would be .a buffer to all this., I might add on there, might be
thinking here ahead of myself, would like to say that about 21/.-,
years ago I wrote to the local area director, and I made this very
statement or suggeStion. His reply was this.could not be clone because
we already have personnel who are &Mg thiS type of Work, and it
would be a duplication of service. But since then there must be other
people who think this should be done, so in the presidential release
on Indian education this is one of the things that will come about.
One of the other recommendations here is, I think, that the curriculum
in Indian schools should be designed to educate the Indian for the
world in which he liveS and particularly give him pride and cultural
background, Sufficient funds should be provided to extend and lin-
prove ,educatiOn on -all fronts. Particularly in the area of school
scholarships. ' -1

Special care should, be exercised in the selection of counselors and
teachers for Indian students and adequate compensation be,paid to
attract and retain the best possible :personnel. Often a definite com-
munication problem exists between the Indian student and the non-
Indian counselor who knos little of Indian culture and makes judo.-
ments with his own middle-class values. In the case of special pro
leans, a large amount Of uneasiness could be alleViated by the presence
of an educated tribal leader or of former teachers.

I think we should Start Our children early in seliool. We should have
remedial schOlaStic and kindergartens: Major efforts-should be made
to correct the truancy: and dropout problems. Rural schools should
conduct summer schools for students who are deficient in credits. This
deficiency is the reason for many of the dropouts from the high schools.

The prdblems raised by placing children in 'boarding schools should
be in terms of age, emotional stability, and consideratiOn of home life.
Many boarding schools are inadequate to meet the needs of the prob-
lems the students halm, because of this inadequacy to meet the needs of
the problems the students have, because of this inadequacy many types
of behavioral patterns have been created with which the schools are
unable to cope with. .

In summary I would like to say that the nonerientated person deal-
ing with the young Indian is handicapped because lie fails in his at-
tempt and realizes that the Indian people who liVe differently think
differently. In 'cony cases Indians come out of extreme isolation. They
have lived in abject poverty, They have had a high disc aserate until
recently. 'Each tribe has a distinct cultuiv. The yoUng Indian is fre-
quently handicapped by lack of individual competitiveness. His con-



cent of time is another source of difficulty. This particular -type of
Indian still thinks iii ternis of the here and now ;trul has relatively
little underst4mdino. of long-range planning. Because of all this the
young Indian startr's out with the lower economic motivation which is
frequently mistaken for la'ziness. As a former teacher in the Buret ti of.
Indian Atfaiis, I firmly :believe that this is the area in which greater
emphaSiS must be placed if dick young students at% to be appropriated
into a more progressive society. This should be Started early in the
young student's life and this should not wait until he becomes a senior
which is dOne in most of our boarding schools. In our Indian boarding
schools most of the guidatice nersonnel are high 8:tliti"led babysittei%.
They should be more concerned in longTrange academic and vocational
orienhition programs so that the student becomes indoctrinated in the
fact that there are better things in life and goes to work for them.
Thank you.

Senator KENN Eur of New York. Thank you very much,
(The prepared statement of Mr,Robinson follows :)

PREPARED STATEMENT OP ROBIN RI:ONSON, Mamma, tiouTir DAKOTA Irsorn:.;
COMNIISSION, AND NATIONAL pacstonNT, WORKING INDIANS OIVIL ASSOCIATION

The Bureau, of Indian Affairs has grown into a vast bureaucracy with 22,000
employees regulating the. daily lives of 380.000 subjects on reservation through-
out the country.

Despite the appropriation of $1.5 billion over the past six years, the U.S. Indian
still lives in shocking poverty. He has the highest rate of unemployment the
lowest per capital ineome, and the steepest death rate. The Indians remain. at
the bottom of the economic ladder, live in the poorest housing and suffer chronic
poverty. This is a clear indietment of past programs and policies pursued by the
Bureau.

During 1905 more than 10,000 Indian children between the ages of 8 and
16 were not enrolled in school. Half were forced to forego schooling because of a
lack of facilities.

The Indian should no longer be denied the equal opportunities open to all in
a free society. The Indian should be freed front unnecessary bureaucratic en-
taglement and outdated concepts and allowed to take their long-awaited _rightful
place in our national life.

Many knowledgeahle persons believe that Bureau school systems are at least
equivalent, and sometimes superior, to public systems in the local areas, in terms
of physical plants, instructional materials, and qualifications of staffs. Despite
these atialitleations, however, it is also believed that Bureau schools do not pro-
vide adequate basic education Or preparation for adult life for the Indian
student. No explanation for this paradox is currently available. Observers of
the situation of Indian youth have made the following observations concerning
the educational and economic problems of Bureau school students compared
with those of public school students

1. Bureau secondary schools have much higher dropout rate than have public
schools.

2. Bureau school students do not perform as well as public school students on
standardized educatimuil achievement tests.

3. Bureau school graduates have greater difficulty in meeting the standards for
acceptance by colleges and universities.

4. Bureau of school graduates have greater difficulty in meeting the qualifica-
tions for entry into technical and semiprofessional schools (e.g, nursing and
technical-vocational courses and schools).

5. Bureau school students and graduates have unusual difficulty in !lading
and holding reasonable and suitable employment

G. Although financial support for higher education o, available, few Bureau
high school graduates seek postgraduate education or training. This Is especially
surprising for outsanding Indian high school athletes who fail to continue their
educational and athletic careers.
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These situations do not seem to be related to deficiencies in baste abilities and
aptitudes. Indian youths appear to be quite similar to the general population
of the United States in terms of academic aptitudes'and mechanical aptitudes:

:These Observations, and conclusions have been made by persons familiar with
the situation of Indian youth, but few empirical data are available to describe
definitively the educational and economic status of Indian youth. Therefore, there
appears to be a need for a sound program of research so that the problem can
be analyzed, discrepancies that may exist between the Bureau educational sys-
tems and their effectiveness can be understood, and a basis for planning required
changes in the systeni can be provided.

These are some of the underlying factors confronting the educational policy
as it exists. .A thorough and comprehensive analysis Should be made to upgrade
Indian education,

Senator KENNEDY of Nem-York. John Buckanaga.

STATEMENT OF JOHN BITCKANAGA, EDUCATIONAL STECIALIST,
U.S, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, RED LAKE, MINT;

Mr. BUCKANAGA. Mr. Chairman, I feel very insecure for three rea-
sons in coming here. One, I am a Chippewa Indian; No..2, I am corn-
pletely surrounded by the Sioux Indians; and No 3, I on from
Min nesota.

Senator BURDICK. We have Chippewa and Sioux friends in North
Dakota both.

Mr, BUCKANAGA, YeS. Therefore, I on going to demand equal time
In Minnesota we have approximately 30,000-Indian citizens, Of this

figure, 2approximately 20,000 vesicle on or near Indian reservations.
The remaining 10,000 have migrated to the urban or off-reservation
towns and cities in Search of employment.

Historically, we have 10 separate reservations all created 'by eon-
gressional action beginning ii and ending in 1893.

Because of congressional enactments, the educational trends mid
systems have been greatly affected either through it direct or indirect
manner.

In 1936 the Federal Government turned "Indian education" over
to the State: of Minnesota. Gradually, Bureau of Indian' Affairs with-
drew their services including some ffanneial assistance. Despite educa-
tion improvement, the Indian of Minnesota, as do Indian citizens
threughout the Nation, continues to have e-ritical and severe problems
in the 'area, of education at all levels. A 1964 survey by concerned edu-
cational agencies have indicated that the average educational level
of Minnesota Indians is 8.1, whereas, the average non-Indian nation-
ally is well beyond 11.5. Special emphasis should be stressed to bridge
this educational gap in the shortest possible time.

Our people are also faced With ether problems in substandard hous-
ing, employment, law and order, and State and county officials, health,
welfare and ninny others; and, Mr, Chairman, I would like to just
summarize some of the recommendations we Bane. I realize you're
pressed for tithe.

Senator 1:1-114xtur of New Ycrrlc. I will put sout v11010 statement in
the record in any case.

Mr. BUCKANAGA. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY of New York, Everything you have here will

go into the record.
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Mr. 9V6KANAGA. We Would like to reeonunend continued action and
tress On pre*hool education; aad the-creation and establishment of

child, development centers in therindialLeommithity leVoi. We would
like to recommend and encouragethe Headst art pro(Tram for all Indian
children ages 4 to (3 pars Old. -We also recommentr and encOlirlige the
establishment of kindergartens, and that it be mandatory in the future
of all Indian childreiL

I would like to emphasize special training programs in colleges and
universities which, in a sense, would assist, the special emphasis' hi
attracting young people into teaching professions. We also would
like to stress tettcher-aide funds to utilize the younk Indian people is
teacher aides in secondary schools. Wo would also like to stress school
board eduottion, and, I believe, I can honestly say the present school
board in _Minnesota Indian communities are "rubber stamps'" to edu-
catiion authorities and officials of the State. From the Federal Govern-
anent, we would like the expansion and continuation of the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps because we feel the young students gain opportuni-
ties to continue their education at least until they graduate. In higher
education we would like :in increase in the _appropriations of existing
Federal and State fluids to subsidize qualified Indian applicants so
that they may enter higher institutions, colleges, unive_Tsitles, and so
forth. We would also like to encourag-e spe,citil courses in Indian
tage, mauve, Indian language and Indian history, We would like to
also encourage housing for teachers in communities where they teach,
and we would like to continue by ene,ouraging, funds to update the
schools. Many of our schools and institutions are relatively old being
constructed many yeah ago, and because of higher standards of educa-
tion, we have fallen behind. We also would like to encourage judicial
funds anti subsidies to update our curriculum as -fax as audiovisual aids
are concerned; textbooks, supplies, and materials, We would also like
to encourage the increase of Judi tin curriculums in relation to 'health
problems. I believe that the (.T.S. Public Health Service will continue
to say that the lifespan of the Indian of America is 42 years of age
compared to Gti years of age for the rest, of the Nation.

I think this special emphasis should be placed in this area to develop
criteria for other local schools and local conditions, And, finally: I
would like to stress this last point. 1 think you have heard some
more eloquent speakers before me, and this concerns graduates of
higher education. It is an area of critical and concern to many
Indian leadets: and to many of our graduates of fine colleges and
universities, We are told and encouraged to receive :higher degree'
of education h1 GOernment, State, and other nonLGolernment agen-
cies, labor, business and industiy and so forth but upon obtaining a
degree of certifwation of higher learning our graduates are pbwed
in positions in which there limited hope of advancement. :Several
Indian geadnates, however, aro gainfully employed in the field of
education in many of the area public schools.

Our primary concern lies in the area of leadership development of
our Indian graduates. Indian graduates ai.e often placed in menial
or second-, or third-, or fourth-elass positions, but never in the axon
of decisionmaking or poliey development. 'We speak in the arein of
Federal agencies such as the Bureau of Indian Atkins, Division of
Indian Health, Department of Labor, Department of .,tgrieulture,
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Housing and Urban Development, and the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity. Mr. Chairman, I would stress--this being one of your goals--
that the Indian graduate be placed in it position of policymaking,
decisionmaking, so they themselves can help solve the problems, and
I would like to tnrn over to yon, Air. Chairman, it copy of the Indian
scholarship program reports on higher education in the State of
Minnesota, which is recently prepared. Also, I would like to turn over
a copy of the reports of the Minnesota Indian Affairs Commission.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you very much. You don't,
know what the percent of Indians from Minnesota are- in college or
have graduated from college?

Mr. BUCKANAGA. You're talking about
Senator KENNEDY of New York. How many Indians from Minna rota

have gradulted from college?
Mr. BUU:ANAGA. Presently we have over no.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. In colleges?
Mr. BucKAN,koA. We will have this fall approximately 200 in col-

lege, and we have approximately 225 high school graduates who will
continue.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Do you know how many actually
finished college?

Mr. BUCKANAGA. Not exactly, but within the past 10 years it in-
creased from 10 to 120.

Senator KENNEDY of New York, Who have graduated?
Mr. BUCKANAGA. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you, sir, I awe_ ate this

and all that will go into the record. We have three more witnesses. We
would like to all go to the site of Wounded Knee because of what it
means to the Indians, and the feet that the massacre of the Indians
took place at Wounded Knee. Unfortunately we have a schedule we
have to keep which would inconvenience people if we would be late, If
we continue this hearing as we are and then try to take that trip, it
would be too late.. What we were wondering was if the three last wit-
nesses would be willing to place their statements in the record, and
then we will all leave and go to Wounded Knee and also be able to
keep the rest of the schedule?

(The prepared statement of Mr. Tinckanaga follow

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN RUCK &NAGA. EDUCATIONAL, SPI CI,ITIPT, U.S.P.H.S.,
RED LAKE, litNx.

The greatest resource of the Indian people lies in the potential of our young
people. The great.tragedy of the Indian people is that this resource has been
ravished and wasted. We look to our schools as a source of hope. We search for
the education that will allow our people to walk taller with confidence in
themselves and pride in their homeland. We hear promises of a lined of oppor-
tunity, yet the condition of our schools belles the emptiness of there prfunises.
It is painfully obvious that far ton few of our students are given the tipper.
'unity to develop skills and talents that will prepare them for productive jobs.
that will enhance their ability to enrich their Com nt un t y and their nation.

The historical prejudice against Indian people remains and is reflected in ltf:quality of our schools well as in other walks of life, At a time when nunschools should be helping us to catch up, we see schools that are draggingus further behind.
We see great promise in our Head Start and 'Upward Bound programs. Andyet, there is a ten year span between Head Start and Upward Bound. During
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this test vears, the Indian student is 'mind by till of the frustrations and
alienation of au inferior and outdated education.

Far fewer than half of our students ever graduate from high school. The
drop-out rate among teachers and iiilministratorS must be even .higher. When
most of our teachers stay for only one or two years, what chance do we have to
make full use of their talents? Our facilities, textbooks, and euritculum are out-
dated and in many cases obsolete. Our schools lack imagination and creativity.
Many, but not 1111, of our teachers themselves are adequately prepared; but our
school VtitVIIIS and school .authorities must function Wthin inadequate budgets.
They seem segregated from the life blood of our communities. Teachers and
administrators lack rapport with parents and show little understanding for
our culture, traditions, and heritage.

The tragedy of Indian education is not unique to Red Lake and other Indian
communities throughout the state of Minnesota. The problems that I have
mentioned are similar to those in all other reservations that I have visited.
They arc the problems that I Have ("HMISSNI With the leaders of other Tribes at
State and National conferences.

The blame for this educational catastrophe does not lie with our people. But
we did not come here to place blame, We Cannot undo past injury and neglect.

We can oiTer Indian students the chance for more _productive lives, there-
fore, I submit the following proposals for your earnest consideration:

Preschool education
Children have at capacity to learn within their early formative years par-

ticularly in their pre-school years. During this initial period of life many of
their present habits and social adjustments are formulated.

Because of the many disadvantages their parents, due to lack or limited edu-
cation, lack or limited financing and skills, lack or limited employment oppor-
tunities possibly with exception of seasonal employment, limited economic
base (our average Indian family income is $1800 per annum per family) these
children and their families are faced with adverse socio-economic conditions
which they must later accept as a fact of life in search of their own survival.

I. We recommend and encourage immediate legislation and sufficient fiiineg
to alleviate these many foreseeable conditions in the establishing of ch

it(iiiii

velopnient renters at the Indian conummity level.
2. We further recommend and encourage the continuation of the Head Start

Program for all Indian children ages 4--6 years old.
:3. We also recommend and encourage the establishment of kindergarten for

all Indian communities within the immediate future. We encourage local Indian
aides be employed along with trained and valified teachers,
II. Special training programs in colleges and universities

Special training programs and special incentives must be created to attract the
best teachers into Indian erducation. Teachers colleges and universities should
he established which deal with the special problems of Indian education. They
should be located in or near Indian committees. These colleges should place
special emphasis on attracting Indian young people into teaching professions and
preparing them to teach in their own communities.
M. Teacher aides

Funds should be made available to utilize Indian young people as teachers aides
in both elementary and secondary schools. These aides will provide a direct and
more meaningful lifeline between the school and community. This program will
also provide encouragement and training for those of our young people who are
interested in entering the field of teaching.
IV. School board education

Our school hoards must be given the opportunity to learn of new teaching
methods and educational approaches. :lasses should be made available to them
for this purpose. They should be encouraged to visit other schools to learn how
other c4Iticational systems operate, Presently our Board of Education serves only
as "rubber stamps" to education authorities and officials.
V. Expansion of NYC

The Neighborhood Youth Corps nod other in-school training programs must
be expanded so students from low-inc.sme families can remain in school until
they graduate.
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VI. higher education
Increase appropriations to existing federal and state agencies dealing with

Wien education at nil levels so that ready and qualified Indian applicants may
enter vocation training institutions, colleges and universities of their eboice.
That sufficient funds be made available to permit and allow maximum educa-
tional opportunities. Currently, inadequate federal funds and burenucratic regal-
cation.., and policies do not allow maximum. educational opportunities.
Va. Special teaching courses

in order that the great American Indian Heritage can he cultivated and per-
petuated; we recommend funding special training courses in Indian culture,
history, language, and Arts and Crafts,
VIII. Housing for teachers in coiiiniunitiea where they teach

Many of our teachers commute great distances daily often through severe
weather conditions. Housing facilities are unavailable in most instances. This
results in problems of recruitment of capable, qualified and eonseientious
teachers.

Funds to update our Rawls
1. Many of our educational institutions are relatively old being constructed

several years ago. Because of new trends and added curricula, our Menthes are
often insufficient in carrying out educational functions. lVe request funds for ex-
prinsion to conform with current and modern educational standards.

2. Because of inadequate federal aid and state aid our curriculum is often
centered around obsolete books, materials and supplies. Textbooks and audio-
visual aids also need updating. Textbooks and other reading materials should
stress current problems of Indian people, not meaningless data and Information
which does not relate to facts of history. This would intend to bring about
an improved aspect related to human relations of nil people.

3. Our Indian population suffers from many health problems, It is reported
by the U.S. Public Health Service, Division of Indian Health, that the average
life span of the American Indian is 42 years of age compared to O years of at
for the rest of the nation. Special emphasis should be placed in this area to de-
velop eriterias for local educational use so as to bring about a better and whole-
some attitude on Indian health problems. Special funds are needed in this
area to develop the program within the current school curriculum.

4. Allow adequate funds to mobilize talent.s of Indian students through the
use of modern and scientific methods of communication merlins to conform with
approved educational standards and facilities of middle and upper class insti-
tutions. This would include TV educational programs, use of electronic equip-
ment, etc.

Graduates of higher education.
And finally, for graduates of higher education this is an area of critical and

vital concern to our many Indian leaders and to many of our graduates of fine
colleges and universities. We are told and encouraged to receive higher degree of
education by BIA, State and other governmental and non.governmental agencies,
labor and business, etc. Upon obtaining a degree or certification of higher learn-
ing, our graduates are placed in positions in which there is limited hope in ad-
vancernent. Several Indian graduates are gainfully employed in the field of
education in many of our area public schools.

Our primary concern lies in the area of leadership development of our Indian
graduates. Our Indian graduates are often placed in menial, or 2nd, 3rd, or 4th
class positionsncrcr in the area of decision making or policy development. We
speak in the area of federal agencies such as the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Divi=
Mon of Indian Health, Department of Labor, Department of Agriculture, Housing
and Urban Development, and Office of Economic Opportunity and other similar
agencies that have a direct bearing on the Indian people problems and the future
and destiny of solutions to them. Too many times, our problems, our destiny, the
solutions to our problems are made by non-Iinlian, non-concerned people whit
are employed in an agency only for their personal security, personal gain. status,
Prestige or monetary gainhut no concern for the advancement of the Indian
populus. We want the opportunity to make our own mistakes in these critical
areas of our own destiny and futare.

Only recently through the Office of Economic Opportunity bare we enjoyed and
exhibited our excellent Indian leadership. We have used our own Indian human
resources to the optimum advantages. Despite our criticisms of various programs
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throughout our reservations, we have numerable successes which by far out-
number our failures. Our obstacles many times seem to be existing and support-
ing agencies in Indian Affairs,

We encourage your support in alleviating nonproductie man power iii our
existing federal agencies by placing emphasis on Indian recruitment in key and
responsible positions where action, policy and decision making can be productive
in our attach on our problems. If the present trend is allowed to continue, our
problems will continue and once again the first Americans will gradually revert
to 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class citizen of their own aboriginal landsthis land which
we now call the United States of America.

'Senator litsitinag.. Mr, Chairman, I notice by the list of .witnesses
you have August Little Soldier, Fort Berthold, S. Dak. He is a good
man, and I know South Dakota would like to have him, but he is
from North Dakota, and August, would you like to make a short
statement and file your record or just file your record?

Mr. LIME SOLDIER, Since tune is so essential to the group, I feel
that maybe ft statement, or two

Senator BunnicK. I appreciate that. I think probably we will have
the benefit of your testimony and also have the advantage of visiting
this site which means so much to the Indians.

Senator IinirtNnoy of New York. At this point in the record, I order
printed the prepared statements and other material submitted by per-
sons unable to testify.

(The material referred to follows :)

KEPARED STATEMENT OF AUGUST Lime SOLDIER, TRIM'. CHAIRMAN, T REX
ArrimArno Trams, Foar BERTHOLp Ixrami REsEttv,dmox, REPRESENTING rilIE
UNITED TRIBES OF NORTH DAKOTA

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is August Little Soldier.
Tribal Chairman for the Three Affiliated Tribes, Fort Berthold Indian Reserva-
tion and hove been appointed by the Chairman of the United Tribes of North
Dakota to ProSent this prepared statement.

I appreciate this opportunity to present the views on behalf of the United Tribes
of-North Dakota I represent,

The following are the Indian Reservations that make up the United Tribes of
North Dakota : Port Berthold, Fort Totten, Turtle Mountain and the Standing
Rock Indian Reservation, The four Indian Reservations of North Dakota united
in a joint effort in 19W to combat -the adverse legislations that the Stare of
North Dakota brought to the State Legislature on the ever present jurisdiction
issue.

By organizing and meeting regularly the United Tribes of North Dakota have
progressed In several areas that have been beneficial to the Indian Tribes af-
fected. "We, the Indians of North Dakota, preamble determined, to reaffirm faith
of our people in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the
human person, in the equal rights of man and woman, and to promote conditions
for Indians under which justice and respect arising from treaties and other
sources of law can be maintained and to promote social progress and better
standards of life, and for these ends, to practice tolerance and live together
in peace with one another as good neighbors, and to unite our strength, in a
spirit of willing cooperation, for promotion of the economic and social aevmice-
ment of our people, have resolved to combine our efforts to accomplish those
aims."

The past history of Indian Edocation has been forgotten by most of our tribal
leaders so let us revitalize our minds to the very beginning: EducationA
development of Federal policy--"Father", requested Complanter, speaking for
the Senecas in 1702, "you give us leave to speak our minds concerning the tilling
of the ground. We ask you to teach us to plough and to grind corn ; that you will
?4entl smiths among us, and above all, that 3-on will teach our ehildren to rend
and to write, and our women to spin and to weave," .Witli equal warmth George
Washington replied, through the Secretary of War, that the Senecas might be
sure of the willingness and desire to impart to them the blessings of husbandry.
and the arts" and that 'a number of their children would be received to be
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educated either at the time of the Tresity, or at such It tiine and place as they
might agree upon.

In settle a fashion did the President of the United States tnici a chief of an
Indian tribe first discuss the possibility of governmental assistance in bringing
to the red man the nclvantages of a European civilization, Although this particu-
lar arrangement was destined not `:0 litaterinlize, the interest it aroused
quickened, and on December 2 1704 educational provisions were included in a
treaty negotiated with the Oneida, Tusenrora, and Stockbridge Indians. This was
followed In 1808 by a treaty with the Kitsitaskia Indians which provided an
annual contribution for 7 years for n Bottum Cutholie priest who, among other
things, was to instrect in literature. Thus began the practice: which parsisted up
to the end of treaty innking in 1873, of including edueational provisions in
amities. The provisions covered technical education in agriculture and atecliale
'cal arts, support of reservation schools, hoarding schools, or schools and
teachers generally, and contributions for educational purposes.

On Artach 30, 1802, Congress made provision for the expenditure of 11 511111 of
money not to exceed $15,000 per annum to promote civilization among the
.Aborigines. For another decade this action stood as the sole indication that
Congress hail recognizml responsibility for Indian education; then, in his first
message to Congress, President Monroe called for m1(0001181 efforts to preserve.
improve, and civilize the original inhabitants. This recommendation was acted
upon 2 yenrs later when Congress enacted a provision which still stands as the
organic leg:11 basis for most of the educational work of the Italian Service. As
embodied in the United States Code the law declares: The President may in
every ease where he shall judge improvement in the habits and eonditlons of
such Indians practicnble,' and the means of instrnction can be introduced with
their Own consent, employ capable persons of hood moral character to instruct
them in the mode of agriculture suited to their situation: and for teaching
their children in reading, writing, and arithmetic and performing such other
duties as may be enjoined according to such instructions anti rules as the
President may give and prescribe for the regulation of thea conduct, in the
discharge of their duties.. report of the proceedings talopted in the execution
Of this provision shall be annually laid before Congress.

Provision of education for Indian youth living on reservation lands is the
responsibility of the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the United States Deintrtment
of Interior. The Bureau of Indian Affairs provides financiug, facilities, and
administrative and instructional staffs for the Bureau schools, In the ease of
North Dakota, the four Indian reservations each have elementary schools and
:secondary schools. The high schools provide for both clay and boarding stialents
,`end, When practieable, transportation to school is provided.

Some persons believe that the Bureau school _systems in cooperation with the
school districts are equivalent. and sometimes above, some of the public
schools in the area, in terms of physical pIttnts, instractional materials and
Qualifications of teacher& Irregarclless of the superior facilities. materials, and
fine qualifications of the teachers, it is also believed by some persons that the
present Bureau of Indian Affairs do not provide the necessary adequate basic
education or preparation for pursuing a higher level of leaving. Several people
have made recommendations after observing the educational and economic prob-
lems of the students compared with other students from public schools, private
schools, etc. The fact that the national Italian dropout rate is 00% would seem to
indicate that Indian students are: not responding to the system of rewards and
punishments in the non-Indian culture, and that, their culture needs are not
being met.

Among all the philosophies of education concerning the goals of education.
practically all educators will agree that basically, the over all ptrpose of edit -
cation is to turn out happy and socially contributing human beings. This means
that. as a remit of his education, the situ-lent feels that In is on top or his
environment, is contributing to its development. and has a joyful sense of
achievement according to his ability. This is just another way of saying that
the seheol has met his needs.

The fact that the national Indian drop out rate from the eighth grade to
the twelfth grade is sixty percent Would seem to indicate that Indian Schools
in general are not meeting the needs of the Indian student. drop out rate
of this size exhibits not only scholastic, but socially nviladaptive behavior on the
part of the majority of Indian students, This would appear tantamount to
saying that as a result of eight years of education. the Indian student shows
mentally unhealthy ways of responding to the environment in which- he now
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lives and that in which he must live and contribute as an adult. A failure
of the sehools to prepare the Indian students to meet his environment seemsevident.

of ihe various agencies or institiitions involved in Indian i^diiiii un seinnto have revealed their own culture biases. They 1Lppeas to have assumed thatby offering the American educational system with its culturally deterndiasl
sys-tent of rewards and punishments (values) to the -Americana Indian, that the
American Indian student. Will respond and desire npward social mobility, or
achievement in the American non.ltal Ian sense. It would b-12 well to recall that
the .system of rewtirds ;Ind punishment ill one culture does not noi:Tssarily
motivate people of another cultare. The findings of modern social scientists
would seem to indiente that it "011h1 have been desirable to have used the
system of rewards and punishments in the Indinn culture (their values) to
assist the Indian to adjust to the only area in which he must adjust: the
modern eight to fire World that he twist film. It W0111(1 nppear that the large
drop out rate could be attributed to one thing: value- conflict.

Tice motivation for overcoming sable conflict should seem to come only from
one's Own cultural vallies. and not from the value system of another vulture.
The Indian race, as the Amcrion Ifrritage Book of Indians. points out, is the
longest, lived race on (lie ntee of the chilli. It has been said that even in thiseountry, 1:fter four hundred yNirs of tieing siirr.ounded an prc.-.441 by the
dominant culture. the Indian pei.sonalily constellation remains the ,ame, tel

untouched. through all levels of acculturation. Since a mull= -e is only
as durable as its values. it would seem desirable to look at the Indian value
system in order to see what molivatos an Indian. It is only recently that edu-
cational researchers have begun to I.:1k into the Indinti world in order to
ascertain what makes the Indian culturally durable. They are diseovering n
world deli in its ancient, wisdom and comfortable and stipporting in its Wilmot
and initura.1 relationships. It is this world that must be tapped and utilized in
helping the Indian to attitist to flit wage exchange world of today..

It seems unanimous in the literature of the social seientists that mental health
problems usually aeconithany most mature changes. linamsistencies in cognitive
maps and world views produce pitinful tensions in direct, proportion to daily
confrontation. It is n tribute to the durability of the Indian- personality con.
stellation that he has resisted as well as he hos.

However, since the end of World War II, face to face confrontation with
the dominate culttire has increased the tension of the American Indian and
brought a drastic rise in mentnl health problems. This increasing confrontatitin.
with its corresponding rise of emotional problems, lends a likewise increasing
urgency to solutions for the problem.

'Adding to the sithtlety of the problem is the fact that values, until examined
by members of a given culture, usually operate at the unconscious wyel. For
the average Indian student this means that by teaching or instructing, his values
must be brought to his conscious level for examination and prideful evaluation
in order to show Bain "what makes hint ticl ". and to show hint how to use his
values in adjusting to the modern world. It is true, that, in adjusting, he will
incorporate some non-Indian vtilues, but, in so doing, he Will IISC his nWn valuesas motivation. It is true that a few remarkable Indians, by their own painful
effort and unique adaptability, have adapted and achieved a position of eminence
in the lion-Indian society. It would seem, however, that the schools could have
done more for these "success stories". and produced more of such eases on the
normal -distribution curve. Most of these "achieving" Indians "rose" by their
own effort, as we have said, plus the imliNidual attention and encouragement
they received from some teacher, friend, or relatives personally interested in
them. It would scent that the vast majority, however, have not been assisted
as much as they mold have been to adjustment and h happy life.

Education in harmonizing the Indian and non-Indian value systems. mast
be offered prior to the offering of the non-Indian .technical, Vocational, and liberal
education: otherwise, these programs (and this would seem to include the war
on poverty for Indians) are largely thwarted because of the value conflict. This
tines not mean that one teacher the Indian how to become a white Mall, then teacli
him a trade. The cultural approach means that he is taught how to use his scants

becomes even more Indian) in taking advantage of vocational or liberal
educational opportunities and becoming self-supporting._

The application of the cultural approach for adult Itidianshow to use the
old values In becoming self'. apportingwould .involve a very lengthy program
roughly resembling a type of large scale therapy. It would be exceedingly time
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eonsinning and costly and personal or such a program would be hard to find,
The time and pimp to leach nit Indian the cultural approachhow to use

Ids vaincsshould ate it the lime and plioT when he is 111114 NIItil'elltibir to learn-
ingwhen lie is young and in school. Tettching an Indian child, from his first
day in mirsery school, how to use his Indinif values in the modern, work.for.
money world in which lie must live, would equip hint witb functional, learned
responses to ropt, with the crisis of indt Ural identification occurring It sdoles-
cenee. Ile 4100811.l stop being Indian. He is more Indian Hum ever because lie
liii le:11'11Ni how try 118C his, values in a new setting, approach harmonizes
the cultinTI bloelcs presently negating the motivational assumptions noilerlYing
the offerings of vocational and liberal education. This program approaches the
problem through the culture and system of rewards and punishments of tlic
fustian and not of the non-Indian.

Iii short, unless the cultural iinpasse is resolved and removed first, it would
Seem that other educational opportimities would not he its effective as they
(mould be.

Recent research has shown that the problem goes even Beeped than Indian
and non -Indian value clashing. The Indian youth of toll ii has a serious iden-
tification problem of his own. Extensive psychologitlil testing for for hundred
and fifteen young Indian people revealed sevei.e distruhances mostly attrib-
utable to a lack: of proper identification.

Several studies have been conducted to a new approach to Italian Education.
These studies sought to identify the psychological causes of the breakdown
of scholastic achievement and general In of Indian Youth. Haring
identified the central patternalienation and anomie with restilting feelings
of rejection, depression, and anxietyit was seen thfit the Indian youth is
alienated from himself and others. Ho is tint effPetivoly identified with his
Indian heritage, nor can he identify with the hostile, white world faeing bim,
He is during the troubled years of adolescence. a "nothing". Ile has an extreme
crippling negatll-e self image. He Inns no direction to his life anti is lost.

Since it is impossible to gl'e each Indian youth the therapy necessary to
overcome his emotional problems caused by cultural conflict, there arises
the necessity of dealing with the groups and classes (within their various
schools) and applying the techniques similar to those of grotto therapy in
developing a mental health course designed to lead the Indian youth out of
his anomie condition and to teach him how to achieve emotional stability in
the cross.cultural stresses he is suffering. The course would teach him how to
adjust and could be called "acculturational psychology", modern Indian pSy-
etiology", or some similar title.

Since the Indian youth indicates that lie is socially alienated, even front
his own group, he shows that he is not Indian and has no effective awareness of
his historical racial identity.

Since awareness of historical origins is necessarY for orientation to any
kind of future action, the first part of this acculturation course should consist
in teaching him a solid, clear history of his race, designed to give him pride
in his racial origin. In current Indian education, the normal American History
courses are taught in all Indian schools. Indian youths study about the pilgrims,
the early struggles to settle the country, the revolutionary war. etc. However,
the Indian youth doesn't identify with these accomplishments because they were
the accomplishments of another race and what is more some of the major
struggles and victories of the white settlers, on the early Atlantic seanartl
and later in the West, were against his own race. Since the Indian does not get
a sense of historical racial pride from the study of history that a white youth
does, the Indian youth should he tmight thoroughly and vividly the history of
his Indian race first as the primary Fouree and basis for personal identity.
'I'ris history of his race would be the first necessary part of the t muse.

The next part of the course would teach the Indian youth what values are
and how they historically arise, usually from the economy front which n race
makes a living. Having gained a mastery of the coneept of values its sources
of common responseS In Ina culture, the Indian youth'would proceed to it study of
the traditional Indian values.

He would be shown why he acts its he does as en Indian : his subconscious
eultural drives would be brought' to light and to conscious awareness for under.
standing and evaluation. Then, having seen what the Indian values are, he
would proceed to a study of the major White.Ainreican values. He would be
shown how certain major American values clash with his Indian values and
bring about personality tensions and deviations. He would he taught basic, psy-
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claological principles of how to adjust to and relieve stress and conflict. He willbe shown clearly that iteculturational psychology is not II mates Of ceasing, tohe Indian. This is psychologically absurd. Ile is likewise shown that atis not a mutter of completely becoming white. This is also psychologically im-
possible. He will be shown how to take the best from the two cultures, blendand integrate these values within himself with the result that he createswithin himself a unique, precious, third kind of personality,wllich is his en-riching contribution to society. his personality would escape the stereotypeof both races and enrich society with a qualitatively different personality. Ilewould have the satisfaction of achieveing a unique, modern Indian identityand full self actualization.

Ideally, such a course should begin on the pre - nursery level and he taught,in expanding fashion, at each grade level to senior high school. Let the pre-schoolers have their picture books of Mother Goose and the like, but let themalso have their picture and reading books of great people and great legendsof their own tribes. Pre-school yOungsters can he taught a sense of pride in beingIndians without their being aware of it They will have pride in their raceis an operative value, which will protect them against the adolsecent crisis ofMoil-Mention that the current Indian youth is Meeting.

RATIOSd%liE

Most. Indian students, after about the seventh grade, show themselves to beseriously alienated anti unidentified. Personal pride and identity conic primarilyfrom one's racial group. Most Indian students lack personal, prideful, identitybecause they are unaware of their racial historical past, due to the fact thatit has not been taught to them in school. Since values, until examined, operate
at the unconscious level, most of them are also unaware of the great Indianvalue system that has made them the longest used race on the face of the earth.Their history and Value System ,should be the rock bottom sources of theirprideful Identity. In order to give Indian students a, prideful identity, and1), motivation to modern world adjustment as socially contributing citizens, tineabove mentioned courses of Indian studies is recommended according to thefollowing general outline.

OUTLINE

1. Introduction : What Modern Indian Psychology is.'
2. What culture is How cultures are different.
3. What values are How values nrlse and endure in a cul
4. What the Indian values are. Indian motivation.
5. Indian History,--Indian values in action.
6. Non-Indian values.
7. Psychology of behavior and adjustment. Defense Mechanisms.
8. Specific conflicts from Indian and nonIndian values.
9. Probable belmvioral deviations from Indian and Non-Indian value conflicts.10. Indian psychology of adjustment: How to use the Indian value system itsmotivation for adjustment to value conflict.
II. The modern Indian,a unique personality, self made from the best ofboth cultures: your prideful and enrielfing contribution to Anicrican society.

1440131,1INIS

The Indian Reservations in North Dakota realize that we have no uniqueproblem in the use of alcohol by our young people. We do, however, recognize
the dangerous progression of its ltaie Which correlates with the alcoholism problemon the Indian Rcseations in general,

Because of the permissiveness by individuals, by the family, and by thevommunity toward the Use of alcohol, eve feel ii grave trims 18 at hand. Scholarsin the field of alcohol tell us that early education is one of our possible aids tohelping to minimize our problem, Our needs, therefore, demand that we set upa "top notch " education program of teaching mental health, which would includean emphasis on this insidious illness of alcoholism, These young people in orderto talk intelligently about alcohol have to know soinething about the elwinkalitself, what the body does with it and what it does to the body. There are ninnymyths in this area that need to be cleared up. -They also need to think througheasefully the many conflicting feelings and attitudes people have about alcohdl.We believe that they should know why Fume people use alcohol and reasons why
sa-101 o--eant. 4- 3
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some people do not. The reasons they will hear are very important in making
their future decisions. The end utophin result Ihen be that not only would
they be alre to talk intelligently about alcohol, but have help in making
intelligent decisions concerning it

Qualified teachers, proper curriculum opportunities and community coopera-
tion will be a necessity. The Tribal Councils throughout the Indian Reservations
are deeply 'coneerned over the situation at hand and ono reservation lids com-
pleted a general study on ALCOHOL and the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe by
James O. 'Whittaker, Ph. D. Associate Professor and Chairman Department of
Psychology, a copy of the study is included In this statement.

We know that It will take the complete cooperation of all agencies,- from all
levels of government and services available to recognize the crisis at hand in
our schools. Be they Federal or public schools.

It has been noted that the attrition of Indian students in their high school
years has been extremely high in areas where the school has been operated pri
manly by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. A.. multiplicity of factors are misponsible
for the lack of the Indian students success in high school. The factors responsible
fall in several areas whin tend to weaken the success of our Iii lian children
achieving a high school education.

Some of the overall problems are as follows
1. A serious need for durable housing for the Indian reservations.
2. Lack of a healthy climate of home environment for the Indian student.
3. The Indian student by walking away from the problem is the only solution

ho knows.
4. The Indian parents care less about the Parent-Teachers Association and

other organizations that are open for parent involvement.
5. A need for a teacher program specially structured that would prepare the

teacher to understand the culture values of the Indian student.
0. The social, economic, and cultural context of the reservation should be

taken into consideration hi which the educational system operates.
7. Factors outside the school system that contribute to the educational be-

havior of the Indian student.
8. Indian students conic from homes that lack books or newspapers; therefore,

the school assumes the responsibility that is primarily that of the parent.
9. Leek of Tribal Leaders, and other officials working together with the In-

dian student in overcoming difficulties that arise during the school years.
10. The need for the'parent to recognize civic responsibilities in the community.
11. Tribal leaders must be familiar with the structure of the school system on

the Indian reservation.
nEcommENDATIONS

1. Indian students of the 11th and 12th grades should participate In the upward
bound program which assists them in understanding the organization of a college
and to whom to go for different kinds of assistance.

2. The need for counselors of Indian background to assist the Indian student
and the teachers in understanding the student's problems and prevent serious
results.

3. Special counseling services and guidance offered to Indian students with
emotional problems.

4. More active participation of Tribal leaders and parents in school functions
will create a stronger bond between the Indian student, school, and faintly_.

5. The need for remedial teachers in our school system.
G. School administrators recognizing the need for facilities to have special

education programs for the Indian student
7. Eliminate isolation of the Indian students who have problems.
8. Encourage the school system to follo,.v the "Cooperative School Agreement"

involving the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the School District ; who shall jointly
and cooperatively operate a school, such matters as personnel, curriculum, budget,
enrollment and general policies to govern the process of cooperation shrill be
considered.

9. Reduce the pupil-teacher ratio to 15 to 1.
la Early Childhood Education is important to the Indian children and should

begin at age a
11. Boarding schools away from the reservation should he eliminated and

cottage type homes for these deprived youngsters should he constructed on the
reservation.
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12. Guidance, Counseling, Mental Health staff are needed in the schools for
the emotional disturbed Indian student.

13. Create Vocational Training Centers for the whole family to the
Madera, California Indian Vocational Training Center.

1,i. The need for an Adult Education Center is very important to the Indian
family and the student,

I a Indian parents or tribal members should establish themselves on the school
boards so they will have a Vote fri establishing policies and programs for theirchildren.

10. The need for employment on the Indian reservation would directly ease the
Problems of the Indian student, that is, the family being employed.

SUAE.M MIT

The American Indian race is the longest lived race on the face of the earth and
of all the studies conducted by individuals on any proposed program and project
these studies conducted by individuals, organizations and agencies, the American
Indian has been the most surveyed people in the world. Prow time immemorial
the Indian has been a "political football".

We all agree that the present education program, for our Indian students,
must and shall be improved in several areas that are sadly neglected by the
mirent, schenl and the agency responsible for carrying out the education program.

In reaching the objectives set out in the recommendations listed we must
consider the variations among the Indian tribes, the Indian culture, and the
attiLide of the non-Indian society, the comulunitie.s, and including some educators
for and against the Indians. We cannot overlook the quality of the teacher, that
are needed, we must not overlook the quality of instruction and a follow-up
of our students when they graduate from high school.

The schools that are assisting in the education of our Indian students. public,
mission, or federal schools, must not be allowed to lower their standards. MI
school oflieials, tribal leaders and the parents must involve themselves and hike
interest in the education of the Indian student. The Tribal Councils and the
parents must establish themselves on an Indian Advisory Committee in federal
operated schools. in mission schools, and the public schools, therefore, they will
assist in approving, helping, developing the education of the Indian student.

The Tribal Councils and educators know that the schools throughout the UnitedStates are faced with the problem of teaching English as a second language and
all agencies concerned, and the 'Tribe must join forces to develop a basic bodyof English content, both oral and written, outlined in sequence to be taught ateach grade level from the kindergarten through the high school grades. The
teachers without prior experience or preparation in teaching English as a secondlanguage are lost, mid while they the teachers, are finding their way the educa-tion of the Indian student suffers. The teachers must lie trained to recognize
the 8pecial problems, difficulties of the studentand the parent without destroying
the Indian culture. We also must realize as Tribal leaders, school and federal
officials, the desperate need for adequate housing for the Indians, which willdevelop goad study habits for the Indian student There is a definite need forhousing to accommodate the teachers and staff that will increase the overall
administration and quality of the Indian Education Program.

The Tribal Councils realize that there is a definite need by the Indian Reserva-tions throughout the United Slates for a stepped up eampaign to develop atraining program to acquaint the tribal membership with the responsibilitiesattached to citizenship 1;1 tribal organizations, state, and federal. This wouldprovide an orientation to the American system of government and tribal govern-ment that would impart an understanding through adult education of the civicand moral responsibilities that can be effectively and intelligently exercised by
the membership of the Tribe. The Tribal Councils know that the increasedeotitacts betweett various governmental. organizations and other tribal groupsrequire political and technical knowledge of peocedures to effectively deal witheach other.

Through an all out effort to improve the Indian education system by the TribalCouncils school and federal official`~, there needs to be a coordinated effort byall concerned to cooperate in 'ill -areas of education and more involvement bythe leaders of their respective agencies to Include the parents in their planning.policies and goals.
The Tribal Councils are well aware of the truancy problem that is commonin the non-Indian schools in the cities and not new to the affluent society students
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attending private schools, therefore, by cooperating with the school officials mid
the parents some of the Tribes have adopted on ordinance "Failiire to send'
children to school" which is working very good in our schools that are operating
on a cooperative agreement plan by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the school
district.

Boarding Schools that are operated off the reservation are a problem that
we rnnst not overlook. The youngsters of grade school age are taken from their
Homes and placed in these dormitory type lini 'dings and we must not forget why
theY Were placed in the hoarding schools, first of all let us consider the children's
nge, his or her emotional adjustment and the environment and housing, and the
climate of their home life, The Indian parent lacks the chance for employment,
and is on welfare, which seems to be the root of all of our problems. The children
in the elementary grades should be afforded the chance to reeeive an education
near his home, on the reservation in an atmosphere of home, and in cottage type
homes and not placed in ft boarding school where the curriculum and the teachers
are not geared to give the grade school student the quality and service these
deprived youngsters recinire. Secondly, WC cannot forget the secondary schools
that are operated off the reservation for the Indian student. Take for example the
school of W:Ilipeton and Haskell which offers a challenge and experience that
the high school student welcomes and the drop out is veil' low.

The school, federal and tribal officials must be concerned with the High School
students Who will be er ring college to the higher education progranik We must
plan for funds for the L..,/endents of our Indian students who are-college material,
Consequently, many high potential Indian students. who are college material,
are unable to attend college completely, therefore, those that get married while
in college have to drop out in order to support their spouse, There is a serious
lack of funds for scholarships to qualified Indian students- United Tribes
of North Dakota know that the holding power would be increased if additional
personnel were available to counsel with students and colleges.

Our educational programs must include the adults and we realize that we need
a strong parent-teacher relationship and this can be developed through the
involvement of the Tribal Councils, the communities and the all nut effort of
Our school, federal and other officials of relaxing their attitudes in a positive
direction.

Our primary objective is to have economic improvement, employment oppor-
tunities on or near the reservation and it is a basic fact that this goes in hand
with education, The school, federal and tribal officials should work together to
provide outstanding professional service in guidance, counseling, therapy (for
emotional problems), remedial work, special education and not detour around
the ever present main problem which is becoming serious throughout the Indian
reservations you know and the United Tribes realize that we need more emphasis
placed on our Mental Health Programs, in the field of Alcoholism which is some-
thing we must consider.

Yes, it is true, the Indian leaders have the responsibility to think for them-
selves and to make the wishes and needs of our Indian students, and adults
knovni, Some of our Indian leaders have sat too long with their arms folded
and let other people ,do their thinking for them. The Tribal Councils and the
Indian communities are very happy to cooperate with Federal, school, and flier
agencies to make possible education programs which will improve the reserva-
tions, but as tribal leaders, school and federal officials, we must be sure that the
services these agencies provide really are what is the need of the Indian student
and the Indian adults.

The primary problem is that so many education programs are available from
so many different agencies, all with their own complicated procedures and quali-
fications. Moreover, we know that bottlenecks do exist in these agencies which
prevent our Indian education programs from moving ahead. The Federal Govern-
ment must realize that we need a coordinated approach to the problenis of the
reservation and this is essential. The United Tribes of North Dakota knoW this
is important and the United Tribes of North Dakota have formed a development
corporation and are doing something about this problem. Conditions are worsen-
ing, that is housing, is getting worse, we have no emplOyment. and welfare is not
the answer to our dilemma The United Tribes of North Dakota recommend to
the other Tribes to stand on their own two feet and cast aside the crutch of
federal paternalism and begin to do your own thinking. Let us not forget the
non- Indian must be educated to know the American Indian,

Respectfully submitted.
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MEMORANDUM ON INDIAN' I DUCATION NEEDS OF rue TURTLE MOUNTAIN AREA,
SUBMITTED BY Erm A D. WILKIE, PaoJEcT DIRECTOR, NE:ransom-won \otrTii
CORPS, TURTLE MOUNTAIN RESERVATION, BET-COURT, N.

There was a meeting of the United Tribes at Bismarck, North Dakota on
March 21, 1968 held for the purpose of discussing our problems in Indian Edu-
cation with Mr. William Byler, Executive Director of the Association on Amer-
ican Indian Affairs. I am submitting the following report and data because I feel
that not enough emphasis was made in regard to the needs of our Indian children
ill the Turtle Mountain area.

Our rate of dropouts at the Turtle Mountain Coltummity bcrool, ''Melt
operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, is approximately 50 to 60%. We
enroll over 100 students in our Freshman Class each year but we have a hard
time graduating 40 to 50 students each year.

We were awarded 18 slots for dropouts in our current Neighborhood Youth
Corps Out-of-School Program last December and I had approximately 165
referrals from various agencies and our local school rosters for these openings
these. referrals were just for boy_ s between the ages of 10=21 years who had
dropped out of school somewhere from the 7th through the 11th' grade. In addi-
tion, we had approximately 40 names of girls who had dropped out When sonic
of these youngsters were asked why they had dropped out of school, the most
frequent reason given was that the tmichers were indifferent they did not lutve
the time to teach them to read, write or add when they were having difficulty
in these areas. They stated the teachers were inclined to work mostly with the
brighter students or students whose parents were BIA employees, school board
members, or children of the local business people. The kids, up in the remote part
of the reservation really felt "left out". One of these youngsters remarked "like
in everything else :tround here, its not what you know, its who you know that
will get you through high school and the first crack at college grants, loans, etc."

'ost of these dropouts were slow academically and the parents did not have
steady employment which made for a lot of insecurity at home. The majority
of them were unemployed about three-fourths of the time and a lot of them were
welfare recipients which made it necessary for the youngsters to go out to the
ritato and sugar beet fields each season; which in turn, made them miss school
about two months each year; which in turn, made it almost impossible for them
to catch tip when they did start school late in the fall and this invariably led
to "Fs" year after year in subjects such as English, Science and Math. Finally.
discouraged and frustrated they just dropped out of school completely. (Couldn'l
something be done to discourage the potato and sugar beet growers from hiring
high school students during the school terms?) but most often, these youngsters
are the most productive members of at family and I suppose the growers are well
aware of this.

Since our NYC programs have come to exist, we have made every attempt to
keep these youngsters in school and there has been some -improvement provided
our programs start erirly enough at the beginning of the school year As far as
the teachers being indifferent, towards some of the students, I nut well aware ofthis problem since I was school secretary for three years before I started with
NYC. Our Bureau teachers are dedicated and enthusiastic when they first come
into the Bureau Fystem but after it year or two they seem to ''slaek off" and
become cynical and skeptic toward the Indians. They tend to blame all the short-
comings on the students rather than making an effort to try and work with them
to overcome their difficulties. I have heard of some of these teachers ridicule
students in front of the others because their parents are alcoholics. I believe
that their "Civil ilervice security" is conductive to this change in attitudes. They
do not have to sisal yearly contritets to be assured of a job and their wage incre-
ments depend wholly on one person's "Efficiency Rating (which by the way, aremeted out on it not what you know, its who you know" basis). The Bureau
maintains that they have a hard tune recruiting good teachers for this areabecause of the isolation factor. Why is it then, that they discourage our own
peolde from coining back to teach our (-Unarm'? I should like to see the "Admin-istrative cost item" of the appropriation budget for Indian Education for the',1st few yearsI would like to bet that some of the bureau teach "rs are theAgliest paid in the nationtaking into consideration the low-cost housing and
maintenance, paid health and life insurance, retirement benefits, etc.where elsecould you rent a three-hedroom-house for $75 per month with all utilities paidand maintenance men furnished ($3.25 per lmur) to shovel your sidewalks,
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change your light bulbs or unplug your toilet. In view of all of these benefits, these
teachers should have no excuse to lose their dedication and he satisfied in having
80 percent of the students pulling "Fs" rather thou working with them to maintain
passing grades. It does appear, that the poor taxpnyers are not getting a just
return for their money from the Bureau teacher& (Could we not have these
teachers sign yearly contracts of some sort, like the public school teachers doll

Our Cooperating School Beard Agreements have made some progress in the
area of creating better communication with our Indian people on the reserva-
tion but much remains to be done. The School Board did have a "break through"
when they hired a School Social Worker who knew the Indian people and was
willing to go into their homes to cLeck on chronic absentees and latecomers. The
School. Board also hired a Coach, during the past two years, who is genuinely
interested in helping out Indian Youth rather than worrying about maintaining
the proper public image of the Bureau in the surrounding non-Indian communi-
ties. The School Board also hired one band instructor who unsuccessfully tried to
shape-up a good and attraction - getting Marching Band by dressing the hand
members in Indian costumes, etc. He failed because some of the Bureau teachers
viewed this with cynical remarks and pessimism. We no longer have this par-
ticular band instructor. We 711118t give back to our youth, the pride of being an
Indian! It has been my personal experience that whenever I stated or my actions
indicated that I was an Indian and proud of itthe non.Indians shared this
feeling with me and were anxious to know more about Indians and their prob-
lems. I lived off the reservation for app_ roximately half of my lifetime (Roughly,
20 years).

I have a County-wide Neighborhood Youth Corps program which involves three
public schools and we have quite a number of Indian students in these schools
made possible through Johnson O'Malley funds. The Administrators of these
public schools have special problems with our Indian youngsters and feel that
more Indian youths would go to their schools if they could provide special
counseling services for them, etc. (See attached reports).

In discussing our problems with these administrators, we feel there is a great
need for more vocational training or trades. The present high school set-ups can
well take care of the college-caliber students but it appears that it is the slower
students that we have failed in the past If these students can be weeded out and
worked with on individual need by the time they reach high school, we are sure
that we will have a happier and more adjusted youth population in this area
this goes for the non-Indian youngsters, also.

Our various CAP Components and Title V Programs have alleviated some of
the chronic unemployment among our people which in turn has improved home
conditions for our youngsters but all of these programs are on such a temporary
basis that they do not compel a sense of security for these people.

The "biggest bug" in the operation of our NYC programs is not knowing how
many Wets we will have from project to project or if we are going to be fortu-
nate enough to survive another year My feeling is that our youngsters should not
be subjected to the whims of the politicians. Mr. Kennedy, I hope in this reportI have offered something constructive rather than just criticism in trying to
express to you the wants and needs of our Indian people for the education oftheir children.

Rnelosures.
ST. JOHN Punuo Senoot,

St. Jahn, N. Da7c, March 29, 1968.
GENTLEMEN: The St. Sohn Public School has an Indian student pOpulation

of over 55 per cent of the enrollment. We, therefore, are concerned about how
we can more effectively integrate these students so that they may achievethe fullest social, educational, and cultural development possible.

The St. John School, because of being a small school diStrict and because of
many of our students living on non-taxable Indian land relies heavily uponFederal Aid and Federal Programs to compensate for the additional coot
of educating all children in our district.

We feel that a Special counseling program for Indian children in our school
would be excellent so they may take advantage of educational opportunities
available to them. Cultural heritage of the Indian children should be fostered
and given its proper status in the school and community-. Federal Indian Aid
would help us secure qualified teachers so we may be fully accredited. Federal
Indian Md would help us secure adequate and healthy physical education fa-
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cilitics, such as clean showers for Indian boys and girls, who ve thesefacilties in their own homes.
The drop-out rate W0111:1 be reduced by improving our school 10 meet the presentand future needs of our Indian students.
The NYC Program hos helped a great number of these students by providingspending money, a C111111(13 to work under supervised Working .contlitious, andthe idea of being able 1,() hall! 1 worthwhile job. Our school has benelitted byhaving these students work, but more so, they -have gained from the workexperience,
A parent involvement program would be another worthwhile program in ourschool to make the school -pi rentsstudent relationship a more workable and re-warding relationshipfor our Indian students.

Sincerely,
JAMES Bowmt, Principal.

DuNsErrn PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Dunseith, V. Dirk., April 4, 1968,5Irs. ELM& WILKI

BC/C0//rt, N. Da,k,
DEAIi lfas. WILKIE : This is in reply to your request for my recommendationsconcerning lipepial programs that might lie used to meet special needs of Indianpupils.
The proper treatment of this matter would require considerably more timethan I have available on this notice, however, I will attempt to touch on acouple of what I see as the more obvious un-met needs of Many Indian children.That there is ample reason for your concern in this matter is evidenced bythe frequency and type of discipline problems encountered with the slowersectionsparticularly in the junior high grades.
Mile I do not pretend to know all of the reasons why each of these childrenseem unable to adjust satisfactorily to the regular school program, I thinkthat I can safely say that two of the most apparent contributors seem to be(1) a home atmosphere that often fails to suiliciently impress these youngstet-swith the value of nit adequate education, and (2) a school curriculum that is,not geared in interest-level and content-level for the slower pupil.My suggestion of programs that might combat in some measure n discouraging

home atmosphere, a low-level of school intecest and an all-nround.adverse schoolattitude would include some of the followlng
(a) Elementary & junior high guidance counseling
(b) Properly qualified social workers, preferably of Indian descent(0) Speed' therapist
(4) School .psychologist
(e) Greatly reduced class size for slower sections
(4) Increased number of vocational & industrial art.. courses
(g) Modified course content in required subjects for slow sections(It) ) Inerensed emphasis on pre-school programs

A substantial number of White children are equally victimized by educational
programs which are usually geared to the average and above child. And too;many of our Indian Youngsters appear to be doing very well under present con-ditions. However, the percentage of those not doing well is such that it Iscertainly deserving of more attention than it is now receiving,Sincerely yours,

L. J. TsusrAn. Rirperintcnrlcnt

PIMPARED STATEMENT OF CHRIS JOHNSON, REPRESENTATIVE, UNITED SIOUX TRIBES,
SISSETON:, S. DAN..

Senator Kennedy and members of the Subcommittee on Indian Education. Themembers of the Sisseton Walmeton Sioux Tribe and the Sisseton Wahpoton
Sioux Tribal Council are deeply gratefill tor the invitation to meet with you andmime) to you the concerns and hopes of the Sisseton Walmeton Sioux Tribeand I'm sure all American Indians.

After many Years of frustrations and struggled by our people, we are thank-ful for the proposed ellanges that Have been made to improve the social andeconomic conditions by the Federal government. These changes have given usnew hope and encouragement to pursue greater goals for our people.
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However, there are few remaining areas In Indian, Federal, and Slate rein.-tionships that give us grave concerns.
We would like to begin our Presentation by providing your committee with ahistorical background on the Sisseton Wahpeton Sioux Tribe.
The Indian people presently living on the Lake Traverse Reservation aredescendants of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Bands of the Santee Sioux (Dakota)Tribe, which occupied much of Southern Minnesota and Northern Iowa whenthe first contacts were made with white settler% Through a series of treaties,much of the Minnesota-Iowa area was ceded to the United States for cash,goods, and annuities.
After a series of uprisings by several Dakota Bands in 1862, the originalannuities and lands of the Dakota, including those of the Sisseton Band, wereconfiscated by the Federal government, although the Sisseton had not partici-pated in the outbreak. The present Sisseton Reservation was established in1867.
In 1892, the Sisseton (Lake Traverse) Reservation was opened to settlementfor non-Indians. Each Indian was allotted 160 acres for settlement, while theremaining land was purchased by the Federal government for $2.50 an acreand then sold to non-Indian homesteaders for the same price. In time theIndians became a minority group an the Reservation as the non-Indian settlersmoved In Title to lands slotted to the Tribe or individual Indians' was heldin trust by the Federal government for 25 years, and the trust status hassubsequently been extended to the present time.
Today, most of the Indian lands are leased to nonIndian farmers. The rentalpayments on the remaining 100,000 acres of Indian owned land are dividedamong the Indian owners. However, the distribution of these payments is eons-plicated by the extremely fragmented ownership patterns due to inheritancepractices. ,

In general, the Indians themselves now live on small parcels of land that areunsuitable for agriculture Their forefathers were not oriented towards farm-ing and did not settle in the areas containing the most productive farm land.The Sisseton Reservation is, a triangular, shaped area containing about onemillion acres located in the Northeastern corner of South Dakota. Of the 15,000residents of the Reservation about 1,900 are Indians who are members of the
Sisseton Tribe. Approximately 50% of the Indian population is nudes 10 yearsof age.

The economic condition of members of the Sisseton Tribe can best be described
with the folowing statistics :

(1) Of the 1,900 Indians living on the Reservation only 42 have full time
Jobs with an Indian work force estimated at or over GOO. The unemployment
and underemployment rate is in excess of 90 percent.

(2) In 1960, median family Income for Indian families was $2,010h00.
The average Indian family size was about 0.8 persons,
(3) The 1900 census showed that the median school years completed by

Indians 25 years and older was 8.5 years.
We sincerely feel that' to achieve a standard of living for the Indian that

would equal-that of our country as a whole can be accomplished by a three
pronged attack on Education, Rousing, and Employment

The Sisseton Wahpeton Sioux Tribal Council has been directed by the Tribe
through petitions from the districts Involved with the Sisseton, Wilmot, and
Waubay School Districts to not only assist the districts in obtaining new school
facilities but also to integrate our Indian students into the public schools asrapidly as possible.

To enable the Indian student to have a better opportunity for education it
is necessary for teachers, stair, and others to develop a knowledge of the
culture, mores, and society of which the Indian 18 n part. Regular extension
credit courses should be offered in selected areas throughout the stnte to pro-
vide this information to school personnel.

Public Law 874 is the law by which funds are made available to school
districts for normal operation and maintenance in Federally Impacted areas,
This aid is needed in our state but must be made available at a guaranteed
rate as schools in South Dakota are facing a severe financial crisis. This year,
as an example, the funding was set and then reduced to 03% then the 93%
MS again reduced by 20% making the available funds pills, 74% of the
original amount established,- As you can readily see, financial aid fluctuations
of this type are not good when operating on a fixed budget.
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Johnson-O'idalley Funds are an addition of 874 funds with the purpose of
associating public schools in the education of Indian youth where a financialburden is proved.

In the past South Dakota has been on a formula basis in regard to Johnson-
O'Malley funds. We feel the Johnson-O'Malley program is one of need and not
entitlement, therefore, we must change to the need concept for general fund
support We endorse the new proposal of Jon C. Wade, Director of South Dakota.
Indian Education, changing our state to a need or Contract basis. In addition
to this new concept, we encourage more generous funding of the above program.

Public Law 815 funds are made available to schools in our state due to
Federally impacted area, student& This money is made available in the form of
new construction and equipment aid.

The Sisseton Wahpeton Sioux backed the Sisseton Public School's plan tolevy a much needed elementary addition only to find the money deferred by
P.L. 90-218, dated December 18, 1967. We feel once this project was given
n priority and plans and local money were made ready to proceed, the Con-
gress was e.-roug in withdrawing these funds. Our needs are immediate and
any delay will only increase our dire position.

We urge these funds be restored as education is one of our major goals in
the Sisseton area.

On August 31, 1967, the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribal Council applied
through the Sisseton-Walipeton Housing Authority for a program reservation
of low-rent public housing and a preliminary loan through the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, Housing Assistance Administration, Chicago,
Illinois, but as of this date we have not had any word as to the progress of this
application. If any people needed housing, this tribe desperately needs it.

The Sisseton -Wahpeton Sioux Tribal Council has applied to the Eeonomic
Development Administration for a Title III Planning and Administrative Grant
in Aid under Seetton 301b of Public Law 8130, which would enable the tribe
to hire a full-time professional staff to develop industrial developments which
would provide full-time meaningful employment.

PREPARED STATEMENT or FRANK DUCHENEAUX, CHAMMAN, CIIEYENNE RIVER
Sioux TRMEN OF SOUTH DAKOTA

On April 16, 1968, at 1 P.M., C.S.T., before the Special Subcommittee on Indian
Education of the Senate Labqr and Public Welfare Committee charged with the
specific duty of inquiring into the quality and effectivenes of the Education. Pro-
gram for Indian children in our Nation.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Special Subcommittee on Indian Education
of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee, I would like to thank the
subcommittee for the opportunity to appear and to give testimony regarding
Educational Program needs for the American Indians, and the effectiveness of the
present program.

I speak not only as ibe-Chairman of the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe but as an
especially selected delegate of the United Sioux Tribes of South Dakota. Elected
by the Indian people of. South Dakota in Pierre, South Dakotaon March 22, 1968.
I am also a member of the National Advisory Committee on Education to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

If the. Indian is to ever take his place in this Great Society on the same footing
as the non - Indian; he must be given the opportunity now to prepare for it In only
the last 20 years have the -Indian people become aware of the needs for an
Pductition.

One of the limiting facts was that after our children had graduated from In-
dian Bureau High School, they had to go to a Preparatory School before they
could meet the criteria to enter college. We found that our boys were being taught
to be farmers and the girls were taught household duties. We felt that these things
emild and should he taught in the home. We also realized that ifour children were
to get the same basic training as the non-Indian, there had to be n change in the
Course of Study that was being followed by the Federal School. On December 7,
1956 the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, by Resolution, requested our Congressinan,
the late Senator Francis Case, to introduce a bill to provide for the State Course
of Study be used in B.I.A. Schools. The Indians of South Dakota could request
by referendum that the Federal school adopt the State curriculm. Subsequent



to this action, Congress enacted Public Law 301 in the 81st. Congress, 1st Sessiou,
which requires the use of the State Course of Study in Federal Indian Schools in
the State of South Dakota. On the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation, the stu-
dent is receiving the same basic training as our non-Indian friends.

Federal high schools should be equipped to prepare talented young people for
professional careers. The high school course should be designed to encourage
such ambitions. Recognizing that the Indian people must produce leaders from
their own ranks Before any permanent solution of the Indian problem can be
expected, and that these leaders must have professional and cultural training to

"'em for the work, some sort of a college scholarship should lie set up.
The State of South Dakota has recognized that need and has established 100

such Scholaeships ; however, these State scholarships provide for payment of
tuition only, this is a minor item in the total cost of a college education. At best
it amounts to about $385.00 for three quarters on the averelge, so while 100 schol-
arships sounds like a lot the benefit is not so great to any one student.

The need for Federal Boarding Schools for American Indians is a question
in the opinion of =my persons because of the segregation of the In Jinn and the
separation of the child from the parent. We, the Cheyenne River Sioux,' however,
believe that there is a definite need for Federal Indian Boarding Schools.

The reason for this stand is the great number of acres, some 2,500,000, and
sparse settlement of our Reservation and the unfeasibility of building roads to
each Emma This is prohibited by the cost of construction and the economic
situation of our people in transporting their children to the bus stops. Many bus
stops are quite distant from"the homes to the highway. The only answer then is
Federal Boarding Schools.

The Federal School at Eagle Butte, South Dakota, is unique in that it Is one
of the only integrated schools in the Nation that is operated by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. The Eagle Butte Independent School District paying their pro-
portionate share of the costa The total enrollment is 1,133 students, of these there
are 379 boarding school students, 324 day school and 138 Indian students are
bussed compared to 292 non-Indians.

The Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe believe that our children tire now getting
the same basic training as the non-Indlan students.

Pre-School or Head Start for our children is a must beennse in most cases there
is the language barrier. This has to be over come so as to put our children on the
same level as the non-Indian who do not have this handicap. 1Ve hope that the.
Congress and those In authority will recognize this fact and continue to appropri-
ate funds for this worthy pmpose.

Discrimination in public schools is often times brought about by misunder-
standing or misinformation as to who is paying the cost of education of en Indan
student in public schools. The general public is not properly informed that some
of the cost is provided by the Johnsen-O'Malley Act funds through a contract
with the State. Money is provided for the payment of tuition and cost of educat-
ing many Indian students. We feel that the Johnson -O'Malley Act should be
amended to provide for more coneultation on the part of the Indian. Public school
relations is our biggest single discrimination problem. Public Schools are fre-
quently operated locally and independently without Indian involvement. We
are fortunate, however, at Cheyenne River in having 'WV Indian people on the
five-man board. The only people who usually have knowledge of this problem
are the B.I.A. and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction with whom
they contract for the service.

After the funds are allocated to the State they are often no longer identified
with the Indian people involved. Indian students are frequently confronted with
the satement from the non-Indian that the white parents are paying- for Indian
education by local taxes, and the Indian is only a burden to the non-Indian par-
ents. If those students and their parents knew that the Johnson-0'elalley funds
were being provided to eduente the Indians, there certainly could be better
relations. We believe that wherever the Johnson-O'Malley funds are provided to
a non-Indian school that the Indian should be given the opportunity to aid in and
participate in the negetiation of the State Johnson-O'Malley contracts with the
B.LA, In sonic cases, district high schools near Indian Reservations could not
operate except for the Johnson-O'Malley funds.

The National Advisory Committee on Education to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs has recommended that school boards be created to teach the Indians the
responsibility they have for participating in the operation of the schools in the
nearby districts as well as the Federal Indian Boarding School, These funds
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necessary to train them will enable them to develop their responsibility asmanagers,
We have on our Reservation a completed new installation under the Job CorpsProgram, It was a serious mistake to not activate it It had been looked forwardto as a step in preparing the Indian youth for life under conditions not arousingsuspicion and agreeable to him. We urge that the facilities there he utilized andused if not in the Job Corps Program, by the Bureau of Indian Affairs or otherAgency for teaching vocational courses to Indian youth, Many trades, such asmasonry, brick laying, block laying, welding, heavy machine operation, watertreatment, auto mechanic', auto body repair, truck driving and a multitude ofothers could be taught there.
The Indian youth must be given the opportunities to develop their talents fullyand to pursue their ambitions free of arbitrary barriers to learning and employ-meat. They should have .a chance to become professionals in any field of theirchoice such as teachers, nurses, doctors, engineers, managers, lawyers andleaders.
These young Indian leaders will eventually become the bridge between twocultures, two languages,- and two ways of life. We mast open wide the road of

career training and higher education for the many Indian students who qualify.I would like to thank the Coinniittee for this opportunity to voice our opinionsas to the quality and effectiveness of the Educational Prograins that are inoperation today. Thank you.

PREPARED STATEMENT or Gonna?: C. BEAVER, CHAIR] AN, WINNEBAGo TRIBAL
COUNcth, WINNEBAGO, NEM.

I am Gordon C. Beaver, Chairman of the Winnebago Tribal Council, Winne-bago, Nebraska. My Tribe appreciates the opportunity to speak to you aboutproblems of education of the Indian youth in our area. We thank you forcoming Ont.
The members of the Winnebago Tribal Council, and every member of theWinnebago Tribe of Nebraska, recognize the crucial Importance of educationof the youth of our Tribe. We feel that in this modern day and age a personwill face great difficulty in life unless his mind is prepared to meet life's prob-lems. The day is rapidly vanishing when a person may make a -living by thestrength of his body alone. Jobs in factories, work in agriculture, owning anindependent business, and running tribal affairrieh require education. Weknow there are other Important needs for our reservation and for our people,such as housing, sanitation, recreation, law and order, and health services.But we place education above all of these for two reasons, First, we believemany of these other problems would become far less severe if education on ourreservation were to advance, And secondly, education affects the younger gen-eration. In that group of people lies the great hope fora better future life forIndian life.
We are grateful for and we appreciate the aid which the federal governmentnow gives to education in our area. We would certainly not have the levelof education we have without Johnson.gMalley funds and without other fed-eral funds such as the funds received under Public Law #874. But we feel thereis much more that could be accomplished if the funds and facilities were avail-able. I would like to spend a few minutes on sonic of the areas where moreeffort is needed.
First we believe that our Indian children need a curriculum with slightly

different content than the one presently available. They need a curriculum aimedat the following. subject areas, Indian ehildren are very skillful in the use oftheir bond & They have a high sense of creativityand we feel these skillsand this creativity are traits which should be cultivated by education. A cnr-rienhun should, therefore, contain more hours and more teachers (leVOted tothe lutlustriel arts and to crafts and skills. We believe that some nubjeetS nowbeing taught should be directed more to the Interest of the Indian children. For
Maniple, history should include the history of Indian generally and in particularthe history of the Tribes from which the school children in our area come. Asyou know our Tribe Is self-governing with a constitution and with nit electedTribal council for its legislative bncly. If democratic tribal government of thistype is to succeed, the Indian children who will one day vote and sit on the TribalCouncil must be educated in the science of government and we feel that ourschool curriculum should cover tribal government.
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Second, we believe the method of teaching in our school needs a change of
direction. Several points should be mentioned here. First, v;e need teachers who,
understand the Indian students and who will treat them fairly and without
discrimination. We have had instances in the past where school property has
not been fairly apportioned to white and Indian children upon equal terms.
Second, we feel teachers must have some appreciation of the background, cul-
ture. motivations and difficulties of environment and home life of the Indian
children. I believe what .I am trying to say is this : A teacher must know their
problems, in and out of school, before the educational process will succeed.
Schools with a large Indian population require a different kind of teacher than
schools.with an all white student body. We do not feel the financial resources
of the school in our area permit the employment of teachers of this caliber.
Problem children are shifted from our school to other schools, and the con
centration of these, difficult children in these other schools (largely Bureau
schools) creates greater problems there. Third. We feel that guidance and
counseling services should be expanded grently. We know the drop out rate of
Indian children in our school is much too high, running somewhere between
14 and 21 percent during the past 5 school years. We know the percentage of
Indian children going to college is low compared to the white population.
We feel confident that a counselor employed by the school district would de-
crease the drop-out rate by counselling with the child and his parents, ascertain-
ing the cause of the drop-out and taking steps to eliminate the cause or persuade
the child and parents of the value of education. We feel confident that a guidance
counselor could increase the number of our children going to college or trade
schools by outlining for them the advantages of such attendance and assisting
them in following the procedures for admission to these post-high school in-
StitetiOns. Fourth. We know that many of our Indian children have, fora variety
of reasons, not kept pace with their age groups.

They are behind a couple of years In English or mathematic& We need to de-
vote some dollars to special instruction for these students or they grow dis-
heartened and drop from school completely when they cannot keep up with
the rest of the cies& With special help these students could be salvaged. With-
out thIS special help, they will fall by the waYside and be lost. Fifth. We have
great need for adult education courses of dminy varieties. We should make greater
use of the school's physiml plant and its teachin staff to educate members
of the tribe who were yesterday's drop outsor who never had a chance to go
to school. Instruction of this age group requires different materialsmaybe even
different teachersand money to develop this area has not been available in the
past

I want to mention our physical plant It needs to lie modernized and enlarged.
This will be particularly necessary if a merger of the Winnebago and Macy
school districts takes, place. Such merger is presently under discussion and in
our opinion should take place. Federal funds to assist in building a new physical
plant for this consolidated school district would be a great benefit

One final item deserves comment Many of our Indian, people are capable of
filling employment .positions in the school district For example, the district
currently employs cook]; and bus drivers, but not one Indian person is employed
In these position& We feel this should not continue to be true. Employment of
Indian people in these jobs would give much needed employment, but more im-
portantly, it would add a tone to the whole educational institution of our area
which would tend to induce Indian children to think of the school as part of
their community and instill in them a desire to participate In it fully.

I have kept my remarks uneral in order to ever the subject without taking
too much time I should like to request that n copy of these remarks be made
part of the record of this prOceeding, and I would be more than happy to answer
any questions anyone might have I thank you for the opportunity to present
these views of the Winnebago Tribe.

PREPARED STATE LENT OF ENOS POORDEAR, PRESIDENT, 001.ALA SIOUX Tains, PINF.
RIDGE INDIAN RESERVATION, PINE RIDGE, S. DAR.

. 1 .

Honorable chairman and honorable members of this subcommittee, as
the President of the Oglala Sioux Tribe I wish to make the following statement :

We appreciate the concern towards our Indian peOple, on the part of a great
number of the members in the House and Semite ; however, we are concerned
over the lack of factual knowledge of the actual, day to day, conditions that
impede the progress of our Indian children in the educational field.
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We are grateful that this Committee is here today to peek at conditions '4ov
the hill".

Family environment in a stab- standard home is such that our Indian children
enter school with a great handicap. It is understandable that a small child
whose only home is a canvass tent, or a log house with dirt floor, or an abandoned
car body, cannot show the initiative necessary to carry him along with his more
fortunate classmates.

It is absolutely essential that our Indian people be given an opportenity to
afford better and more decent homes, so that our Indian children may retain
the feeling of pride provided by good and proper home environment, This is
basically the one major problem that needs improvement before our Indian
children can freely and happily concentrate on acqiiiring an education.

Over all, home Improvement which ties in very closely with job opportunities.
is the main problem confronting our Oglala Sioux people. This present tribal
administration knows that there are many other problems which bears attention
however, these are in other areas in which this committee is not concerned.

This present tribal administration is only seven days old, and we cannot ade-
quately do justice In presenting a more comprehensive statement to this select
committee.

May we reserve the privilege or be given an opportunity to file with this com-
mittee a more proper and detailed statement, concerning our Indian children
and the field of Indian education.

Thank you Honorable Chairman and members of this committee for your
interest in a subject which we feel is the salvation of the Oglala Sioux Tribe.

Enclosures.
JUNE 28, 1968.

To The Senate Subcommittee on Indian Edu cation, Senate Office Building,
'Washington, DX.

From Oglala Sioux Tribe, Pine Ridge, S. Dak.
Subject : An Appraisal of the Pine Ridge Education Program; Pine Ridge, S. leak.

This Appraisal recently completed by the Branch of Education staff defines
the special educational needs of the Pine Ridge Education Program and describes
recommendations that will strengthen the program. We believe that this report
is entirely accurate and unbiased.

The recommendations described are practical for Pine Ridge Schools. We
believe that these recomtnendittions should be given high priority in any planning
to be done by your committee on Indian Education.

The Appraisal has the eomplete endorsement of the Oglala Sioux Tribal
Executive Committee.

ENOS POORMAR,
OST President.

LLOTD W. EAGLEDULL,
OST Vice President.

\V ALLA= L EINGEIR,
Treasurer, OAST.

RoBERT J. MoustwAtt,
Secretary, OST.

THEODORE Tram's,
Fifth Member, OST.

AN APFRAISAI, OF TUE PINE RIDGE EDVOATION PROGRAM, PINE EIKE, S. D, x.
I. INTRODUCTION

The viewpoint on the quality of Indian education expressed by the U.S.Indian Commissioner Robert L, Bennett, June 3, 1968, at a rIngstaff,, Arizona
workshop when be stated, The quality of education did not slip backward, It just
didn't rush forward," confirms the viewpoint of administrators, educators, triballeaders, Indian parents and students on the Pine Ridge Reservation. Commis-
sioner Bennett continued, "The high -water mark in Indian education was reached
three decades ago, in the 30's, when innoentIons said experimentation began in the
classrooms. The rapid progress of those days was not continued because of
Inadequate- budgets, Thanks to the generosity of the 89th and 99th Congresses,
we are floating to a new high mark in the quality of 'education for Indians."

During the period referred to bye. Commissioner Bennett numerous extensivepieces of research, team studies, individual studies and other evaluative doeu-
nientations were made to determine the effectiveness of the Pine Ridge educa-tional program. All of these studies reveal some evidence that the education
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system. has been fairly effective. Current local studies by. Pine Ridge staff
members reveal that growth in most areas has been measurable. Local studies
include multi-pronged efforts in examining student statistics through standardized
test scores, dropout rate, post graduate status, mobility of school population,
adequacy of bus routes, attendance records, U.S. Public Health Service Baseline
Study (April 1908), reading comprehension, bilingualism, and contribution of
boarding facilities as related to mobility of students and success of high school
graduates. (Graphs to follow in addendum.)

Various agency cumulative records reveal that the character of the Pine
Ridge youth has not deteriorated. Emphasis on youth organizations such as,
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-13, Student Government Orgenizations in schools
and community level recreational programs has provided a buffeting effect
against the development of popular current day youth movements which develop
radials and extremists found among many deprived groups. The. Pine Ridge
system cannot admit failure in this area

In addition, the ESEA Title I evaluation reveals recent evidence that prog-
rem in the Pine Ridge schools has been as effective as in other programs deal-
ing with deprived groups m other urban and rural areas with similar problems.
It would be desirable to have the results attained at Pine Ridge compared with
the results attained in other poverty situations. The education staff is not
attempting to infer it has done the best possible job, however, it is believed that
they have done as well or better than most school systems in comparable situa.
tions,

In other words, efforts at Pine Ridge Agency to improve the quality of educa-
tion for Indian children have not been totally ineffectiv% considering the, social
and economic status of many of the parents of our students. The Pine Ridge
educationel program should not be blamed for many of the social ills resulting
from poverty as these are not really deficiencies in the education program. Such
problems are properly the concern of the full staff of the Bureau and if im-
provements are made to alleviate some of the more serious problems stemming
from socio-economic conditions on Pine 'lidge, the education program could then
institute effectively.changes to be described in this Report under Recommenda.
tions. Problems relating specifically to Law and. Order, Social Services,' etc.,
have been outlined and requests have been made for implementing programs
which will help to repair some of the damage done by the very difficult family
situations in which many of our youngsters are required to live. Recommenda-
tions concerning these other, programs will not be made a part of this Report

TITEADDRATeAT,

The purpose of making an appraisal at this time is to determine the incidence
of needs that still exist and particularly the unmet needs with a view of strength-
ening the Pine Ridge,educational program through related recommendations. The
assessment of need of the educational program-for Indlen children included ap-
propriate measures as well us professional judgments.

Comprehensive planning took place over a six-month period through a series
of meetings with staffs in six community day schools, the Oglala Community
Elementary School and the Oglala Community Secondary School, principals and
supervisors, educdtiOnal Indian advisory committees and .branch chiefs.. These
discussions were implemented by Superintendent Brice 14 Lay and the Education
Program Administrator, Rayno W. Penttila, of Pine. Ridge Agency, who led the
groups In analyzing the needs and encouraged them in making recommendations.

ILL ANALYSIS OF NEEDS

Through the procedure described above a complete analysis of the needs was
developed.

The children of Pine Ridge come from what, might, easily be called an under-
developed area of the United State& The parents are of a low income bracket
and are often unable to furnish their children with the food or clothing which
are vital to their well-being and self--esteem. The Pine Ridge area lacks voca-
tional opportunities which might allow the parents' in the region to find jobs
to improve their economic status. It is difficult for those who wish to improve
their status to do o unless they leave their homes altogether, This mainly ac
counts for a 76% mobile school population among resident children on the Pine
Ridge Reservation,
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Many of the children have parents with a -very low educational background.

Educe tionai /eve/ for persons 2,5 and over*
Eighth grade

sAge group (years) : or lee (percent)
25-29 30.0
30-34 40.03514 40. 6
45-54 40.0
55-64 72.3

P115 Research. Bulletin, p. 2.

They have been dropouts and the children follow in their path. The dropout
rate by the time the children have reached high school is quite high. In an
analysis of dropouts in grades 9-12, the annual dropout rate over a four-year
period (1958-1962) averaged 28.5%; over the some period for the ninth grade
only the dropout rate averaged 46%. Because the parents have a low educa-
tional background they are rather lax in insisting that their children finish
school, or even attend. School attendance in a number of families is very poor.
Tice children have a lack of self-discipline and they get very little guidance,
encouragement or motivation from home, The parents, in many cases, seem to
have relinquished their claim to the supervision of the children and leave it to
the grandparents or the teachers. Many of the children are over-aged for their
grade and feel frustrated and conspicuous. Many drop out of school early with
feelings of alienation and a negative self-image.

As is the case in many low income areas, the number of broken homes is great
on Pine Ridge. Many children are reared by grandparents or foster parents or
they live in dormitories at the Oglala Community Boarding School. Therefore,
they have a high degree of emotional maladjustments with the feeling that they
are not wanted or loved.

Quite a high degree of moral laxity. Is evident on the Pine Ridge Reservation,
due partly to the prevalence of broken homes anti also to the conflict in cultures.
Most homes are bilingual and there are many vestiges of the Sioux culture still
remaining. The children have not yet found what they need from the Sioux cul
ture or the non-Indian culture, and they do not know hew to use well that whichis good in both. This cultural conflict only deepens the emotional and moral
instability which is found on the reservation.

Pine Ridge is a rural society and most of the children are totally unfamiliar
with any other type of life. They have difficulty in expressing themselves in
English, pertly because of their bilingual background. They are also unfamiliarwith much of the dominant culture around them and are not able to express
themselves in the terms which will become necessary if they have to leave the
reservation to find jobs. When that time comes, many will prefer to remain on
the reservation without well-paying jobs rather than suffer the embarrasment
they may, find in the non-Indian world around them when they find that theyare unable to compete successfully,

Some of the special educational needs are
I. One of the greatest is the need to improve reading skills.
2. Limited vocabulary and, a bilingual background create a demand for

improvement of communication skills.
3. Physical education programs are needed for elementary sehool children

to develop coordination and physical health to provide an outlet for ninny
emotional disturbances which the children face.

4. There is need for the teaching of hygiene, personal grooming andgood health habits to improve the general .liealth of the children and to
improve feelings of self-esteem.

5. Guidance personnel who are familiar with the special needs and prob-
lems of elementary melon] children are needed.

0, Experiences of an enrichment nature, experiences in the nreim of arts,leisure time activities, stria' functions, and self-expression that are notavailable in the homes or communities of our students need to he provided,7. There is a need to increase the staff with personnel in special fields who
are sympathetic anti understanding of the cultural background and needsof the Indian children,

8. There is a need for heightened nspiration and motivation for childrento realize their potential capacities and willingness to initiate self-Improvement.
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9. Parents must become involved in the education of their children.
10. There is a need for in- service training of teachers, parent leaders, and

supervisory staff. There is great need for teachers of Indian youth to have
a knowledge and understanding of the problems and cultural heritage of
Indian youth. Without this background the teacher may too: often expect
middle class standards of performance from the Indian youth.

11. There is an urgent and constant need for classroom experimentation
with innovative procedures and techniques to test some of the exciting
changes in education especially designed for culturally and educationally
deprived children.

12. There is a great need for improved bus routes.
13. There is need for additional boarding and semi-boarding facilities.
14. There is need for a vocational school In the Pine Ridge area including

new courses with high interest factors for student&
16. Great need exists for inducement of industries near and on the

reservation.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS iPI.ANA FOR TUE IMMEDIATE FUTURE)

A. Involvement of parents
It is recognized that the total Impact of the educational program on a child

is heavily dependent upon the support that a child gets from his home. Parents
need to Identify with their child, the teacher and the school: to become involved
In the educational process ; and to contribute to the well-being, growth and
development of their Child. An explanation of ways Indian parents will be
involved follows.

Indian children should be helped to think of their people not with shame or
a sense of inferiority, but with pride because they had the strength to endure
their ordeal and have survived. With this viewpoint in mind, the parents will be
used to the fullest extent possible in developing classroom units on -Indian
culture and heritage. A list will be compiled, of Indian resource: people in the
community who have special skills related to Indian culture: arts and crafts,
music, legends, history, etc. These Indian resource people will be made available
to any classroom group. No cost.

Local Indian classroom aides, attendance and health aides, will act as
cohesive factor between parents and teachers Time will be set aside periodically
during the school year so that teachers with aides could make visits to students'
homes. Likewise, occasions will be planned at school involving the total parent
population including the extended Sioux family. Such occasions will include
special requests for parents' help, parent-teacher conference& planning and super-
vising field trip& assisting with clinical appointments and special physical
examinations of students: Parents will be asked to review their child's progress
charts In remedial reading, mathematics and other academic areas. Attendance
aides in particular will act in the capacity of a "achool-home counselor". They will
get expressions from the parents as well as the staff. They will get both parents
and staff involved in the problems of the needier students. The parents will be
made to feel that they are part of team which seeks to help students solve
Problem& Classroom, health and attendance aides, $125,000.

In-service training workshops for local Indian education committees and
potential school board members on the Pine Ridge Reservation will be continued.
A workshop, recently completed, provided training for twenty -one members rep-
resenting the nven.BIA school districts on Pine Ridge. These districts are now
in the process of holding electi for new school board members who will serve
in an advisory capacity. It is anticipated that many of the twenty-one trained
members will seek election for these positions.

Activities such as visitations to public school board meetings, exemplary
school program& the State Department of Public Instruction, and utilization of
the South Dakota School Law Book, current periodicals and manuals on func-
tions of the school board have motivated local residents to become fictively in
volved in the affairs of their local schools.

With this expressed interest another workshop Is being planned to extend
training opportunities. The course outline will provide for a study of school board
functions and include areas such as finance and budgeting, instruction, opera-
tion, maintenance, fixed charge& health, food services, student body, transporta-
tion, teacher recruitment, school facilities, types of educational program& cultural
integration, school and tribal laws, tax base and levy systeins. Trninel members
ere expected to develop a "know how" end self-leadership needed for pa, ticlpation
in their local communities, $5,000.
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In-service training workshops will also be conducted for local leaders for scout-
ing programs and other SOLUI organizations to increase leadership of Indian
people in the citizenship training of their children. People are very reluctant to
be leaders when they do not know bow. If local community members are provided
with the needed "know how" they would become excellent leaders. They under-
stand problems related to cultural isolation, speak the Sioux language, have an
awareness of increasing delinquency and a deep interest in their children, $7,800.
S- Program and curriculum. improvement

Pro Mtn and curriculum development should suggest that the program will
be tailored to fit the student rather than forcing the student to flt the program.
This further implies that the school officials will carefully place a student a a
starting point compatible with his ability and achievement This becomes increas
ingly important on the Pine Ridge Reservation whose eduentional program needs
to be tailored for a school population with a 78% pupil mobility factor and with
a special set of educational needs. Suggested program and curriculum improve-
ments for the immediate future follow.

Organization of classes for individual progress provides classrooms for children
engaged in tasks equal to their individual abilities. These classrooms would not
be identified by grade levels and are referred to as the "non-graded' or "levels"
organization. The Pine Ridge proposal would establish 14 'tlevels" and abolish
the labels of grades 1-8. A child would move from level to level as soon as he was
ready without regard to age or length of time spent in the previous level. A child
will be 'tested at each level to determine if he has accomplished the work at that
level Readiness for a new level will be determined mainly by reading ability
since most other learning reqUires this skill. Other subject areas, as well as
social and emotional development, will be considered. (Additional staff for 14
levels will include the special services of a psychologist, special teachers in music,
art and physical educatied), $32,000.

Individualized insfruetion through programmed learning materials
One of the special education needs mentioned earlier and no doubt the greatest

is to improve reading skills. If a child has not learned to read with satisfactory
comprehension by the time he is in the 4th or 5th grade, it will require massive
effort A thrust. will be concentrated in two. BIA schools in grades 0, 7 and 8
through the use of Programmed Reading. A careful and detailed evaluation will
be made to determine if reading skills were improved through this method during
this three-year period. Little Wound Day School, Kyle, South Dakota and Og lala
Community Elementary School, Pine Ridge, South Dakota have been selected
at locations to center this specific effort. These two locations, will also serve all
reservation teachers for in- service training Reading Improvement courses.- Sincethe dropout rate reaches its peak between the 8th and 9th grades among Pine
Ridge students, it is believed that massive effort must be made prior to this point
in an attempt to improve reading Skills. If reading skills near, expected grade
level can be attained by 0th, 7th and 8th grade students, their chances of in-
creased success In high school will surely become more certain. If this program
p_ roves effective, its use will be extended to other schools.

In Programmed Reading the student is able to proceed through Instructional
sequences, small organized segments (frames), almost independently at a pacesuited to his abilities, using materials that suit his needs..Such a plan will not
force the student to keep pace with a class or group or limit his study to what
is traditionally covered at a certain grade level. A bright student might master
needed reading skills in One year at the end of the sixth grade in the proposal
above. On the other hand, a slow student, or one with a mobile background with
serious educational gaps, might take all three yearsOth, 7th and 8th grades, to
acquire the reading skills he needs to perform successfully_ in the iith grade. The
teacher will test each child at frequent intervals. These scores will he used asaids in directing the pupil's progress. Programmed Reading will be enriched anu
reinforced by many other related activities. In-service workshops will give teach-ers an overview and understanding of programming and anticipated outcome,
lidwever, teacher's need little or no special training in using this technique. The
cost for programmed materials is not excessive. Approximately $1,000 per school
would be adequate. Two schools at 81.000 each, $2,000.

A program of special education for mentally handicapped but educable children
should be provided. A survey completed by the U.S, Puhll Health Service, Pine
Ridge, South Dakota, indicates there are at least 75 mentally retarded with 75
others seriously emotionally disturbed, plus 75 physically handicapped school-age

89-101 0-60pt. 4-4
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children on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. A. X-12 program should be
eentralized at the Oglala Community Boarding School for the entire reserva-
tion, and later a X-8 program organized at each community day school to provide
for the mild and moderate degrees of mental retardation. The State of South
Dakota standard recommends special education classes for the mentally retarded
in all schools having an enrollment of 200 or over (Financial support is available
from the State of South Dakota at the annual rate of $1,800 for each special
education classroom meeting the standards and approved by the Office of Special
Education.) The classrooms will provide an academically oriented program for
moderate degree retardation; however, these children would he with their peers
for such activities as music, art, physical education and playground activities.
High, school special education students would graduate with their class or peers
by meeting the standards which have been set up for them by the school. Because
the mentally retarded child cannot bear the pressures of academic subjects the
entire school day, the 'schedule would include craft room activities for part of
the day. This would include a typewriter, industrial arts tools, craft materiels,
sewing machine for simple sewing and mending, table and chairs for simple
cooking and table etiquette.

The greatest problem, yet surmountable, would be to get qualified staff. This
would be done through retraining interested teachers' on the regular staff. Four
classrooms at $10,000 (staff and materials). $40,000.
Reducing class size at the Oglala Commultity Secondary School

The basic feature of this recommendation will be the employment of additional
secondary staff, for (1) mathematics ,(2) English, (3) science and (4) reading
improvement to reduce the excessive teacherstudent ratio in these areas in the
11th and 10th grades enrolling approximately 250-students with the greatest need
for individual help. A survey of previous test scores in these four academic areas
will be used to select and group students in small groups of 12-15, wherein they
will have en opportunity to begin at a level of study commensurate with their
present achievement It is expected that this program will he very beneficial to
incoming ninth grade students in their school adjustment With fewer chances
for failure, feelings of alienation should be minimized and the individual stu
dent's improved adjustment in the school situation should become more apparent,
(See addendum, chart_on Reading Comprehension range for incoming ninth grade
students.) Four staff members at $7,500 each $30,000.

Corrective or remedial reading programs for children in grades 4-8 with
reading difficulties and for those who need more help in certain areas than can
be given in the regular classroom. A recent mobility study covering grades 4-8
during the period 1963-1067 in BIA Schools on Pine Ridge indicates a mobility
factor of 76%. There is a high correlation between mobility and deterioration of
reading achievement scores. The mobile population has large educational gaps.
Eight Elementary Remedial Reading Teachers at $8,000 each, $64,000.

An instructional materials center is recommended for each school location
(six days schools and the Oglala Community School). The proposal will providefor the establishment of resource materials and reference books in all subject
matter areas and modern equipment Audio-visual equipment will include such
items as projectors, tape recorders, overhead projectors, filmstrips headsets and
disc recordings:In addition to an instructional material -center at each location,each library should be expanded. Children should' have"necess to many books of,all type% not only books supplementary to subject areas, but also the recreationaltype to broaden their horizous. Many literary classics in the form of "talking
books" available on phonographic records should be provided. Books relating to
Indlan culture and heritage, both recreational and reference types are especiallyneeded In Bureau schools in implementing the educational program goals. Byreading in the area of Indian culture, the Indian child may be able to identify
himself. As'stated earlier, there Is great need for teachers of Indian youth to have
a knowledge and understanding of their problems and cultural heritage. The
library should provide this resource; The American Library Association's sug-gested standard is an annual allotment' of $10.00 per child for library books.
The actual budget for Pine Ridge BIA. Schools presently allows $1.50 per child.Seven Instructional Materials Centers at $15,0000, s105,000.

Cultural enrichment will be implemented for all Pine Ridge Schools in threestages; Stage 1Adding music and art teachers to the staffs in all schools and
developing the curriculum to include these areas, Stage 2---Exposing students to
special enrichment programs; provide opportunities to attend-exhibits and con-
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certs and visit museums of all types, including roans; on the Indian cultural past.Stage 3Field trips within a hundred-mile raditts to visit many places and
things ; to camp, hike, explore ; and to make interesting stimulating; experiences
available to the Children so that they will have a real reason for expanding their
communication skills.

Stage I, approximately $30,000.
Stages 2 and 3, approximately $1.0,000.
To improve the quality of instruction, "lead teachers" will be assigned to eachelementary staff (seven schools) to supervise and train staff members. The

first job of the "lead teacher" will be to examine the test scores of an entire school
and decide how to implement a remedial program in reading and other academic
areas for students who need this help. They will decide how to group students..
Having a lead teacher work with an entire staff rather than one teacher at atime allows a school to gear a remedial program with full staff involvement.
This reconsnendation will provide professional supervision. for the instructional
program not possible by the principal, who often is not trained for this workand furthermore, who is constantly occupied with the administration of the
achool and necessarily Involved in the affairs of a large community.
C. -InsSerrice training for BIA staff.

An analysts of the .general needs and a determination of the special educational
needs of :Mous Indian children make in-service training for staff members arequirement. Due to a 25% teacher turnover annually, an in-service teacher
training program mast be coritinuou% This can be amsmplished through evening
college eslension courses, with credit, established through nearby college% In
seleeting nurse offerings, those that closely relate to the special educational
needs of Sioux Indian Children will be given strongest consideration, such as
"Education of the Culturally Deprived," "Improvement of. Instruction in Read-ing," and others- is a great need for teachers of Indian youth to have
a knowledge and understanding of the problems and cultural heritage of Indianyouth ; -preferred language spoken in the borne, extended .Sioux family, old
Sioux values, vocabulary and experiential background, health, nutrition and
housing, unemployment and 'local work opportunities and finally, the relation
of the school curriculum to all of these areas.

Without this background the teacher may too often expect middle class stand-ards performance from Indian youth. Faced with the teacher's negative at-titnde toward the values of the Indian culture, the Indian child tends to with-
draw, first from learning and then from school. Determination will be made
to see that the course taught will include relevantmaterial on characteristics of
culturally disadvantaged, groups and conditions with which children are likely
to come to school. No cost.

Another approach to in-service training for teachers would be the Video-tape
recorder, Which would be used for evaluation of teaching and improvement of
instruction. It permits tmehera to view their own teaching performance and
thus become personally involved in the evaluation process, and thus modify
their. own classroom behavior. This seems-superior 'to the traditional method
which has centered on supervisory visits and depended on -judgments or a
formal checklist utilized to access the teacher's .classroom performance. The
equipment required is quite simple: a video recorder, TV camera, microphone,
MOSItor and tape all metinted Nisi movable projection stand. No special training
is required to operate the equipment, $3,000 each

Improvement of Supervisory. Skills courses, with credit, for principals will
111110 be established. One such course would be offered each semester and classes
scheduled weekly.

D, Innovative Procedures and Techniques
Most often the regular budget provides no leeway for using innovations to

combat any of the special educational needs. Recommendations include several
of these procedures which have given successful results on a small scale in other
schools.

Instructional Television is a highly interesting teaching device and teacher
helper. This device, Is to be utilized In the classroom as adjunct to the curriculum
to receive Nebraska Educational Television programming, This device should
help motivate student% promote learning and reduce cultural isolation by bring-
lug the world to the classroom. video tape, antenna, monitors, and related
equipment, $5,000.
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Campus Radio Station (with Speech and Drama Teacher) will make informa-
tion available to the Pine Ridge community and the Oghtla Community School
campus. It will be operated by students. The school hula menu, special healthdillies, highlights for scheduled mitts in art, music and athletics, changes in
bus schedules, and presentations from the Speech and Drama classes will be
given coverage to keep parents and students informed. Station, $5,000 plus Speech
and Drama Teacher, 88,000; total, 818,000.

The Language Laboratory 111 provide a 16-student unit convertible Inborn-
tory for use by students of foreign language courses offered at the °oda Com-
munity School and will be installed in one of the present classrooms. The hut-
gunge learning activities will include: (1) Listening, (2) Responding, (3)
Instructor. Contact (student receives instructor's correction). and (4) Recording(student records his performance, entire or partial, makes trials, compares,
erases, and repents at will). These learning activities point out the superiority
of laboratory instruction as compared to the conventional textbook method. Cost(approximately) , MOO.

Mdbile Counseling Van will servlee the isolated communities and schools. Inthe most basic sense it provides mobility and space. Counseling and guidancewill he available to students, recent graduates who are unemployed, unem-
ployed former graduates, adults, pupils who have dropped out either before or
after meeting the compulsory age requirement for school attendance, and eighthgrade pupils who are ready to enter high school. Personal counseling would
use a major part of the counselor's tune. Successful personal counseling of stu-dents requires also the counseling of parents. Some of the objectives would be
the necessity of developing regular school attendance and study ; the desirabilityof parents taking an active part in the education process through both par-
tielpation in school programs and interaction with the children. A possible side
benefit of such counseling to be hoped for is a renewed Interest in their own
education of parents themselves, and requests them for additional adulteducation.
E. 1-tproom and cxpans ion o> boardiiup fac laic to ncroo c 's holdingpowcr

Ina much as it in not possible, under present circumstances, to even begin
to provide adequate facilities without utilizing the hoarding school, it is be
lieved that emphasis should be placed rather on increasing the effectiveness of
the present boarding school system, Many Indian families live in portions of the
reservation totally inaccessible by road, The students simply could not attend
on a day school basis. Also many of the students come front broken homes and
many, of them, without the boarding school, would have absolutely no care and
sup_ erriSion. To many Indian youngvters the boarding school provides a degree
of stability which otherwise they would never achieve. The present situation
has been carefully considered and no evidence can be found that attendance at
a boarding school is necessarily "wrong" for this particular group of students.
In summing up the situation, the Oglala Community Boarding School servestwo categories of childrenthose who come from broken homes or for some
other social reason ; and those who are inaccessible to a local school or school
bus route. The .boarding enrollment of 420 in grades 1142 is divided almost equally
between the two categoric&

In a Zanuary 1008 survey by the U.S. Public health Service at Pine Ridge
concerning parental presence among Indian cltildren, it Is found that 3f1% are
not living with both parents. This includes about 80% of the 0-15 age group.
Almost 32% are living in households in which the biological father is not
present. This constitutes a problem for the families who must care for the
child or for the government agencies or the child's relatives The child under
five is more likely to be living with both parents than is the child 5 through 0
years old and the latter is more likely to be living with both parents than 'is the
child 10 through 15 years old. In other words, the older child is less likely
to be living with both parents than is the younger child. Although there is no
statistical proof regarding family disorganization, Pine Ridge guidance and wel-
fare staffs estimate an additional 200 children could be admitted to the Pine
Ridge Boarding School for social reasons if space. Was available. This is an ever
emerging problem.

Por many children living in isolation or deprivation the hoarding school pro-
vides an extension of the school day from the usual six to ten hours, plus a safe
place to sleep. Here children have opportnnities to extend their experiences in
many areas: health, social and recreational, here they receive individual atten-
tion, counseling, guldanee, and medical (rare that would not be possible In their
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homes or community. Many physical and emotional problems are discovered and
treated as a result of being enrolled in the boarding school that would otherwise
have gone unnoticed. Most valuable of all benefitsthere is the opportunit3- to
attend school uninterruptedly. A comparison of reading achievement scores of
identical pupils (those who remained in school uninterruptedly for five years)
with scores of mobile pupils reveals that identical pupils' scores are far superior
to mobile pupils' scores: Furthermore, at the Oglala Community School 65% of
the identical pupils were boarder& (See grapbsIdentical vs. Mobile, No 1 andNo 2,)

Over a tenyear period the 12th grade graduating class has averaged 38 mem-bers per class of whom an average of 24 were boarding students, or a total of
240. It is reasonable to conclude that the Pine Ridge °Wale Community Board-ing School will continue to serve an increasing number of boarding graduates.
The fact that these graduates have bad three to four years experience in dormi-
tory living aids greatly in making the transition they face in continuing advanced
training away from hom& Bridging the gap 'to college dormitory living ceases
to be a problem for the high school boarding school graduate.

Although the boarding school serves well the Sioux children in compensatingfor many of their needs which parents are unable to provide, a survey of the
boarding facilities was made to detemine ways in which part of the program
could be strengthened. In on attempt to do this a probe into the dropout problem
was made. A survey 1 was made on 54 ninth grade dropouts in 1965-66. Interest.
ingly, they divided themselves almost equally as to day and boarding stiident&

It was found that two/thirds of them were 17 or olderthat their average I.Q.
was 84 and their average grade placement was 6.9 as compared to an expected
grade placement of 8.9. Fifteen of the dropouts had no previous test scores whichindicated a past school attendance history of considerable absenteeism. This doesnot verify that a boarder is more prone to drop out than a day student or vice-
versa. It most likely verifies that the present educational system mast Providemore adequately for the potential dropout One could assume that the system isnot geared to retain the potential dropout This type of student requires a special
program, both in the sense that he needs courses especially designed for himand needs special attention in the regular classroom and out-of-school hours,Both the classroom and the dormitory staff-pupil ratio should be reduced to theextent that these pupils could receive the personal attention that they will needto satisfactorily complete their high school training.

The physical and psychological aspects of the dormitory program would heredesigned to aid in teaching responsibility, individual effort and personal worth,
This would require remodeling of existing barrack type facilities to provide semi=
individual sleeping quarters, restaffIng and reorientation of the present staff.

In probing the dropout problem the Interrelation of the boarding program andthe curriculum cannot be disregarded. The curriculum would also need to undergochanges to strengthen the holding power of the school as related to the potential
dropout. This plan combined with the "lcvels" system and Programmed Learning
Providing a marketable skill would be given high priority. A reorganization of
the program to a 1-5,6-8 and 9-12 plan would offer advantages for the potentialdropout. This plan combined with the "levels" system and Programmed Learningdescribed earlier would allow the dropout to progress at his own speed in a multi-track (academic and vocational) program.

Consideration Is being given to a plan to add the ninth grade to the, day schools,
thus reorganizing these elementary schools on a 16 and 7-9 basis, It is believed
this would lessen the dropout problem and cause more students to continuethrough high- school,

f. Sotai-boarding facilities at cortuInanity! day schools to help compeasate im-mobility factor
Semi-boarding facilities successfully served children in grades 141 in fourof the outlying day schools in the middle 1950's ; namely, Loneman, Kyle, Alien

and Wanbiee. However, the operation was discontinued because of inadequatebudgets.
One of the primary uses made of these semitacilities was to provide childrenthe opportunity for uninterrupted school attendance during the annual seasonaltrek of their parentis to the Nebraska and Colorado harvest fields. This lustedfrom four to six weeks for most of the families. Local community parents

Knudson, D, Guidance Supervisor, Ogialr Community BoardingDropouts in 1005-6r.
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(usually man and wife) were hired by the Bureau as dormitory attendant andcook. There were two sleeping areas, each accommodating approximately 20
boys and 20 girls. Enrollment included children in family groups. The 40 children
often represented six to eigth families. Older children helped care for theiryounger brothers and sisters. Relatives in the community (extended Siouxfamily) were always willing to "stand In for parents over the week-end, inviting
children "home" If at all possible. Week-ends were fully scheduled to includefield trips to nearby towns, excursions to places of interest, to a theatre or
a swimming pool or other enrichment activities. At other times these semi-dormitory facilities were used when bus routes were impassable for extended
periods due to snow or mud. A summertime survey indict tea which families
Would he affected, as based on past experience. These periods were usually not
longer than two weeks, except In the most serious situations when there were
periods as long as four weeks. The parents willingly assumed the responsibility of
getting the children to school and children arrived by various and interestingmodes of travel.

The most immediate value of this arrangement, of course, was improvedschool attendance. Values not planned for were even more impressive. There
was a fluency of English among these children never before observed. They
developed interesting personalities and were curious to explore and learn. The
brief experience of planning, working and playing together 'helped them to mature
emotionally and socially. The practice of doing "homework" for 30 minutes
each evening developed and improved study habits. Health habitssleeping, eat-
ing, grooming, became occasions for learning these habits. Furthermore, upon
completing the eighth grade at the day school, this particular group of children
who had experienced the routine of semi-dormitory living, made a successful
adjustment almost immediately upon entering the secondary school at Pine
Ridge, both as boarders and students, as there were few, if any educational gapsin their school history.

This plan is recommended as an interim measure until the economic status
of Pine Ridge Indian people greatly improves and until the reservation road
system is completely developed.
Operation of 6 semidorms at $6,000 $36, 000Equipment : 12 dormitory trailers at $2,000 $24,000
g. Roads programmingPine Ridge Reservation

Better bus routes is by far the most pressing need related to education, Im-
proved daily attendance of 2,400 day pupils enrolled in Bureau schools on thePine Ridge Reservation is primarily dependent upon improved bus routes.

,Sample school non-attendance records compiled during a four-week period
in 1966 -67 when bus routes were impassable indicate the academic handicap
imposed on children. The following chart shows pupil -lays missed during this
period by 146 pupils.

School Route No.
Number of

pupils
Days missed

(by each pupil)

MandersOn 38 14Porcupine
Little Wound 5

6 20
12

Lonernan 17 14
Do 2. 22 14
On 3 8 14Allen _ 24 14Wanblee.. 2 17
On 3 io 21

Oglale Community 7 14

A survey of school bus routes In June 1967 shows approximately 500 school
children living on a total of 60 miles of unimproved routes. These routes are
in extremely poor condition and always impassable in wet. weather. The re-
maining 1,900 day pupils live on hardsurfaced and graveled routes, totaling
194 miles.
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now is a program for the immediate hardsurfacing of the remaining GO milesof unimproved dirt bus routes. Every mile of impro:ed roads leading to com-munity day school centers helps reduce the isolation factor and in turn, reduces.the turnover of qualified teachers who state that "isolation" is their mainreason for leaving Pine Ridge to seek employment elsewhere.All travel on Pine Ridge is geared to the use of the automobile. The mOdeof transportation of Reservation Indians is the automotive vehicle, as it is forall people living in this area (Horses and wagons prevalent in the 1930's havecompletely disappeared.) The automobile is now the most economical mode oftravel in this plains area Mail service, ambulance and medical service, law andorder, and the daily needs of people in this area bare all been geared to thismode of travel. With reliable air service over 100 miles from the reservationand the prohibitive expense of using it In a poverty stricken area even If itwere closer and with no railway service on or near the reservation; commercialfirms rely entirely on highway transport trucks.
The recommendation for improving GO miles of school bus routes does notinclude, nor is intended to include, extensions or new routes which would trans-fer 50% of the boarder pupils (210) to day schools. As explained earlier, thesechildren enrolled as boarders because they are inaccessible to a day school or aschool bus route. This group of 210 children Use in scattered, isolated parts ofthe reservation, usually at the end of a trail. School opportunities for them arebest provided at the present time in the central boarding school at Pine Ridge.Many of the families in this category are moving to housing development projectsas housing become available. This number affected is diminishing each year.Hard surfacing of 60 school bus route miles at $40,000 mi. mile, $2,400,000.

Ir. Pupil mobil it yBIA schools
In a study of Pupil Mobility in Bureau Schools, March 1968, 159 fourth gradepupils enrolled in all BIA Schools in 1963 composed the initial group. flowerer,during this five-year period (1963-1068), 120 new pupils were enrolled at inter-vals, making a total of 279 pupils belonging to the group in March 1968.At the end of the fire-year period 69 identic al knolls in all seven BIA Schoolscombined remained in the 8th grade. (Identical pupils are those carolled ingrade 4 in 1963 vvho were continuously in the schools and in grade S in 1967,)

Percentagewise, this is explained as 24% of the pupils (69) entering the fourthgrade remained In school uninterruptedly for lire years. This gives a mobilityfactor of 76% for the remaining 210 pupils who did not have the advantageof uninterrupted school attendance. (See graph on Pupil Mobility.)
The study reveals at least three types of mobility: (1) the movement offthe reservation, mostly to larger cities, through Relocation; (2) movement ontothe reservation, mostly from nearby towns, to obtain work oliportunities in0.P D projects; and (3) the movement from One community to another on thereservation.
In comparing the performance records of identical and mobile pupils it w:isfound that the identical pupils rated higher than the national norm, while themobile pupils rated lower than the national norm. Although the total number ofidentical pupils was small, it did establish a trend: performance records ofidentical pupils are superior to performance of mobile pupils in the Pine Ridgeeducation program.
Many of the revonunendations proposed in this Appraisal are intended to corn-Perisate for educational problems arising from mobility of pupils. These recom-mendations are within the range of responsibility of the Branch of Education

to implement. There are more serious problems, however, as stated earlier.stemming from socio economic conditions on the Pine Ridge Reservation. Whenthese are alleviated the Education Program could then institute effectively thechanges described under Recontmcndatiom.

a. SUMMARY
After an appraisal of the problems, teed.. and recommendations included inthis document, a reader may appropriately ask, "What is the basic goal of thePine Ridge Education Program for Sioux Indian children? Will graduate© ofthis school system be prepared to live only in an Indian societyor only in awhite' society?"
The goal being sought is not one of Indian youth becoming "middle class

whites"neither is it one of remaining completely "Indian." The goal is to assistIndian youth to live wherever they may choose to live; to make it possible for
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Indians to live a good life, to maintain their self-esteem, to be self- sufllclent,
with a relative degree of happiness in any environment.

ADDENDUM

Charts and Graphs

I. Reading Comprehension RangeNinth Gra-.1e
2. Pupil Mobility Study
3. Identical vs. Mobile (No. 1)
4. Identical vs. Mobile (No. 2)

OGIALA COIMUNITT 8CHCGI. (60CaNOAKYI

1.505 RIME, 690TH DAKOTA

YUMAN GLA$8 19684969

Reading Copprehtnston Range foe 160
incoming ninth grads students (or
School ysst 1968.1969.

LEUMU

GrouP 1 9.9.12A
Group 2 6.9. DA
Group 3 7.0- 1.9
Croup 4 6.9. 6.9
Creep 5 5.0- 5.9
Group 5 4.0- 4.9
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OGIATA SIOUX TRIBE,
PINE RIDGE INDIAN RESERVATION,

Pine Ridge, S. Deb:., April 16, 1968.
Hon, ROBERT F. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Ds Art MR. KENNEDY Within South Dakota there are approximately 40p00Indians, including 15,000 on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. A good per-centime of these people are unable to properly support themselves ; this comesabout because the Sioux Indian is a livestock man at heart. Ranching is the
chief industry for a good standard of family income.

You have reached Pine Ridge traveling through a portion of the Indian terri-
tory or reservation. You probably noted that it Is a vast country. The Bureau of
Indian Affairs has indicated 25 acres per cow unit year-long grazing or 30 acres
per cow unit which includes hay for winter feeding. The original reservation
acreage was 2,786,540 acres. However, the allotment act of 1886 and subsequent
sale and loss of, allotted tracts reduced the original acreage until now there is
remaining only about 51.5 percent of trust or Indian owned land. For thepopulation and ranching activities this acreage is not enough. History shows

series of land losses for the American Indian, From the time when all ofAmerica was a vast Indian empire until the present day, the Indians have been
pushed from one homeland to another and to progressively smaller and poorer
areas, yet it Is determined that there are even more Oglala Sioux today thanthere were in 1878 when the Pine Ridge reservation was established and they
are confined to an area composed of some of the less productive lands in theState of South Dakota.
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The Og lain Sioux Tribe stands to lose even more of its land acreage by a Bill
being sponsored by Representative E. Y. Berry, 11B 9995, concerning the AerialGunnery Range in South Dakota. This is a strip of land 13 miles north to south
and 43 miles east to west, located in the northwest corner of the Pine Ridge
Reservation, taken by the War Department in 1942 and now surplus to the needsfor which it was taken. In the face of the drastic need by the Oglala Sioux ofall of their land for their economic development, the National Park Service, by
the bill sponsored by Mr. Berry, seeks to reduce the reservation by 133,300 acres,
more or less. This will affect 19 Indian families, or approximately 105 members ofthe tribe now utilizing the gunnery range land for their livelihood, and will dis-
pinee from 4,000 to 9,000 head of livestock. This is a very serious situation, Mr.Kennedy, and 'I pray that through your untiring effort the laW making body ofthe United States Government will resolve the matter without a further lossof land by the Oglala Sioux. The United States Government has already realized
approximately $44,000.00 more than the money it expended for acquisition of thegunnery range.

In order to establish the Oglala Sioux on a self supporting basis and re-habilitate the people to the extent that he may utilize the land which is hisabbriginal possession and to reach a balance production capacity, will require
more land. Yet we find that the Oglala Sioux may again lose 133,300 acres of itsland to the National Park Service.

Our principal need to utilize Or. reservation is for capital or credit to finance
production. The fund authorized by the Reorganization Act should be put to useto rebuild the Indian livestock industry and to provide capital for crop pro-duction on the reservation, which is physically suited for the program.A thoughtful review of the above matters and any assistance you can lendthe people of this reservation, will be most gratefully appreciated.Sincerely yours,

ENDS Pon BEAn,
President, Oglala Slow Tribe.

LONZMAN DAr SCROOL, °plata, S. flak., April
Hon. Ronzirr E. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate Subcommittee: on Indian Education Washington, D.C.

DEMI `SENATOR KENNEDY: It is With great pleasure, ad honor that weextend this invitation to you personally and your committee to this reservation.
We want to welcome you to Loneman Day, Sehool.
We wish to take his opportunity to thank you for your interest in Indian

Education, especially.
We as the Education Committee, have something to offer to your committee

in line with new approaches to better the Indian Education.
We are proposing a demonstration school at Lonernan which we hope will

improve our educational program. Our experiment will bring community involvement, giving responsibility to local people who are parents and who by
rights must play a role in their children's education.

We realize that through your efforts that our future can be bright and can
become meaningftzl.

Our problem areas include the poor attendance, language barriers. reading, low
achievements, and the dropping out of high school can be attributed only to
Physical poverty as well as mental poverty.

We Indian people at Lonernan Day School are attempting to do something
about Our educational problems.

We again extend to you a cordial invitation to Loneman. We envision certain
courses of action that will hopefully improve our children's lot.

Respectfully yours,
RUSSELL LOUD HAWK.
JULIUS BAD HEART BULL.
DAVID LONO,
LUKE WEASEL BEAR.
ZACHARY HIGH MITTMAN.
Ames BM) HEART Boa,.
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PROPOSAL FOR LONEMAN DEmONDIMATioN ScHOOL

Loneman Demonstration School is a project jointly sponsored by the Office of
Economic Opportunity and the Bureau of Indian Affnire. Monies from these two
agencies of the federal government have been allotted to the ()glair' Sioux Tribewho in turn operate the school in n manner demonstrating methods. materials,
techniques, and procedures adapted to help the Sioux children obtain optimalresults from their educational opportunities.

The concept of the Bureau of Indian Affairs contracting with an Indian tribe
for the operation of a school Is in itself unique. The Secretary of the Interior,
Stewart Udall, has encouraged Bureau staff to consider ways to involve Indian
people and tribal government in more meaningful ways leading to Increased
responsibility. Certainly, if the demonstration school does nothing else but pro-
vide guidelines and data relative to this concept, It will have far reaching im-plications in Indian education.

Specific problems to be attacked
(I) Language development and Teaching English as n second language.
(2) School-community relations and parental involvement in theeducation processes,
(3) Home and school visitation,
(4) Cultural identification.
(5) Native language learning.
(6) In-service training and staff orientation.
(7) Guidance and counseling.
(8) Adult Education.
(9) Auxiliary services.

MAN SCHOOL

To permit optimal staffing, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has contributed the
physical plant and operating budget for Loneman School for the 100844 aca-
demie year The Office of Economic Opportunity has contributed that portion of
the school's budget which will permit the innovations later described in thisproposal.

The school will be under ,the immediate supen-ision of a Director who in turn
will delegate responsibilities to three assistant directors, one ter Administrative
Services, one for Educational Services, and one for Community Affairs.

The curriculum will draw upon those in current uSe in comparable schools but
freedom and creativity will allow flexibility and innovation. In addition, specialcurricular areas will receive attention, i.e. (1) teaching English as a second
language, (2) teaching the Sioux language, (3) art and culture, and (4) remedialreading.

Loneman School will become the focal point in the community.

THE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT AND ITS OSOANIzATION

The entire operation, and all personnel, are under the supervision of the
project Director. A chart showing the staffing pattern appears en the followingpage.

The project utilizes General Services Administration vehicles and orders sup-plies and equipment through
General,

Services Administration. It will bike ad-
vantage of needed, available, surplus sunPires-

Innovation and staffing patterns will be accomplished in the academic class-
rooms, in the administrative setup, and in dormitory operations.

Academic clossroams.Tlie most unusual departure from the usual in theacademic classroom will be addition of a Teacher-Aide assigned to work with
academic teachers. Also the greater number of specialists, e,g speech correction-ist English as a Second. Language Teacher, remedial reading teacher, Siouxlanguage teacher, will regularly supplement the regular classroom -instruction.Finances.---The funding of the demonstration school with its dual financingmakes a nightmarish problem of proper fiscal accountability. In a normal BIAschool much of the fiscal control and management is done in the Area Office and
at the Agency level. Setting up the school independent of the Bureau, necessitatesa full time person who can in effect, serve in the capacity of school businessmanager, Further in experimenting in satisfactory staffing patterns, we willdivorce the accountability and administrative functions of the assistant director,
educational services, and place them in the bands of the assistant director for
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administrative services. This frees the educational director to he a truly
educational leader and not dissipate his talents in these other important yet
totally distinct areas.

Administration..Rather than utilize the commonly used designations of
"Principal", "Academic Head", etc., and their usually accepted job descriptions,
there will be an attempt made to separate administrative functions from educa-
tional and community operations. Thus, the demonstration school will attempt
to breathe life into the of quoted desideratum : that educators educate rather
than use their time in other, less demanding, areas.

Resources,An actively functioning school board will be chosen by the local
community. Since this is a new experience, it may take some time and special
training to develop responsible and active school hoard members. In the past
we have been content to stress quantity, we are content to have more and more
schools built in order to take care of the large numbers of Sioir children out
of school. Now we are stressing the quality of education, now we want the best
kind of education and believe the Demonstration Project can provide the guide-
lines we urgently seek.

The Oglala Sioux Tribe requested the assistance of Black Hills State in the
consultation and training of the Demonstration Project personnel and problems.

An actively functioning school board will be chosen by the local community.
Since this is a new experience, it may take some time and special training to
develop responsible and active school board members.

The project will endeavor to cooperate and coordinate its activities closely
with all existing services on the reservation. Examples of this area are Public
Health Services, Public Schools, Mission Schools, State Department of Public
Instructions, Office of Economic Development,

The Bureau of Indian Affairs will cooperete in making available any services
and help desired to the demonstration project. This has included visits to on-
going special programs in other BIA schools, services of BIA education special.
ists, and access to existing facilities and services.

RA.TIONALE AND ASSUMPTIOND

The Demonstration Project is based on these assumptions
1. Indians want education but are becoming increasingly discriminating

as to the kind of education they are receiving
a Indian communities and cultures are in the process of change.
3. Indian education is willing to effect changes providing it can be demon-

strated such change will result in improved product&
The rationale to be tested in the demonstratiOn includes :

1. The most effective means of teaching If..glish to non-English speaking
children is by use of the linguistic approach_

2. Remedial English and reading teachers can be effectively used to in-
crease the achievement of needy Indian students.

a The most effective school is a community school,
4. The most effective adult education program is one which is a part of

the school and one which grows out local needs.
5. Community action is a means whereby an Indian community can

advance and grow in independence.
O. Materials familiar and meaningful to Indian children can nu:developed

which will result in greater success in English and reading on the part of
Indian child_ ren.

7. Those Indian studentJ who are aware and proud of their. Indian
heritage will succeed more in school than those unaware and/or ashamed of
their Indian identity.

8. Education can be structured so as to be viewed by the Indians them-
selves as a bridge instead of a gulf, as a friend instead of a foe. The "both-
and" approach to Indian education is more desirable than the "either-or"
approach:

a Those students who speak fluently their own language will be better
able to learn English.

10. Success in school is related to the degree of parental involvement in
education. To increase chance of success of Indian students, one must
increase the amount of meaningful parental information and involvement

11. Indian involvement in education must be meaningful and be related
to an acceptance of responsibility. A local Board of Education can be both
meaningful and result in an acceptance of increased responsibility.
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12, Through pre-service and in-service training a teacher's Ciectiveness
in Indian education can be increased:

13, Increased teacher understanding is essential to effective Indian edu-
catiou, one method to increase understanding is through home visitation on
the part of all teachers.

14, A guidance and counseling program is essential at the elementary
level and can result in measurable improvements in terms of achievement
and adjustment.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE

The evaluation is considered to be the most important part of the demonstra-
tion school : without an adequate and careful evaluation it would be impossible
to determine the sneeess or failure of the introduced items. A means must be
had to measure the effectiveness of each of the new programs that is introduced.
The success of the detnonstration school lies not in the adoption of all introduced
programs in other schools, but in selection of the specific combination of programs
which will meet the specific needs of that particular school or reservation.

Staff. The entire evaluation is under the control of someone thoroughly
skilled in action oriented research and Indian educational techniques, He will
assist teachers in the development of studies in their field of special interest as
well as to develop project studies of his own.

REPORT PROCEDURE TO BE USED

Questions to be answered in the reporting procedures instituted will include :

I. A brief summary of the activities to date.
2. What, in your opinion, has been the success of these activities, as tested

by staff judgments, statistical data whenever possible, numbers partici-
pating, continuing success, etc.?

3, What were the goals to be achieved and what were the judgmental or
measurable successes or failures toward these goals?

4. When in your opinion, will these activities be ready for demonstration?
5. What are some areas that need to be inaugurated, together with

Personnel and materials necessary?
A monthly report of the progress and programs will be due from each of the

administrative divisions of the project These will be sent to Washington so an
accurate report can be studied in the Office of Economic Opportunity's national
headquarters.

Individual staff members can initiate projects which will be reviewed using
these criteria :

I. Feasibility of the proposal.
2. The design of the proposal relating to numbers, time involved, its

demonstrability and built in evaluation techniques.
3. Cost-material and human re_ sources.
4. Its chance of success,

I. LANGUAGE SEVEL0PNIENT AND TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Over the past years, there has been increasing concern over the problems
related to oral English. The inability to speak English fluently and without an
accent has been recognized by educators as one of the major problems facingIndian education.

Recent research has identified the Linguistic Method for Teaching English as
21 Second Language as being superior to the commonly used Direct Method.

By developing an expanded linguistic program, greeter Import in IndianEducation could be realized,
The teachers employed in the demonstration school would undergo in-service

training in teaching English as a second language, using the linguistic method,
By preselecting teachers who had prior' experience in the linguistic approach,
the applicability of the demonstration would be restricted. The teachers utilized
would be first rate teachers but would not have had prior experience in
linguistics. A summer workshop would be conducted for the teachers to Intro-
duce them to the new method. Then throughout the year time would be made
available for further in-service training and material preparation.

Since English poses such great and continued problems to Indian education,
the use of a qualified remedial English teacher is considered essential. A
companion problem to the teaching of English to Indian students is the question



of meaning. It has been said that what a child learns is a function of the
Opportunity for learning as well as of capacity for learning,

The teacher of the non-English speaking Indian child is factually confrontednot only with the necessity for teaching an English vocabulary, but also provid-
ing the meaning essential to the correct learning of that vocabulary. Many In-
dian children are totally unfamiliar with stop lights, trains, planes, elevatorsand a hundred and one other items which a child must learn if he is to live
successfully in our civilization.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LONEMAH LANGUAGE PROGRAM

Regular classroom teachers will participate in a Sioux language program of
at least a month's duration which will train them to be able to produce an
adequate Sioux language imitation of the sentence patterns used in the first
part of the language program he intends to teach to Sioux children, i.e., the
teacher himself should be able to say in Sioux sentences such as "What's yourfather's name?", and be able to recognize the proper reply so that he can coach
the child in the English reply. These teacherd will also be trained to be able to
reproduce and recognize replies to common utility phrases such as "I don't
want a drink of water," or "I need to go to the bathroom".

It is not intended that the teacher's rudimentary acquaintance with Sioux
serve as a "crutch" for the child so that he avoids learning English. The pur-
pose of this language learning session is to aid the child in more rapidly associat-
ing accurate meaning with his new language by eliminating the usual tedious
process of waiting for some child in the class to decipher the teacher's meaning
and accurately, or inacurrately translate to the rest of the class. The utility
phrases are incorporated in the language sessions for both the expediency of the
teacher and the comfort of the child. Having the teacher master a few of these
basic language communication skills will make the strange classroom a for-bidding place to the child.

A bonus system such as that employed by the foreign service for languagelearning or some other incentive might be offered to teachers at different
proficiency levels to induce them to gain greater fluency in the Sioux language.

The Og Isla Sioux Aides will be used in the classroom, but their function willnot eliminate the teacher's need for the rudimentary language program. Aides
are of great value to the teacher, but it should be cautioned here that there is anatural tendency among the beginners and younger students to ignore the
teacher and constrict all communication to the aide. The teacher should be alert
to this problem and encourage the child to bring his needs to him.

An in-service 'lining program will be initiated for teachers. The following
recommendations at e made for this program

I. For the two weeks' period teachers will watch the English Specialist
or his equivalent give actual classroom demonstrations of language teaching.

2. A regularly scheduled teachers meeting will be held on at least a
monthly basis in order to discuss the philosophy and techniques of the
linguistic method, and to discuss the problems encountered in the classroomand other locations.

3, A reference library dedicated to language teaching will lie available to
members of the teaching staff and other interested personnel,

4. The English Specialist will be available to observe English classes and
offer recommendations for the improved teaching thereof, if requested bythe classroom teacher.

5. Consultation services will be offered on a regular basis for, the purpose
of helping any teacher with any aspect of language teaching with whichhe is experiencing difficulty.

a Language classes would be divided into two sections; one of which
will be taught in the morning and the other in the afternoon. The English
Specialist will teach the morning class for the purpose of establishing apattern for the teacher to use in the classroom, familiarizing himself with
the classroom teacher and his methods, providing a suitable sounding
board for programs developed by the language specialists, and gathering
information for future program development.

Effort will be made to expand the areas of English influence upon the child.
That is children should be provided experiences which would give them opportu-
nity to be familiar with basic language appropriate not only to the clasismin, but
to the store, cafeteria, playground, home, ant-1 se on The children need the
experience of traveling about a good deal, especially at the local level, and
discussing the things they see in English in order that their English language
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abilities will not be assigned to a "pocket" of their total development as is
frequently the ease with adult Sioux.

Individual or small group remedial oral English services slimild lit offered
to pupils daily for the purposes of aiding those pupils: with their langungt.
diffieulties and providing a group on which to experiment with leelmiques which
might be expanded later for general classroom use and helping to illustrate
the needs and difficulties of :ill of the ebildren of iii it group. The remedial
sessions are particularly important. Authorities, agree that in the nortinil native
English speaking class, Probably one pupil out of ten has severe persistent (bill-
eulties in articulation and should be referred to the eorrectionist- Soule studies
report one out of five students should be referred. The number of students who
need to be referred to the speech correetionist woold undoubtedly inci.ease many
times in a class of non-native English speaking children. It is Blear that remedial
oral English services should be a permanent part of any demonstration school
language program.

A remedial reeding program will be offered with a full time specialist avail-
able to work with children identified by the teachers as having reading problems.
The remedial reading specialist will work on an individual as well as a group
Basis with the students. Scheduled classroom time will he made available and
a special room will be assigned on a fulifime basis.

The reading program will be critically reviewed and a research desigu
developed whereby we can measures the effect of starting reading before an
adequate vocabulary is learned. Control classrooms in nearby schools will be
selected and joint testing conducted.

Ii. scitoor.-costmunry 1ELAT1ONIS AND PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

Another major problem in Indian education is the involvement of Indian
adults in Indian education. In the past, many schools educating Indians-have
erected visible or invisible wails around the school which isolated the school
from the community. Many schools bare taken the position that their job is to
educate Indian children and this can best be done without the interference of
parents who aren't aware of the value of education. As a result of this indiffer-
ence by the school to the adult community, many Indian parents withdraw from
contact with the school.

This is compounded by the fact, 111storically, that decisions affecting the edu-
cation of Indian children were not made by Indian parents, but rather by gov-
ernmental officials. Over the years this has created a dependeacy on someone else
to make decisions affecting Indian children. The parents have felt left out
and unnecessary. The parents look upon the government not only for decisions
related to type and location of school their children are to attend, but also for
clothing, transportation, food, etc.

The net result of all these factors has been a growing reluctance on the part
of the parents to accept any responsibility for the education of their children.
Asa result, education has frequently become a derisive influence in Indian life,
The older people felt education was a threat that separated the young from the
old. Parents looked upon education as something that destroyed the home and
the family life; something that created n gulf that divided,

The importance of parental involvement and the importance of meaningful
schoolcommunity relations have long been recognized. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs Manual points out the value of haring the school serve as a community
center.

The problem lies, therefore, not in the failure to recognize the 'necessity for
Parental involvement, but rather in hew this can best be realized ; or perhaps
more basically can Indian parents become truly participating and responsible
patrons of the schools?

The Demonstration School staff. shall address itself to these questions and
shall attempt to spell out specifically the ways positive school-community relations
can be developed and to show the results of such action.

One specific method will be the formation of a fnnctioning Board of Faluca- .

tiOn. Traditionally, one of the major differences between public schools mid
Bureau of Indian Affairs schools has been the presence of a Board of Education
in public seluxds and its absence in bureau schools. Recognizing this difference,
the Bureau has inaugurated a program urging the establishment of Meal school
hoards to serve as bridges between the school and the people. This policy has
been ineffective in that these school boards hare no legal role and no actual
responsibility. These pseudo-sehoOl boards are called upon when roads need re-

sa-loi 0-00pt. 4-5
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pair or when school attendance drops, but the board has no feeling of importance
because it has no responsibility. The Demonstration School shall operate under
a Board of Education chosen by the local Sioux community and which shall have
the responsibility of providing direction and leadership. In other words, it shall
operate as a public school board of education.

A Board of Education needs to be created in order to give the people an
e:roerienee in operating it and determining possible things which a Sioux school
board could have at other institutions throughout the reservation.

The board might contain nine members chosen by the community to serve
as members during the duration of the experiment and be empowered to deter-
mine the amount of responsibilities that it shell have in order to assist the
administrator. Some of the responsibilities that could be assigned to the board
are:

I. To develop and recommend board edueational policy and programs
designed to provide the finest possible education at Loneman school.

2. To assist the Director in the selection of certain personnel for the
school, and to approve the hiring of the staff.

3 To meet regularly with Bureau of Indian Affairs, Office of Economic
Opportunity, and tribal officers relating to the project to see that adequate.
communication is maintained with all

4. To effect positive school - community relations so that the community
feels maximumly involved in the school and its operation.

5. To review and recommend curricular changes and additions.
ti To meet on a regularly scheduled basis.
7. To develop a policy on the general operation and conduct of the Loneman

Demonstration school.
a To accept such additional responsibilities as circumstances warrant.

School-community coordinator would be employed. Coordinator would be local
Sioux and would act es bridge between the school and the commUnity. Rathe-; he
shall devote his entire time to making education understandable to the community
and to making the community understandable to the school. He will have com-
munity action skills in addition to his understanding of Sioux culture.

A specific objective of the "School-Community Relations and Parental Involve-
ment portion of the demonstration school would be the preparation of a school-
community guide. The guide would be developed from the experiences developed
during the demonstration school. In other words, a manual would be developed
and distributed which would contain the elements of a successful schoolont-
'nullity program.

The school gym will be fully utilized by the community and other facilities will
be open to the community. The school board will be charged with the responsi-
bility of developing guidelines on the use of the school plant.

The facilities of the school requires surveys as to the available space for
different activities which can be scheduled for use by the community. Many
times the community people aren't aware that they are permitted to use various
facilities in the shcool and due to this fact they don't feel invited to participate in
school affairs. This is a new idea under the experimental school program and the
Sioux has been acquainted with the school as a place where he enrolls his child
and sixes over complete charge to the adminigtrator for all services his Youngsters
will need throughout the school Year

There needs to be some method of accumulating meeting data where the school
is directly involved. Many times the general public has very helpful recommenda-
tion to make regarding the operation Of the school: Many times these suggestions
have been overlooked by the administration staflt and the local people do not feel
that they are accepted and will not offer their suggestions for improvement when
solicited by school officials, When problems are presented and isolated they
desire immediate solutions in order that they may not happen again or have
some assurance made by the ndministration to see that it doesn't happen again.
This has been nverloolced much too frequently and creates resentment on the I)ffrt
of the parents who are very sincere in having school - community problems aired.
They begin to lose confidence in the abilities of the staff when they report various
incidents. It is aesirable that some method he determined to overcome this
obstacle. When this proeess le used the parents of Sioux children seem most
content to see that iietion has been taken on their grieva 'ices. They nifiy seem like
a very local problem it is most desirable to see that the parents do get some
satisfnction by having their requests reeeive recognition.
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Things that we can do with the school in viii effort to make it the center
community are

J. A meeting plftee for the community.
2. A social center where patrons, parent and pnpils inay de and enjoy

recreational and eultnral activities.
A reading center with school library- facilities available when not needed

for pupil use.
4. A community workshop with laboratory facilities in home arts avid

crafts.
ut. CULTURAL CURRICULUM CENTER

Often in the past, education has been looked upon by Indian parents and adults
as a threat. Education meant the lessening or total loss of family ties : it meant
the removal of family members from the home for long periods of timeperhaps
for several years it meant a gulf being created between the nnedneated and the
educated ; it means the old traditional way Was looked upon by the educated as
being old fashioned or worse.

Indian families recognized the need for education but felt the price they were
asked to pay was Very high. For many yeers this "either-0C concept of education
prevailed ; either 3-on become an American, accept the new way and trriv,i-,l down
the road of progress to success, or you remain an Indian, retain the old super-
stitions and become a failure. Under this philosophy, cultural disintegration was
common and Indian youth paid an enormous price for their education. Many
Indians became caught between two worlds, with the resultant disorganiza-
tion of family, community, and tribe.

In recent years a new philosophy of Indian education has been enunciated but
remains largely untested and untried. This new philosophy might be called the
"both -and" approach to Indian education. Under the "both-and" approach Indian
students are made aware not only of the advantages and positive aspects of being
an Indian. The Indian student is taught to he proud he is both American and
Indian. Ile learns the positive features of both ways of life. Ile learns how these
can be integrated into a meaningful whole.

Specifically this means that Indian education must do several things: (1)
continue to stress the characteristics of the American democracy, (2) continue
to teach American history but include a major emphasis, at all levels and periods
in histoi:.', on the role of the Indian in the growth and development of this
nation, (.1) teach about the Indian, his culture, his government, and his problems
not only in the past tense, but also point out the current status, needs, and hopes
of the Indian today', (4) prepare role models. for Indian youth to emulate.

The 1964 Indian Youth Conference for the Dakotas selected as its theme;
Preservation of Our Indian Heritage". During this conference, Indian youth time

and again mentioned that schools today ignore Indian traditions and culture. The
youth pointed out that the schools either deliberately or unconsciously were
making the Indian students feel that the Indian way was the wrong way and the
white way was the right way. IV recommendation of the conference was for
Indian history and culture to be a vital part of the curriculum from grade onethrough college.

In the demonstration school the older people would be utiliz,ed as teachers in
the portion related to Sioux culture and traditions. They would be brought to
school on a regular basis to tell stories, legimds, history and traditions. In some
instances, this would he to an assembly of all students; in other instances, thiswould be to speeitle classes who were studying a specific related_ area. In all
instances, it would mean that frequently and deliberately adult Indians would
be Utilized as teachers and respect would be. shown toward the older traditions.

In addition to using Sioux adults as instructors in orally presenting materials.
the older people would be used as resources in the development of appropriate
texts. Sioux history would beTecorded in this manner : colleeted and written from
the material presented by people in the conaminity

A person who is unaware of who he is has no basis to be proud of `r1 at lie is
only through the process of instilling a pride in his past cot: an lice the
future with any confidence. A Very important element of the decionstration school
program will be directed toward the vital, yet often .4-,u rcil, area of 3 = =altnralidentification.

_

In a study conducted by the Indian Education Center at Arizena State Uni-
versity, supported by the United States Office of Educution, it -was found that
Indian students who were less acculturated slicer AtJ.I better' in college than those
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who were more acculturated. In other words, the student that still had his own
milure to hold onto did better in the non-Indian world than did the student who
had given up his culture in his attempt to accept the dominant culture.

Dr. Ktirl "Benninger, head of the "Benninger Clinic in Topeka, Kansas, has been
a strong advocate of a positive sense of identity for Indian people which is based
on knowledge of who they are and pride in their heritage.

Collecting and compiling Og lala Sioux myi:hs, legends, and stories :

I. The legends, myths, and stories will be recorded on tape and n library
developed. The nature of the stories are usually biographies, local history,
folk tales, lengends, myths, and songs,

2. These tapes will be available for classrom as well as by adult
Sioux.

Transcribing Oglala Sioux stories Into English
I. Translation from Sioux to the English language requires a special

which only a few educated Sioux have. On our staff there will be
person.

2. Writing is an art which not many educated Sioux can do. Especially
when writing is geared toward the Sioux children for educational purposes.
Writing select stories for classroom use and working with classroom teachers
in the preparation of texts will be undertaken.

Educational reading materials
I. Compile educational materials for the elementary grades.

(a) Prepare several primary books with writing and illustrations for the
beginners classes,

(b) Complete books of Sioux stories and history which will he used in
each grade, from first through fourth grade.

2. Establish a record library of Sioux songs and chants.
(a) These records will be checked out by teachers.
(b) Children will use these records with their social studies unit on

Sioux culture.
3. Curriculum guide for classroom teachers,

(a) Teachers need curriculum guides on Sioux culture for
(b) Teachers will follow these curriculum guides in teaching Slo

ulture.
4. Book illustrations and other art work :

1(a) Illustrate educational material.
(b) Develop other types of art depicting Sioux culture, e.g. paintings,

sculpture.
(0) Work with Arts and Crafts.

5. Native language learning :
(a) Collect books written on Sioux language.
(b) Develop classroom instructional materials in the Sioux language.
(o) Bold Sioux language class once or twice a week for teachers.
(d) Teachers do not know the phenemes of the Sioux language. They will
°fit by knowing about the Sioux language.

) Teachers will do better as second language teachers if they have some
owledge or the Sioux language structure and form.

IV. NATIVE LANGUAGE LE/Latium

Closely related to the problem of ctitlural Identification is the question of
teaching the native language (Sioux) hi the school.

The proposed demonstration school would Inelede actual instruction in Sioux
on a regular and sequential basis. The instructor would be a Sioux who speaks
Sioux in a pure form and not the idiomatic degenerate language now spoken
by many youth. This would be a local person ; one who would be considered

faCultY Member of the school even though the person probably would not be ahigh school graduate.
In the. Sioux language class, attention would be placed on a variety of top'

not only would there bc actual practice in the language but also Sioux speakers
would come to the classes and talk in Sioux,

,Speelfletilly, the native language learning emphasis would be the following :
I. Teach Sioux language In the elassroom to the students.
2. Tendh Sioux language to the staff.
3. Kxperiment with actual instruction in Sioux in such au area us arith.

tootle or social studies. In other words, in an wren where factual informa-
tion is required, instruction In Sioux will be utilized with proper evaluation
techniques so that its effectiveness can be inereased.
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V, nONEE AND Smoot. visrrATtoNS

Most teachers in Indian education have never been inside au Indian home. Yet.
seine of these teachers halve taught for many years on the same reservation.

There are two main reasons for the failure of most teachers to visit homes
of their students: (1) feiir that the Indians do not want to be visited, and (2)
hick of time to make the visits.. The demonstration selionl prop° Res to tackle
both reasons: Pirst, every teacher will be ;issisted in visiting the homes of the
children. A teacher has n most important factor operating in her favor when she
visits the home: the child and his school work. The school shall provide trans-
portation and an interperter when necessary in order for every teacher to visit
the home of every shident at. least twice a year. At each visit the teacher shall
bring the school work of that chill and shall explain it to the parents, The
improvement of the child shall be noted awl emphasized. Through the process
of bringing education into the home; the Sioux parents will learn More about it
and be in a better position to encourage their children,

In order to meet the lick of time problem, the school administration shall
provide Mocks of time for a teacher to make the necessary visits. During that
period teacher aides will conduct the classes or other teachers will assist the
classroom learning.

The child will accompany the teacher when visits to his home are made.
The teacher will ask the child to explain in Sioux to t110 paents what each
example of school work means.

Without ties into the home and support of the parents, education can never
be truly effeetive. Throng') tiro Process of home understanding and
supt;ort of education should result: The handbook for Indian Education, states:

"A successful program of home visits is a planning program which may take
several years to develop. It does liot appear in full bloom overnight but nailer
Involves work, sweat, and even 'tears. It is wise to start a home visitation
program with the assistance of n local Indian sehool employee or local comma,
nity member who is interested, Several meetings should. be held at the school
where the community is invited and where food perhaps is served. At those
initial meetings, sehool personnel should make knoWn their Interest in fleeting
plirelits and in becoming himillar with the community. The school people should
ask for assistance from the community pr tribal leaders in implementing their
home visit programs. Many, tribes have active Education Committees and they
on request, will meet with local communities and will prove to be of tremendoushelp in developing School_-community understanding and rapport."

"Start with a home where yon know you are welcome. Take School work of
the children to the parents and explain, through an interpreter if necessary, what
the individual child Is doing In school and why. Leave examples of the child's
work at the home. Allow ample time for questions from the parents, After such
a visit allow time for the word to get amend. Then begin spilt with a different
homerentember that sometimes you may not even get into the house, yon may
stand outside In the cold and the snow When you try to explain to sonic parents.
'The important thing is, don't get discouraged. Find consolation in the fact that
many Indian parents are afraid you may be ashamed of their home and they
feel ashamed to show it to yolt. But as your visits spread and your friendship with
individual Indians increases, you will fled no closed doors and no, locked hearts.

"Home visits are not standard operating procedures in many Italian schools
It is something that many schools Mid educators are afraid to start or find easierto preach than to practice. Yet, perhaps no other single program offers suchrwv rds."'

A second .important element of the home visitation program would be actually
having the teftellers and all others unfamiliar with Indian life Ana culture visit
ilia Indian Mane.' So many teachers of Indian children have absolutely no com-
prehension of the problems and condition existent in an average Indian home.
What does It mean to hind all water live chop wood. for heat, and go to bed
at dark because there is no light, eat bread and eoffee for 11 meal, etc':' I haler-
standing and respect can best he acquired if one has 1111(1 the opportunity to ex-
perience and see situations and conditions. Reading about, it in a hook or seeing
It In pletares is an inadequate substitute.-

Besidcm the benefit accruing to the teacher In added Insight, the areal 0111-
tnn n I ty would Join also. A seam+ of accomplishment would resitit through the
mobilization of sufficient homes to accept teachers and to 'provide the proper at-

Robert A, noessel, Jr., The Handbook of Wino Education, I
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rnosphere. In other words, the involved homes would feel a sense of responsibility
knowing that they were playing a vital part in the orientation of the teachers.

The role of visitor reqnireS background information on bow to react in a
preliminary holm visit situation. They require advance warning on the ex-Men-
tions of these parents and need some type of support in order not to feel uneasy.

Some of the questions that the tend r could be thinking of during her it
to the home are.:

I. What roles have the children in Lie family pattern of responsibilities?
2. What e, the pattern of authortly in the ?

(a) Centered on one adult.
(b) Shared by parents.
(c) Democratic.
(d) Autocratic.
( c) Laissez fa i re:
(1) Inconsistent.

What are the types of limas placed on the. child Intl how a they com-
municated?

4. What evidences are there of family values?
(a) Education.

llaterial possessions, belong to responsible roles within tlhe com-
munity.

(c) Progressiveness.
G. What possessions are Vaned by the faintly?
6. What evidence of religious orientation are present
7. What are family rituals?-
6, .What roles do parents play that serve as dels for the children? Are

sex roles clearly delineated or fire they merged?
The questions posed above may not be answered during the home visit but

Occasions Will arise later when it can be or discussions held with other personnel
who will he visiting the same home. -Howerer, the coMpilation of data on these
visits will have their value in determining how the total program can be improved
to meet the needs of the youngsters. It will provide some basis for making recom.
mendations on how other schools on the reservation might operate. The data
Collected should 'not necessarily lie completed in the home but after the visit
has been completed In order to eliminate the prying feeling that the people might

Sioux families do have values which are not usually outwardly expressed in
the angle fa sion but they deserve to be honored. It was expressed somewhere that
the parent whose value system tends to include the same values the school holds
usually gets involved in school matters. If we can determine what these values
are we will achieve a for greeter success in our progrinn to get the parent to
participate in school affairs.

The corollary to the home visitation program on the part of the school staff is
the school visitation program for the community members. It is planned to ens
courage parents to visit the school as guests of the school. During these, visits
the parents will eat in the sehool dining hall. They will visit_the classrooms in
which their children are '10eated, The parents and visitors will take part in the
activities of the school, adult education', recreation, arts and crafts, citizenship,
consumer education, ete,

In time, the parents will understand better the school and education. Most im-
portantly, the parents will begin to feel the school is not a place where children
are placed and kept but that the school is responsive to their needs and is n place
where they do have a responsibility.

Specifically, through community meetings the concept of school visitation will
be explained. The school holitd will be leaders in helping the community
stand. The parents, while at school, will contribute through telling stories, etc.
In other words, the parents will earn their keep so that they feel they have made
a contribution to the school and its program.

VI. INSERVICE TRAINING AND STAFF otaKNTATION

Most touchers presently teaching Indian children to fall to tinders tind the
ehild and his culture, Most colleges have not developed programs designed to
alert teachers to the problems involved in Indian edumition. Fortunately, oil
I he Pine Ridge Reservation and elSewhere there Is n grAD'ing realization Unit
it good teacher in St. Fouts may not lie it good touche on tile Sioux reservation.
Consequently, these colleges and universities are preparing special courses and
programs designed to prepare teachers for work in Indian education,
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It is important for a teacher or an 'administration to know how a child feels
about himself, his school, his family and his community. The way ti child feels
cOlors his apProacir to life. Confidence and, happiness bring, an interest to
learning, while insecurity, rejection, or a feeling of inadequacy, may bring

tility or withdrawal.
. .

good educator must be able to make 1111 intelligent judgment hosed on facts
emicerning the lire of the Indian student. Because Indian children usually
grow and materialize in a culture that is different from the culture under which
11109t totiellers have lived, it is of the utmost importance that educators know
filets -about the Indians' culture, the pupils' ftimilies, and the community in
wide!' they live. Only by accumulating such knowledge can educators make valid
interpretations concerning the arts of Indian children and only then eon they
hope to under4tand the

Without: the kind of preparation which equips the teacher to understand
certain successful and unsuccessful methods and materials, permanent damage

be done to both teacher, child and community. Conthinea.with the need to be
finidliar with effective methods and inaterials is the deeper need to understand
the underlying reason for the success of ono method and the fifthly° of :mother.
Cerniinly the VallipS of the eulture must he knowit so the teacher is Ilnre of
what she is doing.

The demonstration school will attempt to do three things in teacher prep-
aration.

First, select some of the staff on the basis of their having either the a
instruction in Indian education or having experience with Indians or have
tken,,Indian education

Second, provide in-service oducatiOn for those 'Staff members wit() neither
lutvc experience with lliditins nor have taken Indian education courses.

'Third, provide hi-service education for all Sal1. ff members not only to provide
for increased iniderstanding hut also to keep abreast of the latest educational
mulerstfinding but also to keep abreast of the latest educational approaches.
This would include tin .mportant program for the teacher tildes and other sub-
professionals who would be local Indians, and yet who, 'through a structured
in-service program could nth-once in job opportunity.

it would he important .to determine whether fin adequate In-service troliting
program could be developed, Is and the limited number of staff Makeit it, difficult proposition for ii university to provide sueli sevice. The demon-
stration selMol would attempt to develop a comprehensive in-service program
for nil staff members utilizing lintever help existing eollegts would provide
lint 411s° using personnel located on the reservation who have skills and experi-
ence which equip them to make a real contribution to the staff.

Specifinlly the demonstration school would:
I. Conduct or arrange for nil initial training program for all teacher

tildes lasting at least two weeks.
2. Conduct or arrange for ail initial training progimin fun till sith-pro-

fessional personind including home counselors school-community aides, Pte.
lasting at least two weeks.

3. I'rovide on a continuing basis in-service training for all sttiff including
:inch areas cis Indian education, child development, hinguage development,
community organization; etc,

4 Offer GED- and college credit courses for those staff and vommunity
members Interested.

'II, -Mill( 1i11 onimal invitational Indian education ensfer(?nop, for fluent'
of Italiiiii Affairs. public school, and tribal lenders from all over th United
States to acquaint them with the plans and programwof the demonstration
Schoolto shore with them and to expand horizons.

U. hold colif(Tetups for Sioux educators :Ind tribal. leadershi this way
acquaint people intimately involved in Sioux education With tlic.selmol.

PROPOSAL Foil A COWISFJ.IN0 -rRooRAm FOR LoNsAt AN noioNsTitivrioN
se1100L

l'rovedures
Indiridual couttxrling.it I', promised that Individual i(ittu:lt'liu; lie unlo in'ai I-

able lo all students inchnling beginners. Full time counselor and Sioux aide
should be suflielent to provide this service. Interviews shonld be held In 11 room
I lint pro' .ties priv11('V. This room slimild he furnished with comfortable choirs mi d
i Tow bible so thin counselor and client eon -sit together tilde 113. side, small
objects for the young ellent intinipulate with his hands should he provided,
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Typical office furnishings should be avoided. Counselor should he providedoffice space in addition to the counseling ronms.
Procedureo.Tlie initial intake-interview should he conducted by the Siouxaide. He should try to establish the idea that counselors are friends. ,Vter thisget acquinted session in Sioux, the aide should introduce the, counselor to hisclient. The counselor at this point can begin establishing rapport and ere:ablethe on-going relntioiiship which forms the basis of the Counseling process.After the initial interview, subsequent interviews should take place at replierintervals. The most immediate problem the counselor will encounter in thesesessions will be the reluctance on the part of the Sioux children to sae anythingat .all at first, This problem can be coped with by asking the client to draw theBender designs. After the client finishes the design hi eau be asked to :.lay iv hatthey mean to him, It is suggested that the designs not be interpreted clinicallyunless a psychometrist, or at least someone familiar with the Koppitz -normsis available.
.Special attention should be given ellents who.have personal and social prob-lems, The active cooperation of teachers and staff should be encouraged forreferral.
At about the age of ten, select a group of twenty tai twenty-five percent ofpupils in terms of :

School achievement.
2. Quality of spoken English,
3. Independence of personality.

Put them into a special group for two hours a day, WIhn program of high
standard English, math, and other bnsic subjects.

Inform them and their parents that they are selected as probable high schoolgraduates and possible college students. Attenipt to build an espirit de corpsamong this group, but at the same time work to help them avoid'Snobbery. Keepthem in with the total groups: for arts and ernfts, music, amid some of the, otherschool subjeetS. Develop a group counseling program for this group, Steer theminto a high school Which has a good college preparatory course and also a good
industrial-commercial course. .Maintain the counseling program through the highschool years.

Haute 1718ii8.Coukiselor would have as his goal at least one visit to the homeof every client with whom he counsels, He would make as many more home visits
as time! ermits. Ideally he should be fnmiliar with the home anti parents of everysingle client.

Funvitiarization with, home life of clients.--Counsolor early in the year shouldspend at least 24 hours visiting in a borne with a Sioux family. Such an ex-perience will enable him to counsel with Sioux children in ft much more under-standing way,
Testing.The testing program should be divided into three parts : (a) researchand sttindardizetion, (ii) individunt testing referrals and other students, withparticular problems, and (a) group testing ns needed by the demonstration

school. The couniSeler should lend Iris services to the staff for the development of
an adequate testing program for the school.

In the area of individual testing of referrals it is recommended that theiselor use extreme caution when interpreting test results. \o testardized on an urbim Anglo population will render valid information aboutIndians.
Developmen t of the personal approach. in. I h e elnesruo is proposed that,

counselors work from the very beginning with teachers staff to deVelop n cur-rienliun that IS consistent With what we now know about personality develop-
ment and mental health. Counselors should make a definite effort to be includedin all curricular planning session&

Counseling for dropouts ,---There will he iii the min a many teenagers Who linve
dropped out of school, Who ore anomplod. unoccupitel, and bored. This par-
ticular gl,oup emild arc greatly henefitted by the mmseling process. it is hereby
proposed thnt counseling he made available to all Leming° selionl dropouts forthe yea r

VI-rt. ADULT nailcAptoN

One of the areas of grea test eeed amid greatest past failure in Indian educa
tion has been Welt education. Sioux adults over twentptive years of age Wive, on
the average, completed less than seven years of school. This makes a problem for
communicntion not only In educntion but in all aretle.

Several philosophies have dominated the Burenu of tedian Afairs ill dill past
years. The first one felt that there wow such tremendous need for elementary and
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secondary education that adult education was not lir id teal, Under this philosophythe adult population was "written off" and ill effort was centered on the childreo.'he existing philosophy recognized the importance of adult education and hasvastly increased the expenditure of funds aimed this direction. However. thesuccess of the present Bureau of Indian Affairs Adult Education program is sub-ject to serious question. At best, it can be said that efforts are being made andsome of the adult education programs are successful. At present, ninny of theadult educators hired by the Bureau of Indian Affairs are not actually engagedin adult education )mt are doing;g-a variety of other tasks. Indian adult education
today is generally divorced from the school and the community, It may use schoolfacilities but usually is taught on a circuit rider approach which means the adult
education teacher arrives for classes once or twice a week. The adult cane:Atop
program is not fitted into the existing educatiou program and rarely does the
community and the 'peoplefeel that it'is their program,

The adult education program would not be a discrete educational program but
rather would he a part of the tot school program. Education would be a partner-
ship between the school and the people and between the children and the parents.

The adult educator would be a person skilled in community development formuch of his work would take place away from the school.
Community development is viewed as one of the major needs facing all Indian

reservation communities. In the past, and even- today', the expert makes policy
and develops programs The local Indian community is often a pawn in the handsof the people above and beyondthe person with professional training and tech=
nice' skills. No one Is denying the necessity of having stick assistancebut today
Indian people are becofinng increasingly concerned over the fact that local com-
munities are rarely consulted until after a decision has already been made.
Indians want to be involved.

Indian leadership is increasing its demands for a 'ardor role in the deternilha-
tion of the futnre of the Italians themselves.

Community development ii Xtieii is new concept in Indian education par-
ticularly that part which stresses local involvement and decision making, Olin
problem facing a community development worker is what role he will play in'
the community if he is an outsider and not accepted, his help will be limited.
The demonstration school will employ an adult educator who will iii.fiict be n
community development worker. Ile will have an accepted role in the community
and, therefore, it would he possible to judge his success or failure based on an
approach Which should enhance his sneeeSS.

An important concern of the adult educator (community development person)will be the nice of responsibility on the part of the local community for
their school- can be aceoniolished and must be accomplished if Indian edu-
cation is to break the chains of dePende.lice which presently bind most Indian
communities.

It is certainly the aid of the adult program to be kept as flexible as possible
to ridate to the community and to develop a program based on the problems and
iteeds identified by the people themselves,

A trained Sioux will be hired to till this position. He would be able to speak
the language, understand reservntion problems and relnte in positive and
meaningful ways the adult program into the total educational program. Sioux
parents are usually unaware of the complexity of education their chIldree are
experiencing. They usually lire unfamiliar with really what education is
Through the kind of adult program now being proposed, bridges of understand-
litg welild be built and walls of ignortioce torn down. adult educator will
take part, during portions of the summer months, iii iNisling -college courses
in entillininits development and ndillt eihmation iii 111111/111 edueiitlon, Thereby,
his own skills will be sharpened.

Specifically. the projcw1 would :
1,1stablish adult vdtwation classes in ilrenS SOlettell by the community.

2 The school will open its doors to full use by the community,
3, 4tssimt local Sioux in contracting for such services; as they are able to

provide, such as Inundry, meat, etc.
. 4, Provide till 'fling in citizenship and consumer etluention,
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_(Presented nt meetings of Society for Applied Anthropology,
Washington, D.C., May 0, 1007. This paper is based on informationgathered incidental to research supported by National Institutesof Health, Grant MU-23,090-01. Thanks to W. Goodenongh, S. E.Gill, E. Maynard, M. Miller, and a Mindei for reading and comment-ing on an earlier version.)

Since the United States Public Health Service took responsibility for IndianHealth in'1959, much progress has been made in plant, services, and the healthpicture of Indians. This .is true throughout the arena where the PLIS Divisionof Indian Health has concern, as well as in the Aberdeen Area of which the
Pine Ridge Service Unit is a part. Although figures for Pine Ridge Service Unitare not available, this unit contributes significantly to the following demonstrationof progress in the Aberdeen Area as a whole From 1055-57 to 1902-64, infantmortality was reduced by 312 %; deaths from tuberculosis declined by 3J %©in a comparable period ; tuberculosis morbidity declined 3113% in the sameperiod. Reductions of the same magnitude are reported for deaths from in-fromfluenza, pneumonia and gastritis, and for measles and dysentery morbidity.
Significantly, AMA discharges from the Rapid City TB Sanatorium declined
from 35% of total discharges in 1055 to 2% in 1005. Services also increased inthe first nine years of DUI responsibility : Hospital ndmissIons rose 52%, average
daily patient census rose 28%, outpatient visits rose 50%, and dental examina-
tions rose 77%. Epitomizing this improvement, the Pine Ridge Hospital, ex-
Minded significantly since transfer from the Bureau of Indian Affairs to thePublic Health Service, recently received a three-year 'accreditation thehighestfrom the Joint Commission on Hospital Accreditation.In spite of this progress, neither Indians nor Public Health Service personnel
are satisfied with the sitnaticn. Morbidity and mortality rates for communicable
diseases are still higher than those for the rest of the US population ; living and
working conditions for PHS personnel are not attractive, especially for thoseused to city life; preventive medicine is frukrating at best; utilization ofservices is whimsical; andcontacts between personnel slid Indians are oftendisappointing to both parties. While much progress has been made in medicine
and in facilities in the last,25 years, apparently not much progress has been made
in cross-cultural understanding since Alice Joseph reported on interpersonal
relations in BIA hospitals in the Southwest and Scudder Mekeel commented on.intercultural relations on Pine Ridge Reservations.= In this paper I aim to
explore one small aspect of this complex problem, namely, the way a TetonDakota Indirin's views of himself and the doctor enter into the contact, and the
implications of the contact -in the reinforeement of his identity,

Indians inject two sets of ideas into their dealings with tlie personnel of the
Public Health- Service. These ideas contribute to their identity, their "Indian-
ness." The first set has to do with the eognitive aspect of their identity: Through
this is filtered what they know, or think they know, about the Public Health
Service, the Federal Government, white people, doctors, and the relationships
between Indians and white people. The second set has to do with the normative
asmict ortheir identity, and consists of rules for behavior. These include rules
governing how an Indian should trent others, how lie should he treated by others,
and how he should react to sickness lind other misfortune. These Ideas influencethe way Indians perceive and -approach contacts with Public Henn Service
personnel, and are reinforced by flue experiences Indians have in these contacts,
Both sets of ideas "differ enough from the idens that. Public Health Service personnet have about their contacts with Indians that the result Is behavior on both
sides that is sometimes puzzling and frnstrating, each to the other.

i "Dots on Indian Itealth----Aberdeen Area" Division of Indian Health Area °flies,Aberdeen, South Dakota, August 19611, Aberdeen Arcs includes Iowa; Michigan, Nebrasko,minsesots.Norni Dakota, south
m Dokost, and wisconsin.ice Joseph rind Patlent.--Some aspects of intersbirsonai relations hetween pliyslelons and patienta, with, special regard to the relatlen8111p between whitephysicians and Indian pntlenta." Applied Anthropology 1:4(1942)1-0; Scudder lfekeel.'Comparative notes on the 'Social role of the settlement house' its eontrosted with thatof the United stotes Indian Service." lila.. 3 :I (1943)5-8.
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Most Dakotans would say, if asked, that the Federal Government is taking
care of Indians because of treaty obligations, In partial payment for stealing theIndians' land. Indians are getting little enough return for the loss of land, they
say, and the governMent is itlways trying to renege on its debt. In addition, white
People hate Wiens, and delft really care whether they get good treitment or not.Indians have observed that with few exceptions, all the doctors at Pine Ridge
for the last eight years hove been young MD's serving out their militnry obliga-
tions in the PIIS instead of the military service, and stay uo longer than the
required two years. The inference that most Indians iii ii i8 that inferior doctors
in the past, and students who aren't really qualified now are sent to the reserva-
tion to "experiment" on Indians, Although the hospital is modern and has facili-ties for surgery, a shortage of necessary graduate nurses compels referral of
surgical cases to other hospitals in Omaha or. rtnpid City, and Indians assumethat this is done. because tile -young students don't know 110W to cope with thereally hard cases.

It is generally belies ed that before the whitemaa cline Indians never got sick.
Indigestion and. wounds wore the only conditions Indians had to worry nhoilt.
Sanitation was no problem 'because there was plenty of room, and people would
move anytime they wanted.'People got :al the food they wanted, and ate the
right kind, that iS; they had plenty of meat all the tine, The writer was pure.
The people took sweat baths that purified them physically as well its spiritually,
uiatl lived in tepees, so that even in the winter time they bad plenty of: fresh air,and didn't get overheated. Now hardly anybOdy takes sweat baths. and they live
in whitemen's houses, and tree air in them is stale and overheated, Whitemen's
food, such as flour, canned food, salty food and 'sugar, makes people weak. Be-
sides, they say, the whiteman brought a lot of "catching" diseases, among which
Indians include tuberculosis, pneumonia. measles, tvliooping cOngh, venereni
diseases; ear infections, and kidney. infections, They also brought ether diseases
that Indians say aren't catching but are.eauSed by living like white people: diet-
hetes, cancer, heart trouble,- and gall stones. Older people maintain that mental
retardation also came with the whites.' Since the whiteman is responsible for the
presence of these diseases, he is naturally rosponsible for their treatinent.

In times past, Indians say:Indian doctOrs: knew many remedies and bad much
power; not only to cure what diseases Indians got, but also to deal with other
misfortunes. HoWever, their power lied dissipated since the whiteman compered
the Indians, because life has become sO disorganized and the medicine men are
not living according to strict moral codes. Some miraculous cures still happen
now and then, and non-Indian,,doetors are reputed to have tried to cheat the
rightful Indian owners out of the medicine responsible for these mires. But most
Indians have lost faith in Indian medical technology, and therefore the medicines

in't work: You'hate to have falthin any curing Method befoi.e it will work,
.aphorism widely quoted. Altliongli it may be true flint Most Indians have

lost faith in Indian medical technology as a whole, nevertheless eVery household
I had Contact with heti access to,_and used at least one Indian remedy.

Although the hospital at Pine Ridge town, the-agency, is modern and well-
equipped, it is the only, full-thne medical facility, on the reservation, People who
live in communities up to ninety miles away must: find their own Way in to the
clinic, or wait for the once -n-week Clinics in their own communities when a doctor
is In attendance. Two sometimes three, field public health nurses visit. In the
"districts" as these outlying conimunitles and their satellite conummities ere
called, but they must snread their services over some 3000 square miles awl
0000 people. 1Vlien patients do conic in to the pine Ridge clinic, there are between
200 and 300 people there (the average inunbo of out-patients Using the. Pine Ridge
elinie for the first Giro. months of 1067-L-including weekendsis about 00), and
some wait all day and leave before they are seen. If a patient has no (air he must
walk or litre somebody to drive him at a cost to llleii of five dollars from Wounded
Knee, twenty neilts away, or fifteen dollars frem Wanblee, ninety nines ilWay. A
patient from the districts lookk around and Sees only the patients Who live in
Pine Ridge town. He concludes Clint, they are flooding the elinif and taking away
services due him.

In view of the foregoing, a cciMitry Indian's view of the inedietti care pro-
vided by the Public Health Service is approximately as follows : Sinee most

the diseases( that Indians suffer are Introduced by the Whit(minn,

9 Carl Mindel, M.D. Personal eotaaiiinlciition.
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medicine is superior to Indian medicine in treating them. Besides. better or
no, the whitelwill has to treat. Indians by treaty obligation in twyment for
land stolen from the Indian. Howeves, the whitewall tries to client the Indian
and sends incompetent doctors and substandard facilities in a grudging and
minimal fulfillment of these ebligations.

In the Indian's view, moreover, white men are thingereils and unpredietable
i;euerally. The first thing tilt Indian says to himself When he eonfronts a white-
man is trait) he, "what's going to happen?" Is he going to cheat me? Will
lie insult me? How long will he he friends with me until lie betrays me? What
does lie want from ine?

This is the cognitive framework in which Indians try to apply rules of
Indian behavior in dealing with white medical personnel,

One basic law of Indian behavior should: be stated both, positively and nega-
tively : Amiable social .relations must be maintained; and, .0iie must not ex-
Press hostility overtly. This means that differences of opiniob or interest can't
lie talked out in face-to4ace confrontation, and that a person should withdraw
from a sititation where he is angry, confused, or anxious. Although Indian!

expect the slime kind of behavior from whites as other Indians, the kind
of argument or scolding that whites expect from their doctor is enough to drive
an Indian away from any more visits. Again, if the patient is confused by
doctor's instructions, he is liable to remit' silent aiid withdraw at the first
opportunity.

The first Inw is rarely spoken esplieity by Indians, the second law is the
universal first response to the question, "what is a good man?" A good man
treats everybody equal the same. This means two things: First, no matter what
the person's status or _appearance, he is to be met politely, with neither con-
descension nor fawning. Second, each person is to be respected as an individual
human being. When Indians are relating theirexperiences with doctors, social
workers, welfare investigators, nurses, veterans' affairs or rehabilitation agents,
even if the contact was fifteen years earlier, they feel it essential to remember
the name of the agent, to place him as a human being. The teller of tbe.stery
consults with his wife, thinks, and finally, if he can't remember the name,
describes the agent Minutely so I can-recognize him on the street; Iii contrast,
he is one of a hundred patients the clinic doetor sees. in a day. The doctor's
A%-ho are remembered as good doctors are described 'as taking time to talk to
patients, or as being interested, in the patients as people.

When eitlier of these rules is violated by the doctor or other agent, then
the pre-existing negative stereotype of the Public Health Service is reinforced.

If the patient still needs treatment after he has withdrawn from the threaten.
ing, confusing or insulting situation at the Public Health Service hospital, there.
are still some-steps he can take. He can go to one of the MD's in private prac-
tice near the reservation who cater itt- least, part time to Indians. These are
older mew who have been in the area for a few years, some of whom worked
for the BIA before the PHS took responsibility for health services. In 1056,
1Valting time at these clinics is mueli shorter, since few patients go to these
doctors. I Mire never seen more than six patients in one dodor's clinic at any
one time The few patients and the long residence means that the private MD
knows the patients by name or kin; with the result that the visit is more
satisfying and the competence of the doctor is never questioned: ,When the
patient talks about his visit to the private MD lie usually includes it comment
about how the governinent is falling down on its obligation, and he the patient,
doesn't haVe to depend on the government for medical care.

If the patient cannot get to a private MD because of distance or time or
finances, then one of a number of "Indian" healing practices is possible: herbs,
traditional Dakota medicine men, fumlftinentillist Christian healing services,
or peyote. All of these serve in one way oe another to reinforce Indian Identity
and to deprecate whitemnii's medicine.

Most middle-aged Indinns know one or two traditional herbal remedies. To
gether they constitute a resource providing a number of remedies to niembers
of any community. Although people Maintain that the "weeds and roots" are
better than whlteman's medicine, end sonic will point out that some whiteman's
medicines coin° &Wu plants too, usually they, will not use them until they
have had a disappointing experience with the Public Health Service. Even the
most acculturated Indian who knows medicines observes the rules for gathering
medicines, 'The minimal rules are, first, that whoever gathers the herb must offer
tobacco at the place where the herb is picked, and second, the medicine must be
protected from the weakening effects of menstruation by being kept outside the
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House or not picked until it is needed. '.rliese are explicit acknowledged to be
Indian rides:. No matter what n person's identification iii other situations may
he, when be gathers these medicines he is an Didion-.

The fundamentalist Christian healing congregations are too complex to treat
satisfactorily here, brit briefly; the official Urgninent is that all beating comes from
.TPSI1S, Slid With faith n11 tbing$ 1011 be given for the asking. But Jesus sometimes
Works through the doctors, in fact the (Metal's pray before they, work on any-
body. But yon don't have to wait in line for God to heal yen. Indians are the lost
tribes of Israel, and are Coil's chosen people. In the latter days the white people,
the Gentiles, will be coming to the Indians for guidance, and that's starting
right now (the etlinogranheis reinforce this idea). The white people stole
the land from the Indians, and pretty soon God is going to come and drive ail
the white people out and _the-Indians will get their country back again. When
a patient collies ton Service to be healed lie seats himself on a chair in the
center of the room. The elder who -has the gift Of. healing (received front God
by prayer and fasting ;Ind sacrifice, formally eqnivalent to the medicine mat's
quest- for Denver) rubs oil .on the patient; -and while the congregation sings, the
elder lays on hands nnd prays for Jesus to come and herd the member. Other
members of the congregation come to the pkient and lay: on hands mid
proy, Miring the service, which is held in Lakota and English,' the rest of the
message ;Mont Indians special condition is repeated: along with testimonials of
personal salvation.

The fundamentalist congregations comprise a small proportion of the Pine
Ridge popnlation. An even smaller number of people are active participants in
the Native American Church. but nobody knOwS how many people hai'e attended
one or two meetings of either or both churches in hopes' of healing. Peyote is
used is a Sacramental hallucinogen in the rite, and is also -used as a healing
drug outside of any ceremonial context. People boil the cactus and tlrink the,.tea
for digestive upsets, =respiratory illness and more diffuse symptoms.' eat the
cactus buttons for diabetes, rheumatisiii, tuberculosis, hernia and pneumonia,
and apply, peyote poultices or use the tea as a wash for skin conditions, Indians
who. mare not embers of, the church may use peyote in a m mdechanical i
ceremonial Way(: but members of the church .usually bring their ftilinents to the
prayer meeting. In either case, there is general agreement among the users that
peyote is attIndian medicine. God gave the medicine to an Indian woman a long
time ago, and most people will-Say that it only heals Indians. Services in the
Prayer meetings are carried mit in the Lalcota Inuguage, unless a member of
another tribe is present. During the services, the speakers emphasize UM Mine-
riorlty of Indian ways of religion : "White people talk about God for a feW 110iirs
on Sunday, Indians talkito God all night from Saturday to Sunday." The seek-
ing of suffering, Indian form of prayer, kinship with animals mid other natural
plienOrnetia, absenee of competition anti coercion in social life,' and observance
of proper kin.behavior. all these are extolled as Indian, and therefore preferred,
traits. Testimonies to miraculous eures from peyote or from' the Intervention
of God as a result of using peyote are an important part of the service and of the
informal cons ersation before and after the service,

The most widespread kind of supernatural healing is the'traditional medicine
man, Although there were many different kinds in the old days, at present all
the known medicine men on Pine.Ridge perform similar Variants of the circum-
polar shaking; tent rite, and are known on the reservation as yincipi, they tie him
up:" These medicine men do not have regular meetings and congregations with
membership, rather they act as Shamans, with emilar helpers, Scattered and
irregular clientele, and a small number, of people who attend every ineting they
can, since theAneethigs lire open to anybody who winds to come. Most of the
medicine men claim they are Catholh.s, and ilieliMers of all faiths attend meet
ings and consult the medicine math :t detailed description of what one emmle
did wilco the wife got sick will slum how the i on.ti'itvttng expeilenees in the doc-
tor's office- and in the yuwIra meeting tend to reinforce Weak .about.
medicine and Didion identity.

George'N wife Elaine v.rolce up at her usual four AM Him Lunde lire, and ate
some left-over meat, By the tline George woke rap at eight, she..was in exerneint
ing abdominal pain and was suffering front n rash on her Thor daughter
and her husband, who lived a quarter of a mile away, took them the thirty miles
to the hospital, where they waited four hours to see the doctor- Elaine (yin speak
English when she absolutely has to hit she lets her linfliand Interpret for her
whenever she can She graduated from high school, but feels inseeure in English,
and also feels embarrassed in the company of strangers. Her husband enjoys
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the challenge of interpreting, and is often called to interpret for other people
as Well as for his family and in-laws. So in the doctor's office George interpretedfor his wife. The doctor said she had a gall-bladder attack, according to George.
and gave her some medicine to take right away, and said to come back tomorrowfor some more medicine. Why can't you give it to us now Because there might
be another doctor on duty tomorrow, and lie might-prescribe different medicine.Well, I knew they were young students, but if they don't know from one day tothe next what kind of medicine to give, we don't care to go hack there any more_

When they came back from the hospital, Elaine was still In pain, The daughter
and the son-in-law took a peace pipe full of tobacco to a medicine man who lived
nearby, and asked him to come doctor Elaine. He was already going to doctor
someone else that evening, but since Elaine is a relative, and this was an emer-gency case, he agreed to combine both cases into one rite. The ceremony, called
a sing, was to take place at George and Elaine's house because she was sicker.The family of the daughter's husband now started making preparations, cooking,
making offerings to the spirits, and preparing the house. By the time everything
was ready, it was after dark, and the sing started.

The materials used in the sing serve to affirm Indian identity : the tobacco in
over a hundred tiny pouches the sage; the sweet grass burned for the.purifying
smell ; the tin cans fall or earth and the altar made of gopher dirt reminding the
participants of their connection to the earth; the eagle feathers and the deertails;the drum and the rattles. The medicine man prays to the saute God the Christians
do, but God sends the spirits to take care of the people, and the spirits understandonly Indian languagenot just Lakota, but any Indian language. Special and
archaic terms are used in some places of the service. The medicine man uses
traditional images to describe his power to Call spirits and to heal. In many cases
the spirits blame the misfortune of the client on his failure to observe traditional
roles of behavior. The food for the feast after the ceremonial, moreover, is sepa-rated into Indian food and whiteman food.

After the medicine man set up the main part of the altar, lie filled the peace
pipe with six pinches of tobacco, offered to the four directions, to the, sky, and to
the earth. Members of the assembly sang a special song for the Pilling of the Pipe,
and somebody blew out the lights. Now the mediome man made a short speech
about the purpose of the meeting and started his first prayer, This prayer was in
cantorial style, addressed first to wakantanka, God, and then to the spirits (ad-
dressed as tunkasila, 'grandfather'), saying that he needs their help to use the
Pipe for the benefit of the people, and asking them to take pity on him. Somebody
lit the lamp again, the medicine man's helpers tied him imp and blew the lamp outagain.

While the members of the assembly sang a song to God and then a song to call
the spirits, the medicine awn chanted a prayer again. Then suddenly the coining
of the spirits, was announced by the blowing of a whistle and the appearance of
sparks here and therein the darkness. Another song while the spirits danced, and
then Elaine and the other patients related their troubles. Others present asked
for help too. Elaine's husband asked for treatment for his headache, another
-asked about a relative in the tuberculosis sanatorium. The participants sang a
song to accompany the spirits' &toeing, and then the medicine man told the two
patients to stand up and be doctored, While the participants sang -another song,
the spirits doctored the patients by patting them gently wih rawhide rattles.
George was also doctored, amid he marveled at the fact that the spirits knew just
what part of his body was aching and doctored lihn just there The patients
thanked the spirits, and lifter sonic more songs, one to sing for the dog- feast, one
to accompany the taking up of tobacco offerings, one to accompany the untying of
the medicine man, and one to say farewell to the spirits, the lamp was lit. The
Mediellle elan lit tine Pipe, mid 'all smoked in turn, each uttering a Porn-while
prayer, translated ns "all any relations." A helper passed around ti pile for each to
take a drink of water, with the same prayer, and then the feast began. 'the feast.
consisted of dog meat soup, fried bread and fruit gravy--Intlian food," and
coffee, cake, crackers mid store bread"whIteinun's food." The pot with the dog
soup had been iusnde the cento.t.'where the ineilleine man lind worked (hieing the
sing, and the rest of the food was kept i n one side.

After the feast tiveryouw went home, and the medicine man molted a tea for
and game Cvorge a piece of root to eut and hurn on the stove11N 1111 Inhalant,

day Elaine felt bettor, and attributed her recovery to the sing and the
.1 Iona ul medicine. The hospital medicine was forgotten.

Nobody limns surveyed the population to find out the intensity and distribution
of the attitudes and behavior illustrated in these aneedotes. What I have tried
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ri do here is show how generaleral basic rules and statements are translated into
action in specific situations. A saperficial survey woillti show that Earo-_\l ntrienn
medicine is preferred over traditional medicine, that almost everybody on the
reservation can speak English, and still Indians have a high rate of diseases of
poverty dial poor sanitation, such as respiratory and gastro-intestinal diseases,
impetigo and children's ectOparasitic infectious, and of diseases of net that is,
complications hi chronic diseases. Here I line tried to show how a closer look at
behavior can show that the preference for whitewall's medicine contains a large
component of frustrated demand for payment due, and that use of English effi-
ciently depends on more than just knowledge of the language. Further, I have
illustrated hew, in one case, a person's ideas about himself and his relation to the
rest of the world can influence what lie does when lie is sick and faces different
healing systems.
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A SIErny Or THE TnEonEtrani, CHILDHOOD BEHAVIORAL CONSEQUENCES of DAR

WIT=-AERICAN VALUE CONFTIONTATION
By Rev. John F. Bryde, S.J, Holy Rosary Mission, Pineridge, S. Dak.

FOREWORD

This is called a theoretical study of child hood behavioral consequences for this
reason : One with a psychological background, even if, he had never heard of a
Sioux Indian, could, on reading the dynamics of Sioux behavior and confronting
them with white-American dynamics, say this or that would be the psychologleal
consequences. Further studies will seek to document those conclusions. It should
he noted that although Sioux values are quoted from the literature, the major
source was the writer's assistance to Tiedke as interpreter during Tiedke's
dissertational investigation of Sioux attitucle9, followed by the writer's own -

experience of seventeen years among the Sioax as school teacher, missionary and
finally as superintendent of the Nation's largest private boarding school for
Indian children,

PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to explore the psychological behavioral conse-
quences in Sioux Indian children, caught between the dynamics they receive from
their parents and the White American dynamics they meet in the alien ecological
area right outside their doorsteps.

METHOD

The method will he a developmental study of the Sioux childhood dynamics,
then, in the light of modern psychological principles, to arrive deductively at the
behavioral consequences.

LITERATURE

Although there is considerable literature in cultural anthropology on the
Sioux, writing so far related to the area of psychological adjustment are very
spotty and only indirectly applicable to our study. A,--cichoker (1937) studied
Sioux scholastic achievement. Ross (19) wrote on school attendance and
achievement, and Mekeel (1934 & 1936) observed Sioux education. White (1963)
made an exhaustive study of the urban adjustment of the Sioux, and Malan
(1958) studied the remnants of the kinship system on the reservation. Magregor
(1940) made a general acculturization status study over twenty years ago, and
Erikson (1950) gives a chapter to the psychoanalytical interpretation of Sioux
child rearing. Benedict (1934) and Mead (1956) wrote on the dynamics of
culture and cultural change. Spindler (1955), a Kluckhohn (1954), F. Kluck-
holm (1961), James (1961) and Boggs (1958) have written on psychological
factors in other tribes, but Havighnrst and Neugarten (1955) have come closest
to our area in their study of emotional and moral responses of Indian children
of six tribes, including the Sioux.

DEVELOPMENTAL ANALYSIS_

Every culture derives from its economyits way of making a living. Once values
are derived, du 7, in turn, entrench and reinforce the ecological values. As long
as.the economy Is extant and operable, so long can the culture perdure intact.
This is seen in the cultures and economics of even primitive peoples in Africa
and the South Seas. Ruth Benedict points out (Benedict 218) what may be a
deviation in our culture, maybe a perfectly acceptable mode of behavior in
another culture. As long as a culture has the ecological area for the exercise of
its values and no need for compromising contact with other cultures, its mode
of behavior is intrinsically acceptable and not to be challenged.

The unique thing about Sioux Indian culture is that the ecological founda-
tion of the culture has been removed,---yet, the values deriving from that culture
are still operating, still Vitally alive. Not only has the ecological basis been re-
moved, but the Sioux Indian today has been forcibly placed on a new ecological
basis which does not tit his culture. Sioux cultural values are still operating,
automatically looking to their natural ecological basis. It is not there, and a
foreign, unacceptable ecological basis is there instead.

Unlike aboriginal people free'to exercise their values on their own ecological
basis, the Indian must live in the white mans world, on the white man's ecological
basis. He is geographically and physically immersed in the white man's world,
with daily, face to face contact with white people. Any exercise of Ids .values
which vary with the white man's values must be regarded as deviations. This is
the unique cultural conflict of Indian and white cultures.
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nrsToritcAr. BACK0

A brief historical background of the Sioux is necessary in order to understand
how their values arose as sources of current Sioux (Vim odes.

The Sioux or Dakotas Caine originally from North Carolina and established
themselves on the headwaters of the Alississippi about the middle of the six-
teenth century. Sometimes referring to themselves as the Oecti Siikory in, or Seven
Council Fires; they were the most savage and warlike of tile Siouan tribes
(Hyde. 3).

The first historical record of the Dakotas show them as fighters,vigorously
attacking the Algonquian Tribes to the north and northeast of them. In time, the
Algo liquins and their allies acquired guns from the French in Canada and theEnglish on Hudson Bay and by reason of their superior weapons, drove the
Dakotas from the headwaters of the Mississippi into Southern 31innesota, around
1670. The Sioux bands slowly spread out toward the western plains and it was
the Og lala Sioux who led the western advance.

Toward the middle of the e5ghteenth century, the Ti rons of the °glair' and
Bride groups first made their appearance on the Upper Mississippi. They time
on foot, were poor and appealed to the Arikara Iiidittnti living a stable life in that
area to help them. The Arikaras nt this time were a powerful people, fortified onthe great bluffs of the Missouri, with a total population of some 20,000 people
(Hyde, 10). The Teton Sioux was a bold beggar. He would accept help one day,
then lie in wait the next day for traveling Arikaras in order to rob and kill them.

Shortly after 1770 misfortune struck the Arikaras in the form of small pox at
the Very time that the remaining Sioux in Minnesota, having obtained firearms,
moved down against them and swept them -away.

The Sioux, obtaining horses and led by the Og lalas, swept westward. By
means of the horse, a whole new economy was established and, in living off the
buffalo, a whole new way of life developed. A horse became the greatest wealth of
the Sioux and the buffalo became their livelihood.

In 1775 or 1776 a War-party led by Standing Bull went far enough West to
discover the Black Hills. Other Sioux followed and most of North Dakota, South
Dakota and Southern Minnesota was taken over as their land. In order to do
this they bad to drive out many other tribes, 'which they did with a vengeance.
The Kiowas were driven far up the Cheyenne River. The Omahas and Pon Icas
were driven down into northeastern Nebraska, and the fighting continued until
about 1792. Around 1780, Sioux attacked the Grow Indians who were living north
of the Black Hills and drove them westward into the country beyond PowderRiver.

The Sioux then turned their attentions to the Cheyennes around 1794. A great
war party of Sioux Caine upon a large group of Cheyennes camped south of theBlack Hills, killed many of their people and captured the entire camp with all
its possessions. Having established their superiority, the Sioux made peace of a
sorts with the Cheyennes and let them go their way.

About 1790, the Sioux allied themselves temporarily with their enemies, the
Arikaras, in order to attack the Manc lans.

Sometime between 1795 and 1804, the Tetons began to trade with the French
coining up from St. Louis. At first, contact with the whites was friendly but
as more white men poured into their hunting grounds, the Sioux resisted. For
the-next sixty years, the Sioux were almost constantly at war either with their
Indian enemies or with the whites. The struggles had their climax in Red Cloud's
war which ended in 1870 and in the agreement of the Sioux to live in peace in
an area covering western South Dakota and eastern Wyi.41fing.

Six years later, In 1870, a large band of Sioux, disgruntled at government
restrictions. went on an unauthorized hunting trip, General GeOrge Custer pur-
sued them and the Sioux, led by Crazy House, Wiped out Custer and the entire
contingent of his fire troops of the Seventh Cavalry, around 225 men. (Luce 23)It was one of the most momentous IndianWhite battles in history.

The Sioux who had been with Crazy Horse were frightened and dispersed.
Some fled to Canada. Some eventually went back to the areas of their reservation.

Fourteen years later, Big Foot led n small band of Sioux from his reservation
to go to Pine Ridge to confer with the aged Chief Red Cloud. Since he had no
permission to leave-his reservation, lie was regarded as hostile and a contingent
of about 400 soldiers under Major Whiteside Was sent out from Pine Ridge to
intercept him. Big Foot and his band were discovered near Porcupine Butte and
led to Wounded Knee Creek, about twelve miles from Pine Ridge, where they
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were surrounded and disarmed. The soldiers were not pleased with the numher
of old weapons they found and ordered another sea m11. During the second search.
a scuffle ensued, a shot was fired and the hotchkiss gnus covering the Indians
opened up. When it was over. 24) Indians. men, won:ear:nal children were dead,
The soldiers Mere of Caster's old Seventh Cavalry. An old score bad beets set-
tledin a naumer disgraceful to the American ',NMI-tory (tee, 1.1)

Wounded Knee marked the end of the Old Sioux W ay of life. The buffalo was
gone. their wealth was gone, the wars of the past seventy years were gone. How-
ever, aware of their warlike superiority, their fierce pride remained and the
attitudes nod values that had clerived from such an life continued and still
continue.

The central rallies of the Sioux, deriving from their culture, and the following
Physieal bravery, generosity, good advice. individual itntonomy and leisure.
Olagregor 124) These are the dynamics of Sioux behavior. We shall examine
(melt of them, then examine the dynamieS of American behavior (as outlined by.
Williams). We shall then deductively derive the behavioral (!onsenuences for the
children in the light of modern psychological principles and dynamics.

amon. nvximics----"wAsieu Axiom 'cm"
One of the most impressive discoveries of modern psychology is that of the

dynamic intlaem:e of early childhood experiences on later conduct. Children
mfro the time they are born, learn their attitudes. goals and modes of behavior

from their parents, Their parents, in turn, get their values, 1110tiVes, goals and
modes of behavior from their culture. Each culture has its own values, which
can differ, sometimes diametrically from the values of other cultures.

As the Sioux child begins to structure his world, he is immediately aware of
two environments.: the completely permissive environment of his home, and the
hostile environment, right outside his door step, which is the white nmn's world.
Within his home, he can get and do anything lie wants. He is first made aware
of the outside hostile environment when he hears the above captioned phrase
for the first time the bogey man phraze that Sioux mothers use to frighten
their children into conformity. "Wasica anigni kte." "A white man will get you
and take you inane." This is a poigoant phrase that never get in any of the
cultural studies of the Sioux nor in any of the field reports, because it is never
used in the presence of a white pelson. (If this is true, one naturally wonders
how the writer heard it The answer is tint the Sioux do not regard the :result
Missionaries, who have been with them from their first reservation days, as
white men. It is never thrown up to a missionary. "Ion white men." Several
years ago, one of the missionaries picked up two Indian women on the road. One
of the Indian women was blind, and as she was getting into the car, she asked
the other, -1Vlio Is it? A white man?" No," said the other woman, Father."
pence, over the years, the writer, being a missionary and knowing the Sioux
language, was able to gain many insights not afforded to other white researchers.)

Some years. ago, as a missionary, the Writer first heard this phrase. He was
visiting an Indian family and in the course of the conversation, a small child
kept playing noisily nearby. The mother kept saying, "Ahhh," and finally when
this didn't work, she said aSiCtl anigni kte." The child stopped imme-
diately and the writer thought, at first, the mother was joking. Later, when he
heard the phrase again and again in other homes, he saw clearly that the
Mothers were not faking; it was the real bogey man phrase that they Used The
child's first awareness of the, outside, is that the white world is one of hostility.
Ile Luis !mimed the fear from his parents W ho are unconsciously milking the
child internalize their own fears.

Whereas the white child, sometimes threatened with the bogey man, soon
learns he does not exist the Indian child, after hearing the phrase can look
out the window and see ti real, living bogey man going past his house in
a pickup. Later, going to the general store, he inevitably hides behind Ins
mother, because lie is surrounded by many of them, who might him home.

The very first exercise of his prime dynamic, Individual autonomy, is thwarted
by only one thing: the hostile white man outside. His first experience is one
of frustration. This is how he begina life. It is suppressed, hut the psychological
dynamics of this are clear.
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PHYSICAL SKAVERY IN WORK AND WAR

If an elderly Indian is asked today what was one of the greatest things a
man could do in the old Indian way of life, a frequent answer will be Tosteal a horse." One must recall that prior to the white man, the greatestwealth of the plains Indian was in his horses. Consequently, horses wereguarded most closely_ near the camp, and under constant surveillance. To beable to sneak close to any enemy camp, when capture was sure death, andsteal a. horse Was an act of great bravery. This deed was highly iraised byeveryone.

Another f:e- F ,--nt answer to the same question is, '"ro strike an enemy." A.deliberate distidet ion is intended here between striking au enemy and killing
an enemy. It was relatively easy to he In ambush and kill an enemy whileconcealed. To ride openly in sight of the enemy and get close enough to Minito strike him, then ride away without being killed, was a greater and braverthing to do.

Another answer to this question appeared (Tiedke) many times in this form :To get lots of feathers find even a wapahn, warbonnet." This significance isthis every time a warrior did a brave deed, he was entitled to wear an eaglefeather. He could wear them in Ids hair or on his lancet When lie got enough,lie could make them into a war bonnet and every eagle feather counted for abrave deed.
The writer himself has sat on the floor in many a Sioux home and listenedto the old grandfather with his grandchildren around him, and tell these storiesof bravery. A. dynamic is being formed in the grandchildren, who are the schoolchildren of today.
In the line of acts of bravery_, it must be pointed out that to outwit a dangerby running away from it when one could not cope with it was a part of braver.The other area in which the man exercised this prime value was in hiswork, which was hunting. Even today, shooting buffalo with n high poweredrifle from a "safe distance Is extremely dangerous. The buffalo is extremelytough and very hard to kill. When wounded, he will charge. There is a verysmall area right behind the shoulder and close behind the ear where a buffalo isimmediately and mortally vulnerable.. Even a crack shot with a limn poweredrifle can rarely do it in one shot, as the writer has witnessed.
To run alongside a buffalo on a horse with only a bow and arrow for ft

weapon was an extremely tough and brave thing to do. Besides being extremelytough, the buffalo hates a horse and will attack it every time (Even today, ParkRangers herd buffalo in jeeps and pickupst) Whenever a man went, to workPetting food for his family, he risked his life. Even as today men find theirmaseuline status In their occupational role (Koch, 357), so did the aboriginalSioux. His work consisted In a tremendous act of bravery, a supreme risk ofhis life. When a Sioux family saw its father ride out to work on the hunt,they never knew whether they would see him alive again. Once he had donehis work and returned, he had fulfilled his end ns a man and nothing morewas required of him. Just having him alive in the camp was reward enoughfor the rest, and enjoying his leisure was enough for the worker-hunter. Weshall see the relation to the value of leisure shortly.
One can see that the children have here a source for identification, but itmust be only in fantasy, for the ecological basis for imitation is gone. Butit must be remembered that to run away from a danger was a form of bravelyoutwitting it.
Through contacts like this a value has been formed ; a dynamic is in mo-tion. They can be brave in fantasy only There is no place to be brave, as theyconceive it In the world today. Later, if a danger confronts them, they canoutwit it by fifitdraiving.

DENEROSITY Oil SHARING

The old time Indian today, when asked what virtues the good mon had tohave in the old Indian way of life, will invariably answer: "Anytime you neededsomething, he would give it to yon or share it with you, and lie always gavegood advice", (This latter value we will take up next.) When the writerwould ask why this was it was always pointed out in story form.- ns is thecustom among the Sioux. Two men went hunting one day. One Man killed a`buffalo and the other man did not kill anything. When they got 'leek to the camp,the Mall Wtio has not killed anything said "I have w feed may family." That'sall he said and the other man said Take as much as you want" The nextweek the same two men went bunting again. This time the man who had not
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killed a buffalo on the first bunt killed a buffalo and the other man did not.
On returning to camp, the man who had not killed a buffalo said "I have to
feed my family." The other man said, "Take as much as you want." Then,
in case one missed the point, the old Indians would go on to explain that
on a hunt, not everyone was lucky_ , Those who were lucky always shared with
those who did not get anything. EN-en if one did not go on mi hunt, he could
always go to the good man and ask for anything and get it

In the old Indian way of life, the very existence of the people depended
upon sharing. "What is mine is yours and what is yours is mine" was end is
a very real value. One could always depend upon another for whatever he
wanted. This was not an intermittent thing, but a constant, daily give andtake. There were no refrigerators and edible goods were consumed RS fast
as they were brought inby the lucky ones.

This dynamic is very much alive today. An Indian with a good job must
share with helpless relatives. He cannot say no Jobless relatives will move in
with an employed relative' and live months at a time and not a word is said
School children will buy a candy bar and immediately break it in two at the
inevitable request of the one standing-closest to him. One who doesn't have auto-matically turns to one who has and asks. 'rlie children learn this from their
parents from the time they begin to think. The child's current attitude is: I
don't have. You give to me. And he expects it from the world at lardy. Erik
Erikson says that the modern Sioux is a "compensation neurotic," he receives all
his sense of security and identity out of the status of one to whom something isowed." (Erikson, 10 3) This dynamic, creating excessive dependency and be-
ginning in childhood reaches its full activity in adulthood.

GOOD ADVICE

In the old Sioux way of life, the good man and the wise man were the same.
The two virtues had to go together. As mentioned above, when asked who vas
the pool( watt in the old Indian way of life, the old Indians will always say, He
shared with you Whntever you needed and he could always give you good advice."
When asked what the good advice meant, the old people will say, No matter how
big a problem you had or how much trouble you were in when you went to him,
he could always tell you what to do, and he was always right. He was wig', and
only older inen are Nvise. Every community around the reservation leas its older
men to whom the people go for advice and who in turn, go to meetings, invited
or not to render their advice. Numberless times the writer has attended Indian
meetings. When things have gone so far and the younger inen have had their
say, an older man will rise and invariably begin with. "Annmagopta po!
Winiachclialn !" "Listen to me, I am an old mar;. " implying he is wise and there-
fore credible. The Sioux word Ksapa, "wise," is a precious one and frequently
used in regard to good people. Oliildren are constantly ridiculed with the oppo-
site worfl -witko," meaning foolish. The attitude the child develops is in what be
sees : it is sufficient to he wise, give advice, but ,the wise men is never a doer or
one who carries oat action. It is sufficient to talk and not to do. This dymemamie is
develor.--41 in the children, but it is not so forceful as the other dynamics. the
white man's world of action, as we shall see., this makes for much talk 7.nd no
actionno goals beyond one's self.

MISUSE

The writer recalls vividly the first time, some years ago, that he asked an
elderly Indian, eighty-six years old, the following question : "What was the best
thing the old time Indians had before the coming of the whites?" Without a mo-
ment's hesitation, the old man said ''The absene-e of money. And I'll tell you
why. The thing that makes you white people work all the time and run around
all the time without resting, is money. Then you get some money and yonv.;tannt
more so you work even harder, ar pretty soon you a whenhen you are still
We are not like that. Once we had killed n buffalo, we ate good and we were at
peace. We had nothing mare to do and we could rest. We would sit quiet and
talk mind we were well off. That's all wanted, and that's the best thing
we had," Since that time this same answer has come back in different words
many.times. Once, on his way to an Indian celebration where there would be
much feasting, the writer picked no an elderly Sioux along the road going
to the same place. Wholly unsolicited, the old maim, nodding his head in the
direction of the feast, started to talk and snid, This -N'as the 1.reSI thiimg that
we used to have. Before the white man came, this is all tie did. We would kill
the buffalo and-then eat and visit as long as the meat was there. We ate good

S9 -101 0--09et.
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and we were well off and that's all we wanted." The men sat and talked. Theytalked about the things that they valuedbrave deeds. The', did these bravedeeds in order to enjoy the telling of them during their leisure. This leisure theyvalued ns an end in itself.
Today, as the old grandfathers tell their grandchildren about the wonderfulthings of the old days, they invariably end with the phrase "Na tlinyanunkun-pi,"''We were well oil' "sin the context of haVing plenty to eat and nothingto do. In the children, this creates the dynamic of cyclical existence (White, 17),no motivation beyond the next meal. The white man's concept of linear progress(we achieve more and more midget better every year) is non-existent in the youngSioux. They have nothing to work for (White, 23). Their old dynamic of ndjust-ing to the seasons (cyclical existence) drives them to just that and nothingmore Self actualization is blocked by biological- needs (Ninslow, 4). An olddynamic is thwarting growth, From the section on bravery in work it must herecalled that once the man came home from his life.risking work, the familywas so glad to have him back alive, that his physical presence was all the rewardthey wanted. He did not have to do another thingjust he there and exist, andeveryone was happy. The young Sioux growing up absorbs this attitude towardthe male role : mere existence in the home is enough. Even though the ecologicalbasis for rejoicing in mere presence has gone, the dynamic still remains, There isnothing with whom to identify except one's self and one'S existence. It makesfor atrophy. This is paradoxically, for the boys, a new ilyn.- nic: to do nothing.

INDIVIDUAL AuTosulty

Of all the dynamics of child behavior internalized hi the Sioux child. thisdynamic of individual autonomy is the strongest. It means this: the child inal;.eshis own decision without coercion nor subsequent punishment. lie is advised, hutnot compelled, and tills pertains from his earliest years.In the old Indian way of life, before the coming of the whites, the Sioux onthe plains used in constant danger of derith--from the elements, from animalsand from enemies. One's very survival depended upon himself ;done, to make hisOwn decisions, He must not learn to lean on anyone. Consequently, growing upin the relative protection of the camp circle, he was advised, but not coerced, andif he made mistakes, he could profit relatively- safely there, from his mistakesand learn how to Make right judgments. Ridicule was the only social control forunacceptable conduct. If he could not learn to make his own decisions in the
camp circle, then he could not survive out of it on the hunt or on the war path.In field work with Tiedke (Tiedke) the following question waS asked manytimes, "Weuld you spank or puMsh your child, if he did not obey you?" Among
the full bloods, the answer was unanimously "No." Then, the people questioned
would explain that it was sufficient to tell the children and advise them and ifafter that they did not conforms, it was not the parents fault ; they had done nilthey could. It is up to the child to make up his own mind.

For the past eight years, the writer has been superintendent of the largestprivate boarding school for Indians in the United States, Eight years ago, lie
was puzzled when he experienced the following scene for the first time A motherbrought her first grade son into the school office and announced that she wastaking hint out of school. The superintendent asked for the reason and lie was told
simply, "Because be wants to." When the superintendent inquired whether themother wanted him to stay, she hastily assured him that she did, The mother,
when asked why she didn't make him stay, replied, "I can't. He don't want to."The mother took home.

By the end of that first year the writer experienced a little over one hundred
identical scenes in his office, all founded on the simple assertion, He (or she)
wants to leave." On the school records, over the pest eight years, are over 800
withdrawals with the simple notation, "He wants to go." The average is between
led and 124 a year The child is advised, but makes his own decision:

A twelve year old girl contracted Tubezculosis and wont to a nearby Sanitorium
for Indians, She was there one month when the parents went to visit her After
talking to her awhile, the parents went to the doctor and told him that they were
taking her home, The doctor remonstrated and told the parents to make her stay.
They said they couldn't because she wanted to Finally, the doctor told them
that if they took her home, she would be dead In three Months. The parents
said that there was nothing they could do about it, and took her home. The girl
died almoston the day, three months Later. During the last three months,
the parents saw that the girl was sinking, getting paler and thinner and mall;
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dying. They urged her to go back to the Sam orium, but she refused. They knew
she was dying, but would not coerce her She had to Make her own decision.

Examples of this d-ynamic working could be listed indefinitely: A small eighteen
month old child, toddling around a rough floor with the sham end of n large
scissors in her mouth]; the mother toiling her to put it down, but would not take
it away from her a small boy, eyes red and watering from tracotna, but the
parents.would not talm him back to the doctor because he was afraid of the doctor
and would not go hack; children, six, seven and eight years old, living in at tent
and barefoot in the snow, refusing to go to school (they had never go;- l where
clothing and warmth would be provided, because "they didn't wan7 to"; an
Indian father, urged by a school authority to put his seven year old Son in school,
"Your right. I'll go right home and ask him what he wants to do ; "an eight
year old girl running away from school and telling her arents that the reason
was, The teacher sassed me"; an Indian mother being congratulated on having a
tine eighteen year old son, beaming and responding, "Yes, from the time he was
born, I raised him just like nn egg, real careful : I never made him do anything
lie did not want in do."

This dynamic of individual nutonorny, deriving from the Sioux cultural system
of child rearing, is vibrantly alive today. The child grows upinsecure from had
of a structured life.

DYNAMICS OF AMERICAN BEHAVIOR

flaying seen the historical and cultural sources for the dynamics of Sioux
childhood behavior, we shall examine the dynamics of the dominant A- 2rican
culture surrounding tne Sioux. These dynami1:5 will he taken from the noted
authority on American values, Robin Williams (Williams, p. 417).

(1) Achievement and success: This is in terms of money and secular occupa-
tional success, deriving from individual, driving effort. It derives from early
Calvinism and the stress on individual effort as the frontier moved westward:
The American hero is in the Iloratio Algers theme that virtue will be rewarded
by material success. The valties of the business man dominate American life.
Money is the biggest valtie we have and the white collar is the symbol of success
all stemming from individual drive and initiative.

(2) Activity and work. This is not only as a means to success, but is a value
iii itself. In Ainerica, the drive is to keep moving, to be active. to drive ahead.

(3) Being moral; Americans believe in and strive to something much higher
than its actual plane of life. There is in American society a di'itinction between
things as they ought to be and as they are, the distinction b:Aween ideal and
model values. The world is seen in moral terms of right or wrong, good or bad.

(4) Humanitarian values : There is 1 feeling that one ought to help the under-
dog. This is related to equalitarianism values and is used frequently by wealthy
people as it menus to save their consciences. There are 30 MilliOn volunteers
annually for charitable purpoes.

(5) Efficiency and practicality : There is an unremitting drive to achieve better
techniques for doing things. An "egghead" is one who is impractical and "tech-
nique" is almost a value in itself. Labor and management are both devoted to
efficiency and practicality, but for different reasons. Management wants to
increase production and labor wants to make things easier.

(6) Progress: The emphasis is on the future. The hest is yet to come, not only
in perfecting man, but in perfecting industry and the free enterprise system.

(7) Material comfort : There is a constant drive toward more leisure, more
recreation, more and better kinds of food, better and more comfortable housing.
There is a demand for labor saving devices in the home.

(8) Equality : This means equality of opportunity, not equality of condition.
There is gross inequality of condition and equality of opportunity is decreasing
because of the greater stratification of equality of condition, There are deliberate
efforts to keep minority groups down, viz., negroes.

(9) Freedom : There are constant verbal affirmations of the value of freedom,
-which is the most widespread value. There is a laissez-faire demand for economic
freedom. Much of this is verbal, because, as one group calls strongly for freedom
for itself, it will restrict the freedom of another group. is meant is freedom
fin their own group, the power group. The degree of freedom that one actually
enjoys depends on where he stands in the social order; for instance, negroes have
less freedom than anyone.

(10) External Conformity : This value pertains despite our individualism. We
are a nation of joiners of "group individuals." We are largely "outer directed."

(IL) Science and Secular Rationality: We like calculable regularity. We are



engrossed in the idea that science can predict or would like to predict, Scientificquestions have more "absolutes" and this pleases many. Many feel that the onlyindividualism left in our culture is in science, in inventions and discoveries.(12) Nationalism and patriotism; We are conceited and egocentric about ourcountry and our culture, We look down on others because they don't have thetechnological advances that we do. We have little positive evaluation of othercountries and are not interested in them.
(13) Democracy : This is an abstraction from a wide variety of themes, suchas individualism and liberty. The fundamental assumption is founded on thedignity and liberty and of the individnal with a maximum of individual fulfill-ment and a minimum of government restriction.(14) Individual personality : This is somewhat of a cult Everyone should findhis own level and develop as lie wants, but the dc facto situation is that theindividual is Willa more used than being an end in himself. The theory Is thatthe person should be an end in himself,(15) Racism and related group-superiority themes The value is on thesuperiority of one's own group. The individual is not an individual but a groupmember and an individual's stature is enhanced by his identification with hisgroup. Whether we like it or not there is a large segment of our society thatbelieves its racial group is superior.

It was necessary to outline the dynamics of American behavior in order toderive deductively the impact on behavior of the Dakota child when his owndynamics confronts them. It must be emphasized that these dynamics, both ofthe American and the Dakota system% do not operate as single and separateunits, but are in continually shifting and recombining configurations markedby Very complex interpenetration, conflict and reformulation. (Williams. 468)At times, a single Dakota dynamic will be confronted with a single Americandynamic, and other times the whole configuration will be confronted by the wholeAmmacan configuration. We have broken the Dakota and American dynamicsdown for analysis only Accordingly, we shall proceed with each Dakota dynamic,analytically brogen down, and see its behavioral consequence in the Dakota child.

BERAVIORAL CONSEQUENCES

Physical bravery in work and war : The Sioux child, from listening to his grand-parents and his parents describe the proper masculine occupational purpose,identifies, and sees, when a man works and how he works. He works only occasion-ally and in spurts and he risks his life doln.g it The Sioux child is proud of thisbut he can identify in fantasy only Confronted with the American dynamic ofthe constant, all day long, striving for achievement and success, he withdrawsinto his fantasy. There is no ecological basis for his self actualization and forcedon the alien American eeJlogical, his motivational and selective perception com-pels him to filter out only those parts of the American environment which he canincorporate into his fantasy to enhance his ideal self image; hence, his percep-tions are narrowed to such areas as athletics, rodeos and mastery of animals. Heknows be can outwit a threatening situation by running away from it with honorconsequently, confronted with the unremitting, daily demand of the Americaneight to five drive, he simply withdraws, both physically and in fantasy. A con-stant defense mechanism of fantasy identification operates to protect himself,and his reaction to reality is one of withdrawal.
Generosity : within the permissive environment of his home and his relatives.the Dakota child can get anything, another relative has if they have it to share.He becomes completely dependent because he doesn't have anything. "Beingalways on the receiving end makes a child egocentric and does not even build asense of security in him" (Coleman, 83A). Since the surrounding dominant whiteculture has and he doesn't have the natural child impulse is to ask. This dy-nae is confronted with the American activity and work dynamic for the sake ofgain, the "dog eat dog" drive for money, and he is rebuffed and rejected. Someone

has something he needs and doesn't share it ; he feels rejected and consequently
constant feelings of hostility are engendered toward the dominant culture, makingfor further withdrawal. Added to this he hears to this day the just comp7Lintsof his grandparents and parents that their land was taken away-from them andhe sees all the more reason for dependence. As Erikson says, he is coLltparable to a"compensation neurotic." (Erikson, 103) A rare, Sioux college graduate told thewrtier that it wasn't until his junior year in college that he realized the worlddid not owe him a living Ae he grows older, this dynamic will continue to operateand he will depend upon and share with his relatives. As an adult he cannot
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say no to relatives when asking for money, even when it means loaning money
that should be going to his family and payment of debts. What used to be (before
the white) a virtuous dynamic, now becomes, in the alien ecological area over
dependence and prodigality. Furthermore, to the child and adult alike, since
yob, won't give to urn you are picking on him, and the seeds of paranoia are
planted early.

Good Advice; Although this dynamic does not have the behavioral force in
children that it does in adults, the attitude is still incipiently formed in the child
from observation that talk without action is enouzii. On the school level, task
orientation is frequently lacking and an observation:11 position in the world is
sufficient and not active participation.

Individual autonomy : It is this dynamic in which the Sioux child suffers his
severest behavorial consequences_ first awareness is of his own autonomy
because be is always asked what he wants to do and makes his own decision.
His first awareness of a frustration of this drive is the "wasicu anigni kte."
phrase; hence, from his infancy, the 7731y thwarting to th!-; precious dynamic
comes from the environment outside the This arouses hostility and it
will last the rest of his life. "Frustration tends to arouse hostility. When
someone blocks our efforts, our first reaction is likely to be one of anger
whether we show it overly or not (Coleman, 170) This hostility will be de-
pressed, but will always be there. This frustration makes for constant blocking.
The organism can stand it only so long, then there will be the inevitable acting
out, which, as the child grows older, happens more and more frequently. (In
South Dakota, although the Dakota's are only a fraction of the state population,
60% of the inmates in the state penitentiary are Indians.) Where drinking
occurs, bouts of fighting and killing are common place. This individual autonomy
drives the child mostly to self gratification because there are no real objects
of identification for self actualization. It results in ego atrophy and further
withdrawal.

Confronted with the white American dynamic of freedom for ones own group
and racial superiority, this only increases the hostility and frustration, Because
of their historical background, the Sioux are the most proud of all the plains
Indians. Their fierce pride remains today and they are deeply convinced that
they are better than anyone else. (A middle aged Sioux in a mental institution,
constr_itly and loudly insisted that he was not an Indian nor a white Person;
br? was a Sioux.) Perceiving the white superiority attitude, they resent it greatly,
and this increases the mounting frustration an reflected in the behavior
of the children. From childhood, they begin to turn inward, defensive and hostile.

Leisure; Next to the consequences of the clash between individual autonomy
and American white drive for gain, the most jarring confrontation of dynamics
occurs when the Dakota dynamic of leisure meets with the white American
achievement and success drive, coupled with the dynamics of science and secular
rationality and the dynamic of progress. The Dakota world view is eyclical. One
adjusts to the seasons; when its hot, one tries to ientain cool and fed, etc. The
white American dynamic of life is linear progress, looking to the future and
Improving all the tin.e. The small Sioux child looks only to cyclical adjustment.
It is peaceful and as the writer has been told many times, we don't worry about
tomorrow." Confronted with school and its regular hours, this strikes a jarring
note in the Sioux child. Fear of the larger hostile white environment compels him
to go, but the daily regularity induces a stress in his formerly peaceful adjust-
ment to his cyclical existence. Competition is introduced in school for values in
which he is not interested and lie withdraws even more Later in his high school
years, he learns from the school the necessity of summer work. This is a
dynamic forced upon him, which lie rejects frequently and feels guilty because
lie thinks others think of him its a "bum." He is compelled to withdraw evert
mone and his fantasy identification increases, and self actualization is blocked.
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BEHAVIO ON CONFRONTATION

DAKOTA DYNAMICS

Physical bravery in work
and war

Fantasy identification
Withdrawal
Perceptual narrowness
Defense orientation
Denial of reality

Generosity

WHITE-AMERICAN
DYNAMICS

Achievement and success

Activity_ and work for
gain 'achievement by
personal effort

Excessive dependency
Egocentric
Compensation neurosis
Rejection and hostility
Frustration
Prodigality
Paranoia

Good advice Efficient and practicality
No task orientation
Passive, not active

Individual autonomy

Leisure

Frustration
Hostility
Defensive
Acting out

Stress from unwilling
conformity

Guilt
Fantasy identification
No self actualization
Ego atrophy

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Racial superiority
Group superiority
Money achievement

Activity and work for
itself

Science and secular ra-
tionality

Progress for itself

Erik Erikson, speaking of the Sioux, states that he found among them a "cul-
tural pathology .. for the most part in the form of general apathy and an In-
tangible mass resistance against any further and more final impact of white
standards on the Indian conscience." (Erikson, 115)

James Coleman writes : "Although the psychoanalitIc concept of stages of
libidinal organization is by no means universally accepted, it does serve to em-
phasize the possible effects of early frustratiOns on later personality development.
In general, all conditions that foster insecurity, self-devaluation, instability,
and undesirable value attitudes will predispose the child to the development of
later psychopathology." (Coleman 126a) The white child receives his dynamics
from his parents and finds in the ecological area means germane to the fulfill-
ment of this dynamics and or self actualization. The Dakota child receives his
dynamics from his parents and is thrust into the same ecological area where, In-
stead of finding means germane to his dynamics, finds everything hostile to
thwart them. One of the greatest contributions of psychoanalytic theory is the
importance and influence of childhood dynamic& From the first "wicicu anigni
kte," the Sioux child begins frustrated and hostile and is crippled psychologically
the rest of his life as this frustration receives greater reinforcement at eachstage of development

Saul writes, " . . there is probably no impairment, frustration, conflict or
friction of any kind which does not result in hostility as' a reaction." (Saul, 102)

It is no wonder that Public Health Doctors have stated that the number one
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health problem among the Dakota's today is that of mental health. Coleman
writes: . . as these primitive societies are progressively exposed to Western
civilization, the rate of mental illness, particularly schizophrenia, increases-until
such group differences are all but obliterated." (Caernan, 256 A)

Wo have seen the unhealthy social impasse in which the Dakota child begins
and lives his life. From within his home, he receives dynamics. Once he sets foot
outside his home, the stronger dynamics of the dominant culture drive him back
within himself,

His dynamic of male occupational identification, physical bravery in work
and war, confronted with the White- American, sun up to sun down, unrelenting
drive toward achievement and success in making more and more money, drives
him back into a fantasy identification, makes him withdraw, makes him defense
oriented, and driven to ever narrowing perceptioni, leans him toward a denial
of reality,

His dynamics of generosity, confronted with the WhiteAmerican dog eat
dog drive toward money, again makes him withdraw into exCessive dependency,
egoceniricism, compensation neurosis, rejection and hostility, frustration, par
enola and prodigality.

His dynamic of good advice, confronted with White-American efficiency and
practicality, removes task orientation and makes for a passive and not active
participation in reality.

His dynamic of individual autonomy, confronted with the White-American
racial and group superiority and money achievement dynamic, frustrates him,
makes him hostile and defensive, and since the organism can tolerate stress only
so long, leads to inevitable acting out

His dynamic of leisure and cyclical adjustment, confronted with the com-
petitive, activity and work for itself dynamic, joined with the progress (linear)
for itself drives him unwillingly, conforms to the stress of school, but withdraws
as soon as possible. Drop out rate is 50% greater than national average. The
Indian feels guilty, resorts to fantasy identification, feels no self actualization
and suffers ego atrophy.

In the overall picture, regarding healthy task oriented Participation, as one
end of the continuoum and schizophrenia as the other end, one can see the Dakota
chlid iS forced to withdraw more and more and is increasingly pushed to the
sinister end. He learns to live with it and function, but more and more in recent
Years has been pushed beyond the tolerance point.

These behavioral consequences are one of the great American tragedies, because
these children are American too. They came by their dynamics sincerely, and
have no place to practice them to come to full self fulfillment.
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OGLALA SIOUX MODEL RIISLRVATION PROGRAM

Education

The school system.on the Pine Ridge Reservation has failed to
prepare the Oglala Sioux either for life as a middle class American
citizen or as an Indian. Iva alien institution imposed on the reser-
vation population, it is resisted Ly the children and he parents
who have no control over 1..:s operation. This resistance is reflected
in high dropout rates, low test scores exid lack of student partici-
pation in the classroom. The traditional methods of teaching, based
on the assumption that pupils will compete to please the teacher, are
foreign to the Sioux child's upbringing which fosters cooperation
and conformity to the values of peers, rather than adults. The omis-
sion of Indian heritage and culture from most of the curriculum,
and the ignorance of and insensitivity to Sioux traditions and values
on the part of many of the teachers makes the. teaching irrelevant to

the students' lives and deprives them of the knowledge and pride neces-
sary for developing their own identities. The consolidation of schools
and the. inadequate transportation system have further removed the
schools from the eommunity and forced many students, particularly those
in high school, to leave their families to obtain an education, thus
contributing to the high (60Z) dropout rate. The PIA school system
also suffers from inadequacies common to many other school systems:
inadequate staff, particularly on the high school level, overcrowded
facilities and outdated materials.

Recommendations

For any school system to succeed, it must give its students a
sense of their own identity and it must work with, rather than
against, their value system and culture.

Education at Pine Ridge should become an instrument if the Pine
Ridge community and the Oglala Sioux., not en institution imposed
from the outsie.e. The most effective means of allowing the Indian;
the opportunity to shape their own schools is through financial
control of the educational system. Tuition checks issued to
Oglala Sioux which could only be used by,the Oglala Sioux to pur-
chase educational services would be one device by cinch this could
be accomplished. In effect, this system would force all schools
on the Reservation to compete for students by tailoring their
teaching to Indian needs and desires, and might also encourage
experimental private schools to he founded on the Reservation:
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New "free day" teaching methods where children choose among
a variety of materials designed to stimulate'learning and the
teacher acts as helper instead of disciplinarian, lecturer,
and examiner, snould be substituted for craditional approaches.

Materials and curriculum should give the Oglala Sioux a sense
of pride in their own heritage as well es expose them to the
common ways of American life. All teachers should be trained
in Sioux history and values as well as in new educational
techniques. A program of on-going, inservice training for
teachers should be implemented which will ensure flexibility
of teaching response.

Intensive counseling and speciiil,acculturation courses should,
be provided, particularly in secondary school, to help the
Oglala Sioux resolve the conflicts involved in being an Indian
in a white map's, culture.

Dispersal of physic.faeilities to permit easier community
access to schools,'and community identification with the school
system and teachers should be undertaken. School facilities
might then also function as adult education and community recrea-
tion centers. Many of these facilities could take the form of
cottage schools, with many ,grades in one classroom and teachers
transported.by helicopter or some equally flexible mode of all-
weather transportation.

Next Stems

Methods of instituting a tuition grant should be formulated
and the community educated in the use of the new system, as
well as for participation in school board elections.

To increase the flexibility of its school system Andienco age
innovation, KA should investigaLe the feasibility of turning
its schools over to private industry.

The proposal for a demonstration school at Loneman to involve
parents in running the school should be implemented.

The "free day" approach should be adopted at one school on a
pilot. basis.

A materials center with a staff to prepare materials on Sioux
culture and history and to develop courses in acculturation
should be instituted.

89-101 0 - 69 - pm. 4 - 20
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Indian history and culture should replace much of the standard
curriculum and acculturation courses offered from the fifth

grade on-.

Because of the Sioux's intense enjoyment of team sports, those
should be emphasized, particularly in high school, as a deterrent
to dropping out.

Teachers should be hired to reduce class size in high school and
to teach Indian culture, and all teachers should be given some
training in Indian traditions and new teaching methods.

A counseling and scholarship program to encourage the Oglnla Sioux
to teach on the. reservation should be instituted.

Cottage schools should be built in outlying districts and a
detailed cost-benefit analysis of a completely decentralized plan
for school facilities, including the costs of alternative trans-
portation systems, should be undertaken.

The NYC Program, which presently tends to encourage students to
drop out of school, should be changed so as to reward students
who stay in school and who iMdrove their grades. .
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EDUCATION

Introduction

In the past, the Awerican public school system has been the traditional

institution of cultural assimilation, "Americanizing," through their children,

the 'nen immigrant groups flowing into the cities. The Indian experts of

the federal government assumed that the federal schools, on- and off-reservation,

would perform that same function and prepare the Indian for eventual self-

sufficiency.
. Howercr, unlike the neighborhood school which provided the

urban immigrant his assimilative experience, the reservation schools were

set up to make white men of Indian children by removing them from their

parents' homes and their Indian culture. In some cases, these children

were dragged from their homes to he sent to boarding schools, and some

died in the alien environment. Following the Toriam Survey of the Indian

Service in 1928 and the Indian Reorganization Act in 1934, the federal

government changed its policy and attempted to fit Indian education to

Indian. needs. The schools were to give students an appreciation of their

own tribal heritage and community o.:-ganization, to teach the Indian children.

through participation in school and -community government to become construe-

Live citi?ens, to show them how to work with the natural resources of their

reservation to iaprr.ve their standard of living, to give them the vocational

skills needed to earn a living on or off the reservation and to aid them

in achieving some mastery over their environment. But, doopite this expressed

-121-
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idealism, the adults on the Pine Ridge Reservation are 42 percent unemployed

with an aNerage inco..ne of only 11,600 par year. Those our 25 have completed

a median of 8.8 years of schooling compared to 10.9- for the U.S. white

population, Only about 20 percent have co:apleted high school with 4.2

percent attending college rand only 1.3 percent graduoting. They ,:re entirely

dependent on the federal governmev.t, and while resenting that dependency,

their greatest fear is a-withdrawal of federal support. The schools have

a drop-out rate 50 percent greater than the national average with most

leaving as soon as they legally can, after t,-r eight grade. Fran the siXtb

grade on, Indian students fall steadily further behind their white counter-

parts in standardized achievement tests. There in; little emphasis on Indian

art or legend in the schools and the 4merican History course is stend:rd

for all South Dakota with little special emphasis on Indian contributions

or history. Juvenile delinquency is widespread on inc Reservation, and

feelings of powerlessness and external influence, Copression.and alienation,

are felt by Oglala Sioux teenagers far in excess of white children their

same age. Thus, despite the expressed ideals of tine Federal Indian Service,

the rice Ridge educational system in a failure even by the Serviceq &.nn

staiviards. While it would be unrealistic and unfair to blame the Indians'

lack of achievement on the school system alone, the totality of this fz,ilure

suggests that it is not probably the result of lack of commitment or efficiency

on the part of the BIA staff, sane of whan have spent thefr lives teaching

on the Reservation, but more fundaw.entally of the educational process and

systeL ,tself.

-122--
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Problem Description

The ilaportance of the educational system to the future duvelopment of thu

Pine Ridge Reservation, and its people is usderreon.:(1 by the fact that ever

half (54 percent) of the population is 19 years of ag,-.2 or younger. Tae

most recent population estimate indicates there are approximately 4,000

chiAren on the Reservation between the ages of five and nineteen.

There are a number of diffel-ent school systems on the Pine Ridge Reservation:

the federal schools, day schools and on-and off-reservation boarding schools

administered by the bureau cf Indian Affairs; the Mission schools sponsored

by the Catholic Church; the public schools operated by several. South Dakota

counties; and several Headstnrt classes sponsored by the Tribal Office of

Economic Dcvelopment.

1. DIA opsratos six day schools in Oglala, Kyle,'Allen, Poreupire, Henderson

and Vanblee co:omnnities, each of which has kindergarten through eighth

grade students; an elementary and secondary school (Oglala ComiTmnity

School) lcicated in Pine Ridge wiTh both day and boarding student:;

and a number of off-reservation boarding schools.

2. The Catholic mission operates an elementary day school in Porcupine,

and an elementary and secondary school. with day and boarding students

at the Holy Rosary Mission, four miles north of Pine Ridge.

3. Sharron County Independent Sehcvl District #1 operates three public

schools, kindergarten through eighth grade, in Pine Ridge, Batenland,

and Rockyford..

4. Bennett County operates public schools, three of which have significant

Indian enrollment.

-123-
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5. Washabaugh County hes a public school ca t%ubict.

6. The Office of Econic Pevelopt of the Oclala Sioui: Tribe operates

te fleed:;t:rt oln.:sns in Pyle, Wunblee,'fllen, rpnderseu, Wounded Kute,

Pine Pic. (tv:c R,d nirt Tctble, end. 0,,..1Ala (two classas),.

The fodoral govern,r,ent rcivbtIrsos county and mission schools for

Indian chOdren attending their ycheols.

Enrolkent

Within the feecral school system, enrollment in the dr,y schools (Wen tic

past to years has increased 37 pereont. Ln the populetton of the torn of

Pine Ridge Ice ineolsed considerabl in the saJlc pnriod, it michit be

expected 1h:-i. OOS enrollment x:nuld have increased morn then 37 pt,rcont,

but this is not the car-c. Thc- (CS 'nc n or:3y 31 peroont over the sat:le

.period, ihdteatilq, tht the other two sy8tetts (vablie and mission) in Pine

Ridgw have absorbed coach of the increased Pine Ridge population. Table I

indicates the enrollsnt in the various school syst=s in 1967.

Percente distribution amon:!. tho four major on-reservntion school syctems

is as follows: fedral 64 percent, -.ion -- 16 percent, public onhoolo

-- 15 percent, and Ildotart -- five percent.

Students whose families live on or very near the Revervation, but attend

off-rescrve.tion sr-Room sare enrolled as follmls: fc:doral boarding schools

special schools (for the blind, crippled, etc.) -- 17, near-lIcserv-

tion public schools -- 368, and colleges and univer:itios -- 67.

-124-
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Table I 0o-neseration :-,rollmont 117 T%-pc Pni!: lrAiviclu;!1 Scboolr

Day StrcIntl Total

Allen Dny School 121 121

Little Wound Day School (Kyle) 255 255

Loncm::.n Day School (OL;lula) 119 119

gundernon Day School 249 249
Yomupinc Day School. 193 193

anblee Day School 195 195

0,s1:da Comunity School - Mc:man-I.:try 392 265 637

OcIala ConnUnity School - Sec=ary 201 236 437

1725 481 2206

licadrt Sub-tot z..1 179 179

Public School

Bennett Courty:
Bennett County School3 12 12
:artin Comon School. District #2 106 106
Com:lion School. Dis-crict 24 24

Wri:An.bau;sh County:

k;anIdoo Public School 8 8

Shannon County:
Finu Ridz:o Public School 281 281

Hoce!kyford Public School 16 16

Batealor.d Pubis School 79

Sub-total

tUssion Schools

526

Holy Rchi7,ry ljesior 250 245 495
Our had of Louridos 69 69

Sub-total 319 245 564

GRAND Towa, 2749 726, 3475
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The following map sho::s total school-age population .iistribution by

district and the location of on-reservation schools. It should be noted

that while the Wahpalni District contains only 38 percent of the school

age population, 53 percent of the children enrolled in reservation schools

attend school in the Va'kpamni District.

Consolidation

In line the rationale that only larger schools often at some distance

child's home can provide quality education on an efficient, economic

basis, Pine Ridge Reservation has consolidated its schools: In 1947,

"there were fourteen federal. Schools with an enrollment of 1,642; today,

there a-c seven federal schools to nerve 2,226 students. Present plans

within the Reservation's educational co=unity include further consolidation

of schools. Such consolidation further separates children from their parents

and makes parental and community involvement in school affairs more difficult,

Adult Education

The Oglala Sioux Tribe's Office of Economic Development gives courses in

home management, home nursing and first-aid courses. VISTA volunteers'

and Community DeveloIment aides work with adults to help them identify and

solve community problems. The BlA Land Opsratione staff' and the Agricultural

Extension Service teach farming and ranc10.ng techniquen. Extension courses

by several colleges have also teen offered in Pine Ridge.

Student Aehievcrent

Comparisons of the educational attaiment of the Oglala Sioux with that
.

of the nation as a whole shew that Oglala Sioux students achieve less well
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than others, that they are older than their grace counterparts elsewhere,

and they drop out of school at a hither rate andearlier it. high school

than other students.

Comparing Reservation studont perfermanec on standard achievement tests

with the national norms for thoue tests, 0,slala Sioux students fall consi-

derablybolo:I the norm in trades 1-3, equal or excel the norm in cr.idce

4-5, and fall below it from the nixth tra,:ie on. Table 31 shc4s that in

1967,. for example, 59 percent of the fourth gradors in BIA elemo,nary schools

scored above ayerate on the California Achievement Test. In the same year,

however, only 30 percent of the eighth traders exceeded the national norm.

Table 11: CoTnarison of Pine Rldte.Reseryation NIA Mementsr
School Student CAT Scores (Total Battery with
National Norm, Ir,_Grad2, 11)6()J._z-,1 06f

Percentage of Student. Scorer in
zyth Pc:reclittic-and:2Ahove Rzlue

Gr!.de 1961 116_2 2167

Fourth 76;1, 477, 59;,-

Fifth 67 53 58

Sixth 33 3o 28

Seventh 51 36 45
Eithth 43 34 30

Students do not perform o.:jually-well on the three sections of the California

Achievement Test -- Reading (vocabulary ant. co:,ipncherhlion ), Arilhwotic

(roasonin5 end fundi...lentalti), and Lantoace Arts (mechanics of English and

spelling). Table IlI shown that in the majority of cases; .reservation

students :in the RIA :::ehool system do relatively poorly on the reading section
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and relatively well on language arts, as compared to the total battery

scores.

Table III: Fourth-Eighth Grade Bedian CAT Grade Attainment for
.;ections of Tur.A. and Total Battery, 191Y1

Yrs Ahead(+)Language Total

Grade Actual Reading Arithmetic Arts Battery Yrs Behind(-)

Fourth 4.2 4.0 4.3 4.3 4.2 0.0

Fifth 5.2 4.9 5.4 5.4 5.3 +0.1

Sixth 6.2 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.7 -0.5

Seventh 7.2 6.5 5.8 7.3 6.8 -0.4
Eighth 8.2 7.0 7.3 7.6 7.2 -1.0

The fact that children in the 8.2 grade are reading at the level cf beginning

seventh graders nationally has great significance in terms of their ability

to perform well in other subjects.

Tables II and III describe achievement for elementary school students in

the BIA Reservation schools. High school student achievement tent scores

show that students fall further behind the national norms for their grades

the further they progress in school Table IV shows that arithemetic replaces

reading an the area of greatest deficiency, though reading achievement is'

still significantly below the national average.

Table IV: C,mlala Csmmunity School Vinth-T::clfth Grade CAT Grade

Attainment for Sections of Test and Total hettery, 1967

Language Total Year's

Grade Actual Readinf Arithmetic Arts Battery Behind

Ninth '9.6 8.4 8.6 9.2 8.7 0.9

Tenth 10.6 9.4 8.6 10.7 9.6 1.0

Eleventh 11.6 8.8 8.6 11.4 9.6 2.0

Twelfth 12.6 11.2 10.4 12.6 11.4 1.2
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The fact that Indian achievement on ctandardiV,cd tests falls off after

the fourth grade and that the test scores arc significantly better in the

more mechanical arca: of la:lc-tinge arts than in reading indicates that the

federal- schools, while successfili' in teaching the Indians rote learning,

have somewhat less success in giving them an understanding of the funda-

mental reasoning processes and verbal ability necessary to continuing

education. The falling off inp:tth achievement es the curriculum moves

from memorization of multiplication tables to a more fundamental understanding

of mathematical processes also supports this assessment although come

of this de.cline can be explained by the fast that math is an elective in

the upper grades.

Lanotiarc Deficiency

Studios have also shown 'that many Indians, particularly those frdm outlying

areas, finish the eighth grade without the fluency in Eszlish necessary for

high school work, although the language for instruction in all grades of

all schools is English, not the Lakota Sioux dialect. Thus, through their

school years, children often cannot even understand what the teacher is

saying, much lees master reading and mathematics. The breakdown in language

spoken in the hmo, according to a recent Public Health Service survey,

is as follows: English only, 33.] percent; mostly English, 9.3 percent;

English and. Lakota equally, 43.4 percent; mostly Lekota, 9,2 percent; and
0

Lakota only, 4.9 percent. According to these figures over half, 57.5 percent,

of the households use the bskota dialect at home at leest'some of the tine.

As fluency wna-use of English is locked on as a valuabla accoplisisiont

on the Pin., Ridge Reservation, it would ophsnr that the ass of English is
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the home. is overstated in these statistics; too, the mere fact of speshing

English foes not indicate fluency or an extensive vocabulary. It can be

surmised that as many.os half the children hove a poor cowchonsion of

English:when they come to school. Although the school system runs remedial

programs including a "make-up" grade to compensate for the language defi-

ciency, these programs are inadequate. lleadstart classes, which could be

particularly helpful to the children in learning English, reach only one

out of four eligible children. Few of the teachers have been instructed

in teaching English as a second languor., a teaching technique which has

been shown to be more effective then the traditional remedial approach.

Thus, the children carry this disability with 'them through the elementary

grades into high school where, unable to understand the worh and isolated

from their fellow students, they drop out.

Drop Outs

Compared to the 23 percent national drop-out rate among rural youth, the

drop-out.rate among Oglala,Sioux is approximately 60 percent. not only

do more Oglala Sioux drop out than others, but they drop out much earlier

than do non- Indi.anc. Under state law, they may drop out either at the end

of eighth grade or upon reaching ago 16', whichever comes first. Moro non -

Indiana drop out in the twelfth grade than in the ninth, whereas few Indians

drop out in the twelfth grade V.0 smpared to the ninth grade. For example,

a study made recently of the drop -out population .of South Dakota showed that

59 percent of all. Indian drop outs occur during the first year of high

school, whereas only 20 percent of non-Indian drop outs occur that early.

Tie varying class sines at °girls Community High School (01) in Nrrch 1967
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demonstrate the sharpness of thiri drop-out rate: ninth grade, 103; tenth

grade, 72; eleventh grade, 47; twelfth grade, 37.

Adolescence is a difficult period for all youth, but for the Oglala Sious,

straddling two cultures, adolescence is even more zo -- the identity crisis

is an.'r,tonse and dehilitatinc experience. Thin period alto coincides with

the beginvL.5 oi iO school which for many students means leaving home

and going to board_ng school. Tho day school graduate, a neophyte in the

boarding situation, is often subject to mistreatment by veteran bearding

students. l..any leave because they cannot fit in with student groups at

the school while others, in order to win the croup's acceptanee, turn to

acts of dariilg and d.tlinqueneyi thane bring them into conflict with school

authorities and may eventually cause their expulsion Size of elms in

high school inoreares dramatically: the average eighth grade clr ;s, eon

size in the day school is seventeen; excluding Loneman, the average eighth

grade class: ui.xo in the other five day schoolsim thirteen. 0:7.; ninth grade

clanses are almost three times this number -- thirty -five.

At the same tiro, cbsrooti focilities are eve-. less adcgtate than in the

day schools where-overcrowding averagcssoven; in high school, the eNeY1..,c

overcrowding in ton.

The teacher aide, part of whose job is to help bridge the cultural grip,

is'not included in the high school proLra. Thus, the cAlltrral :;hock

involved in leaving home and a mall rural school for an impersond. boarding

school is compounded by a threefold increrse in class sire and the lack

of a cultural inter.nediary; and this at the very time the stndci,t cost need help.
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it problems. The Indians who leave are AS much

pushed out by the system as they arc drop outs on their own initiative.

Facilities and Tnansnortation

An indicated above, the school facilitieciare seriously inadequate. Six

of the seven BIA elementary day schools on the Reservation are overcrowded.

Four of the seven; Loneman, Kyle, Porcupine, and Wanblcc; arc seriously

overcrowded.. In each of there schools, each classroom has from five to ten

more students in it than the number for which is was designed. The rooms

used in some cases were not designed an clancrooms; at Loneman, the stage

in used as a classroom, in Xyle the Cining hall, and in Porcupine the

Bureau. uses two nearby tribal buildings for makeshift classrooms.

OCS Elementary School has bettor facilities than the day schools in the

districts. Only six of the 21 classes have more students than they should

have, and the average overcrowding in these rooms is only three students.

,OCS High School classrooms, on the contrary, are seriously overcrowded:

of 17 regular classrooms, only one is at capacity, the remainder having

from three to 23 more students than they should have. The average over-

crowding in ten students. In the federal system alone, the schools are

operating 33 percent over capacity.

In addition, the schools are divided into the traditional box-like class

spaces which cannot be rearranged, a design which makes the introduction

of modern techniqu.es such as team teaching and ungraded classes difficult.
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The moat serioms d '.:eney in nchool facilities is to:tril the MS

dormitories. is one building for i.r1 of oil rgmr (1-12) with

four to fifteen students to a room. The boys dormitory is termed

arracRs by local stP.Pf with all the boys housed in a few very large

rooms. Allstudento sleep in double decker bunks, and there is uo r7ecio

equipment for younger children.

In addition to inadequate facilities at school, Indihn children n11

too often cannot even reach these schools because of inpasrible roads.

Eot being able to get to school in bad weather in one of the mjor
A,

problem in educoAion net Pim, Ridge -- roads into themre isolatedarts of

the Roservation are it:Tassible to school buses for too nary 0-ya durLng

the wintcr. In 1967, for e:eumplo, BIA nehool ;,Atendenee during one

winter month show.Jd thrt some student :I did not get to school at all

during that month, and others missed es much an three of the four weel:c

of the study.

Table V: Absence Prom Sehoal Ihie to Imuast5.ble omnin

Number

Eum'ser or

School Days.
School. limo Route of Bundle Kissed, 1.0.1"ch

Nandcrson e2 38 14
Porcupine 1 5 12
Kyle 1 7. 20
Lonoman 1 17 14

2 n 14
3 8 14

Allen 1 24 14

Wanblee 2 9 17

3 10 21

00'; 2 7 14
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In one foureach period, 2,167 pupil days were missed :Amply becanse the

children could not get to school.

Thus, students and teachers, while coping with many other problems, must

try to work in overcrowded, inflexible and generally yedequatc classrooms

and endure long absences from school because of impassible roads..

Teaching Staff

Not- only are many Indians from the ninth grade on, if not before, thrown

into the alien environment of a boarding school, they aunt alco learn and

accept direction from teachers.. ,.rho are for the most part non-Indion with

no prior experience teaching Indians nor special training for such teaching.

At the Oglala Community School (OCS) there are two Ogla.la Sioux teachers,

four Indiana fro.N other tribes and 41 non-Indians. In the day schools in

the BIA system, there are four Oglala Sioux teachers, four Indians frOm

other tribes and. 46 non-Indians. Thus, only six percent of the teaching

staff are Oglala Sioux. The requirement that all permanent teachers

be college graduates effectively eliminates most Oglala Sioux and other

Indians from consideration for teaching positions. (BIA has hired, on a

temporary basis, five Title I prdgrom teachers without a BA or BS.)

According to the latest figure, only 1.3 percent of the adults on the

Pine Ridge Reservation have graduated from college. It is clear that the

longer an Oglala Sioux student stays in college, the lass interest he has

in returning to the Reservation.

The inherent difficulties of attracting good teachers, Indies or non-Indian,

to the isolation of the Reservation are compounded by noncompetitive slaries
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and the KA requirement tbat they teach yL:ar rondd with only lindtvd educa-

tional leave. The salaries arc not cu:palitive with those of large cities

where moat of the teacher:: versed in ne toacijng methods are working,

nor even with the South Dakola rural schools:. DIA teachers iart at :453

a month if they have a Bachelors Degree; but no cuerienco. Shannon County

public school teachers start almost 26 percent highr at C,578 a month.

The some teachers in the Srn Pranoiseo school systom would start at 6643

a month. In the school years 1964-65 through 1966-67, nearly half, 51

out of 103, left the DIA school aystcm, many to ink,: other jobs, both teaching

and no touching off tie: Reservation. Thrs, many teachers dm not remain

long enough to develop 1 unslorolanding of Oglala Sioux life and culture.

Teacher:; arc not only undcrphid, but ovcrlodcd, particularly in high

schools whore the ninth grade classes contain 35 students. There is only

ore professional staff counselor in each of the two dormitories at OCS

with the other staff suhprofessionals recruited from the local population.

The 04;ff-student ratio in the dormitories at even 1.5a1: stoff Uric: is

approximately 1 to 30 -- an inadequate ratio under any circurptunces,but

particularly inadequate in a boarding school where the staff are surropAc.

parents.

To mho effective teaching even more difficult, most of the non-Oglala

Sioux teachers have little fanilarity with Oglala Sioux tradition, values,

or culture before they arrive on the .Reservation, Once there, the 6ohool

system make little effort to help them understand the people they are to

teach. Although special training courses in teaching reading or working

with "disadvanagod" youth in general have been offered to teachers' froM
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the public, federal and missioi, ,shooki, cc rues in Indi.an art, hintory,

and cultu: re not ttnndsrd for nor teachers. Nor do federal sehooln make

any apacio afIori vorh with the mom; teachers a.: they adjust to teaching

in 3. Cult: foreign tb their own. Thus, most leachers enter the clasuroc:J

totally ord.' of touch the 1 ves of their students, and with very little

life experenee relevant to theirs. With both teachers and students ,evally

handicapped by their ignorance of each other's bsckgrouud, that mutual under

standing and respect necessary for claseosi learning in very difficult

to ache -a.

The only program to help ty.chersTerk rift their students in the introduc

tion of tea.o.: aides into the el.,srrooms cf the elcmcntpry schools. Thin

program, howeie.r, can Illekfiro, iii. ti: the tepsher relying on the aide an

a cultural interpreter rather than racking the effort to comnunioatc directly

with the chileTen. It in also likely that rainy of those selected arc, in

effect, white Cglala out of touch with their own people.

Often, the usual. rewards of classroom teaching, that of successful communi

cation reflected. in cilsnsrew discussion, tests, and endoftheyear grades,

are denied many Reserytiou teachers who rely mainly on words to teach

in a nonverbal culture. Yany of tee students are underachievers; they often

seem not to underntand wLat they aro being taught, fail on tents, and shun

classroom discussion -cad 'Ileycherst exposure to wh;it they

interpret es' failuro by students, rot only users their morale, but eventuelly

co=oo ti-:5 to expect fat] cram. Research hos shown that this expfictetton

of failure is pn occurational hazard of teacher:: who work with low soeio

cc:one:AG gprr/.. and t};at nunh ie a selffulfilling prophecy.
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Experiments have demonstratd that if a tescher expects childen to do badly,

they do, and conversely, if she expects them to do well, they do; in effect,

her effort in geared to her can expectations. No attempt is made to work

out this problem with'the teachers on thn Reservation and thus the cycle

continues unbroken.

The isolation of the Reservation also makes it difficult for teachars to

keep up with new movements in the field of education, just at a time when

fundamental theories of learning and the technolory of edreation arc under

going great change, and experimental schools arc mm hrooming to test new

ideas.

Parental Involvo ,nt and Community Control

Not only arc most teachere and students separated from each other by unfamili

aritivith etch other's life end culture, but the school system is the arm

of an alien authority and removed from' parental and community control.

The BIA school system was originally conceived as a mechanism to take children

away from parental control and influence. Evon today, the Bureau continues

to use the boarding school as a solution to the problem of what to du with

the child who comes from a problem home. Either with or without the parents'

agreement, the Tribal Court will send children Ao boarding schools on the

recommendation of BIA or the county social service etaff. Thus, unlike

most American public school systems which arc desiuned as instruments of

parental and community will, the BIA schools were originally conceived as

substitutes for, and rivals to, parental authority and, in some circumstances

continue to function an such.
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The parents and the Indian community have no institution of control or

power over the federal school system. The federal and mission schools

.ithich together enroll over 84 percent of the on-reservation school population

are financed and governed not by the Oglala Sioux, but by institutions out.'

side the Reservation -- the federal government and the Catholic Church.

(Holy Rosary Kinsion does have an advisary school board.) The school admin-

istrators arc not responsible, nor responsive, to the community through an

elected school hoard, but to bureaucratic superiors off the Reservation.

As most parents arc poor, they cannot threaten to shut down the school by

removing their children and sending them elsewhere. PCM.IIV: the parents

have no power to bring about changis, they find little incentive to involve

themselves in school ac'Avities.

It is a common complaint on the reservation, made by federal and tribal

officials, that Oglala Sieux parents do not set involved in the education

of their children; they do not come to school, sit in on clashes, havo

conferences with teachers, or attend PTA meetings. However, when given

the opportunity to actually influence the education of their children,

Indian parents, after en initial period of hesitation and tentative experi-

ment, respond enthusiastically and effectively. The interest of parents

in true participation in school'policy-makingrather than sere pseudo-

participation in certain activities has been demonstrated in several schools.

The Rough Rock Demonstration School in Arizona, although funded by DIA and

01:0, functions under the direction of a ocally-sleeted school board and

involves parents in the students'. dormitory life. The board has already shown

its indepandencs by rejecting the services of a prominent board of advisors
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because the board felt that the Rough Roc): Indians, who know the moat about

the community, could best resolve the problems of the schools.- An experi-

mental program conducted by the Little Wound Day School on the Pine Ridge

Reservation in 1936 when the parents were even les educated than they arc

today involved the parents in school policy and gave them the poser of decision

in certain areas. Although they were timid about participating at first,

they soon became jealous of their authority and reprimanded the staff of the

school for. sugtesting alternatives to a decision they had already made.

The Littl&WouLd Day School. experiment ended when the Principal who initiated

itleft.

Roth of these experiments indicate that if Indian parents were included in

the decision-making process of the educational system on the Reservation,

rather than offer empty forms of involvement, they would participate

enthusiastically.

Indian parents have'also been accused of not understanding the value of

education to their children. Although Indian parents do not guide, discip-

line, and push their children as white parents do, most of them appear to have

some, understanding of the value of education to their children's future.

Many children who drop out in high school return three and four times because

one of their parents or some older relative has persuaded them of the impor-

tance of education. A survey of the parents of children at OCS in 1952 shoed

that fully 58 percent of the parents hoped that their children would graduate

from college, and an additional 31 percent wanted them to finish high school

or vocational school. Only .3 percent said their children could quit any

time. However, of the children attending OCS that year, only two percent
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entered college with .3 per6nt graduating, while only 12 percent finished

high school. Thus, the students' achievement falls far short of.their parents'

aspirations.

Because few teachers speck Lakota and many Oglala Sioux are not fluent in

English, easy communication is often impossible. The language barrier and

the distance from school also inhibit parental -participation in their child-

ren's education. More than half the students attending high i school on the

Reservation and over 200 elementary students do not live with their parents,

bat board at the school: Distances from home are too great for the child

to commute or for the parent to visit the school very frequently. Since

there is no public transportation on the Reservation, it is an expensive trip

as well as a long one. The two high schools which most children attend,

Oglala Community School and the Holy Rosary Mission school, are located within

four. miles of each other in the southern-most region of the Reervation.

For parents in a community such as Wanblce, a trip to the school means a

180-mile, S18 round trip, an expense out of the question for roost Indian

parents.

These facts suggest that the seeming lack of parental interest in their child

rens' education is a function of the structure of the school system, and

not the result of laziness or absence of ambition fur their children on the

part of the parents.

Curriculum and Materials

Not only are the parents not given an effective opportunity for participation

in their children's education, but the curriculum is for the most part -irrelevant
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to their lives and their childress'. Curricula and materials used in olo,

mentry and secondary schools on the Reservation are indistinguishable, with

some notable exceptions, from those of most South Dakota schobls.

Lakota is not among- the non-Dnglish langueges taught in the school systems.

No non-English languages are taught in the elementary schools, and in the

BIA high school, only German is offered at the present time (Spanish has

been offered in the past). The state merely requires that one foreign language

be offered, and it is not clear that Lekota would be disallowed. Pre-Columbian

tins are generally ignored in the .American history textbooks, save for a

few lesson=: about the Incan and Kayan civilizations in Central and South

America. Such textbooks imply that Indians living in what is today the United

States either did not exist or were not sufficiently important for study.

Prior to the time that Europeans first came in contact with them. Such an

approach to hintory may well make sense from the point of view of the dominant

society, but it is a questionable one in a school system nerving almost exclu-

sively an Indian population. The nubtle psychological effects. of much an

approach on the student's sense of pride are difficult to measure, but cer-

tainly real. It must be pointed out that some teachers of American History

try on their oim to supplement texts and close discussion with material on

Indian history, but at this time, such efforts are on an individual basis and

uneven in execution.

History is only one example of how the curriculum and materials used in courses

are not altogether appropriate to the student body. Until recently, social

studies courses, for example,.huve not. described tribal government and how

it differs from other local governments. The Oglala Sioux Constitution and
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ByLans are not studied; practices in Tribal Court are not contrasted frith

those in nontribal courts. The studnnts are not Lain;; adequately proposed

for responsible eition1-.hip nhould they rehsin on the Reservation. indit,n

art and legend ire also not an integral part of the curriculum.

The drop out rate also indicates that the Indians find the 'curriculum, parti-

cularly in high school, irrelevant to their future liven. Although OCHS offers

vocational courses and has set up an intensive career counseling program,

it does not begin until the tenth grads, too late to roach many of the students

who have already droppad out, or uho, in effect, have been pushed out by the

system. The continuing drop -out rate throughout high school indicates that

these courses and counseling have little holding poser for moat Indians.

Underlyin Causes

Mile all these factors -- inappropriate curriculum, overcrowded schools,

underpaid teachers, and lack of parentd involvewent and control -- affect

Indian atudents' achievement, the ba.stc causes of the schools' failure is More

fundamental. The schools are the first heralds of an alien culture seeking

to impose its will on tho Indian child. The child naturally resistL and

retreats into his earn say of life all too often shutting out most of what

the school has to teach him. The teaching system and curriculum designed

to prepare middle-doss Americans for middle-class jobs do not fit Sioux

values and expectations.

Basic to the. schools' failure is the foreignness of the typical kmerican

classroom to the Sioux child's upbri-.r.;ing. Because the childrearing practices

of Ogiala Sioux differ markedly freer alone of middleclass nonIndians,.
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the OgInla Sioux child who comes to school for the first time has a totally

different orientation to adults and to his peers from that or non-Indian

children. Children in white homs ore discipliud. prirrArily by the parents,

and children no rained expect .adults to bnhavo in authoritarian ways and look

to them for approval and disapproval. They are thus quite well prepared for

the standr,rd classroom situation where they are expected to sit quietly, listen

to what the teacher rays, do what she tells them to, and reek the teacher's

approval. Their home experience is relevant to, and has been Good training

for, the traditional classroom which they enter in the first Gas.

Mont Sioux children do not have this kind of "school readiness" when they

enter school. Sioux children have a quite different set of expectations

vie -a-vin adults. Adults have been cast primarily in the Generous role of

provider and rarely in that of disciplinarian., instead, the child is strongly

dependent on, and loyal to, his peers.

Sioux mothers do not toilet-train their children, but leave that function

to other slightly older children who persuade, tease and punish the child

into acceptable behavior. As they Grow up, Sioux children are disciplined

by their peers and learn quickly to work for the geed of the Group rather than

seek individual accomplishment or possessions. They are ridiculed if they

work to stand out from the group through superior accomplishment and recent

being pinned in a competitive situation with their classmates. This orienta-

tion to the group is in direct confliet to traditionza classroom teaching.

Men a teacher asks a question of her clasn, she does so with the expectation

that children will compote with each other to please her by being the first

to give the right an:;wer. Because there is strong intra-group discipline
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at work which the teacher does not understnnd, her expectations are not ful

filled; the class stares at her in silence, and rho thins no one knows the

answer. Son whole orientation is to a learner who is cagor to please i.or,

and when the responnein not what she expocts, she decides that the children

are not very smart or possibly that they are stubborn and unwilling to try

very hard. In either cane, her experience in the classroom and those of the

studens are frustrating.

Neither the teacher nor the student is consciously aware of what is going

wrong and both arc defeated in a subtle way with each failure to communicate.

The teacher in discouraged. by her "poor" students and done not enjoy teaching

them. The stndonts become increaningly aware of the teacher's disapproval

and eientnally come to develop feeling:; of selfdoubt. Rather than working

with the peer group, the teacher works against it in a continuing attempt to

make certain that the children aro learning. While at school, the children

often wear a mark of Doosivity only to explode into gaiety and fun asmoon

as the school is left behind. As the children grow older, the peer group

bec=os more and more hostile to the teachers and administrators, and more

tyrannical toward members who do not fit; many students drop out of boarding,

school because they cannot find. friends and arc ridiculed. by others. Sy

high school, and boarding school in particular, these groups turn their energies

to pranks against school officials and other varieties of "hellraising"

disallowed by the nehool authorities. Thus, by trying to foster competition

which is foreign to Sioux values, rather then developing the Sioux's netural

instincts for cooperation and autonomy, the teacher using traditional methods

sets the children against her, and remains an outsider and sometimes an

enemy..
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Traditional classroom notheds also have encaher negative effect on the chil -en.

They emAasime individual fa -ure, leaving many children with the feeling that

they will always lx:.failuros in the larvr world leyond their C,:Yi culture

because they foiled in' their first encounter. Too, because many of the tenclars

assume that the 4:hildron are culturally deprived and bring no tradition or

knowledge with them to the classrow, they make little attempt to help the

children intergrate their Indian herite with the values and requirements

of this larger world. n.ther Bryde's couree for ninth graders at Holy Rosary

Mission is a notable exception.

As the Indian student rear:hes adolescence, the conflict between theec values

precipitates an individual cyisar.. The Oglala. Sioux feels that he must choose

between bocoming a white man and a suecess, or remaininc:; an Indira. His

educational. experience no far has taught him that his personal, culture in

incompatible with that of the whitm men and the white man's institutions.

Adolescent line Rid;;i students chow greater personality disruption end poorer

adjustment than whiten their age. Their scores on standard personality tests

reflect their feelings of rejection, depression, smxioly and tendencies to

withdraw as well an nocial, coif and emotional alienation. School officials

remark again and again cr students who had just blossomed. in the middli, yearn

of elementary school only to elese up and taco:as passive on entering their

teens. The decline in teet ocoren and the high drop-out rate in the ninth

Grade reflect the-- prelOes of personality.

The Coleman Report, published by the U.S. Office of Mseation, shows that

the. mort impertent.factor in a pupil's achievement is the extent to which he

feels in control of his: con destiny. Rine Ridge eighth graders scored.
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particular high on the scale reasuiug notions of external influence; they

sense themselves caught by forc,7 beyond their control and retreat into

therselves. They cannot identify with their Indian heritage because the schools,

by their omission, have persuaded them thr.A they have no value; nor can they

identify with the hostile white world foreign to their way of life, and in

their eyes, dote-reined to prove them failures. At this crucial. time, when

moot hurran Icings arc struggling to decide who they -are, the Indian, is left

without an identity.

Although these problems of identity are found among almost all Indian adolcs-

cents, Indian exposure to nonIndian life and values is not uniform throughout

the Pine Ridge population. As the statisticd on language indicate, some

Indians, usually those who speale only or mostly Lakota and live in outlying

areas, have been raised in a totally Indira culture before they acme to schenl,

while others have hardly been raised es Indians. Eany of these have one

non-Indian parent and internalize white values from infancy. Althoagh the

educational achievement of the mixed-blood population is significantly higher

than that of the full bloods (10.2 yearn of school as opposed to 8.3), mixed-

blood adolescents also face crises of identity born of culual conflict.

Although white values and way of life are not as foreboding to them as-they

are to most full bloods, mixed-blooded children have also absorbed their

Ir-erents' anxiety created by their attempt to resolve the contradictions of

two culteece; on'the one hand, they know that to seek individual achievement

creates anxiety, but on the other, not to seek that achievement also creates

anxiety. That the suicide rate is higher i.;,ong mixed- bloods then -wiong full

bloods, and that the suicides arc typically'the acts of adolescents (more

the), foer times the rate for all tmerican:,), suggests that the apparent
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greater Tprof..1'.a....:ncy of7=:i-A-bloods in meeting the success criteria cf the

white main's ela is call achieved at enormous costs in life and destroyed

social Thus,ie-c can he assumed that the quest for cultural identity

creates crisis for indicaz of both mixed and full blood and, in turn,

affects ,..heir educational. achievement.

If the school system is to achieve its goals of educating the Indian for

self-sufficiency, it must first give him a sense of his own Indian identity

and work with, rather than against, the fabric of his value system and personal-

ity. Rather than attempting and failing to replace Indian tradition with

white, middle-clsiss ways, the school must respect the Indian culture and nay

of life, and help hire integrate these with the requirements of life in main-

stream Americo,.

Reinforcina: lectern

Although the.school system, because of its involvement in the formation of

the Sioux child's personality, is perhaps the most influential single insti-

tution-on the Reservation, the Indians' underachievement in school cannot be

isolated from other factors in hin environment.

Unemployment and Economic Denreesion

With 42 percent of the adults unemployed and ADC considered the equivalent

of steady mployment, the oft-repeated exhortation that v. good education

Means a good job makes little-sense to most Oglala Sioux studmts.- There is

no.stiona attached to being unemployed because there in no work for many.

Moreover, it is clear that most jobs depend wholly on DU, and PIS employment.
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Not only does the child learn that work is not necessary for survival, but

when most others arc not working, a job may even be undesirable bec,,wse it

sets the job holder apart from hie group. As he grows up, the Oglalo Sioux

does not often see his friends and relatives using their school achievement

and high school diploma to obtain jobs. Nost drop out of school and those

who succeed rarely remain on the Reservation to motivate others. Par more

visible in the Neighborhood. Youth Corps, which, after a suitable waiting

period, gives jobs to drop outs. The student is also unfamiliar with many

vocations. Be ca. not conceive of the jobs or the life in the offReservation

world. Thus, until there is a renaissance of the Reservation °coney, the

Schools' emphasis on studying hard to prepare for a job will have little appeal

to many Pine Ridge children. At this time, .it is not clear to the child

from his experience that he will. ever work steadily for a living, or even that

he ought to do so, and he caunot conceive of what thet job or say of life will

be.

Poverty

Twothirds of the households on the Fine Ridge Reservation have an annual

income of less than 53,000; half of these earn less than S1,000. The

attendant poor housing, deficient diet, insufficient clothing and spending

money, as wall as the psyshologicol effects on the childrons' aspirations,

cannot help but affect school achievement. The home to which the child

returns at night is crowded, noisy and full of activity; the student does

not have r. quiet, well lit area for study. Because of the particular impor

tance of fitting into the group,.the lack of acceptable clotheS and adeosatc

spending money is excruciating to the Sivth: adolescent, particularly those
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who come to boarding schools from outlying areas, and many drop out hecanse

of it. Studies of Indian college students also show that most leave for

financial reasons and that among those who stay, finances often remain a

continuing problem.

Transportation

The inadequate transportation system, coupled with poverty, makes it difficult

for parents to come to school and take part in their children's education, and at

the same time, prevents boarding students from visiting their families on

weekends. It also limits field trips for children in outlying areas who

most need these enrichment activities,

Emigration

The natural tendency of those mho are most successful. and most acculturated

to leave the Reservation robs the community of its natural leaders. Young

Indians resist modelling themselves on the successful white on the Reserva-

tion, and few successful Indians remain to serve as motivating examples. The

impact of this emigration is felt most immediately in the lack of Indian

teachers.

Present Efforts

Parental Involvement and Control.

All the school systems serving the Pine Ridge Reservation have set up programs

designed to encourage parental involvement in school affairs. All the federal

schools have Parent-Teacher Associations or similar organizations; the Mission

school has an advisory committee made up of parents and members of the com-

munity, while the public schools are directed by county school boards elected

by the local communities. However, to date, the organizations have not been
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effective in stimulating thC various school systems to respond to the needs

of the children. It is estimated that the federal PTA's reach at most 20

percent of the population and, like PTA's elsewhere, concentrate much of their

effort on special sch6o1 activities, rather than involving themselves in the

educational decision-making process. Although some Oglala Sioux are elected

to the county school boards, they do not wield sufficient power relative to

the whole school board, nor do they wield sufficient power or expertise rela-

tive to entrenched school administrators to insure the developnent of a truly

responsive curriculum. They also work within a school system which must serve

South Dakota white children as well an Indians. The Advisory Committee to the

Mission School is probably the most effective, less because of itu organi-

zational form than boeause of the need of the Mission School to be responsive

to Indian desires in its competition with the other systems for pupils and the

BIA tuition grants which come with them.

Efforts are currently underway, however, to give the parents an opportunity

for effective participation in the decision-making process of the federal

schools. In 1967, MA, VISTA, and the Office of Economic Development of the

Oglala Sioux Tribe Get up a pilot program to provide traininEi in school programs,

policies and problems for the advisory board of WIC day school with the hope

of expanding such program`: throughout the system. A tentative proposal. has

also been drawn up which would make Loncmau Day School a demonstration school

with its budzet, policies and currioulum'controlled by a local school board

composed of parents and other commrnity lesdors. Some members of the community

oppose the plan.because they fear it would hasten fedcial withdrawal 'and no

final decision on implementatiouhcs been reached.
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Teachin rethod_

lilA has recently experimented with an ungraded system for the first through,

third grade at OCS Elementary School and to considering expanding it into

higher grader Under such a system, children are grouped according to their

level of achievement in a particular subject, with some taping advanced classes

in some subjects and reu.edial ones in others, each according to his individual

ability. While a step in the direction of individual programmed study, this

experimental system does not alter the traditional classroom methods which

are alien to the Oglala. Sioux way of life.

The Holy Rosary Mission, however, is experimenting in nontraditional teaching

methods at the kindergarten level. Montessori principles provide the basic

guidelines for the kindergarten teacher, so that the children work and play

in groups, or individually, with very little direction from the teacher and

her aide. As the teachers do not function in an authoritarian role, discipline

is not as much a problem as in the more usual classroom, where children feel

the need to rebel against authority. The peergrouprelationship and natural

automony of the children are enhanced rather than undermined by this approach.

Curriculum and Materials

The school ivstes have attempted to make up certain deficiencies in the

school year program through special simmer programs. Offered by BIA ar.d

Shannon County are remedial work for elementary school students, an orienta

tion o Cwminity School for day school graduates, and remedial and
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enrichment programs for high school students. In the summer of 1967, tho

PIA elementary program focusCd on Oglala Sioux cluture and involved local

people. Augustana College of Sioux Falls also offers a suser extension

program at Pine iddge involving remedial education and recreation.

OCS Elementary School has hired several teachers with ESA funds to work

during the school year with students in grades two through seven who have

serious reading problems. The "beginning grade" for children with

language deficiency is an ongoing remedial program. ESA funds have also

been used to provide instruments, sheet music, and staff for music ,ind band

classes in the elementary grades of all three school systems. The relevance

of such an enrichment program to the needs of Indian childron is somewhat

doubtful.

Plans art underway to change the American history section of the OCS curriculum

to include Indian and Oglala Sioux history.

The most innovative program, designed to give ninth graders a sense of their

own traditicn and values and to help them to understand and resolve their

inner conflict, has been designed by Father Dryde of Holy Rosary mission.

The course is setup to provide the student with an awareness of his historical

origins and pride in his ancestry; to teach traditional Sicux values, compare

these with contemporary non-Indian values and suggest ways of integrating

them; and finally, to teach basic psychological principles of how to adjust

to and relieve stress and conflict. Initial student reaction to this program

has been enthusiastic, although it does appear that the course may suffer

for an excessively intellectual-orientation which tends to deny. real class

participation. Father Bryde plans to develop materials and course dostgns
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for all levels, from prenursery school through high school. Significantly,

the rission schools also depend heavily on lay teachers who frequently reflect

an enormous and impressive enthusiasm for teaching and. an interest in their

pupils.

Teachirr, Staff

ESEA funds have been used to hire teacher aides from the Oglala Sioux community

to assist in the lower grades of all federal elementary schools. Fifteen

of these aides work at OCS and 25 are distributed among the six day schools;

there is, however, a tendency to underuse tecicher aides so that they may

serve as almost semiacademic janitors. The aims of this program arc to free

the teacher to concentrate 'on teaching rather than discipline, to help teachers

bridge the cultural distance between them and the pupils and to involve the

families and the community more directly in the schools. While the first

objective is probably achieved in most of the schools, the effectiveness

of the program in fulfilling the second and third depends on whether the aides

selected are real members of the Indian community or merely Indians who happen

to be most acceptable to the white school :community.

The Shannon County Public School. District also has an ESEAsponsored,:in

service training program in teachins reading for all clement,ilv school teachers

in the county: public, federal and mission. DIA has used Inn funao

to expand the written resources available to help teachers of disadvantaged

youth understand some of the special problems involved in their work. The

Western Education Planning ComNiittee of South Dakota, also 1'MAsponsored,

has sponsored a variety of training programs, werkships, and seminars which
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have been attmided by BIA staff from the Hoservation. BIA has obtainrA

ESEA funds to hire three additicmi teachers in mathematics, science ani

language arts, to reduce class size in 000 ninth and tenth grades.

Coann:!lir:m nrd Xental Health

Althou-h the federal school!: offer an intensive program of career counseling

from the tenth grade on, thin program concentrates mainly on opportunities

and training for employment rather than personal counseling. The summer

program for day school graduates about to enter the ninth grade is essentially

a counseling program to help these children adjust to boarding school.

ilectives in sociology and psychology are also given. While there programs

are a step forsard, they do not reach most of the students and do not include

personal psychological counseling.

Father lirydes course for ninth graders at Eoly Rosary Misnion s!..e.!%u; to offer

the most innovative and practical means for the school system to ],nip the

Oglala Sioux adjust to being c,11 Indian in a predominantly while world.

Facilities end TrFmes.,crtatien

Iknds have been approved for construction of a nen school at Porcupine for

300 students at a cost of 01,140,000 and for rebuilding nine miles of bun

routes in fiscal 1963.

Solutions and Coals

Lone,-Term

The ultimate goal of any pregr:,m reform court be to create a school system

that is the instmanent of the pile Ridge community, rot en institution

impozed by outsiders for the good of that community; the schools must
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be rebuilt close to their students and policy control decentralized. Orly

then will the Oglala Sioux children and parents replace passive resistance

with enthusiastic involvement. The curriculum should be designed to give

the Oglala Sioux pride; in himuclf and his heritage and to help him integrate

his on traditional values with the requirements of modern American life.

Parental Control and Involvement

Only parental control of the school system can finally.insure its respon-

siveness to Indian needs, and only when the parents feel they can .control

the seboolt will they cease to regard them as a threat to family tics.

The most immediate and, in the long run, the most effective, reform would

place the ultimate menus of control, the money, directly in the hands of

the parents. Under this plan, tuition grants, based on projected per capita

operating costs, would be given to the parents of all pupils in a form

which could be used only for education. The parents could then use that

money to send their children to any accredited school of their own choosing.

For the first feu years, such a plan would probably constitute a formal

ratification of the present system in which the parents have the choice of

any.of the three school systems and BIA reimburses the public and mission

schools. However, in time, rush grants would force all school systems to

solicit Indian support by changing their curriculum and teaching methods

to meet the desires of the parents and children. Eventually, such a Plan

would create a free market for schooling in which schools would have to

be imiediately responsive to the wants of the consumers,' the parents and

students, if they 'were to survive. The availability of uncommitted money

would also encourage those with innovative ideas to set up new private'
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schools which could offer exprimn:al courses and curricula while still

conforming to the standards for accreditation. In order to give its

system the flexibility needed to compete, BIA could contract for the

operation of its schools to priva:te industry.

Although this tuition grant proposal May appear radical, precedents for.

it can be found both on the Reservation and in national programs. Little

administrative change would be required for BIA to give the same amount of

tuition grant money (or more to cover the cost of new programs) now given

directly to the public and mission schools to the parents of children in

all schools. Bill supplies another precedent for such an

approach. Rather than giving the money directly to existing schools and

universities, the federal government gave it to the servicemen who could

use'it to attend any accredited school. The availability of new money in

the education market encouraged lhe founding of new schools, many with

limited vocational aims, which wore far better suited to the.needs of many

returning servicemen than the pre- existing academically oriented institutions.

Other precedents on the federal level include social. security, welfare, and

the food stamp program.

The creation of such a free market situation where competition forces the

schools to meet the needs of the parents would work far faster to bring

about the desired changes than the slow proceFis of involving parents in the

institutionalised decision-making process of the school system through

elected school boards. Such other approaches would, however, complo.nent

the tuition grant system and should be effected concurrently. In fact, all

other programs for chang," offered in. this report. could be implemented.
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whether or not the tuition grant proposal it adopted, but; if they are

truly responsive to Sioux needs, a system of tuition grants should hasten

their acceptunce.

}very scbcal.should have a functioning school board elected by the

community. These boards would have the responsibility for goncral direction

of policy and the allocation of funds, posers usually given most American

school boards'. However, unlike most American .scLool boards which arc often

. out of touch with the community, those boards would be chosen for each

school individually by those that live in the dommunity served by the school.

Such decentralisation would facilitate parental participation and make the

member., more responsive to community needs and feelings.

Parents and grandparents should be involved also in teaching and curriculum

planning, So= could be hired as teacher aides while others might be

involved in planning and teaching courses in Indian history, art, and

acculturation. A conscious effort should ba made to select those who are

most familiar with Sioux culture and tradition rather than those who happen

to be mostacceptable to white school administrators.

Parents should alto be involved in the school through an extensive adat

education curriculum. In certain subject areas, such as learning English

ac a second langoage and vocational training, they might even ba in the

same classroom:1,as their children. The schools should also servo au

centers of activity and culture for the community. Through these various

proccams, the parents would come to feel not only that they controlled the

educational system, but that they too vere participants in the educational
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process. The schools would'no longer separate children froM their parents

but would, instead, bring them together.

Teachinr, nettled

The traditional classroom approach should be abandoned, and now methods

suited to the Sioux's natural tendencies toward cooperation andaUtonomy

instituted in all grades of all schools. Learning should be on an

individual basis with the children cooperating to teach others and the

teacher acting as an advisor and helper rather than lecturer and

disciplinarian.

Such an approach to teaching, variously called the "free day" or "integratd

curriculum," has progressed beyOnd the experimental stage in England where

it has already been adopted by nearly 8,000 elemeAtary schools and

influenced many others. In these schools, thechildren are free to choose

among a profusion of activities and pursue those which interest them ost-.

A variety of learning materials including, art, water, sand and number work

are spread out on tables around the room. There is a corner with.furnitnrc

and dolls for playing house and a library with books of varying difficulty

on many subjects. All these materials are designed to stimulate learning

on an individual basis. Each child has a vocabulary notobookin which he

writes words as he learns them and anther notebooh for free writing. He

learns to read and write by memoriv.ing the look and sound. of his c!'sken

words and sentences winch the teache r. writes in hii,notchook at his dictation.

Often this notebook also becomes the student's first reading book. The

children also learn from each other with the nonreaders listening to those
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who can read and the more proficient helping the Ices able. Some school:;

have even included students of all ages in each classroom to take fullest

advantage of students teaching each other. The teacher moves around the

room answering questions, asking come, helping each child individually and

working with groups. Although discipline does not completely disappear

as a problem it is markedly decreased in importance, and the teacher spends

far less time reprimanding and punishing the children. Although this system
.

seems chaotic in comparison with the traditionally structured classroom,

the teachers who use it are enthusiastic and the children not only develop

their creative capacities, but later placed in a traditional classroom in later

grades, soon equal their peers in the conventional measures of achievment, such as

tent ,cores and grades.

Such an approach to education is particularly suited'to Oglala. Sioux character.

The roles and interaction .patterna of the teacher, the student, and the

student's peers are similartothose of Oglala Sioux adults and their child-

ren. The "free day" approach draws strenc,th from the child's peer-group

orientation, rather than working against it, and it does not force students

to compete with each other. The teacher does not have the authoritarian

role she has in the traditional classroom; she is more frequently in a helping

capacity than- in a directive or disciplinary onel.just as the Oglala Sioux

parent is primarily in a supporting, .gencrous role, yiaaryls his child.

Thus, in a "fres day" school, the Oglala- Sioux child would have more,

rather than loss, "school readiness" than the non-Indian student.

Because, the individual student controls his csm time and seldom experiences

failure, a school system based on the "free cly" approach would not not
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a life pattern of failure and passive resistance to an alien authority for

the student. By encouraging him to determine his OVII interests and control

his our activities, it would prepre the student, psychologically as well

as academically, to set his own goals and control his own life.

The "free day" approach should. also bo adapted for secondary school class-

rooms and adult education although certain changes would have to be made

because of the difference in subject matter. Other methods of individualised

instruction, such as talking typewriters, teaching machines, and programmed

learning materials, should also be istrouoodinto fine Ridge classrooms.

Curriculum and. natcrials

Tb faullitatt the transition from homy to school end facilitate immne.iate

learning, the materials in the "free day" classroom for the first few grades

should be built primarily- aroumd the familiar activities of 0,1:lala Sioux

life and culture. As the children grow older, materials reflecting lifc,

in the rest of America and the World should he gradual4 introduced; written

material should be in both hakota and English. . History-materials, parti-

cularly in the uppargradas, should include not only ru-km on the Oglala

Siouic and Indian past, but also books emphasising the tunntribution of all

ethnic groups to American culture. Acculturation cour.act, some conducted

as group therapy sessions, should he given from the fourth grade on, and

materials on those subjeuts made available to all staHout These courses

would help the student to find an identity that is both Indies and American

by increasing his understanding of his cam culture and values and shouing

him how they can ba integrated with the demands dof American life. Leader-

ship training courses designed to develop natural leaders who will remain
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on the Reservation, or return, to it, should he offered, and students encour-

aged to develop their own organizations and governments and choose their

oun leaders.

Plaid -CHIA, designed to expose the children to the world beyond their

immediate lives should he an integral part of the curriculum. In the lover

grades, this enrichment program scold concentrate first on trips to places

of importance in Indian tradition and culture, and Gradually expand beyond

the Reservation. Provisions should alno be made for parents to accompany

children on some of those trips so that these new exPosures could be a

family experience.

TeachirE, Staff

The teaching staff would not only give coursos and supervise "free day"

classrooms, but Oa° act as psychiatric counselors for the student;;, parti-

cularly those in the upper grades. ?he teachers should be predominantly

Oglala Sioux with non - Indian tez"siser's chosen from returning Peace COrps

voluntoeredsthers-vith a backg:mound in experimental teaching. Jib

teachers ..'s,i+"a.vgivcn training psychiatric counseling and world meet

at least enos';Famtek to discuss and work out any problems, emotional or

academic, elms"armtered. in their tv ching. Before they. could begin to teach,

_all teack;:rr. Theian and non-Ind iElam:Mlika, would receive intensive training.

in OglAILI=7 history, art, valutz:enrl lanz;oe3e. Non-Indien teachers

would be snit]: Oglala Sie:mrte-.achqrs who would vet in; theirzuides

and counselor Isontinuing prOgsam of inservice training covering new

methods, tfr 1. and materials would also be offered on the Roccvation.
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In addition, a sabbatical s;,,r;tcm allowing teachers every third yes:- off

with pay to travel, continue their education or devote themselves to parti-

cular projects would be instituted for all teachers spending, more than three

years working on the Reservation. Some teachers might wish to exchange

with teachers in other types of school systems to broaden their own experi-

ence and put themselves in a better position to counsel those students Who

arc thinking of leaving the Reservation. Many adventurous teachers from

other area,c, particularly large cities, would welcome the opportunity to

teach for a year or two on an Indian Reservation, and their Presence and

new perspective would servo as a stimulus to the other teachers and the

students. Such a program would also facilitate rceruiting and would reduce

teacher turnover without the resulting ineriia pormnnent teaching

bureaucracy.

Counseling

The teachers would at as psychiatric counselors, and group therapy discussions

would be integrated into the curriculum. Materials and, in some areas,

courses in psychology and sociology, as well as such specific subjects

as alcoholism and acculturation, would be made available to all students

and discussed with the teacher. The courses and group sessions in accultura-

tion, an well on the emphasis on Oglsla Sioux history and identity, are

also a part of the psychiatric counc,Iling program. Each student would be

assigned a counselor who would work with the student and. lug.: family thron-:.b

the school years and continue to advise_ the s±xtdent after. ho leaves school

for a job on or off the Reservation. Those counselors would, in effect,

become fa9ily case workers, helping the students to resolve per or
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or academic problems, encouraging the family to be active, in school affairs

and adult education, and advising the student on his choice of vocation.

Facilities and Transportation

Cottage schools for all ages would be built throughout the Reservation,

and no students would have to board in order to obtain a hig'n school

education. All boarding schools would be closed and their Incilities

converted or sold, and the proceeds used to build other smaller schools.

Such a decentralization of school facilities would prohMbly he the

natural result of zt a tuition grant system as parents would naturally

choose schools as close to home as possible for their children. Although

new facilities will' have to be built, most of them will be of simple

construction and tIL, proportion of the education dollar spent on the

physical plant smalfler than in the past.

The transportation. system, including air as well as.land veld:cies, should

be flexible enough to serve the various needs of schools throughout the

minter--to transport children, adults.and teachers to school,,, to deliver

materials, machinery and teachers to schools on a rotating, 7-17---=sis, and to

take children and H=lmlts on field trips.

Five -Year

Parental Centrol and Involvement

After five years, under the tuition grant system, the Pine Ridge school

system should reflect a diversity of choices for Indian parents and students.

All BIA schools after five years would probably he run on a contract basis
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by private industry-with decision msking dcsentraliced no tInit the hood

of each school would. free, within the limitation of accreditation standards,

to experient and cot:?ole for rtudnr.tc, The persunuel in he present DIA

schools would not lta hired tc-miaticelly under the-now system, but would

be given first priority for transfers within the DTA to other federal jobs.

Although DIA would go%rante- t-d industry a certain minimum return for the

first your, from then on, its survival would depend on its success in pleasing

its consumers -- the Oglala parents. In addition, the mission and

public schools would offer additional alternatives to parents who, after

a period of initial hesitation, would begin to exercise their free choice.

Each indivdval school would have a school board made up of.elected. community

representatives which would set breeO guidelines for educational policy and

allocate fonds. Because these boards would be concerned with only one

school and the community involved fairly smell, at least on the elementary

level, the participation nod. involvement of parentt:, students, and others

would be facilitated. To provide the necessary coordination, particularly

in the one of shared. materials, among all schools on the Reservation, a

district-wide board should also he elected and functioning by the end of

this first five year period. Vembers. of thusc boards should be giventraining

in educational. policy and budgeting.

By 1973, parents and other relatives should be extensively involved through-

out the school system -- worhing as teacher aides, end teitchinz La.1:ota,

Oglala Sioux history, culture and. arts and crafts.

Each school, even the smallest in the outlying arers, should include EWE,
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adult education courses. should be offe;,ed on a rotnti'--: best,: so

that adults in that community. .would hive a wide range of choice. over tine.

Classroom Method,

Because of the freedom to experiment, guaranteed by the tui-timn. grant system,

all schools would be experimenting with different apppoachazr tca;lling.

Most elementary schools wocl7a:tave some version of thm'lfre day" -system/

while the smaller schools in Mhe outlying areas would. probai,Ly sat for the

vertical pattern, with thiadTcepof many ages andarmele in ore classroom.

At thin time, east of the terthsrs in the upper grades would still le expori

menting with method: of adapting the "free day" approach, with its emphasis

on individual learning and development, to their classrooms end subject

matter. The precise patterns.:of instruction in the upper grades cannot

be determined now, but should-le the subject of continuing -research and

evaluation, both in the classroom PACI at a special mute:vials munuresearch

center.

Curriculum and Materiels

By 1973, a special materials center and library should be in operation

on the Reservation. This center would function not only as a.distribution

point for l00%s and materials to all schools, but also serve. as a research

center where new materials and new methods relevant to teaching on the

Reservation could be developed. The staff of the center would also assist

teachers in evaluating the effectiveness of new methods tried out in the

classrccra.
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Materials and books, particularly those dealing with Oglala Sioux hi..1tory

and the problems of acculturation, would be developed at the special-ma-L

center, and then distributed on a revolving basis to all schools. Such

systenr.wbuld allow even the smallest schools to benefit from a richness

variety of teaching resources. The center should also gather, develop a;.,

distribute information on new teaching methods and other subjects to tiaar.7.7::

in all parts of. the Reservation. The staff of the center would. formalati

methods for adapting the new technologies of education to teaching laUPin.

Ridge; they might, for instance, develop programs for talking typewriters

designed to help children who speak Lakota to learn English.

The staff of the center would probably consist of professionals familiar

with the technology, techniques and psychology of education, Oglala SiOu7

teachers, librarians and clerical staff.

Most of the materials used in the first few grades would be drawn from

Sioux life and culture. Special materials on Oglala Sioux history, tra'a,

legend, and art would be made available to teachers and students for use

in classrooms in the upper grades, and. Lakota would be offered as an opteaa.1

second language for those who wish to improve their skills or who do not

speak it at all. Material and courses aimed at helping students integrat,,

their own values and way of life with the requirements and values of modern.

American life would be offered at all levels, nnd. also included in the adult

education curriculum. Leadership training courses and policies facilitating

student control over their own organi7ations should be emphasised on the

high school level: In order to includo.these new elements in the curriculam

and still.. conform to South Dakota requirements, the schools would probably
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have to be run on nearly a year round b:'sis.

The routine of field trips and other enrichmc.st activities should

firmly established by the end of five years. In the youngent grader,

trips to historical sites on or near the reservation would be

emphasised;. however, by the ninth grade, all students should have had

an opportunity to see Rapid City, Ninneapolin-St. Paul, or some other

largo urban center, to visit places of poosible employ=nt, as well

arc to absorb the ordinary sights of a largo city. 1'..change programs

should'eYint which would allow Indian students to spend two weeks

attending school in another, wheel. system, while children from that

system spend two weeks on the Reservation. Such a program would not

only expose the students to life in a large city where they might

eventually live, but also give the Oglala Sionn an opportunity to show

off their hoMe and way of life to others. Field trips for Croups of students

interested. in college education to look over and interview at various

college campus 0,- should be a regular routine.

The vocational education curricul= should by then include school-

sponsored trips for students to interview at prospective places of

eMployment. The vocational eurriculnA should be carefully coordinated

with the economic development program for theReservation no that students

who wish to remain on the Reservation would-have immediate employment

opportunities after graduation, E.nd relevant vocational training while in

school.

Ire -school elasses, similar to the Hcadstart program with particular
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emphasis on language develoPmcat, should at the end of five years reach

all children in the three to four age group.

The adult education curriculum should. ;Ilso be in full operation by

1973 with courses in English and other basic shills, as well as

vocational training courses leading to ir.mcdinte jobs, being offered at

all schools at some time darting the year. Au the tourist industry in likely

to be one of the largest employers, training in English and in Sioux

culture, tradition, history and handicrafts should be particularly

emphasized in the adult education curriculum at this time.

Teachinrf: Staff

The teacher-pupil. ratio (not icluding counselors in the upper grades)

should be reduced in both the upper and elementary grades. Racauec

the need toksep track of each child'; individual proLTerg: under the

"free day" system places a heavy load on the teaching staff, each

elementary class teacher should ba assisted by a teacher aide chosen from

the surrounding community. In those-schools where children of many ages

work in the same classroom, two aides might be required to make certain

that the younger children arc not overshadowed by the older ones. Aides

should also be used in the upper grades for teaching Lakota and Oglala

Sioux art and legend, as well as for helping the teachers is other ways.

In order to attract good teachers to the Reservation, salaries for

teaching staff Should probably be about twenty per cent higher than the

average South Dakota scale, with additional inducements such as

subsidized housing and the sabbatical system. Exchange programs with big
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city school districts should also be in operation at this time. Every

attempt should be made to train teachers in clientcentered therapy

and to recruit nonauthoritarian teachers. An effective recruiting

liaison with the reaceCorps and VISTA, as well as with universities

and experimental schools, should be firmly established, The school

system might also offer to pay back half of each year's loan

installment for each year that a teacher remains on the Reservation.

A counseling and scholarship program for Oglala Sioux who wish to teach

.on the Reservation should be in full operation, and by 1973, some

teachers should already be returning to the Reservation to teach. Under

this program, the Tribal Council would lend the student money for

tuition and living expenses which the student would pay hack after

graduation by teaching a certain number of years on the Reservation. If

the student did not return., he would be required to repay the loan with

interest in ten yearly installments. High .schoo] connselernv,. .1d

make a special effort to encourage talented students to take advantage

of this program andwould continue to advise them throughout their

college years.' Teaching aides who chow promise should also be able to

obtain 'a bachelor's degree through extension courses given on the

Reservation or through the mail. Because teaching has.been the traditional

halfway point between poverty and'professionalism for many ethnic groups,

the creation of a cadre of teaching families can be expected to have long

term advantages for the Oglala Sioux.

. A program of inservice training and counseling for teachers and teacher

aides should be established. Indian and nonIndian teachers, newly
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arrived on the Reservation, Would spend their first fcw months in training

before they could begin teaching. Oglala Sioux would give instruction in

present-day Reservation culture, Lakota, and the culture and histury of

the Oglala Sioux; thej would also spend soMe time living with an Oglala

Sioux family in the community where they would be teaching. All incoming

teachers and aides would receive orientation on the general curriculum and

materials, the "free day" approach, teaching English as a second language,

and other new educational techniques. Group counseling sessions for all

teachers, and on occasion for teacher aides as well, would be held at

least once a week, and in-service training in new techniques, materials,

and approaches would be offered on a continuing basis.

Counselin7

The counseling program should be functioning with elementary classroom

teachers acting as counselors in the lower grades, and special personnel

hired. for that purpoue beginning in the fourth grade '(one counselor for

every twenty-five students). These counselors would be given special

training in psychiatrii counseling techniques and would tal.:e part in

group sessions on ace' ration, advise the teachers, and help

individual atm.:ants and their families. The counselors would continue

to keep in touch with their students once they had left school for

employment or college, both to hclpthe students throuh a difficult

adjustment period and to provide a system of feedback to the schools on

the effectiveness and appropriateness of their teaching.
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Facilities and PronsliortaLion

By 1973, the7e should b., no need fo students beim: the tenth grade to

board, and even high school student;; would boerd at the most only a few

days a woch. The trend toward consolidation of the schools on the

Reservation should be reversed with schools returned to the outlying

d'.ntricts. The variety of activities and courses Supposedly made

possible only by the economies of seals through consolidation can also

beoff,ed in a decentralized system through closed. circuit television and

a revolving system of teachers and matci:ials. Decentralisation of the

Pine Ridge schools would not force children into boarding schools, and would.

alno facilitate parental and coowunity involvement in school affairs.

By this time, cottage schools close to the students, hwies would probably

have been built for students of all. arcs,. Eii,;b school students too would

continue with their studies in these cottaga schools, tal:ing special courses

by closed circuit television and using materials sent on a revolving basis

to all high school students; teachers of special subjects could also rotate

to the different school s. Ho.,:ever,,as certain special, facilities, sboh an

fully equipped science laboratory, might be available only at the central

high school, arrangements should be made for interested studants to epond

a few days a wec there living with a family or with a small .group supervised'

by a teacher or counselor.

Subsidised housing For teachers should be constructed by this time.

By 1973, the transportation system should be flexible enough to adapt itself

to the variety of transportation needs of the school system and the Reservation
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as a whole throughout the winter. It will be needed to tale teachers to

outlying elementary schools as well as to transport students and parents

to schools and field trips.. Because of the difficult and c:panse involved

:n maintaining a funetioninz road system in the face of the haavy snows,

helicopters of varying sizes and overland vehielec; capable of traveling over

snow will probably provide the most feasible and economical means of trans-

portation forthe Reservation.

One: -Yoar

Parental Involvement end Control

The tuition grant system could be instituted immediately with all parents

informed of the new procedures through spell. co.=unity meetinv where they

would fccl fre to eel: questions. The parc:nt:, would, of necessity, be

required to give the various school. sy:31.u:Is adequate notice of their intention;.

As Parents already have a choice among the throe school systems, the tuition

Grants would. prob:,bly not have much effect on school attendance' until the

schools began to change their prograu to compete for the parents' and

students' allegiance. If needed improvements are to be made, the grants

would probably have to he raised as such as 20 percent over current Icr

capita costs.

The proposal for the Loneman Demonstration School, using DTA and'0::10 funds,

should be implemented irnuediately. This proposal calls for involvin

parents and the adults of the community the running of the school through

an elected school board, and use of the sahool as a meeting:place and cultural

center to preserve Indian traditions. Facilities at other schools should
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be made available a% centers for com:Auaity and cuAural activities. Educa-

tion for participation in future school board elections should be begun

throughout the community. Arrangements should be made during this first

year for the parents et boarding school students to spend some time at the

schools, so:,e as teachers in Oglala Sioux culture, and for the students to

return home weekends.

Teachirr,; Vothod

One school would be chosen to pioneer in the "free day" approach for 'Ae

elementary goades with an many teachers as possible already experienced

in this approach brought in to teach there and train other teachers.

Curriculum and ratcrials

The special materials center should be set up immediately in temporary

quarters to begin preparing information on Ihdian culture and history,

and to develop courses in acculturation for all grades. At the same time,

bids for building the center should be invited end recruiting of

professionals in the new educational techniques and technology, and in

the psychology of acculturation, beguh.

Indian history and culture should be emphasized and should replace much of

the standard curriculimi. Acculturation courses similar to those now given

ninth graders at Holy Rosary' Kission should be given from the fifih grade

on. An many field trips as possible within the existing _transportation

system should ba organized. Some adult education courses, partioularly in

language training, should be offered at the schools, and adults

encouraged -Co participate in certain classes with their children.
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From the fifth grade on, intramurc,1 sports teams including all studentz

and not/ just varsity caliber players should be fenced and comp.:!titive

events arranL.ed. Decawie of the young Ojlala Sioux's intense enjoyment

of team sport's, these-teams would increase his identification with the

school and diScourage him from dropping out.

Teaching Staff

Because private indumtrj will be taking over the ]IlL school s:isten in the next

few years, few additional teachers should be hirer, at this time.

A number would be hired, on a temporary basis, to reduce class size in

the early. high school years, to teach English as a second largllag,e, and i3

teach Indian art, history, culture and lanolago. Teacher aides from the

community should also be hired for one year to assist elementary school

teachers. All teachers should imediaely begin training in Indian

culture, including says of developing their own materials, and those whe

will be teaching in thc', demormtration schools should receive instruction

in the "free day" approach and in ,he teaching of English as a second

language.

The counseling and scholarship program to encourage Oglala Sioirx to teach

on the Reservation should begin immediately and involve both high school

students and these Oglala Sioux already in college. As Bore Oglala Sioux

have attended collecc than grl:duated, there are many who already have some

credits tovzd a degree; some of these would probably be willing to finish

their course work through extension courm; so they could become teachers.
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Facilities and Transportation

Small elementary cottage schools should be built in outlying districts

whore the children meet now attend boarding schools. As these schools need

only a fey' rooms, they could be quickly constructed frcm prefabricated

materials for low cost. Existing structres might also be renovated for

this purpose.

A detailed coat - benefit analyuis of a completely decentralised plan for

school facilities, which includes the cost of transportation, should be

undertaken. The cost of constructing cottage schools (i30,000 - up,000)

is small in comparison to the cost for a largr:r consolidated school,

ouch as the no school to be built at Porcupine for $1,140,000. This

school will provide educational faoilities for 300 pupils. By comparison,

fifte4n scattered cottage schools with live-in facilities for a

teacher-aide couple, each cottage school to provide an enrollacnt for only

:tWenty pupils, would cost a total of only $600,000, or approximately

one-half that for the new Porcupine school. Although it is now the

purpose to extend boarding facilities, such cottage schoolsclose to the

homes of the pupils - -could provide overnight facilities with the teacbcr-

aide couples for pupils whose.parents ape temporarily ill or away. Such a

system may clearly have economic as well as educational benefits.

A cost Benefit analysis comparing all possible types of transportation

systems for the Reservation and the school system,should also be made. In

this first year, several helicopters should be acquired to transport teachers

to they outlying cottage elementary schools. Thu rationale for such an
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approach to teacher transportation is that it is pre'.aly less expansive

and clearly more reliable -- considering the general incicmoncy of-the

weather and frequent impassibility of roads -- to transport relatively

few teachers than to transport large numbers of pupils. Noroover, these

helicopters can also be used as police "cars," EIS ambulances and medical

team "buses," as well as for numerous other used. At the same time, geo-

graphical proximity to pupils and parents would tend to insure that each

Oglala Sioux community will view the cottage school which nerves them as

their own,.and.that the cottage'schcols will be woven into the fabric and

be responsive to the needs of the Oglala Sioux.
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OGLALA SIOUX MODEL RESERVATION PROGRAM

Health

The Oglala Sioux, and American Indians generally, suffer health
problems today which diverge critically from national norms in
both kind and severity. Incidence of morbidity and mortality are
higher and life expectancy is significantly shorter'for the Ameri-
can Indian than that for the nation as a whole. Communicable
diseases claim disproportionate numbers of lives. Moreover, the
incidence of deaths which can be attributed to social disorganiza-
tion and mental illness, including death due to accidents, homicide,
suicide and cirrhosis of the liver, account for one-fourth of all
Reservation deaths today.

The underlying causes of these health conditions and factors which'
reinf6rce them are complex and interrelated. Poverty and ignorance
are major contributing factors on the Reservation. For example,
high rates of ,:ommunicable diseases, including digestive and para-
sitic diseases, respiratory and eye and ear infections can be traced
directly to inadequate water, waste disposal, housing and personal
hygiene. Thus, generally poor sanitation, crowding, and lack of
knowledge of preventive health care practice are major contributors
to serious health problems. Other contributing factors can be
found in the nature of health services and the relationship of the
Oglala Sioux to the Health Program. Health services are centralized
and understaffed. Transportation on the Reservation is inadequate
with the result that health care is inaccessible to many Oglala
Sioux, and conversely, many Oglala Sioux are inaccessible to the
health service. In addition, preventive health care programming
has had only a minimal effect, and mental health programs have only
recently been added to the catalog of health services.

In face of paramount problems of health on the, Reservation, major
efforts have been directed toward improving services, extending
field programs, improving sanitation through construction of water
and disposal facilities and general expansion of hospital and cen-
tral facility care. In spite of this effort, and in spite of the
fact that the per capita expenditure for health services on the
Reservation exceeds the national average, the incidence of disease
on the Reservation continues to exceed the national average in every
category except those of old age.

426 Pacific Avenue San Francisco, California 94133 Telephone (415) 433-4814
Marshall Kaplan Sheldon P. Gans Howard M. Kahn Partners
James T. Yamamoto
Washington. D. C.

James Kalish Douglas M. Cost le May B. Hipshman Associates
Honolulu, Hawaii Pine Ridge, Soy a 11 Dakota
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Recommendations

Vigorous elimination of the antecedent environmental conditions
leading to disease, such as poor housing, .inadequate sanitak
facilities, and lack of saf wa'.:er supply should b4 of utmsgt.

healthEsxrvicesmeed to he made more accessible
,TIP the H2servation population. The basic health service stra-
tegy should be one of maximum practicable dispersal of medi-,
cal facilities and services.

A preventive health program must be developed for the Pine
Ridge Reservation which will be effective. In large part,
the effectiveness of this program will be tied to the rate
at which dispersal of fse.litill4:s can be s4mompliOed.

A b..c,?,Adl based, aMd,adeq9n11,01Y funded program of community
':Rq.3 l:dh4 based upon a deeper cross-cultural understanding
shost,i be instituted to facilitate community identification
with the Public Health Service program.

The Reservation mental health and alcohol control programs
should be greatly expanded and funded at a level commensurate
with the severity of the problems.

Next Steps

Alternative funding sources for ekpeit=de,?W-ul
sanitation and emmmunity feilicles should ''ATe:

s-Jeli-Applt,:xations for funds submitted. £his lAegta

should be ck4eful1y coordinated with an expanded low-income
housing program.

Emergency shelters and diagnostic clinics should be es tied
in outlying communities staffed with a registered nurse
professional aid. -.Doctors should maintain regular hours=m.
these clinics,i)ut be available, as well,for emergencies:-

Regular ambulance service should be instituted and ini-1,dp
helicopter service for emergency transportation of path:arts

and medical personnel. Professional medical-Care.shoUidznever
be more than a few minutes away.

Indigenous aides should be hired by the Public Health Service
to facilitate community identification with the Public Health
Service program.
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A mulniphasic examination should be administered to every
Reservation Oglala Sioux to obtain baseline data on health
;problems on the Reservation and to develop a medical profile
on ewerpone on the Reservation.

Sale of alcohol on the Reservation should become a Tribal enter-
prise in order to facilitate alcohol control programs and to re-
duce off-reservation arrests and accidents.

The Pine Ridge Hospital should be expanded to include an ad-
ditional operating room, recovery room, Intensive care unit,
psychiatric unit, a chronic or extended care unit and addi-
tional surgical beds. In addition, overnight facilities should
be provided for those who must come greater distances and for
those wishing to visit relatives in the hospital.
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Generally, health services on the Pine Ridge Reservation are

insufficient and inaccessible to a substantial portion of the

client population. Present health efforts represent a signifi-

cant improvement over the past in providing life-saving and health

giving care; and recent programming in mental health services,

particularly, indicates a growing awareness of the scope of

needed services. In spite of these efforts, however, and they

have not been inconsiderable, the incidence of disease and

mortality still far exceed the national average in every major

health category. In addition, existing health facilities are

concentrated in Pine Ridge and out-reach programs are too few

and inadequately staffed to effectively reach outlying communities.

The present approach, due in pa',:t to limitations imposed by

fiscal restraints, remains crisis-oriented, as distinct from

preventive - health- care - oriented, and fundamental chhnge in the

environmental conditions which lead to illness has barely begun.

A common theme throughout this report is the psychological climate

in which public programs operate on the Reservation -- whether they

be education, law enforcement, job development, or health care.

Whether the result of psychological sets or attitudes held by

Oglala Sioux as individuals, by the Oglala Sioux as a community,

by federal staff on the Reservation, or by the external,
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white culture which broadly determines governmental policy with

respect to the American Indian, this climate works at cross-purposes

with program efforts, and is often conducive to their failure. In

many respects, this psychological climate is itself a health prob-

lem -- particularly when expressed in terms of the rate of acute

alcoholism, the incidence of crime and delinquency and other forms
41

of anti-social conduct, persistent educational underachievement,

and the claim to perpetual dependency on the government as a matter

of right. It should, therefore, be borne in mind that while

health problems are traditionally viewed in terms of physical

and mental diseases, medical services, and medical facilities, a

major health problem on the Pine Ridge Reservation is the psycho-

logical climate of despondency and conflict which accompanies being

an Indian in a white man's culture. In this environment, there

is little incentive for the individual to be concerned with pre-

ventive health practices or wien corrective medical attention.

Problem Description

Despite the availability of free, comprehensive medical care,

physical ill-health represents a serious problem on the Pine Ridge

Reservation and other Indian reservations; statistics indicate that

the health of Indians today is equal only to that of the general

population of at least a generation ago..

In 1967, the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

the Office of Economic Opportunity and the South Dakota. State

Department of Health combined to spend $1,771,878,on the Pine Ridge
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Reservation This total reflects an expenditure of $183 per

capita. By comparison, the State of South Dakota spent only

$13 per capita in providing publicly-financed medical care to

its residents, and the United States snent $28 per capita on

all Americans. Since most expenditus on health in the United

States are not financed publicly, but are financed privately,

data on the costof providing public health care on the Reser-

vation (which is only marginally supplemented by the private

purchase of health services) and data on the cost of providing

private health care off the Reservation (which is only marginally

supplemented by the public provision of health services) is not

readily comparable. However, the fact that nationally,

approximately $174 per capita, or close to the total public ex-,

penditure per capita on the Reservation, is presently being

spent, both publicly aad privately to provide health care

exclusive of plant construction or improvement -- suggests at

least that medical services on the Reservation do not fall

categorically below the level generally applicable to the public

at large. Yet, a tremendous discrepancy exists between the level

of health among Oglhla Sioux and Indians generally, and the level

of health enjoyed by the average American citizen.

For instance, figures on causes of death and age-at-death on

reservations show a markedly different pattern than those for the

nation as a whole. The average age-at-death among Indians in
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24 states in 1964 was 43.8 years as against a comparable

figure for the nation.as a whole of 63.6 years. This 20-

year discrepancy is only partially explained by a very high

infant mortality rate. Thus, there are 43.1 live births per 1,000

populaticn on Indian reservations (as against 21.0 for all

races). The infant mortality rate per 1,000 live births on reserva-

tions is 35.9 (as against 24.8 deaths per 1,000 live births in the

country as a whole), with death occuring most frequently during the

post neonatal period (28 days to 11months), at a rate three times that

for all Americans. Significantly, the average age-at-death for Indians

who survive their first birthday, 53.2 years, is still 15 years lower

than the 67.3 years average for all races.

While 60 percent of all deaths in the United States occur in the

65-and-over bracket, only 32 percent of all Indians are over

65 when they die. Relatively speaking, only half as many Indians die

of old age and its complications as do people of all races in the

nation., This earlier age of death is reflected, of course, in causes

of death. Diseases of the heart, ralignant neoplasms, vascular

lesions of the central nervous system, cirrhosis of the liver, and

other causes associated with advancing age accounted for 72 percent

of deaths in the country as a whole in 1964, but only 35 percent of

Indian deathi.
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TABLE I: Percentage of Deaths by Leading Specified Causes,

Indians and All Races, U.S.. 1964

Cause All Races Indian

Diseases of Heart 38.97 15.9%
Malignant Neoplasms, 16.1 8.1
Vascular Lesions (CNS) 11.0 6.4
Accidents 5.8 18.8'

Certain Diseases of Infancy 3.4 7.0
Influenza and Pneumonia 3.3 7.0
Diabetes 1.3 2.2
Cirrhosis of the Liver 1.3 3.1
Tuberculosis 0.5 2.5
Other 18.4 29.0

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Communicable diseases claim a disproportionate number of lives

on reservations. Table II, which compares crude death rates

among Indians in 24 states with those of all races, illustrates

the major discrepancy between. Indians and nonIndian mortality

rates. In every category of communicable disease, the Indian

death rate far exceeds that of all other races. In fact, with

the exception of those degenerative, chronic conditions associated

with "old age," Indian mortality rates in every leading, spec

ified cause category exceed those of all other races, some by as

much as five times.
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TABLE II: Crude Death Rates Among Indians in 25 States and
All Races - 1964 (Rates per 100,000 population)

Ratio of Incidences- -
Cause Indians All Races Indian to all Races

Accidents 163.6 54.3 3.01
Diseases of Heart 138.5 365.8 ..35

Malignant Neoplasms ,70.6 151.3 .47

Influenza and Pneumonia
(excl. newborn) 60.9 31.1 1,96

Certain Diseases of Infancy 60.9 31.5 1.93
Vascular Lesions of Central 55.5 103.6 .54

Nervous System
Cirrhosis of Liver 26.7 12.1 2.21
Gastritis, Duodenitis, Enteritis,

Colitis (excl. newborn) 19.3 4.3 4,49
Tuberculosis, all forms 21.3 4.3 4.95
Congential Malformations 16.1 10.6 1,52
Diabetes Mellitus 19.5 16.9 1.15
Homicide 15.9 5.1 3.12

Comparable figures for, the Pine Ridge Reservation are not available. How-

ever, an indication of how Pine Ridge Reservation data might compare

is given by Table III which compares South Dakota Indians, 43

percent of whom live on the Pine Ridge Reservation, with Indians

in 24 states for an earlier period, 1959-1961. In every major

category for which comparative data is available, South Dakota

Indians fare worse than. Indians elsewhere. It is also noteworthy

that, even as compared to other Indians, the rate of death 61e

to accidents of all kinds is higher in South Dakota. Motor

vehicle accidents alone are second only to diseases of theleart

as the leading cause of death. If accidents of all kinds are

combined, they become the leading cause of death. Influenza and

pneumonia follow a close third to accidents and heart disease.
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TABLE III: Death Rates Among Indians in 24 States and South
Dakota Indians. 1959-1961 (Rates per 100,000 pop.)

Cause
Indians in

24 States
Indians in

South Dakota

Accidents 155.8 224.5
Motor Vehicle 79.0 140.6
Other 76.8 83.9
Diseases of the Heart 141.6 191.0
Influenza and Pneumonia 76.6 138.1
Malignant Neoplasms 69.8 113.5
Vacular Lesions (OS)
Gastritis, Duodenitis,
Enteritis

and
50.1

26.5

64.5

38.7
Tuberculosis 25.1 46.5

Trends in mortality rates over the ten-year period between 1954

and 1964 indicate that some impact has been made in deaUng with

these illnesses on the Reservation. Sharp reductions in death

due to tuberculosis and gastroenteric illnesses are reflected

in Table IV, as are less dramatic, but sigaificant reductions

in deaths due to influenza and pneumonia, certain diseases of

early infancy, and other infective and parasitic diseases. In

the same time span, two of the three diseases most closely

associated with advancing age -- diseases of the/ heart and vascular

lesions of the central nervous system -- have risen, indicating

perhaps that a higher proportion of the population is living

longer. In fact, the average age at death increased six years

between 1958 and 1966. What should be noted in this regard, how-

ever, is that the ratio of mortality rates among Indians to national

mortality rates have remained essentially the same." Thus, the
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tubercular mortality rates, for instance, both nationally and

among Indians, dropped by approximately the same percentage,

61 and 55 percent respectively. However, the Indian mortality

rate remained at approximately the same ratio to the national

mortality rate, or roughly five times the national rate. This

suggests that treatment techniques have substantially improved

in the decade between 1954 and 1964, and that Oglala Sioux have

merely benefited in the same ratio as have all Americans.

TABLE IV: Death Rates by Leading Cause Among Reservation Indians,

1954 and 1964. (Rates are per 100,000 population)

Cause of Death 1954 1964 Change(%)

Heart Disease 144.7 159.5 + 10.1%
Accidents 213.1 228.3 + 4.6
Motor Vehicle 155.9 + 9.2'.142.8
Other Vehicle 70.3 72.4 + 2.9
Influenza and Pneumonia 91.4 84.0 - 8.2
Diseases of Early Infancy 69.6 64.4 - 7.6
Malignant Neoplasms 65.4 65.0
Gastritis, enteritis, etc 56.0 22.3 - 60.2
Tuberculosis 53.8 24.0 - 55.4
Vascular Lesions, CNS 47.3 54.9 + 15.9
Other infective and
parasitic diseases (excl. TB) 28.4 25.5 - 10.2
Congenital Malformations 17.2 18.1 + 5.2
Homicide 13.1 16.6 + 26.8
Diabetes 12.6 24.2 + 92.0
Cirrhosis of the Liver 11.6 28.8 +148.2
Suicide 9.5 13.0 + 36.8
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Morbidity rates illustrate essentially the same phenomena. Excep-

tionally high incidence of influenza, pneumonia and other respiratory

diseases, amoebic and bacillary dysentery, gastroenteritis, strep-

tococcal infections, whooping cough, mumps and measles characterize

most reservations. Morbidity rates attributable to tuberculosis,

for example, remain approximately seven times that among all

Americans, again in spite of the fact that rates for both

Indians and all Americans alike have declined dramatically

and in approximately equal proportion.

Otitis media (infection of the middle ear) is a leading

cause of illness among Indians. Thirty years ago, it was a

common problem among children of all races. Today,.it has

virtually disappeared as a problem except on reservations.

Otitis media can cause serious defects in hearing if not

treated promptly. The i;mplications of this on balance and

the general ability' to(perform even simple work tasks is

('-
obvious. Chronic forms of otitis media are disappearing with

improved treatment methods. However, the incidence of non-

chronic forms is increasing. Table V shows the incidence

rates of certain specified diseases among reservation pop-

ulations.
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TABLE V: Incidence Rates for Specific Diseases Among Reservation
Indians, 1965 (Rates are per 100,000 population)

Reservation U. S. Ratio cf Incidences- -
Disease Indians All Races Indian to all Races

Otitis Media 6,719.4 NA
Gastroenteritis (Inflammation of

stomach and intestines) 6,078.8 NA

Pneumonia. (excl. newborn) 4,023.1 NA
Strep. sore throat, etc. 2,189.1 203.9 10.74

Trachoma 1,478.4 NA
Influenza 1,103.1 NA
Gonorrhea 768.1 167.7 4.58

Measles 761.5 135'.1 5.64

Chickenpox 553.7 127.6 4.34

Dysentery (Bacillary) 365.9 5.7 64.19

Mumps 291.6 108.7 2.68

Tuberculosis, new active cases 175.9 '25.3 6.95

Hepatitis 139.1 17.5 7.95

Syphilis 113.4 58.2 1.95

Salmonellosis 35.3 8.9 3.97

Rheumatic lever 23.8 2.6 9.15

Whooping cough 17.8 3.5 5.08

Meningococcal infections 15.0 1.6 9.38

The extremely high incidence of digestive and parasitic

diseases, respiratory and other cemmunicable infections can

be traced directly to inadequate water, waste disposal, housing

and personal hygiene. Of all:Public Health Service Indian

hospital discharges in the country in 1964, 32 percent involved

patients with the above diagnosed illnesses. The 'rate for

Indian discharges from contract care hospitals was 38 percent.

Espec_.C1r noteworthy is that trachoma, a communicable eye in-

fection which can lead to blindness.if not treated promptly, is

today even more rare'among the general public than otitis media, and

yet is the fifth leading cause of illness on reservations.
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In general, morbidity on reservations is increasing even though

mortality associated with morbidity is decreasing. In large part,

this is due to the fact that more people are now seeking medical care

than before on reservations, reporting methods have been improved,

ana medical treatment is more effective, resulting in fewer deaths.

Table VI compares the incidence of the ten leading diseases among

reservation Indians in 1962 and 1965.

TABLE VI: Incidence of Ten Leading Diseases Among Reservation .

Indians, 1962 and 1905 (Rates on per 100,000 population)

Disease 1962 1965 Change(%)

Otitis Media 4,007.4 6,719.4 +67,8X
Gastroenteritis 4,987.7 6,078.8 +20.5

Pneumonia (excl. newborn), 3,107.1 4,023.1 +29.1

Strep. sore throat, etc. 1,185.4 2,189.1 +84.9

Trachoma 1,059.9 1,478.4 +39.2

Influenza 1,143.4 1,103.1 - 3.7

Gonorrhea 797.1 768.1 - 3.6

Measels 1,418.1 761.3 -46.4

Dysentry, all forms 705.8 567.3 -19.6

Chickenpox 458.3 553.7 +20.8

Thus, not withstanding a per capita expenditure for health care

which exceeds the national rate, the incidence of morbidity and

mortality on the Pie Ridge Reservation'remains far in excess of

the national norm, and most probably of other Indians as well.

While medical care offered at the Pine Ridge Reservation is va par, qual-

tatively,,with that offered elsewhere in the country, itu effect
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on over-all Reservation health statistics has been only nominal,

in terms of the scope of the problem. This suggests two points.

First, a substantial portion of the client population is simply

not being reached. Second, the present program has failed to

substantially affect the level of preventive hea1th'care prac-

tices among the Reservation population.

In this respect, the data is convincing. While the post neonatal

infant rate, as noted earlier, is three times that for all Americans,

the neonatal (under 28 days) infant mortality rate is approximately

the same as that for all Americans. This.would suggest that care

received in the medical facilities where most births now occur is

substantially the same as'that received by most Americans, but

that the private, nonprofessional care required to return the

patient to-his home and family is grossly inadequate.

Data on morbidity attributable to amoebic and bacillary dysentery

even more clearly illustrates the point that expenditures for

health care on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation still sorely fail

to generate conditions which meet the most rudimentary standards of

health care for all Americans. Thus, the incidence of dysentery

can be taken as an 'index of the effectivenessof family-oriented

health care inasmuch as dysentery prevention may be more a matter

of family rather than professional medical care. In 1964, the inci-

dence of dysentery among American Indians was approximately 49 times

that among all Americans. During the previous decade, the Indian

dysentery morbidity rate had remained substantially constant, as had

the dysentery morbidity rate for all Americans.
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Likewise, the incidence of dental disease is illustrative of

the failure to effectively reach the Reservation population.

Peridontal disease and dental caries are universal among the

Oglala Sioux. Limited beneficiary knowledge of oral hygiene

practices, diet selection, and limited early treatment of

dental conditions contribute to the frequency and severity of

dental infection. At the present time, less1than one-half

of the children on the Reservation are receiving all the

essential dental, care that they neea, including those dental

services received through the schools, and only one adult in

25, or four percent, receive all the care that they need. While

approximately one-third of the Reservation population is being

reached by available resources, it is estimated that only ten

percent of the total dental health need is actually being met.

A final point remains especially noteworthy in connection with

Indian mortality rates. As of 1964, death rates, which may be

attributed to social disorganization, had increased 25.5 percent

over the last decade. Thus, deaths due to accidents (163.6/100,000),

cirrhosis of the liver (26.7/100,000), homicide (15.9/100,000), and

suicide (16.0/100,000) now account for a total of 222.2 deaths per

100,000 population, or 25.6 percent of all deaths. By comparison,

deaths due to these four causes nationally now account for only

81.8 deaths per 100,000 population, or only 11.4 percent of all

deaths.
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In 1954 (14 years ap), the combined Indian mortality rate due .to these

:our causes was 177.0 per 100,000 population. Accordingly, as improve-

ments in traditional health care are ef7acted among the American

Indians, causes of death as indices of social disorganization take

an increasing toll of Indian lives. Among'some Indian age groups,

deaths attributed to any of the four major leading causes of death

having significance in terms of social disorganization may exceed

nine times that among all Americans of similar ages. Thu2, the

mortality rate attributed to accidents among Indian adults in the 25 to

44 age group is fully 5.2 times as great as among all Americans in the

same age group, and the death rate attributed to cirrhosis of the liver

among Indian adults in this same age group is fully 9;2 times that

among all Americans in the same age group. In the 15- to 19-year-old

age group, suicide is not only the second leading cause of death among

Indian youths, but it also occurs at a rate fully 4.1 times as great

es among all Americans. Among American Indians in the 20- to 24-year-

old age group, homicide is the second leading cause of death, and

occurs at a rate fully 4.3 times as great as among all Americans in

the same age group; among American Indians in this age group, suicide

is the third leading cause of death.

There are other indices which suggest the severity of the mental health

problem on the Reservation. For example, alcoholism and problem

drinking are very common. In 1967, theie were over 3,000 arrests

alone, out of a population of slightly under 10,000, for alcohol

related offenses, including 400 who were arrested three or more times.

Since only the worst offenders are picked up, this figure
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only partially reflects the problem. Moreover, it does not include

off-reservation arrests of which there are a substantial number,

particularly in view of the fact that the Reservation is "dry."

The mental health program staff indicates that one-fourth of their

patients come to them because of alcohol abuse, either their own or

that of someone in the patient's family.

In addition, 3.1 percent of all Indians die of cirrhosis of the

liver -- an illness generally associated with heavy drinking.

Three times the national rate, this figure is especially noteworthy

considering that cirrhosis of the liver is a degenerative disease,

more likely to occur in older populations, and the Pine Ridge pop-

ulation is considerably younger than that, of the United States as a

whole. It has been estimated by Reservation personnel that of

approximately $150,000 earned by Oglala Sioux in fire-fighting in

Idaho during the summer of 1967, $75,000-$85,000 was spent in bars

and packaged liquor stores in White Clay, Nebraska. It is also

understood that annual lease money not infrequently disappears

in one extended binge.

The pervasiveness of heavy drinking on the Reservation among teenagers

and adults is reflected as well in a high incidence of violent con-

duct, child neglect, and family disorganization. Eleven percent of

all admissions to the Public Health Service hospital at Pine Ridge

are due to violence, accidents, and poisoning. A common "game"

among pre-schoolers in nurseries on the Reservation is playing drunk,
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lurching about, and pretending to beat one another. The relation-

ship between drinking and mortality due to suicide, homicide, and

accid,:mts is not difficul :o establish. Research is now being .conducted

by the mental health program at Pine Ridge exploring, particularly,

the relationship between accident rates and suicide, and generally,

the relationship between mental and accidents on the Re-

servation.

The mental health program has only recently been introduced to the

Pine Ridge Reservation. The staff is small and as really only

just begun to explore the dimensions of mental health problems of

the Oglala Sioux on the Reservation. Accordingly, data on mental

illness is limited to several general indices -- suicide, alcoholism,

and criminal conduct. Preliminary indications, however, Are that

mental illness may be the single most significant health problem

on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation..

Underlying Causes

With respect to the problems of physical health, the five leading

categories of causes of premature deaths among Indians are, in order,

accidents; influenza and pneumonia; certain diseases of early infancy

(respiratory, digestive, and infective and parasitic diseases);

gastritis, duodenitis, enteritis, and colitis; and tuberculosis.

The five leading causes of morbidity are otitis media, gastroenter-

itis, pneumonia,strep sore throat and influenza, and trachoma.
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All of the diseases listed are communicable diseases which flourish

primarily among populations living in poor housing, with its usual

concomitants of contaminated water, inadequate sewage disposal, and

other environmental factors, such as malnutrition, which adversely

affect health. Statistics on inadequacy of housing at Pine Ridge

are shocking: of the 1,917 units on the reservation, only 12 percent

are considered standard, 34 percent are substandard but renovatable,

and 54 percent dilapidated, requiring replacement. Detailed statis-

tics on sewage and water are not available. About 25 percent

of the Reservation population has a safe water supply; estimates

on adequate sewage disposal facilities are not available, although

it is apparent that many outdoor privies are in a state of

considerable disrepair. A Baseline. Data Survey was conducted in late

1967 through early 1968 by the Public Health Service, but did not

collect information on waste disposal; however, data on the percentage

of homes with water piped into the home was 40 percent. This, figure,

as well as a figure of 60 percent for the number oP homes with elec-

tricity, seems high to staff of other agencies. The apparent dis-

crepancy between observation and the survey is probably derived from

the fact that the Baseline.Data Survey includes in its population

a number of Indians not ordinarily considered part of the target

population, for example, Indians residing in Martin a town within

..he original boundaries of the reservation but considered off-

reservation from Che standpoint of most program planners. For reser-

vations Indians living on trust land, the statistics water and

electricity would be considerably lower, according to local tribal

and Bureau of Indian Affairs staff judgment.
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Experience has shown elsewhere that as housing and oter environ-

mental iYctors are improved, the incidence of diseasea such as those

prevalent at the Pine Ridge tion decreases dramatically, virtually

to the point of extinction. kul: example, the incidence of certain

common enteric infections can be lowered four- to six-fold simply by

replacing An outdoor privy for an indoor water closet. ker another

e:;ample, otitis media caused as much as one-half of all admissions

to children's hospitals in New York .City thirty years ago. Today

otitis media has almost disappeared in the general population, and

when a child contracts it, antibiotics provide a prompt cure. The

disease was bypassed, as it were, by history; it disappeared'as a major

health problem through a general increase in the standard of living

of Americans so that necesseryiresearch to produce a vaccine for

the virus-caused strain of otitis media was never undertaken. Although

no longer a problem among the general population, it remains a leading

cause of morbidity on reservations.

There are no simple, preventive vaccines for these diseases, and

cures tend to be long and costly. Tuberculosis is the best example

of this, but four out of five of the pneumonia and enteric diseases

are resistant to the various antibiotics so that contraction of one

of these may mean a protracted stay in the hospital. While medical

care, insofar as it is available in a medical facility under direct

professional attention, may substantially affect mortality associated

with these illnesses, it is of no effect in dealing with.the antecedent
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conditions which lead to the illness itself. For this, a program

of preventive hygiene and environmental change is required.

With respect to the problem of mental illness, the underlying

causes are much more complex. The pathology of poverty -- substandard

housing, malnutrition, the incidence of preventable disease and

injury, idleness and low educational achievement -- is relevant both

as a cause and reinforcing factor in the incidence of mental ill-health

on the Reservation. The reverse assumption is probably also true --

that is, mental illness is itself often a cause of physical ill-health

and can also bean obstinate barr:.er to breaking out of the poverty

cycle.

On the Pine Ridge Reservation, however, the problem is not fully described

by reference to mental illness in a narrow clinical sense. The Oglala

Sious today suffer a set of highly dysfunctional attitudes -- towards

themselves, their communities, and he white man -- which impair

their ability to live p.oductive and satisfying lives. Their attitudes

derive to a considerable degree frcm a d ep-seated ambivalence about

being Inda . Cultural transition and acculturation experience

has only been partly effective, and the result has been a confused

sense of identity for the Indian.

On the one hand, the Oglala Sioux prizes his "Indianness,".end judges

himself and others in the community by how "Indian" they are.

Although the degree of Indian blood has been considered a factor in
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"Indianness," it--in fact--appears to have litrle relevance to the

quality of "Indianness." Rather, "Indianness" is a set of norma-

tive values which govern his attitudes toward himself, his treatment

of others, and his expectation of treatment by them in return.

The content of these values is both positive and negative, the posi-

tive content lies in the Indian's view of Indian values. For instance,

Indians are viewed as being generous and sharing, close to nature, and

concerned about the spiritual aspects of living. In each case, these

characteristics appear to b4.: in opposition to those of the white man

who is viewed as being greedy, selfish, materialistic, and uncaring.

Thus, the negative content to the concept of "Indianness" issthat a

true Indian does not behave like a white man, does not accept a

white man's job, does not leave the community, does not accept the

goals set for him by the white man. This negative content may even

be more deeply rooted--that is, an uneasy knowledge that he cannot

survive vis-a-vis the white man, and that the dominant culture holds

the quality of "Indianness" inferior, a judgment borne out in the

final marketplace, the conquered versus unconquered.

On the other hand, and alongsiqe this tendency to identify with

"Indianness," is an almost universal acceptance by Indians, Ct.jA3CiOUS

and subconscious, of the notion that Indians are no good, and that

Indians are lazy, drunken hums. Responsibility for this tragic self-

-doubt, even self-hate on the part of the Oglala Sioux, lies in part

with the policy of cultural aggression which was pursued by the

federal government for many generations. Thus, for a long time, the
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prevailing educational policy on the part of the federal government

was to eradicate the quality of being Indian. Additionally, the

Oglala Sioux were conquered at the 1.,Aght of their powers, rind the

durable trust relationship wit1 the federal government which resulted,

with its implication that the Indian could not fend for himself, could

not fail to yield an ambivalence in attitude of the Indian toward

himself.

Today, a virtually defining characteristic of being an Indian is to

have a special relationship to the federal government. That special

relationship--defined in terms of obligations assumed by the federal

government in treaties and legislation to provide certain goods and

services in exchange for land taken and other losses suffered by tribes- -

is Jealously guarded as strongly today as it was at the time these

treaties were being signed. Some spi4cific provisions of treaties (archaic

ones--to provide a gunsmith,.for example) 0 unenforced, but the basic

obligation Of the federal government "to take care of" Indians "until

the rivers cease to flow and the sun ceases to shine" (typical treaty

language), has not by any means been forgotten. Thus, from the Indian's

point of riew,.dependency upon the federal gclternment is a right be

longing to Indians, which right has been recognized by the federal

government in paper treaty, but seemingly broken .in practice.

Accordingly, the Oglala Sioux are caught in a confusion of values and

attitudes about themselves ar., the white community. They feel
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Cley are superior. to the white man, yet at the same time inferior to

but that in any avent they have a le.;a1 and moral right to be

dependent upon him.

All of these combine to create tremendJus problems of psychological

adjustment for the Sioux as an individual and for the Sioux community

as a whole. As might be expected, adolescence is actually painful

among Oglale Sioux youth. Comparative studies made of Oglala Sioux

students and nearby non-Indian students by Holy Rosary Mission

personnel and the Public Health Service mental health staff indicate

that Oglala Sioux youth have significantly greater feelings of dep-

ref:nion, alienation, and powerlessness, than normally attends

adolescence. These feelings are manifested in early drop-out

and push-out from the educational systems, an early experience

with glue-or gasoline-sniffing, and subsequently with serious drinking,

and a generally increasing pattern of delinquent behavior.

Among the adult population, there is abundant evidence of dysfunction

in the extraordinary ro7s of alcoholism and problem drinking found

on the Pine Ridge Reservation. Alcohol serves a number of purposes

at the Tine Ridge Reservation as elsewhere, and PHS Mental Health

studies have identified four major reasons given by Oglala Sioux for

driPrdhE.. The first three reasons are, interestingly, not dissimilar to

those typically given by the dominant white.culture. first, drinking is a

a weir to have fun, relax and forget the world' cares. On the reserva-

tion, in fact, there ar..: few altrrnntive diversions.' Movies, tele-

vision and other forms of general enti..,e'.ainment are inaccessible for
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most Oglala Sioux. Informal, small group social gatherings, and for

the more bold and active, general carousing, are the principal means

of entertainment. Second, drinking loosens one, permitting more

uninhibited expression and communication with other people. This is

a form of expression ordinarily denied the Oglala Sioux by their non-

verbal culture. Third, drinking frees the Oglala Sioux from the

learned restraints against e,:prJssing hostility and aggression against

those wi govern then, The Oglala Sioux is bitter and angry about

his life, and unable to focus his anger without, at the same time,

fearing a loss of federal benefaction; thus, he redirects his hos-

tility inward. Fourth, the Oglala Sioux drinks because he has come

to believe, based on his experience with white America, that drinking

is what is expected of him.

Reinforcing Factors

care on the Reservation is basically the responsibility of the

L.utiic Health Service, since 1955 part of the U.S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare. The Reservation is generally without private

doctors or dentists; thus, PHS provides general medical care, dental

care, ptichiatric.treatment, field health and sanitation.

The basic PHS facility on the Reservation is the 5P ed hospital lo-

cated at Pine '21,1ge community. Although the hospital at Pine Ridge is

relatively modern and well-ecuipped, it 1 ...le (1.-1y full-time medical

facility on the Reservation. People who live in communitiesup to

ninety miles or more away must find their own way to the clinic at Pine

Ridge, or await the arrival of a traveling once-a-week clinic to arrive
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in their own communities to obtain medical attention from a doctor.

Three or four public health nurses regularly visit outlying Reservation

-areas, but they must spread themselves over some 4,000 square miles

and approximately 10,000 people.

When patients do come into the clinic, conditions are often exu,:.sively

crowded and some wait all day and leave before they'are seen. Waiting

room facilities are drab, uncomfortable, and uninviting. If a patient.

is without private transportation, and most are, he must 1-::;k or hire

a car to drive him to the clinic. There is no public transportation

available, and the cost of hiring a car can be anywhere from five dollars

if the distance is fifteen to twenty miles away, to fifteen or twenty

dollars if the distance is ninety miles away. This is a prohibitive

expense for most Oglala Sioux, especially considering that the under-

employment and unemployment rate on the Reservation is 52 percent, and

that fully 75 percent of all households have annual incomes under $4,000.

Rural patients, moreover, are often aggravated when they arrive and

find the clinic crowded, more often than not with patients from the

immediately surrounding area close to Pine Ridge.

At present, the PHS facility is inadequate to cover medical needs,

primarily because of its inaccessibility to a large proportion of the

Reservation population. The surgical facilities are also inadequate

for certain surgical needa. There is one operating room; however, there

is no recovery room, no inteusive care unit, no psychiatric unit, no

chronic or extended care unit, and there are an insufficient number

of surgical beds. Elective surgery is presently performed at
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the hospital several days a week by a contract surgeon. It is sometimes

necessary to transfer surgical cases to hospitals off the Reservation

and some distance away. It might be no:.ed, however, that to the degree

the need for surgery is elective, rather than emergency in character,

it does not appear inappropriAte to transfer patients to ocher

facilities to receive special care. An extended out-reach program to

diagnose surgical needs earlier, thereby reducing the number of emer-

gency cases, would help to ease the present overcrowding.

Only minimal physical therapy, occupatinal, and rehabilitation

programs are provided at present. Cerebrovascular accident patients,

amputees and other accident patients receive very limited rehabilitative

therapy, as distances to referral facilities are prohibitive. There

are no facilities for extended care patients so that such patients must .

be retained in the hospital far longer than would otherwise be

necessary, a practice which contributes to present over-crowding.

The hospital provides no ambulance service except emergency transpor-

tation of patients from the PHS hospital to other facilities. The

Tribe provides inadequate serviceso that the police have to transport

many cases.

There is a serious problem of community relations. In spite of

the progress which has been made in the last few years, neither the

Oglala Sioux nor the Public Health Service personnel are satisfied with

the' situation.. Living and working. conditions for PHS personnel are not
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attractive to those accustom( to city living. On the other hand, the

Oglala Sioux remain skeptical of PHS personnel, and in many instances,

utilization of PHS services seams whimsical. Contacts between personnel

and Oglala Sioux are frequent:,y disappointing to both parties and

progress in crosscultural understanding has been slow.

It is generally believed by the Oglala Sioux that before the white

man came, Indians were never ill. With the white man came all the

infectious diseases, tuberculosis, ear infections, kidney infections,

measles, whooping cough, venereal disease and pneumonia. Some are

convinced that mental retardation was brought by the white maii and

illnesses like cancer, diabetes, heart trouble and gall stones result

from trying to live like the white man. By treaty, say th,1 Oglala Sioux,

the white man is obligated to care for the health of the Tribe, but he

is fulfilling that obligation in only a grudging and minimal fashion.

With few exceptions, the doctors at the Pine Ridge PHS facility have

been young physicians serving out their military obligations with ?HS,

rather than with the military service. Accordingly, they ordinarily

stay no longer than two years. The Oglala Sioux tend to view this as

au example of minimal effort to cure their ills, and argue that the

government is simply sending inexperienced doctors to experiment en

Indians.

To the Oglala Sioux, whose personal relations with others rarely occur

in a setting of confrontation; the kind of argument or scolding that

whites customarily' expect from their /doctor has been found to discourage

the Oglala Sioux patient fromcoming again. In addition, the Oglala
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SiOux is insulted by th.:: .4pparent brusqueness of doctors who must see

fifty to a hundred patients a day. Sioux cultural values proscribe

personal relations that are not courteous, meticulous, and free from

personal conflict. If he is angry or confused, whether by the instruc

tions from the doctor or by the assembly line atmosphere of the crowded

clinic, the Oglala Sioux is likely to withdraw and remain silent.

It is not surprising that resort to Tribal medicine men is still a

common practice on many reservations today, including the Pine Ridge

Indian Reservation.

lack of off. tive environmental control and the slow dev.aopment

of field health facilities and preventive care practices persists as a

reinforcing factor in the high rate of illness on the Reservation.

The centralization of facilities in Pine Ridge and the thin coverage

provided by the traveling field health merely insures that a

substantial population will continue to remain unreached.

Experience has shown that Oglala Sioux, for their part, arc not taking

full advantage of services even when they are accessible. Lack of

knowledge of health programs, or a previous unsatisfying experience

account for much of this. In many insances,.however, the problem is

simply indifference. This :s especially true of elderly persons.

Thus, many health problems remain hidden from Public Health Service

medical personnel for lack of effective communication wi.1 the commun

ity and the private health practices of an overwhelming number of Oglala

Sioux remain primitive and unyielding to change.
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Present Efforts

Field health clinics are held in only four reservation communities

outside Pine Ridge: Kyle and Wanblee -- one full day per week; Allen

-- one-half of one day per week; and Manderson -- one-half of one day

every other week. When there is a considerable amount of sickness,

some of the one-half day clinics are extended to a full day. The

Field Health Program g erally is staffed by one physician, three Public

Health nurses, one clinic nurse, two licensed vocational nurses,

one nutritionist, a pharmacist, four clinic aides, two clerks, one

Health Education Specialist, and the Sanitary Facilities Construction

program staff by one engineer and two sanitarians. Staffing,when the

clinic is tr. 'in8 typically consists of a physician, one public

health nun licenSed vocational nurse, a pharmacist, and a sec-

retary from the local community.

The office of Economic Development contains a health component in its

program staffed with 15 health ai ts, one social worker aide, four

-health aide leaders, and a director. There is close coordination of

effort between the PHS field health program and that of OED. Most of

the efforts of the health aides is spent in providing various health

services to homemakers, such as helping them spray their houses and

nursing cervices, although time and effort is also expended on health

education.

Under the Sanitation Facilities Construction Program over the last eight

years, a safe water supply has been extended to 2,400 people on the

Reservation and safe waste disposal facilities to a fraction of these.

All new housing is built to include certified water and waste disposal
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facilities. At tha present time, water and sewage facilities for. 44

homes are under construction, and work will begin on facilities for an

additional 105 families in the near future.

The present dental program consists of one permanent four-chair facility

at Pine Ridge, with a staff of two dental officers ani four dental

assistants, and a mobile dental unit, shared with other reservations;

this mobile unit travels the Reservation three months a year. The mobile

unit treats only children; the Pine Ridge PHS facility provides only

emergency care to adults, all other patients being children.

At the Pine Ridge hospital, tentative plans have been made for another

operating room and for an intensive care-recovery room and equipment.

Present PHS construction plans provide for only .two new medical-surgical

beds, which will bring the hospital bed complement up to 60, still

40 short of what PHS personnel feel is needed within the present scope

of the centrally located facilities program. This plan also provides

for enlarging the laboratory, pharmacy and radiological facilities,

and conversion of one patient room to a psychiatric facility.

The Community Mental Health Program, with a staff of one psychiatrist,

three social workers, an anthropologist, a psychologist, a social work

aide and a research aide, is relatively new and has initiated, among

other things, the following activities: 1) a Baseline Data Survey to'

gain certain basic information about the Reservation population, in-

cluding information which extends beyond, mere helth data; 2) research and
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program activities in alcoholism, including therapy for chronic alcoholics

referred by the Law and OrderBranch; 3) research and program activities

in the area of the most serious manifestation of mental illness--

suicide, attempted and successful -- including therapy for attemptots,

consultation with stafi of other agencies, and program development;

and 4) mental health education through speeches, workshops and consul-

tation sessions with school personnel, community groups, welfare staff,

and law enforcement personnel, This pioneering effort, as against the

total health effort, represents only eight pereent of PHS staff and 11

percent of the budget.

Solutions and Goals

Long Term

Excluding accidents, the leading causes of illness and premature death

on a.,,z Reservation are infectious diseases, the high incidence of which

can be directly traced to physical environment inadequate water, waste

disposal, and housing. The mere provision of water supply and toilet

facilities in the home would have an immediate impact on the rate of such

. illnesses at the Pine Ridge Reservation. Whatever eLse may be said, the

paramount long-term goal for physical health should be basic environmental

correction to eliminate the antecedent conditions for such illnesses.

In the area of medical sexvices, the present approach -- which involves the

centralization of facilities at Pine Ridge-- should be changed. While it is

approptiate to have certain facilities centralized, the newly complete focus

of present treatment facilities at Pine Ridge has resulted in unnecessary
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hrardship for many Oglala Sioux and madu a temp rehen_ive health program

reaching the whole Reservation population virtually impossible. A more

useful program would involve the dispersal of basic clinical services

and am gooey care units throughout the Reservation with the retention of

extended care and control hospital facilities at Pine Ridge. Put another

way, the range of medical services required on the Pine Ridge Reservation

should be evaluated with a view towards maximum possible dispersal. The

ready availability of medical attention has become basic to modern health

programming and in an area such as Pine Ridge, where there-are no local

community doctors or faellitica and the nearest medical attew-ion may

be one hundred miles away -, out -reach programs on a once-a-week, traveling

basis can be only minimally effective. In fact,,PHS could well locate

housing for physicians in the scattered communities, to permit medical

care to be dispenses from he homes of the physicians.

Expansion of mental health services r praaenta another long -term goal.

Expansion and development of the present range of clinical mental health

is sorely needed. The problem is larger, however, than mental

illness in the clinical sense. As used in this report, the notion of

mental health is extended to embrace a set of dysfunctional attitudes

held by large numbers of Oglala Sioux which make adjustment to the white

man's culture an excruciating experience. No program intended to meliorate

the conditions of life for the Oglala Sioux will succeed which is not

to cross-cultural dimensions of lifn on the Reservation.

Five -Year Goal

Even though the principal approach should be the dispersal of medical
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services, the Pine Ridge Hospital uld be expanded. It should include

a fully operation, 24-hour emergency and elective surgery program with a

staff of two board-qualified surgeons and two anaesthesiologists. An

additional operating room should be constructed and forty more beds

provided: a seven -bedcombination intensive ter_ post- operative re-

covery room; a five-bed psychiatric unit; a ten-bed chronic or extended

care unit; and 18 medical-surgical beds. Last yea:. alcr.a, the PHS

hospital processed a total of slightly over 2,000 hospital admissions and

30,000 out-patient Visits. It is estimated that this represented only

a portion of the total number of Oglala Sioux needing medical care.

Thus, even while basic environmental change leading to a reduction of

the incidence f infectious diseases might be expected to reduce the

number of patients equiring hospital ca e, nn effective out-reach program

can be expected to equalise or offset such a dee

The out- patient clinic should be _ ended to include a larger and more

attractive lobby and waiting room. In ddition, adequate over -night

accommodations should be provided in Pine Ridge for rt.t.Atives of in-

patients as well as for cut- patients who must come long distances for

clinical consultations. Moreover, space and staff should be developed

for a physical therapy, occupational and rehabilitative program.

A fully approved extended car ility offering 24-hour nursing care

should be constructed; it Ought also to incorporate clinical facilities

for routine testing and innoculations in order to relieve some of the

present congestion at the PHS hospital. Federal health insurance programs

are now available which should permit adequate cost reimbursement so
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that such a facility can be effectively operated. This facility might

be owned and operated by the Tribe.

A comprehensive care progran for the Pine Ridge Reservation

should be developed, and would require the following staff: one dental

UJMIOLULtig.Or to coordinato the untiro program of oducation, adminis-

tratIon, ordering supplies, etc.; six dentists, nne-each at Wanbloe and

Wounded Knee, three at Pine Ridge, and one for the Mobile Dental Unit;

one oral surgeon, who could also see cases referred from other reserve=

tioae in t c area; 14 dental assistants with two assistants assigned to

each dentist, including the oral surgeon; one dental laboratory tech-

nician, and one dental hygienist.

Such a comprehensive program would also require the following additional

facilities: a mobile dental unit, exclusively for the Pine Ridge Re-

servation, to provide care for children at each school; a permanent

two -chair facility at Wanblee and a similar facility at Wounded Knee;

and a dental laboratory for crown and bridge restorations, space main-

tainers for children, and other prosthetic appliances.

The Felix Cohen lfemorial Home staff should be expanded to provide

24-hour nursing care, so that older people requiring such relatively

routine care as daily innoculations may live there. Expanded use of

licensed vocational uursee in Chic regard should be feasible.

In general,diagnoStle clinics should be established in selected commun-

ities around the Reservation. These would require minimal staff, but
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would provide medical shelters for emergency care as well as

clinical testing and routine d' agnostic services. would

also serve as focal points for an expanded community education

and ettive health program and provide a local health facility

ch the community could permanently identify. Use of indigenous

health aides in a range of capacities from nursing assistant

sanitation assistants and commu

ity sense that these facilities were their own. Permanent stations

in outlying areas would also increase the likelihood of early detection

rkars, would increase the commun-

of illness so tha r cases would reach the PHS staff after the

patient is beyond help; such an approach should also effect a reduction

in the number of cases requiring hospitalization. A registered nurse

could staff each statison on a full-time basis, with the assistance of

a licensed vocational nurse and an appropriate number of community

aides, as required. Regular schedules for doctors would be maintained,

but on a more frequent basis than is possible under the existing travel-

clinic program. In emergency situations, physicians could be flown

in by helicopter in a short period of time, or -- conditions

permitting -- the patient flown to Pine Ridge.

A 24-hour rmbulance service should be provided which would effectively

bring the entire Reservation into easy reach of the PHS hospital at Pine

Ridge. The use of'helicopters for emergency cases and in times of bad

weather should be routine within five years; and the Reservation airport

should In $aproVed so that patients Can be f1c4m to other facilities

the circumstances require. At present, weather conditions make it
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A program of alcohol control -and treatment should be in which

builds upon the present efforts of the mental health staff. The direc

tion of this program should be toward the controlled use of alcohol',

rather than total bstinonce from it. Indigenous aides drawn from

the client group could be employed and group counseling techt quell

expanded. The use of indigenous aides, under professional guidance,

has been remarkable successful elsewhere in dealing with such problems,

and would be particularly helpful on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation

inasmuch as pear -group relationships are so essential to any meaningful

rehabilitation. The sale of liquor should be allowed on the Reservation

as a Tribal_enterpriae. This mad permit Trib,si control and regulation .

of the sale of alcohol to Oglala Sioux, and would sharply, reduce the

number of off - reservation arrests for drunkenness as well as the number

of off -reservation accidents due to drunk driving.

One-Year ;Aga

A Community Relations Program should be started which is designed to

overcome the present ambivalence Of community attitudes toward health

programs on the Pine Ridge Reservation and which will also help PI4S

staff to better understand patient needs, problems and attitudes.

Such a program could include a Citizens Advisory Board' a Community

Relations Director who. would hear complaints, interpret the PHS

program to the various communities on the Reservation; and an appropriate

number of subprofessional community relations aides to assist the

director.
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All professional and ub - professional non-Indian staff in the health

service field, as well us in every other field- should ho required to

take Sioux culture, preferably taught by the Sioux

themselves, before beginning their service on the Reservation. A

coordinated in-se-vice program of training might also be initiated Which

would permit regular staff exchange on problems and program 'approaches

with a view to community needs.

It is essential that the Oglala Sioux begin to view medical services

on the Reservation as a community function in which they are wholly

participating members. To facilitate this. a program should be developed

to permit and encourage medicine men now practicing on the Reservation

to become members of the PUS staff, Medicine men are now widely used by

Oglala Sioux, despite the availability of conventionally - trained pro-

fessional staff. Traditional forms of medical care possess many ad-

vantages and are being increasingly recognized as essential to the

provision of comprehensive health care for a relatively isolated,

primitive community. Both conventionally-trained medical staff and

the medicine men themselves could benefit in a situation of mutual

respect; given such an approach, the Oglala Sioux would be oncoura

to view PUS services as basically community-inspired, and medicine men

would become vernacular symbols of the medical profession, rather than

the enemies of it.

The practice of midwifery in American medicine has fallen into disuse

over the last generation and a half, Increasingly, however, professionals
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are coming to believe that there it a useful role which can be

played by non-p °nal aides. The realization by medical profess-

ionals that certain fungi ions routine that they may be performed

by non - professionals; and a. generally growing shortage of professional

personnel, is leading the medical profession to a re- examination of

many of the basic tenets of medical care, the better to determine

which functions can be taken out of professional hands. Consideration

should be given to whether certain_ adical functions associated with

childbirth and preparation for childbirth could fall into this category.

However, professional guidance and attention should be available, as

needed. The use of midwives drawn from the Oglala Sioux would serve

to make noo-:ndian health services less alien.

Additional incentives could be offered airing the first year to draw

reluctant Oglala Siouv. to professional health faCilities. A program

multi-phasic examin a similar to that now offered by the Kaiser

Health Program in San Francisco and elsewhere in the country should

be instituted for every Oglala Sioux now living on the Reservation.

Such an ext..4natien would provide PHS staff with valuable baseline

data ova health problem& on the Reservation as well as permit the

development of a medical profile On. each member of the Reservation.

in order to inure participation by everyone living on the Reservation,

remuneration could be made for each person submitting to examination.

An immediate start should be made in expanding professional and non-

professional staff in the medical program, with a view toward achieving
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optimum staff size by the end of five years: Construction of cut-reach

should begin, with temporary facilities provided while per-

manent facilities are being planned and compl ed.

While it 4e expected that the completion of adequate sanitary facilities

i.e service the entire Reservation will not be a redlity for a number

of years, a prugrun of interim facilities should be s lously considered.

liy careful consideration and selection of temporary facilitip, an

i tcdiate impact could be made on ;educing the incidence of infectious

disease. Considerable technology has been developed in relation to

prrviding, essential Sanitary services in the event of nuclear attack on

this country, and this technology could find immediate application on

the Pine Indian Reservation. In any case, an immediate prop

of water flouridation should be initiated.

Of highest priority among ----year goals should be the intensive ex-

pansion and extension of health services to out-lying areas.

A successful preventive health program on the Reservation will depend

on the pace at which an out - reach program can be effected. To many

Oglalo Sioux, and in spite of considerable effort by the Public Health

Service, pre$.ent health services are impersonal, fragmented, and lacking

in continuity. Ready access to medical attention and community iden-

tification with health services and personnel is essential if co=unity

acceptance of health programs is to be achieved,
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It is an extraordinary irony that the Oglala Sioux are annually
the beneficiaries of S8,040 per household in public expenditures,

yet suffer a median household Income of but $1,919. During the
fiscal year 1966/67 the Oglala Sioux were the beneficiaries of
approximately 300 individual programs, administered by approxi-

mately 225 dWerent public and private social agencies and
branch of these agencies, requiring the direct ministrations
of nearly 1,40Q officials working full-time and approximately

425 additional officials working part-time for the direct bene-
fit of the Oglala Sioux. Excluded from these are the numerous
program officials in district, area, regional, diocese, and cen-
tral offices who labored indirectly and off the Reservation for
the benefit of the Oglala Sioux living on the Fine Ridge Reser-
vation. Yet, in spite of this public benefaction, and massive
public expenditures for schools and education, health facilities,

and other services, the Oglala Sioux live in appalling poverty,
poor health, and social disorganization.

In effect, the Oglela Sioux, are tiad to an economy based upon non-

negotiable services, and one that fails to afford them the nec00-
sery power and capital to make the same choice in living arrange-
ments that is allowed as a matter of right to the majority of
Americans. Put another way, the Oglala Sioux receives his services
and amenities as a result of public and private benefaction rather
than private trade-offs and self-determination. There is little
opportunity for independent action or initiative within the scope
of this service strategy. In fact, the converse is true. The
Oglala Sioux is forced instead into a series of depfudent auth-
oritarian relationships with his benefactors.

The absence of beneficial result from the present service strategy,
and manifestations of increasing social disorganization, suggest
that 0 revision in strategy is crucial if the Oglala Sioux are to
achieve a measure of self-determination, A service strategy, as
opposed to a strategy providing direct income maintenance, inherently
dictates what may or may not be provided for life on the Reserva-
tion. An income strategy, on the other hand, by providing a pri-
vate sense of trade-offs and consumer decision would result both
in an open market for goods and services and self-management by
the Oglala Sioux within that market.
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Marshall Kaplan Sheldon P. Gans Howard M. Kahn Partners

James T. Yamamoto James Kalish Douglas M. Costae May B. Hipshman
D. C. Honolulu, Hawaii
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Recommendations

An income strategy should replace the present fractionated
service strategy. A minimum annual household income of
$3,500 could be insured on the Pine Ridge Reservation with
an expenditure of less than $2.5 million as direct income
subsidy.

Private operation of a number of services should replace the
present public or governmental operation of these services,
in order to facilitate a more flexible response to Oglala
Sioux needs.

The Tribal Council should be strengthened by revision of its
administrative organization, reduced in size and given a
stronger footing in dealing with federal and other govern-
mental agencies. The role of the federal government should
evolve toward one of advisor to the Tribal Council as the
Council assumes more direct responsibility for Oglala Sioux
affairs.
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ORE NA1F!XNANOE

In 1967, the 9,970 Oglala Sioux of the Pine Ridge Indian HeOcrvetion suffered

average annual incomes of only $3,050 per housohold. however, in that year,

nearly Cle-third of all Oglala Sioux households received annual.ihoomes under

$1,000; over two-thirds received annual ineom_ under S3,000; and fully

three-quarters received annual incomes under $4,000. In 1967, the median

household income of the Oglala Sioux $1,910; average household size

5.6 persons.

Theuu findings describe a people living in dire poverty. Although the average

household size of the Oglala Sioux was appeoximately seventy percent larger than

that of all Americana, their average household income was leas than one-

third that of the whole country. Paradoxically, however, in 1967, the Oglala

Sioux were the direct collective recipients of approximately $17.6 million

or $9,920 per household in public, quasi - public, private charitable, and private

non-charitable earned funds. This total considers all souroes and all forms of

paymen ' thus, direct each payments -- both earned and unearned, including

transfer payments as well as the _

all Indian land sales are nannidarad together.

public services and income from

Two important points are apparent. First, although very substantial funds

are expended for the benefit of the NIela Sioux, the actual benefits to
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the tglala Sioux relative to these costa or expenditures remain marginal.

Put s other way, despite very substantial direct expenditures on the Pine

ation, two-thirds to three quarters of all Oglala Sioux households

live on incomes well below the poverty threshold. Second, the s gnificant

Spread between median household income ($1,910) and average household income

,050) suggests that the Oglala Sioux are, in income terms at least, two

peoples. There are those who are_ employed and receive annual incomes cuff

Ciently high to permit them the luxury of participating in at least the more

adily attained aspect(' of the rural American mainstream. Perhaps as many

as 40 percent-of all Oglala Sioux households owe this participation to federal,

state, county or tribal employment. The remaining 60 percent or more of

*
all Oglala Sioux households are nonparticipants, outside this mainstream.

Accordingly, it ie clear that two eecnomie®-exiut on the Pine Ridge Reaerua

tion,' the one supported by and at least marginally geared to meet the:needs

of the participants, the other supported by and perhaps even lase marginally

geared to meet the needs of the nonparticipanta. The costs of theme two

economies in temp ocial disorganization. are not easily calculated.

However, the indices of social dinorganization on the Fine Ridge'Renervation

are impressive. Theca indices are all the more impressive for the fact that

condition(' appear to be worsening.

Problem Descripqon

Were it not for the fact that the Oglala _o Pine Ridge Indian

Reservation were co desperately and obviously poor, it might be concluded

they were a bleeped and fortunate people. Thus, the Oglala Sioux -- and
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perhaps American Indiana on reservations generally -- probably receive more

total public assistance than any other group in America. The data on this

point is persuasive; Table shows data on major funding sources and amounts

which were expended on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation during Fiscal Year

1966/67..

Table I Mayor Funding Sources an1Amvunts OfLjEll

Sources 8

Amounts

Federal, $12,460,447 70.7%
State 766,312 4.3
County 139,219 .8
Tribal 488,567 2.8
Private Social Service 4541642 2.6
Agricultural and

Ladd Sales 2,742,178 15.5
Private Commercial

and Industrial 508,000 3.3
Total .$17.639,365 100.o%

It is Apparent that without the funding ass . he federal government,

the Oglala Sioux of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. would Suffer even greater
0

poverty than In already their lot.' However, the indices of need remain

impressive. Thus, despite several generations of federally-assisted edu a-

tion, the median number of ochool years completed remains well below the

median for wnite America. Only nonwhites, including Indians, in America

exhibit a lower median, however, thin median is substantially lowered an a

result of failure to provide even marginally adequate odueational-services

to Negroes in the South. Table II on the following pagc chows data en educa-

tional attainment levels fOr the Oglala Sioux; Table II also shows comparable

data for white and nonwhite Americans. Distinctions noted between full bloods

- 2
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of no matzoh genetic distinotions as they are distinc-

time based on individual identity.

Table I School Yearn Completed (Porno, old and_mma

Percentage Distribution

Blelontary School rilsh &Aloe' College

Lees than

5 Yrs

5-7 8

ZER. ZEE-
1-3

Ls
4

ZELL

1-3

al
4

XII

Total
percent

Median

Years

Oglala '1UX 8.5 '244, 21.1 25.3 15.5 39 100.0 8.13

Full Bloods 12.1 33.0 22.3 21.5 9.0 1.4 .7 100.0 8.3
Mixed Bloods 4.5' 14.5 19.7 29%7 22.9 6.7 2.0 100.0 10.2
U.S. Whites 6.7 12.8 18.1 19.3 25.8 9.3 8.1 100.0 10.9
U.S. Nonwhites 23.5 23.4 12.8 18.7 13.8 4.4 3.5 100.0 8.2

Several points are immediately self -evident. First, there exis

cant disparity between the number of echool yearo corn d by those Oglala

Sioux who identify as full bloods and thole who identify an mixed bloods.

Thus, the likelihood of completing high school among full bloods is substantially

lower than among mixed bloods. This disparity is even greater among Oglala

Sioux who have completed at least some college, with very substantially fewer

full bloods having attended at leastnnome. oollego than mixed bloods. This

suggests that educational services on the Reservation have been not only

inadequate and unresponsive to the needs of the apparently more acculturated

mixed bloods, but that thene same educational services have been even more

woefully inadequate and unresponsive to the needs of the generally less

acculturated full bloods. In this Yeapect, it is noteworthy that the median

number of school years completed among mixed bloods was 10.2 years, while

the median among full bloods was only 8.3 years.
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By the same token, comparison of school year completion data between Oglala

and U.S. whiten shows clearly the enormous disparity of educational

attainment van. Thus, while fully 80_ percent of all U.S. whites Complete

four or more years of college, only 1.3 percent of all Oglala Sioux complete

Tour or more years of college. Moreover, only .7 percent of all adults who

Wentify as fullblooded Oglala Sioux complete four or more years of college.

This data in all the more oartling, considered against the finding that in

1967 approximately $3.5 million, or per capita, wan expended by all

public and private sources to provide. educational services on the Reservation

for the Oglala Sioux By comparison, the State of South Dakota expended

$161 per capita to provide educational services for all its residents, and

the United States at large expended ;149 per capita for all Americana; thp

average for all governments was $155 per capita. Accordingly, the total of

all funds from all sources expended on the Pine Ridge Indian Reoc--% ion to

provide educational cervices for the Oglala Sioux exceeded the total expended

to provide such se rvionn by the State of south Dakota by 125 percent 2-1/4

times). The results in terms of year completion levels are not impressive.

Rowever.eohoolye- . mpletion data erely describes quantitative data on

how long rtudente stay in nchool;it may have little if any -- relevance

to the quality of ed)at'.on. In fact, the quality of educational servicen

the Pine Ridge Indian Reserv, Lion leaven much to be desired. Thun, while

quantitatively high student dropout rates and low schoolyear completion

ratan can nuperfiCially suggest serious on the part of the several

educational systems on the Reservation, qualitative data clearly suggests tha

Oglala Sioux have fallen behind the national dome of educational attainment;
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Moreover, Oglala Sioux appear to be failing further behind relativ,:, to the

national norm. Table III chows data for 1965 and 1967 California A'!eieve-

Cent Test (CAT) ocoree received by Oglala Sioux elementary school students

attending BIA schools on the Reservation.

Table III: BIA Elementary School Student CAT (Total battery)
Com ared with National Norma

Percentage of Studrit Scores in
2221ERentile and aboveramm_

Percentage
Decrease

Elementary
School Grade 1967 1965-6J

Fourth 76% 59% -35%
Fifth 67% 58% -16%
Sixth 33% 28% -18%
Seventh 51% 45% -13%
Eighth 43% 30% -43%

Although CAT score averages vary from year to year on the Reservation, it

romaine apparent that Oglala Sioux attending BIA elementary schools have tended

to fall further behind; high drop-out rates, or more appropriately push-out

rates, tend to leave the more educationally motivated in school with.each

succeeding grade no that -- to some degree Oglala Siou?c CAT score comparisons

with the national norm 4 to improve for mevoral grader following the major

grader, of school drop-out. Thin point in particularly relevant to Oglala

Sioux who roach the sixth grade in which total school attendance drops nubetan

tially and CAT coerce lag far behind the national norm. Put another way,

the sixth grade appearsae the first major of several subsequent major

watorehede, which nerve to separate the Oglala Sioux who will go on in

school fr p those who will nom.
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That the frictional costs of providing educational vices are aubntantial,

if not excessive, ie also illustrated by the fact that teaoherh in the BIA

schools are paid much lees than teachers in Shannon, Bennett, and Wasbabaugh

counties, or even on the average in South Dakota. Thus, despite per capita

educational expenditures -- apart from costs of building new or improving

existing school plant which are more than twice those for ten-Indian

South Dakotans, BIA teachers' salaries lag behind non-BIA teachers' salaries

in Shannon County by approximately 26 percent; BIA teachers' salaries lag

behind San Francisco teachers' salaries by fully SO percent. This point is

particularly relevant insofar an not only aunt the BIA compote for teachers

with other countiee in South Dakota, but the BIA should also be called upon

to compete for teachers with the very beet educational systems throughout

the country. In fact, it seems reasonable to expect'more -- not less -- than

local scale if they are to attract the very best teacher talent.

Other qualitative data is oven more persuasive that the basic approach to

the provision of educational services on the Reservation has essentially

failed, despite the expenditure of enormous public and private undo. Put

another way, qualitative data clearly suggests that educational services have

not only been ui pensive to the needs of the Oglala Sioux, but that these

services have tended to alienate and perpetuate the failure syndrome which no

permeates Oglala Sioux society. Thum, there in persuasive data that theoret-

ical alienation levele increase with impresaive consistency among Oglala

Sioux having greater degrees of blood -line identity. In fact, were a measure

used which ignored blood-line identity and concentrated instead on degree

of social identity with Oglala Sioux tradition, it seems more than likely
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that theoretical alienation scores would show an even more impressive disparity

compared with rural whites with each successive increase in Oglala Sioux

social identity level.

In any case, theoretical alienation levels among Oglala Sioux seventh and

eighth grade students without reference to blood-lind distnotions, were

fully 18 percent above their white counterparts attending public schools

in rural South Dakota and MebraSka. Moreover, Oglala Sioux who showed a greater

gree of blood-line identity than the Oglala Sioux blood-line average generated

higher theoretical alienation scores; accordingly, seventh and eighth

grade Oglala Sioux otudentu whose blood-line identities ere three -qua

or more generated theoretical alienation scores fully 23. percent above their

white rural counterparts. Oglala Sioux ninth through twelfth graders also

generated high theoretical alienation scores relative to their white rural

counterparts at the same grade level. By the same token, theoretical alienation

scores increased consistently in accordance with increased blood-line identity.

Qualitative data which distinguishes between nonverbal and verbal intelligence

quotient scores is also illuatrUtive of the finding that the frictional costs

of the present approach to the provision of educational services on the

Reservation are excessive. Thus, although the nonverbal and verbal I.Q.

Scores of white rural ninth through twelfth graders show little disparity

(110.7 and 109.4 respectively), the disparity among their Oglala Sioux counter-

parts is substantial (101t1 and 94.6 respectively). Moreover, this disparity

is even more pronounced between the nonverbal and verbal I.Q. scores of those

w.th greater blood-lino identity. Thus, Oglala Sioux who reflect only ono-

blood-line identity generate nonverbal and verbal I.Q. scores which

00.10I - GO - pt. 4 77
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are substantially the same (98'.8 and 97.8 respectively), while Oglala SiouX

who reflect a full blood identity generate nonverbal and verbal Lg. scores

which are substantially different (98.6 and 91.8 respectively). In any case-,

rural whiten generate coneintently higher ocoree on both nonverbal and verbal

test _ ir Oglala Sioux counterparts, regardless of blood-line

identity. This suggeets, among other things, that he improvement of educational

services is only marginally a function of increased per capita expenditarea

and that there remains a basic malaise which must be cured before Oglala

Sioux education can be significantly improved.

In 1967, the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the Office

of Economic Opportunity,' and thu South Dakota State Department of Health

combined to spend Si,771,878 on a Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. This

total reflects an expenditure of $183 per capita. By comparison, the State

of South Dakota spent only $13 per capita in providing publicly-financed

medical care to its residents, and the United States spent $28 per capita

on all Americana. It should be noted, however, that meat expenditures on

health in the United States. are not financed publicly, but are financed pri-

vately. As a result, data on the cost of providing public health care on the

vation (which is only marginally supplemented by the private purchase

the
of health servic the coot of providing private health c

Reservation which ie only marginally supplemented by the public provision

of health services ie not readily comparable. However, the fact that' nationally

approximately $174 per capita, or acme to the total public expenditure per

capita on the Reservation, is presently being spent, both publicly and privately

to provide health cares exolusive of plant construction or improvement
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suggests that public unds on the Reservation are not being well spent. In

this respect, the data is overwhelming. The post neonatal (28 days to

months) infant mortality rate in three times that for all Amor Cane, although:

the' neonatal (under 28 days) infant mortality rate is approximately the same

as that for all Americans. This appears to suggest that although noona

care in PHS hospitals in comparable to that available to all Americans:and

that, accordingly, moot births must new occur in the PHS hospital, family

health care outside the hospital is subatantially worse. Put another way,

it would appear that the present approach to health care nsofar as it must

.occur in a medical facility under direct professional attention is grossly

inadequate by reason of the fact that it tends to ighore'the private, non-

professional care which must inevitably return the patient to the Oglala

Sioux family. this sense, the present approach to medical care remains

crisinoriented, as distinct preveative-hcalth-c -oriented.

Tubercular rates are illustrative of this point. Thus, in the years between

1954 and 1964, both national and Indian mortality rates attributable to

tuberculosis dropped by approximately the same percentage, 61 and 55 parcel

respectively. However, the Indian mortality rate due to tuberculosis remained

at approximately the same ratio to the national mortality rate due to tuber-

culosis, or approximately. five times the national rate. This muggeote that

treatment techniques have substantially improved in the decade between 1954

and 1964, ouch that the Oglala Sioux have merely ,benefited in the came ratio

as have all Americans. Put another way, medical care dealing with tubercular

pathology on the Reservation has not improved as a function of problems

peculiar to Oglala Siouxs In this respect, it is noteworthy that morbidity
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rates attributable to tuberculosis have else fallen by approximately

same percentage for both Indians and all Americana alike. Nonetheles_, the

morbidity rate among,Indiano remains approximately coven times that among

all Americana.

on morbidity attributable to amoebic and bacillary dysentery even more

Clearly illustrates the point hat expenditures.for health care on the Pine

Ridge Indian Reservation still sorely fail to generate conditions which

meet the most rudimentary et ndards of health care for all Americana. Thssl

the incidence of dysentery can be taken as an indite of the effectiveness of

family-oriented health care inasmuch no dysentery prevention may be more a

matter of family rather than professional medical care. In 1964, the inci-

dence of dysentery among American Indians was approximately 49 times that

among all Americans. During the previous decade, the Indian dysentery morbidity

rate had remained substantially constant 40 had the dysentery morbidity

rate for all Americans.

Once again, this nug ote that while profess' ally-administered health

may, at least in the PHS hospital and olinico, approximate that available to

all Americana, the real failure of the health care program on the Reservation

remains in its inability to extend health care services to the home in the

form of family health care. It also seems likely that the mare infusion of

additional funds to improve hospital care I have little real

overall mortality and morbidity rates on the Pine Ridge Indian Reserve

The fact remains that while approximately 72 percent of all docitho nationally

are attributed to dogonorative, chronic conditions and long-term illneosee,

only 35 percent of all deaths among Indiana are attributed to these same
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causee. Put another way, while superficially thin might appear to

indicate that Indian health in better than health nationally, in fact, Indian

'mortality rates are. more frequently attributable to causes which aro rarities

among most Americans. Accordingly, death due to what is commonly termed

"old age" is approximately twice an likely among all Americans an it is

among American Indians alone.

One other point remains especially noteworthy with reference to the effi a

of health care in terms of the expenditure of public funds on the Pine Rid

Indian Reservation relative to the expenditure of en almost equal sum total

of public and private funds o

turns about the fact that while crude death rates from all anuses are approxi-

mately the same for Indiana and all Americans alike,, major disparities remain,

and among causes of deaths which may be attributed to Social disorganization,

the death rates have actually increased over the last decade.

11 Americans. This point

Thus, deaths due to accidents (163.6/100,000), cirrhosis of the liver (26.7/

100,000), homicide (15.9/100,000), and suicide 16.0100,000 account for a .

total of 222.2 deaths per 100,000 population, or 25.6 percent 11 deaths.

comparison, deaths due to these four causes nationally now account for only

eathn per 100,000 population or only 114 percent of all deathe. In 1954

(14 years ago), combined Indian mortality rate due co these four causes was

177.0 deaths per 100,000 population. Accordingly, as improvemente in tradi=

tional health care are affected among the American Indians, causes of death

as indices of Social disorganization take an increasing toll of Indian lives.

Among some Indian age groups, deaths attributed to any of the

leading causes of death'. having significance in terms of social dicorganization

major
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tality rate attributed to

fully 5.2 times as great as am

tality rate attributed
to cirrhosis of the liver

among Indian adults in this same
age group is fully 9.2 times that

among all Americans in the name age group.

In the.15- to 194year-old
age group, suicide is not only the second leading

cause of death among Indian youths, but it aloe °ours at a rate fully 4.1

times as great as among all
Americans; among Indians, homicide is the third

leading cause of death in this age group, and occurs at a rate fully 2.6

times as great as among all Americans. Among American Indians in the 20- to

24-year-old age group, homicide is the second leading cause of death, and

occurs at a rate fully 4.3 times
as great as among all Americans in the same

age group; among American Indians in this age group, suicide is the third

leading cause of death.
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among all Americans of similar noes. Thus, the mor-

dents among Indian adults in the 25-44 age group is

Americans'in the same age group, and the uer-

Housing, employment, and crime data can also be analyzed along functional

lines. 'However, it seems enough here to make the point that housing 10

generally substandard, employment opportunities are few and constricted, and

the incidence of crime -- at least in tribal court terms -- is exceedingly

high, Without a coordinated plan
which recognizes the essential sooial

structure of Oglala Sioux culture, it seems clear that additional expenditures

Will not effect a significant
improvement in the lives of the Oglala Sioux@

llnderly Causes

Although it remains almost inevitable that an analysis of 'h

social services follows categorical or functional' lines,
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to suggest that the: basic problem of providing social services on the Reser-

vatic's in that nancash categorical or functional services are not only essen-

tially unresponsive, but that they deny the existence the Ogiala Sioux

as a whole man. This point seems to be especially applicable to the problem

of providing educational services on the Reservation, although it seems appro-

priate to consider the meaning of educational cervices in its broadest sense

to include home and family care training, health care training, and job training.

The indices of maladaptivo behavior dominate all other indices. Failure

to achieve an adequate education, demonstrated by extremely high drop-out

rates, initially low and subsequently decroasingly lower intellectual perfor-

mer= with each successively higher grade level, alcoholism, crime, and

juvenile delinquency are common indices of social disorganisation of the

Reservation.

All of this suggests an alienation level which is not only subhtantiel,

but which denies the basic goals of the DIA relative to the Oglala

Thus, the point which can be made relative to the clash between the values

fostered by traditional educational services cn the Reservation and Oglala

raditions can also be made relative to the whole relationship between

adult Oglala Sioux and their BIA administrators. In an educational context,

the hypothesis is that alienation among Oglala Sioux children be positively

related to the discrepancy between teacher values and Oglala Sioux child-

rearing practices. Put another way, to the extent that a teacher responds

to his Oglala Sioux students in an authoritarian manner and fostorn.compe-

titian in the classroom, his students will evidence high levels of alienation,

low levels of aspiration, low achievement, and low achievement motivation.
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most be said that the harder school teachers

o direct Oglala Sioux toward acceptable

reaietent will be the Oglala .Sioux p , regardless of a

"PIA administra

Is, the more

Accordingly, the cooperative mode of existence with its focus on generosity

and its antagonism to status seeking which is deeply rooted in the child

rearing practices of the Oglala Sioux runs counter to the goals of a system

which values competition and rewards success relative to the failure of others.

The development of symbols which array children along a continuum of success

and failure and which also tends to provide now symbol and diffore

treatment within such a continuum is clearly alien and unacceptable to both =-

Oglala Cioux children and their` parents. Traditional failure among Oglala

Sioux is interpreted in terms of peer group ridicule and shame, au distinct

from the authoritarian direction and guilt training typical of white, middle

class America. Technically, the clash can be placed in the context of the

typically "shame" culture of the Oglala Sioux at odds h the "guilt" culture

of white, middleclass'America. 'In money terms, it is clear the, more

infusion or even saturation of funds to provide substantially "improved"

services will continuo to fail.

In the final analysis, the issue which is most disturbing in terms of

now considerable frictional costs of providing noneash, inevitably auth

itarian, services to the Oglala Sioux remains the failure of the Oglala Sioux

to respond to federal, state, local, and private funding munificence. The

underlying causes are complicated by their multiplicity and subtly. However,

an underlying thesis appears to tie together loose ends, and provide a thread

or continuity, the clear recognition of and appropriate response to which

2
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could enhance living conditions on the Reservation and -- at the same time

-- insure a more attcaetivo coat to benefit ratio. The relationship of the

BIA to the Oglala Sioux, and Indian tribes generally) hau been authoritarian

in both a literal and figurative sense. Put another way, despite the seeming

emotional commitment to partnership which characterizes the relationship

of the BIA to the Oglala Sioux, the actual relationship of the Bureau of the

Oglala Sioux has not been one of either partnership and equal cooperation, nor

even one of giving and receiving advice and aid in solOng mutual problems. Roth-

ends cc e a relationship of the controller to the controlled. Although

other considerations may better illustrate this relationship, the fact that

fully 96.2 percent of all fUnda apent on the Reservation have their

outside the control and direct effort of the Oglala Sioux may be indication

enough of the extreme dependence of the Oglala Sioux on federal, state, local,

and private, externally - controlled charitable &curses. However, even this

impreecive quantification fails to'fully describe the degree of dependency

and, conversely, the certain authoritarian quality of the BIA'relative to he

people it servos. Thus, even the 3.8 percent which may be attributed to

private terpri -- in the broadest sense to include private cattle grazing

as well ac private industrial activities -- ie largely dependent on public

assistance and constraints; assistance can take the forms of the public services

provided by county rural extension agents or of BIA industrial development

specialists, and constraints can take the forms of public per acre cattle

grazing limitations or control of land-lease income advances.

This authoritarian relationship was true not only by virtue of ry, but

by virtue of European ethic which is basically authoritarian in nature. The
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Oglala Sioux, perhaps more than most Indian tribes, were subdued by force.

Moreover, this subduction appears to have occurred at the near zenith of

their cultural and economic development, which fact has made the Oglala

Sioux all the more nostalgic for a life that almost was and has made the

fall all the more painfull. In any case, beginning with the War Department

and subsequently the BIA under the jurisdiction of the Department of Interior,

the Oglala Sioux have had their destiny Shaped by authoritarian deci

which have been essentially unilateral, regardless of the good intentions

of the administrators. This does not in any way deny that the BIA as

as other agencies working on the Reservation, have frequently been

intentioned in-their motives to improve the lot of the Oglala Sioux. In

short, to the Oglala Sioux, the Bureau of Indian Affairs -- and probably

all others concerned with their welfare -- continue to symbolize the authori-

tarian aspect of their relationship as a people controlled relative to their

controllers.

Thus, the Bureau (which appears to encompass all non-Indians and Indians

alike not otherwise obviously in the same social circumstances as the mass

of Oglala Sioux) holds their land in trust, and releases land to only those

Oglala Sioux which it decides unilaterally are competent. The Bureau grants

funds unilaterally on reservation or tribal expenditures. It, at least in

the extended sense, grants welfare payments( unilaterally, in amounts- at

least from the viewpoint of the Oglala Sioux -- which it sees fit. And the

au can clear the road of snow for a favoredOglala Sioux and deny such a

service to one not favored. In short, the unilateral authoritarian control

pervades the Oglala Sioux-federal relationship, and denies the whole man
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in the way that urban welfare practices frequently deny the ghetto

the social orientation of a male head of household.

As history developed, no other administrative relationship appeared possible,

certainly given the authoritarian mental _ net of the dominant white culture

from which BIA administrators were and are drawn, and within which. federal

policy is structured. The Oglala Sioux were first controlled as an alien and

Conquered people. However, the ethics of a "guilt" society based on authori-

tarian control would not permit the Oglala Sioux to be enslaved in any formal

sense or killed, as the Oglala Sioux ould have killed or enslaved a people

they had subdued. In fact, the American authoritarian mystique serves to

deny such an approach which requires tho total subjugation or slaughter of a

conquered people.

Bather, the authoritar n mystique requires that a kind of special salvation,

rooted in the certainty that the values of the dominant culture are true,

be impressed upon those subjugated for their own good. As a result, the

Oglala Sioux were treated as prisoners, made helpless the better to mold

their minds and society into a new and better form, and'at the came time

clothed and fed in order to maintain the body intact during the process of

salvation. Accordingly, in an economy which regarded the Oglala Sioux tradi*

tional under-utilization of land as intolerably wasteful and an interference

with the American destiny, and which believed wholly in ire ability to manipu-

late this piece of the greater American environment much as it was in the

process of other sectors, it seemed noceseary to transform the

Oglala Sioux into white men in the most broadly acceptable American mold.
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The symptoms and the results have been described before, although it appears

with little affect. Summary repetition is necessary inasmuch as it is the

clash of the authoritarian mystique with Oglala Sioux raditions which 110

at the heart of the problem of improving the lot of the Oglala Sioux

people. This point is especially relevant in terms of the day-to-day

administration of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation and the kinds of

people most likely to be attracted to the ranks of Bureau administration

and, perhaps, the ranks of a public bureaucracy generally.

Thus, made helpless, their every action in accordance with their own

culture bidden--in religion, in home life, in community relationships,

in property relationships--the Oglala Sioux have responded with a type of

behavior comparable to that characterized by clinical psychologists as

"hostile dependence." This means that they are hostile and also that

then are dependent, but it also means more: it 'means that they act As if

they were using their dependence, the only weapon they perceived available

to them until very recently, ass, weapon against the Bureau.

The relationship is like that which sometimes emerges between a child and

a mother who manages the child's every act: swamping him with attention and

what she takes to be love, guiding his every step, refusing to let him de

things for himself, insisting that she do for him what he should be doing

for himself, and demanding everything in return. Sometimes such a child,

in an unconscious attempt to punish his mother, bee ®mss completely passive

in externals and incapable of helping himself, learning to walk and to

speak late and slowly, being unable to feed himself, denying the ability

to learn to speak, or to read, so that through his failure to develop,

his mother will feel her failure and will be punished. Having no other
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weapon, he makes one which operates with eccrueiating koennesa against

both mother and child alike.

To a person acquainted ith thq psychological reaction sketched above,

the Oglala Sioux seem to act similarly e to act as if by being completely

passive, by leaving in the hands of the white society complete responsibility

for their problems, they would remind the white of his incapacity to solve

the problem he had no arrogantly net out to master. Every ease of economic

need, every individual delinquency is as if intended to make PIA officials

feel a sense of their personal failure, to cause them to feel guilt and defeat.

From another viewpoint, the situation may be exploited in terms of the pre-

conquest culture of the °aisle Sioux. The white society can be perceived as

an all-powerful and all-good outside agency, having given the Sioux their

lives when they were helpless before it; the Oglala Sioux endure misery

now as they endured pain to prove to the all-powerful Waken Tanka their

worthiness to receive his grace. But before the white society for some

reason chose to spare them, it first destroyed their life, and their passive

hostility,is as if they were using the only weapon they have to injure an

enemy in the only way open to them, cooperating in their own paralysis.

Let it be noted that any Oglala Sioux presented with these comparisons would

deny them in bewilderment and probably with indignation for the Sioux iu

not conscious of any desire except to improve his lot. TheS4 are inter

pretationa, not of conscious decisions; but of the unconscious forces which

determine human behavior. Hut the passivity of the Oglala Sioux, their

inability to take the small actions necessary for small, but real improvements,
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the tension in their unreal relationships to Bureau officials, cannot

be explained except such unconscious forces. This is why the

problem is 50 baffling and frustrating to Bureau officials in the field,

The endless words of discussion of problems and decisions somehow do not get

at the causes of behavior. Accordingly, to the many analysts of the Oglala

Sioux (particularly Hagen 6 Sehaw), the evidence of an emotional state more or

less parallel to "hostile dependence" is undeniable; no other explanation

fits all the facts of the C850 as convincingly as this one.

The remedy is the mare difficult. ThuS, while an authoritative American

sty seems ready to offer economic inducement in the form of any measure

likely to be effective, the notion of altering its own behavior in order

create a relationship in which the Oglala Sioux will be able to alt

own society may be as difficult for white Americans as for red.

Reinforcing Factors

The Pine Ridge Indian Reservation operates -- to a large degree -- outside the

money economy ',common to the rest of the United States. It is as though the

Reservation were an island, cut off 17rom the trade and commerce in which

the rest of the nation is involved. In this sense, the Reservation is an

economic and social anachronism. But, more important, its social envir

mutt prepares the Oglala Sioux to deal with the very real complexities of

life, both on and off the Reservation. A money economy is not without its

advantages; it is relatively frictionless, and is capable of enormous response

in the private market place on which it depends.
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However, the economy of the Piuc Ridge Indian Reservation is basically service-

oriented. As such, it represents a service strategy which is rooted in a

period of Indian treaties, in which federal responsibility generally extended

little further than the regular distribution of dried beef and blanket rolls

to the Oglala Sioux. In a sense, this basic form of distribution has con-

tinued, although now dried beef has been supplanted by food surplus commodi-

ties, and blanket rolls have been supplanted by HAA- financed low-rent housing.

However, the basic thrust remains the same: service strategy vs. income

strategy, the former essentially rigid and institutional, the latter essen-

tially flexible and responsive, the former suffering a high degree of frictional

inertia, the latter enjoying a high degree of dynamic resiliency and effective-

ness.

The Pine Ridge Indian Reservation was eatalblished 90 years. ago. Then, as now,

its operation was rooted in the notion of a service strategy, devised by an

authoritarian society which believed that the provision of non-negotiable ser-

vices would insure that the Oglala Sioux received what was "good" for him,

and was denied what was "bad." This basic approach denied individual choice

insofar as -= at least in theory-- dried beef was not supposed to have been neg-

otiable for bed-rolls, and certainly not for whiskey. In fact, of course,

it was; so, unfortunately, was an allotient of land. However, the essential

fact remains that this basic service strategy, which has continued -- essentially

unchanged -- into the present day, has not only generated a very considerable

frictional inertia and cost, but it has also denied the Oglala Sioux a sense

of choice and a simple, efficient mechanism to effect trade-offs.
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Thus, while most Americans receive negotiable money which can be readily

traded for products and services, and which products and services can be

traded once again for money in a continuing and responsive cycle, the Oglala

Sioux receive products and services which are not readily traded or negotiable.

Accordingly, such products and services need not be hose which the Oglala

Sioux most desires, and he must trade as best he can such generally undesired

food surplus commodities as soybeans and dried milk for generally more desired

kerosene and potatoes. The high cost to the Oglala Sioux.cannot be ignored..

A prisoner of a bureaucracy he can ill understand, provided products and ser-

vices he believes to be generally inadequate, inappropriate, and unresponsive.

the Oglala Sioux is forced to live in a complex society of essentially non-

negotiable services which tend to deny the development of a private sense of

choioaand trade-offs.. Accordingly, too, it is little wonder that land allot-

ments have been readily sold, ldased, or permitted,and that the Oglala Sioux

hme so little developed the needed personal wherewithal to compete in the

money market of white America. Put another way, the system has been at once

self-perpetuating and self - defeating, insuring that a hostile dependency will

continue indefinitely.

Nowhere is this more clearly illustrated than in Reservation land policy and

the proVision of educational services. Thus, the Allotment Act of 1487 was

based on the premise that the Ogiale Sioux, once provided with the ownership

of land in fee (albeit subject to trust restrictions), would become farmers

in the best American tradition. The success of the Homestead Act, as it op-

'crated among white Americans of European descent, could hardly be denied: in

fact, it seems unlikely that the West would have been settled so early, without
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the significant incentives of the Eiomestoad Act and massive land grants to

Westward-expanding railroads. However, what worked for white Americans failed

to work for red. The Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, once 2,786,539 acres,

now contains only 1,518,261 acres, a reduction of 45.6 percent. This reduc-

tion reflects an alienation rate based on land sales alone, of approximately

22,600 acres per year since 1912; in fact, in the last decade, this sales

rate has averaged slightly more than 30,000 acres per year. In addition,

Oglala ve chosen to lease to non-Indians all but ten percent of their

land used for farming and permit to non-Indians almost half of their land

used for grazing. That the Oglala Sioux tend to view land as a capital, albeit

important, asset seems clear; that Reservation land policy is still largely

agricultural in orientation seems no less clear.

The essential failure of the educational services provided the Oglala Sioux

well-documented. High school drop-out or,more appropriately, push-out rates

describe a cycle of alienation which seems to continue and grow in force,

Intensity, and level. Thus, among all Oglala Sioux 25 years old and over,

the median number of school years completed is only a.s years; the median

among U. S. whites is 10.9 years; however, among Oglala Sioux full - bloods, the

median is only 8.3 years. An inadequate education alone does not insure

unemployment and a continuing cycle of poverty. However, educational and

other public services which engender high rates of alienation almost certainly

insure that the poverty cycle will be self-repeating.

Still another example of the self-perpetuating character of the service strategy

system is illustrated by the common experience of the HIA and Indian Claims

Commission with per capita payments to Indian tribes. Since 1946, the Indian
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Claims Commingion has granted approximately 100 awards totalling over

$225,000,000, The KiaSath Indian Tribe of Southern Oregon received one such

award upon termination of their reservation. Approximately 1,600 tribal mem-

bers each received $44,000, sharing in an award totalling approximately

$2,500,000. for the most part, individual award money was ill-spent; Klamath

Indians spent frivolously. paying too much for too little, for unneeded products

and services. The outcome could have been predicted; in fac , it was. The

Klamath Indians fell prey to eadillacdeelers and television salesmen They

did not understand the money economy, which is what those who had paid heed --

as officials -- to their needs had been saying all along. This, after all,

was the rationale for the service strategy, to insure that the Klamath Indians

received in non-negotiable services what was "good," and did not receive

what was "bad.° In a sense, however, this service strategy served as a self-

proving proposition. Denied for years the responsibility of operating in a

money economy, the Klamath Indians were unable to learn instantly what they

had not needed to learn in the many years which preceded the award. The

Klamath Indians had proVed, by their conduct, that they were unable to manage

their lives and. in so doing; seemed to have given new credence and force to

the service strategy system. In fact, the opposite lessen ought to have

been learned: thclt those who are denied access to the ultimate in private

decision-makin- share in the money economy, will act out the worst

fears to those who would protect them from themselves.

Accordingly, the reinforcing factor which basically underlies poverty and

alienation among the Oglala Sioux of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation must

be attributed to the failure of a service strategy system which is at once
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unresponsive and denies the private sense of trade-offs and self-determination

in which the rest of America is involved. Change will be no simple matter,

for it is the basic system of service strategies which must be changed. Un-

fortunately. even the Oglala Sioux has over the years come to believe in it

as a basic strategy, if only it could be "more" or "better." This will make

change difficult, and it will be no less difficult for the fact that his

administrators_ share the belief of the Oglala Sioux in the basic efficacy of

a system of service strategies. Beth have relatively little experience with

any other system and, at least for the Oglala Sioux in a poverty culture,

what is known and now available is generally viewed with greater sympathy than

what is unknown and not now available.

Present Efforts

The following tables describe the dis buti8n of.funding sources and amounts

expended on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation for the benefit of the Oglala

Sioux. Altogether, during fiscal year 1966/67, the Oglala Sioux, directly and

collectively, shared in income and the cost of services which totalled

$17,639,365. This total represents an average annual cash and non-cash income

of $9,920 per household. Of this total, only $3,330,178 or 18.8 percent could

be attributed to non-public or private social service sources. However, even

this $3,330,171Tover-states the case for economic independence among the

Oglala Sioux. Thus, only 44.6 percent of the $3,330,178 total attributed to

non-public and private social service sources could be reasonably attributed

to market-oriented earned income; the remaining 53.4 percent was attributable

to income received from the sale, lease, or permit of Indian-held land. Put

another way, only $1,487,000 or 8.4 percent of the $17,639,365 disbursed from
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all sources could be reasonably attributed to the independent, mnrltet-oriented

efforts of the Oglala Sioux. This $1,478,000 represents an average annual

income of only $830 par household. Transfer payments, including such cash

payments as public assistance and Old Age Security Insurance, totalled on

additional $1,452,591 during fiscal year 1966/67. As a result. Oglala Sioux

households enjoyed -- on the average -- an additional annual income of $818

during fiscal year 1966/67. Together, market =oriented earned income and cash

transfer payments totalled $2,930,591 or $1.648 per Oglala Sioux household.

Nonetheless, fully 10.9 percent of all households suffered annual cash in-

comes under $1,000 in 1967, and fully 66.5 percent suffered annual each in-

comes under $3,000.

During fiscal year 1966/67, all public and private social service programs which

operated directly on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation totalled $14,309,187, or

as expenditure of $8,040 per Oglala Sioux household; this total includes the

$1,452,591 disbursed in the form of transfer payments but does not include

the $1,852,176 ($1,040 per household) received by the Oglala Sioux from the

alteration by sale, lease, or permit of their land. However, of the $14,3 ©9,187

disbursed by all public and private social service sources, only $4,262,064 or

29.7 percent was disbursed to Oglala Sioux in the form of earned or unearned

cash payments, including employment and transfer payments. Thus, each Oglala

Sioux household ought to have received $2,390 on the average in direct cash

payments, in addition to raeeiving the benefits of services which cost $5,650

pr household on the average to provide. Yet, it is noteworthy and be-

petition, that fully 30.9 percent of all Oglala Sioux households suffered

annual incomes under $1,000 in 1967, and fully 66.5 percent suffered annual
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incomes under $3,000. The average Oglala Sioux household is largo and con-

tains 5.6 members; the median annual Income of all these households was only

$1,910 in 1967.

Yet, during fiscal year 1966/67, the Oglala Sioux were the beneficiaries of

approximately 300 individual programs, administered by approximately 22$ dif-

ferent public and private social service agencies and branches of these ag-

encies. Put another way, en the average, one program operated for the benefit

of every six Oglala Sioux households on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation.

These programs required the direct ministrations of nearly 1,400 officials

working full-time, and approximately 425 additional officials working part-

time for the benefit of the Oglala Sioux; nearly one-third of all foil-time

officials were iselves Oglela Sioux. Thus, during fiscal year 1966/67,

there was almost one -full-time program official operating on the Reservation

for each and every Oglela Sioux household; in addition, district, area, regional,

diocese, and central offices employed numerous program officials who labored

indirectly and off the Reservation for the benefit of the Oglala SiouX living

on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. The federal government alone accounted

for over 96 percent of all direct employment among program officials who lab -

aced on the Reservation, and for approximately 87 percent of all public and

private social service funds directly expended on the Reservation.

Most Americans live lives based almost wholly an private income strategies;

a relatively small portion of their lives is controlled by the benefits of

noncash social service strategies administered by public and private agencies

concerned with their welfare. Just the opposite is true among the Oglala

Sioux. During fiscal year 1966/67 only 8.4 percent of all funds, earned
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public and private, expended or generated directly on the Re-

servation, could reasonably be attributed to the independent efforts of the

Oglala Sioux; the remainder, or fully 91,6 perc=ent, had its origin in off-

reservation public or private social service a Put onother way, most

Americans appear to bo the direct beneficiar of service- the value of which

accounts for approximately eight percent of their total private annual house-

hold incomes. BY contrast, the average Uglaia Sioux household is the direct
beneficiary of services the value of which is approximately twelve times

their total private annual incomes. Despite this public munificence, the

disparity between the quality of life for the average Oglala Sioux and his

white American counterpart remains striking and :substantial. Accordingly, it

would appear that private income ategies may offer a Substantially greater

measure of effectiveness than the now overwhelmingly public services strate-

gies which operate on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation for the direct b

fit of the Oglala Sioux people.

Solutions and Goals

The problem of income maintenance among the Oglala Sioux of the Pine Ridge

Indian Reservation will not he easily solved. There are no easy solutions.

It is clear that.for both valid
psychological reasons among the Oglala Sioux

and admini strative reasons among those agencies which presently serve the

Reservation that services now generally available will have to be continued.

Administrative changes can occur, and Ought to occur. Thus, the Tribal Coun-

cil ought to be reduced in sine in order to enhance its effectiveness. Moreov

the Tribal Council ought be strengthened vis -a -via the Bureau of Indian.

Affairs and the Public Health Service.
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TABLE IV: Pine Rid a Indian Reservation.
Funding Soureca (FY 1966/67)*

SraireeS

Federal

State

County

Tribal

Private Social Service

Agricultural & Land Sales

Private Commercial _ Industrial

TOTALS

Amounts

812,460,447 70.7%

766,312 4.3

139,219 .8

488,567 2.8

454,642 2.6

2,742,178 15.5

588,000 3.3

817,639,365 100.0%

*Table II: page 251 below, repeatedth_e for reasons of data continuity.
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TAMP- V: Public and Private Social Service Expendityrea

_ (FY 1966/67)

AMocY Appro_pr Grant Loan Total

Federal $ 496 84 $4,819,813 $2,144,450 $12,460,447

State 462,846 303,466 766,312

County 139,219 139,219

Tribal 488,567 488,567

Private
Soc. Serv. 454,02 4$4 642

TOTALS $7,041,458 $5,123,279 $2,144,450 $14,309,187

TABLE VI:
b Source

Public and vote 1 Service Ex enditurea
T- E and Pe canca c ci tribution (FY 1966/67)

ABgagY Apps priation Grant
14411

Feder 78.0% 94,2% 100,0%

State 6.6 5,8 -

County 2.0 - i

Tribal 6.9 e

Private
Soc. SerV. 6.5

_

TOTALS .100.0% 100.0% 100,0%
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86.9%

5.4

1.0

3.4

100.0%
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'Department

Agricultara

Commerce/E0A

HEW ,

HUD

Interior BIA

Labor

0E0

SBA

VPv

TABLE v111:

YIL:11-11SP T

1672

al Social eadltu_
i96f67)

AppikprIaila Gram Loan Total

$ 22,100 386,900 273,550 682,950

43,000 43,000

1,656,610 2,018,927 3,675,537

1,650,000 1,650,000

3,560,610 972,130 90,000 4,622,598

147,605 246,120 393,126

111,000 809-736- 919,736

130,500 130,500

343000'

T0TA-LS 5,496,184 84,819,813 S2,144-,450 812'060,447
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Department

Agency

TABLE IX:
and Percent

Federa1 cial 5- ing enditures

Total

bution A 1966/67)

2EPrclP31 Grant Loan

Agriculture .4% 8.0% 12.8% 5.5%

Commerce/EDA .9 0.3

HEW 301 41.9 29;5

HUD 76.9 13.2

Interior/ 64.8 20.2 4;2. 37.1

Labor 2.7 5.1 3.2

OBO 2.0 16.8 7.4

SBA 6.1 1:0

VA 7.1 2.8

TOTALS 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

288

80-101 pt. 4 = 26
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Present r_ionation :of direction between these two major s eneies is costly

in terms of dindtion and the effectiveness of the delivery o

However, so long as the baste service strategy remains intact on the Fe

nervation, the sense of alienation will'increase and the indices of social

disorganization ail1 become the more pressing. Mere institutional mechanisms

to insure that the Tribal Council and the Bureau or Public Health Service

meet more frequently will not correct the present deficiencies of the ser-

vice strategy system, although it appears necessary to retain this system

essentially intact in order to insure the social and administrative continuity

to which the Oglela Sioux have become accustomed= Moreover, even the Tribal

Council cannot insure a response and range of choices which an operative mar-

ket place could insure rot each Oglala Sioux with the money to demand truly

responsive servie

This suggests that an income strategy ought to dually supplant the pres-

ent service strategy generally employed on the Reservation. The expense would

not be great, especially relative co the present level of federal funding on

the Reservation= Approximately 550 Oglala Sioux hOuseholds suffer annual

incomes under $ uming that an annual income 3,500 will be required

reasonable threshold needs of these typically large Oglala Sioux

households, a totalof -$1,925,000 would be. required to insure that each such

household enjoyed at least this reasonable threshold of existence. However,

it can be reasonably assumed' that these 550 lowest income- households do re-

ceive at least ie income, and that this income might average approximately

$750 per househpld per year, or a total of $412,000. Accordingly, only

$1,513,000 would be required to lift these lowest income Oglala Sioux house-

holds out of poverty and into a reasonable position in the private market

-259-
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place of goods and services

In addition, approxir tely 625 OglalaOgl,ala Sioux households suffer annual incomes

under $3,000, but over $1,000. Still assuming that an Annual income of.$3,500

will be required to meet the reasonable threshold needs of these also typically

large Oglala Sioux households, a total of $2,190,000 would be required to insure

that each such household enjoyed at least this reasonable threshold of exis-

tence. However, similar Cu h mption of an average existing,income

among households in the'lowest income group, it seems reasonable to assume that

the 425 households, whiCh presently suffer annual incomes in the $1,000 to

$3,000 range, actually average approximately $2,000 per houseboldpe year or

a total of $1,250,000. Accordingly, only $930,000 would be required to lift

those low-income Oglala Sioux households out of poverty and into a reasonable

position in the private market place of goods and services.

It seems clear that a total additional annual expenditure of $2,443,000

would be sufficient to effect a significant change in life on the Vine Ridge

Indian Reservation and -- at the same time -- inject a new and responsive

`strategy into its social structure. In a sense, Elie result of such an income

stogy would be one cif making institutional services somehow less relevant.

The introduction of a system having its roots in individual choice and private

trade-offs could effect -- over time -- an enormous amelioration in the quality

of Reservation life for the Oglala Sioux. Whethereffected under cover of

massive and variegated public works or tourism development program, or within

the context of a program which directly confronts the issue a minimum

guaranteed annual income, it seems'clear that the acceptance of a basic income

strategy to eventually supplant the present service strategy cannot but

290-
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ameliorate the quality of life among the Oglala Sioux and

impel them into the mainstream of America.. Th

n o doing 77

of such a progra a would

be only 18.7 percent of the total cost of all federal programs now operating,

on the Reserva'ion and only 16.3 percent of the total coat of all public,

including federal, and private social service programs now -designed to imp__

the lives of the Oglala Sioux. Moreover, this basic income strategy would

permit the Oglala Sioux to retain the best of their culture, on an individual

basis, while making t private peace with mainstream America.
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PBS COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA

WHY A RESEARCH BULLETIN?

January

Research has been a vital part of the Community Mental
Health Program since its inception. The rationale being that
one cannot improve the mental health of a people unless one
is cognizant of their problems and the possible etiology of
these problems. Also implicit is the necessity of a baseline
for the meaSuremeat of change on the Pine Ridge Reservation.

Much of the information about the Pine Ridge population
remains in the realm of speculation: Often being based on
hearsay evidence. For this reason, it was felt that objective
studies were required in order to pinpoint with greater accuracy
the demography and major problem areas. Consequently, the Base-
line Data Study wasinitiated in September of 1967. This reser-
vationwide survey of Indians and Non-Indians is now approximately
80% complete and the Indian sample (8,000) is now extensive
enough to be able to define and correlate some of the more per-
tinent characteristics of the Indian population. The primary
purpose of the bulletin is to disseminate to interested agencies
and individuals the preliminary and final results of the Baseline
Data Study.

Besides the Baseline Data Study, other research vital to
mental health is being carried out by the staff. These include
a study of normal high school students and research on attempted
-suicides,- gas sniffing, the accident process and child neglect.
The results of these research projects will also be included in
the Research Bulletin
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It is hoped that the results or at least a summary of the
results of research pertaining to Pine Ridge .and being under-,
taken by others (outside of the Mental Health Staff) can be
recorded in the Bulletin so that there will be a central source
for the transmission of research concerning Pine Ridge and that
this in turn, will stimulate research.

BASELINE DATA STUDY 7 PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INDIAN POPULATION

Sex and Age Grotes

Our preliminary findings show that the Pine Ridge Reservation
Indian population to be almost equally divided between males and
females, with the females having a slight edge: 50.3% of the pop-
ulation.

The males have a small majority (50.4%) only-in the pop-
ulation under 20 years of age. In the 20=44 age groups, females
comprise 51.7% of the population andA.n the 45 and over age group
50.4% of the population.

The distribution of the population in age groups indicates
the extreme youthfulness of the population. The large propor-
tion of children means an excessively heavy burden for those
in the productive years and points out the need of planning for
the education, training and job placement of many young people
in the near future.

Almost half of the Indian population (49.6%) is under
years of age, 58.5% is under 20 And 65.1% under 25.

To emphasize the youthfulness of the population, let us
. compare the statistics on age with the U. S. population. 54.96
of the Indian population:is under le years of age in comparison
to 35.5% of the White population and 44;7% of the Negro pOp-
ulation. The median age for the Indian population is approximately
15.1-and this compares to 29.3 for the.White population and 21.6
for the Negro populationj.

1 U. S. statistics from Bureau of Cenpus 1965, The median
age for Mixed Blood is srproicimstsly -144 and for Full Bloods
18.2
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There is quite a sharp decline in the population between
the 15-19 age group and the 20-24 age group and this probably
reflects the permanent or temporary emigration of the young
people upon completion of school on the reservation Only
5.9% of the population is 65 years of age and over.

Ethnic Composition

Mixed Blood Oglalas comprise 48.7%, Full Blood Oglalas
45.6% and Indians from other tribes 5.6% of the total Indian
population. Mixed Blood Indians are in .the majority_ (52.4%).
The Baseline Data Study shows a higher percentage of Full
Bloods (47.6M than previous estimates and this is because
self-identification is the criterion being used to determine
Mixed Blood - Full Blood status rather than the rather dubious
one of blood quantum. Actually 6.6% of the Full Blood sample
population2 consider-themselves to be Full Bloods although they
are less than 8/8 Indian-blood.

As one would anticipate, the percentage of Mixed Bloods
increases in the younger age groups, so. that one finds the
Full Bloods in the majority in the'30 years and older age
group, but in the minority in the under 30 age group. In

the under 5 years age group, Mixed Bloods comprise 59.3% of
the Indian population in comparison to 45.4% in the 65- and over
age group.

Marital Status

Almost half (48.4%) of the population 14 years and older
is married and living with their respective spouse. The per-
centage of single females (32%) and males (40.4%), however, is
above the national rate: 20.4% and 25.9% respectively for the
White population and 23.0% and 31.9% respectively for the Negro
population.

. .

2. Sample population refers to the
complete questionnaire.

ulta who answered the
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The percentage of divorced women ( %) is over twice
that of the U. 5. White population (2.8%) and higher than
that for Negro women (4.1%). The percentage of divorced
Indian men (4.1%) is also higher than the general White
(2.1%) and Negro .1%) population. The percentage of di-
vorced women is slightly higher among Mixed Bloods than Pull
Bloods; 6.3% and 5.3% respectively: but among the men, there
is little difference between Mixed Bloods and Full Bloods.

Separation statistics reveal that a higher percentage
(4.0%) of Indian spouses are absent than among the U. S.
White population (2.6%) but the rate is much lower than
among the U. S. Negro population (11.2 %). The proportion of
Indian males who are separated from their wives is the same
as for the White males (2.3%). Of course, it should'be pointed
out that statistics on divorce and separation on Pine Ridge are
not accurate. Some individuals claim to be divorced who are
really separated and couples often have "an off again on again"
relationshipOf periodic separations.

The.rates of widowhood are interesting in comparison to
U. S. Census data. Like the national population, more women
than men are widowed, but a higher percentage of Indian men
(4.1%) are widowers than among the Whites (3.2%) and Negroes
(3.9%). On the other hand a lower percentage of Indian women
(8.89') are widows than among the White (12.4%) and Negro
(13.4%) population. Either the death rate is higher among
Indian women or else TndiAn women are more likely to remarry.
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Educational Levels

The educational level for the Indian population of Pine
Ridge Reservation is as follows:

Persons 25 Years Old and Over -
Years of School Completed by Ethnic Group (1968)

And Compared to U.S. White and Non-White Population ( 60)

Percentage Distribution

Years scnooi Completea
Median

ETHNIC Elementar- School Bich School --choel_Years

Less than'S - 71 1 - 3: 4
__College

1 - 314 year: Completed
_GROUP 5 ears Lyearslye: -_YOaral..YgArs yearslorzmer

Total 8.5 24.4 21.1 25.3 15.5 3.9 1.3 8.8

Indian
N=2525

Mixed 4.5 14.5 19.7 29.7 22.9 6.7 2.0 10.2
Blood
N=1177

Full 12,1 33.0 22.3 21.5 9.0 1.4 .7 8.3
Blood
L,11348

U. S. 6.7 12.8 18.1 19.3 25.8 9.3 8.1 10.9
White

U. S. Non
Ohite 23.5 23.4 12.5 18.7 13.E 4.4 3.5 8.2

In general. the educational level of Pine Ridge Indians is
lower than that of'the general White population, Out the ed-
ucational level of the Mixed Bloods is considerably higher than
that of the general Nonwhite population.

More Indians have completed elementary school (67.0%)
than the general Nonwhite population (53.2%.0). In fact a
slightly higher proportion of Mixed Bloods (814%) have com-
pleted grammar school than among the U.S. White population
(80.6 %).

5
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In coMpletidh-ot high school, both Mixed Blood (31.6%)
Ind Full Blood Indians (11.1%) fall below the White population
(43.2%), but a higher percentage of Mixed Blood Indiana than
the general Nonwhite population (21.7%) have completed high
school. On the other hand, the proportion of Full Blood
Indians (11.1%) who have completed high school is less than
either the White and Nonwhite U. S. population.

Approximately the same pattern is evident in regard to
having completed some college. The percentage of Mixed Bloods
(6.7%) who have some college education is lower than that of
the U. S. White population (9:3%), but higher than the U. S.

Nonwhite population (4.4%). The proportion of Full Bloods
(1.4%) is considerably lower than both Whites and Nonwhites.
The Indian population who have completed oolloge (2.0%) is
however, less than either the White (8.1%) or Nonwhite (3.5%)
U. S. population.

The median school years completed of the Indian population
is below that of the U. S. White population (10.9) but

above that of the general Nonwhite population (8.2). The Mixed
Blood Indians have a much higher median school years completed
(182) than the U. S. Nonwhite population (8.2).

In contrasting educational-levels with age groups, one
finds that the educational level is rising steadily and quite
rapidly. For example, the percentage of Indians 65 years and
older who have less than 5 years of schooling is 23.3% in con-
trast to .8% in the 25-29 age grouP. High school graduates
are increasing from 2.8% -in.the 65 and-over age group to
28.3%-in the-25-29 age_group.

Employment cus

Among the Indian population 14 years and older, 30.8% is
employed, 14.5% unemployed, 20.4% in school, 24.7% keeping
house, 4.2% disabled and 5.5% retired.

Considering only the labor.force, we find that 49.8% is
employed full-time, 18.2% is employed part-time, and 32% is
unemployed

Among the male labor force, 47.0% is employed full-ti a
19.9% employed part-time and 33.1% is unemployed. This is a much
higher unemployment rate than among either the total U. male
labor force (3.e% as of March 1965) or the U. S. Nonwhite male
labor force (7,9% as of March 1966): The unemployment rate of
male MAO BLoods is 27-9% and mals Pull. Bloods 38.3%.
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The rate of unernploymcnt among the female labor force on
the Reservation is 29.6% in comparison to 1.4% in the general
U. 5. population and U. S. Nonwhite population (7.4%).

This high rate of unemployment among the Indian population
reflects mainly the lack of job opportunities on the Pine Ridge
Reservation. It should .be noted,. :however, that there.is.a high
rate of part-time employment and a number of those unemployed
at the time of being interviewed, work at seasonal labor either
outside or on the Reservation.. The problem is thus one net only
of unemployment but underemployment as yell,

Rolioiou a _Affiliation

The adult sample population shows the following percentages
for the Ehree predominate formal religions on the Reservation:
Catholic (44.1%), Episcopal (36.4%) and Presbyterian (0.3%).
The majority of the Mixed Bloor' sample is Catholic (57.7%)
while the most prevalent religion among the Full Blood sample
is Episcopalian (46.0%).

Other religions claiming over .5% of the adult sample pop-
ulation are A Body of Christ 1.9%), Native American Church
(.8%) , and Mormon (.7%).

Household and Family Organization

The most prevalent type of family'is the complete nuclear
family comprised of a couple or a couple plus their children
(50.4%). Incomplete nuclear families make up 31.6% with 29.8%
of the matrifocal and 3.8% or the patrifocal type, -'.7% are one
person families and 1.3% are atypical families not consisting of--
nuclear families: i.e.; woman with grandchildren, two siblings,
etc. A higher percentage of Full Blood families (61.9%) than
Mixed Blood families (55.2%) are of the.cemplete nuclear type.
A higher percentage of patrifocal incomplete nuclear families
is found rating the Full Bloods (5.5%) than among the mixed
Bloods (.4%), However, .o higher percentage of Mixed Blood
Indians (69.9%) than Full Blood Indians (64.6%) are a part of
a complete nuclear family. The average family size, is approx-
imately 4.4.

There is a great diversity of.-household typos among the
Indian population. In spite of this the most Prevalent type
is the complete nuclear family (39.7%) living alone. next
most prevalent is a.mixture-of complete and dncomplete nuclear
families (14.9 %) ; -then in order of frequency_ one incomplete
nuclear family (11.7%), a person living alone (9.7%), one -complete
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nuclear family plus additional relative(s) (9.5%), a mixture
Of complete and incomplete nuclear families plus additional
relative (a) . 6%), one incomplete nuclear family, plus
additional relative(s) (3.4%), other type (2.5%), two or
more complete nuclear families (2.1%), two or more incomplete
nuclear families (1.6%), two or more incomplete nuclear families
plus additional relative(s) (.7%) and .two or more complete
nuclear families plus additional relatiVe(S) (.6%).

The one complete nuclear family household is more pre-
valent among Mixed Bloods (45.7,0 than Full Bloods (33.9%).
Also a higher percentage of Full Blood households have
additional relatives attached to the household who are not
part of the nuclear unit.

The average size of the Indian household is 5.5 persons,
the average size household in the U. S. is 3.3 (1955). The
Mixed Blood household is larger (5.1) than the Full Blood house-
hold (5.2).

The majority of both male (54.4%) and female (62.2%)
household heads are 45 years of age or older. only 5.3% of
the male and 5.6% of the female household heads are under 25
years of age. 25.0 of the household heads are female: 25.4%
Of the Mixed Blood households and 26.1% of the Full Blood house-
holds.

PARENTAL PRESENCE AMONG INDIAN CHILDREN, PIN RIDGE ERVATION

Introduction

One of the indicators of the extent of family disorgan-
ization or instability is the nUmber of children living in
households in which one or both parents are.missing. This,
admittedly, is an American middle class standard and perhaps,
does not apply entirely to the Indians of the Pine Ridge Reser-
vation. .Even considering. Cultural differences, 'lack of parental
presence may however, affect a child adversely: giving rise to
feelings of rejection or deprivation. Certainly this often
means that economic responsibility for the child Must be assumed
by government agencies or the child's relatives.)

Among 3,970 Indians under the age Of siKteen, G5I are
living with both biological parents. Although we have no

1. This constitutes bout BOX of the 0-15 age group.
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comparable statistics for the general population, the fact
that 35% are not living with both parents constitutes a prob-
lem for the Indian families who must care for the child and for
the social welfare agencies.

Of those children not living with both parents, 23.6% are
living with the mother only, 3.1% with the father only and 0.3%
with neither parent. Almost 32% are living in households in
which the biological father is not present.

Parental Presence and Age Groups

One of the suppositions often heard on the Pine Ridge Reser-
vation is that family disorganization is increasing and in con--
sequence, one would find that a higher percentage of children in
the younger age groups would not be living with both parents.

This supposition, however, is not borne out by-the facts.
71% of the children under 5 years of age are living with both
parents in -comparison to 65% of the 5-9 age group and 59% of
the 10-15 age group. Furthermore, the differences between age
groups are statistically significant. The child under 5 is
more likely to be living with both parents than is the child
5 through. 9 years old and the latter is more likely to be
living with both parents than is the child from 10 to-15 years
old. In-other words, the older child is' less likely to be living
with both parents than is- the younger child.

In regard to family disorganization, the fact that a
higher percentage of younger children is living with both
parents, does not prove that family disorganization is de-
creasing. Only a comparison at different time periods would
indicate this It may be that couples with younger children
are more likely to remain together and that as a child grows
older, he may be more likely to lose one or s.oth parents in
his household of residence: This also car =i be verified
without a time comparison. Furthermore, there is a possibility
that a few'Indian children living with neither parent may live
with other relatives; i.e. grandparerits, as a matter of pre-
ference or convenience and are not psychologically separated
from their biological parents.

Parental Presence and Ethnic Grona

When parental presence is compared to a child being con-
sidered Mixed Blood or Full Blood, one finds that 67.4% of the
Mixed Blood children are living with, both Parent's in comparison
to 61.7% of the Full Blood children and the difference is
statistically significant Furthermore, the Full Blood child is
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slightly more li4ely than the Mixed Blood child to be living
with neither parent.2 Although a much higher percentage of
-both groups live with the mother only rather than the father
only, an outstanding difference is the greater liklihood of
a Full Blood than a Mixed Blood child to be living with the
father only - 4.9% of the Full Bloods and 1.7% of the Mixed
Bloods. This may indicate that upon the separation of a
Full Blood couple, a child is more likely than in the case
of the separation of a Mixed Blood couple to remain with the
father. On the other hand, it may mean that there are more
desertions and/or deaths of Full Blood mothers.

When one considers ago groups and ethnic groups, there is
no difference in parental presence among the under 5 age group.
It is only in the older age group that ethnic differences in
parental presence occur. Thus the Full Blood child under five
years of age is just an likely as the Mixed Blood child to be
living with both'parents. Among both groups, parental presence
declines in the older age groups, but at a greater degree among
Full Bloods. 70.5% of Full Blood children under 5 -are living
with both parents. This decreases to 60.5% in the 5-9 age
group and to 55% in the 10 -15 age group. 45% of Full Blood
children in the 10-15 age group are not living with both
parents. Among Mixed Blood children, 71% in the under 5 age.
group are living with both parents, 67.6% in the 5-9 age group_
and 63.2% in the 10-15 age group.

One can interpret these facts in a number of ways. Either
family disorganization is decreasing among Full Bloods or Mixed
T.lood couples tend to remain together longer than Pull Blood
couples. Neither of these interpretations can be verified by
the available data.

Parentel Presence and nil- 'et of Residence

In comparing district residence with parental presence,
One finds that parental presence is highest in Pass Creek dis-
trict and lowest in LaCreek distriet.' The percentage of
children living with both parents in the various districts is
as follows: Pass Creek 71.4%, White Clay 60.1%,Wakpamni 66%,
Eagle Nest. 65.4%, Medicine Root 64.4%, Porcupine 63.4%, Wounded
Knee 60.9%, LaCreek 60.1%.

Difference is significant at only .05 level.

10
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The Pass Creek child is more likely than is the LaCreek
and Wounded Knee child. to be living with both parents, and
slightly more likely than the Porcupine child to be living
with both parents. The White Clay child is slightly more likely
than is the -LaCreek or Wounded Knee child to be living with both.
parents.

One may postulate that the ethnic group factor-is in-
fluencing district differences, but this is not the case as
LaCreek is mainly Mixed Blood and White Clay has a majority
of Full Bloods.

Parental Presence and Overa Academicall-

The factor of being overage4 for one's grade wes.compared
to parental presence. It was found that 25% of the children
are overage for their grade and that among those who are over-
age, 57.6% are living with both parents. The difference between
the groups is slightly. -significant .statistically (.06 level) so
that one can say there is a possibility that the child not living
with both parents is more likely to be overage for his grade
than is the child living with both parents.

Children With Neither Parent and Household Head

Among those children livingwith neither parent, the
majority (56.6%) are living with-a grandparent. This-is more
true of Mixed Blood than-Full Blood ehildren. In fact, the
Mixed Blood child who is living with neither parent is more
likely than the Full Blood child to be Z±vin t:32.:=1 a 7(7::.11.4,a- 2

25.6% of the children are living in foster homes and there
is no significant :ifferenca4: between ethnic groups in this
regard. 14,8% are living with aunts or uncles, and the re-
mainder with a variety of relatives.

erences: Pass Creek and loaCieek - 1 6.84 . of

Pass Creek and Wounded Knee 746 7.24 4:.01
Pass Creek and Porcupine sin 4.46 .05
White Clay and LaCreek -)Lze 4.07
White Clay and Wounded moo -70=;41.2 .05

4. A child was considered to be overage if for example, a child
of 6 was not in kindergarten or first grade, a child of 7 not
yet in first or second grade, etc.

1J_
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guav
35% of Indian children under 16 years of age are not living

with both biological parents. The older the child, the greater
the liklihood that he or she is not living with both parents,
The Mixed Blood child between the ages of 5 and 15 is More likely
than is the Full. Blood child to be living with both parents.

The LaOreek and Wounded Knee child is less Ikely than the
Pass Creek and White Clay child to be living with both parents
and this difference is not due to ethnic group affiliation.

IS TIIE LAKOTA LANGUAGE BEING LOST?

The language status of respondents) was calculated on la five
point scale ranging from English only to Lakota only, The highest
percentage of Indians falls in the middle or bilingual category
(67.4%) and the lowest in the five or Lakota only categorY.(.4%)
17.5% speaks English only 8.4% understands Lakota and sPeaks a
little Lakota, 67.4% speaks both English and Lakota, 6.4% under-
stands and speaks a little English and .4% speaks only Lakota.
The entire population in general is more English than Lakota
oriented, but almost three-quarters speaks Lakota.

Household language was also determined on a five paint scale
and the percentage for each category is as follows; English only
-(33.1%), mostly English (9.3%), English and Lakota eouallY, (43.4%)

,

mostly Lakota (9.2%),'and Lakota only (4.9%). The overall pattern
of household language is similar to that of individual language,
but English only or Lakota only is spo'ten in a'larger percentage
of households than English only and Lakota only is apogon by in-
dividuals. In other words, some Indians speak Lakota (or English)
who do not -speak it in their households.

The Language pattern is closely related to ethnic group.
Only .8% of the Full Blood Indians do not speak at least some
Lakota in comparison to 35.1% of the Mixed Bloods." EngliSh
only is spoken in 61.6% of Mixed Blood households and in only
8.3% of the Full Blood households. Mostly Lakota or Lakota
only is spoken in 3.2% of the Mixed Blood households and in
14.1% of the Full Blood-households. The modal language pattern
in Full. Blood hou eholds is to speak both English and Lakota

1. Adult sample - 1305 individuals all Oglala Sioux.

1Z
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about equally (61.7%) and in Mixed Blood households to speak
English only (61.1%). In summary, it is rare to find a Full
Blood Indian who does not speak some Lakota (.8%) and even
rarer to find a Mixed Blood Indian who does not spea'c some
English (.1%).

The language pattern is also related to age. Mixed Blood
and Full Blood respondents were divided into under 30 years and
over-30 years of age. Among all Indians under 30, 49.2% speak
Lakota in comparison to 61.1% over -30 years old. The difference,
however, is largely among Mixed Bloods: only 28.7% under 30 can
speak Lakota in cemparison to 55.0% over 30. The difference
between Full Vloods in the two age groups is only 9.5%. One
can thus conclude that the use of the Lakota language is de-
clining, but only slightly among FullBloods, but rapidly'among
Mixed Bloods. IA fact, the Mixed Blood over 30 years of age is
much more likely than is the Mixed Blood under 30 -years to speak
Lakota and the difforenCe is highly significant statistically.2

Language also depends on geographical area to a certain
extent. For example, the use of Lakota is more predominant
in the Pass Creek District than in other districts. The
majority of Pass Creek residents are Mixed Bloods (51.3%)
and yet only 5.3% of the adult sample does not speak at least
some Lakota. Among Porcupine District adults, only 9.2% cannot
speak at least some Lakota. This district is predominately Fula
Blood, but 76.5% of the Mixed Blood spea'c Lakota. This may be
a matter of conforming to the general language pattern of the
area. As one would expect Lakota is spoken least in LaCreek
District which has largely 'A Mixed Blood population and is
located in a predominately Whit& area.
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TRUOTIVE BEHAVIOR IN ME OGLALA SIOUX
SOME oLINI041L=ASPECTS AVol cOMMu :rY.APPROACBES

First, we would like to suggest some questions to as in
thinking about suicide and self-destructive-behavior in American
Indian tribes and then tell you some information we have ob-
tained on the Pine Ridge Reservation;

We need to ask what and how big is the problem and what.are
the characteristics of the people involved. How does suicide
and suicide attempts differ and how-is it similar when comparing'
the Reservation with the problem in the U.S. as a whole? is it
possible that on the Reservation suicides and.suicide attemps more
often involve another person as the agent, for example, in terms
of getting-oneself into a situation where one is beaten up or
involved in an auto accident? Are suicide attempts on-the
Reservation more often a combination of homicide Aad suicide?

What is the constellation of factors necessary but not
sufficient to account for suicides and suicide attempts? For
example, in general, what are the cultural norms for dealing
with aggression? What are the attitudes and beliefs about
dying, about self-inflicted deaths and toward self-destructive
acts? Are there any general themes in the meanings of the Pre-
cipitating events?

On the Pine Ridge Indian .Reservation,- aggressive feelings
are Usually dealt with indirectly (unless of course, alcohol is
involved) usually through gossip or avoidance, A review of the
charts Of the first -40 consecutive patients seen by the Psychia-
trist in our Community Mental Health Program indicates-that the
most common defenses that the patients used to deal with aggres-
sion were denial, depression and the use-of somatic complaints.
In general, aggression is turned 'inwards among these patients;
In looking at these Patients' dreams and .early.memeries we found
55% of the dreams and early memories dealt with problems around
dependence-independence, that 40% dealt with problems of eg_res-.
sign, and only 5% dealt with problems related to sexuality.
Interestingly,- of the dreams and .earlY-meMories related to
-aggression, GO% dealt with-themes of being hurt, -either by
others or by oneself.-

Now let us review our Community Mental Health Program
-statistics regarding suicide and suicide attempts during the
fiscal year-July 1966 through June There-ware no
successful suicides reported as such but we have no ides how
often cars were used, for example, to suicide. There were 25.
suicide attempts seen, including here 5 threats adjudged to be

11
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significant. Using a population base of 10,000 (estimated) this
-gives an atteMpted suicide,rate of 250/1000,000; or _somewhat
more than twice the rate reported by Schneidman and Feroerow in
1,!)s-Angeles'

The following figures are all relate::
and this will show the information which is
recognized eUitide attempt at Pine Ridge.

1. Age: H96%- were under 40
68% were under 29
36% were 19- or less

suicide attempts,
recorded for every

ox:: 80% were *women and 2096 were men.
(This more or less corresponds with the nations
of 7 women for every 3:men).-

statistics

Marital status: 60% were single and -36% married. (Thi

probably reflects the young age of many attempters.)

Blood Quantum: 37% were Pull Bloods and 62% were Mixed
Blood!. (The percentage in the whole population is Full
Bloods -'48% Mixed Bloods - 52%),

Severity: % Number
Mild 68 17

Moderate 24 6
Severe 8 2

There was no significant relationship between seven
sex or age.

Method:
HOnging
Overdose
Wriit cutting
Thoughts-

PreVious contacts with PHS'Hospital in 26 attempts
Number %'

1 day previous 5 19
1 week previous 4 15

(or 2-7 days)
Total seen within one

Previous attempts. Number
No 15- 68
Yes 7 31

eels of attempt
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Most common PrectPicatinget:resses7.-- Num
a. felt rejection by an important

person
b. interference by relatives

moving in
'c, psychotic
d. other .

1tr. hiagnos s ranged through all possible diagnoses
Neurotic -51%-(depressive reaction -

Psychotic - 15%
Character Disorder'.- 15%

. .

No psychiatric diagnosis.- 16%

11. Dynamics

The' most-frequent dynamics involved the disruption of a
close hriatiledependent to symbiotic relationship with
resultant extreme feelings of helpleseness.and,angcr which
is turned- inwards.:

In

a.

ntof suicide attempt
o 'change an important
,lationship

O. to die

e. to get' out of situation
other

Number

13 52

4 16

5

On the Pipe Ridge.-Reservation then, the modal patient who
attempts suicide is_most likely to have the following chaac
teristics. _IL will be wyoung women, under 29 and quite likely,
under .19 mho is single .acrd a Mixed .Blood. The suicide attempt
is mild,and most likely accomplished by taking,an overdose of
medication. There is one chance in three that the patient has
made a previous attempt and also that the patient has made
some cry for help at the PHS Hospital-within one week of the
attempt. This is osuallyr.a clinic visit to a physician.: Diag,
nostically the patient will have a neurosis. The attempt will
probably he precipitated by a felt rejeCtiori by an important,
meaningful person to the patient, who probaOly was involved in
an'intenan hostile-dependent or symbiotic relationship with
this other person. The suicide attempt is then...used, usually,
to reestablish the old relatiennhip.

Now let us review the information recorded about n suicide
attempt or suicide ray the ComMunity Mental ii_alth PrograM.

'most -- stacideatuemOt.s: rc4pOrted the hiaapital- or coming
into the emergency room are referred to us As we are spending.
more staff tine in outlying communities, we are also discovering
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more suicide attempts where the person does not come to any
hospital for treatment, and we are recording these. Each

, suicide attemptor is seen by a member of the Mental Health
Program staff, and the following information is obtained and
recorded:

Age
Se

3 Residence- does the person live in an isolated house or
is the:home In rural cluster or village. We :began

gathering this information in the current fiscal year
Marital Status

5. Blood Quantum
6. Precipitating stre

Method
8. Intent
9. How the person was found
10. Severity - Determined from the last three above
11. Previous contacts with the P115 Hospital - how lon

the most recent contact?
12. Previous attempts - how many are known?
13. Psychiatric diagnosis - if the person was seen by the

psychiatrist.
14. Dynamics

15. Treatment -:Inpatient or outpatient,. lowed by whom, and
so on.

16. A brief record of follow7up - aftet ths and after 6
months.

a was

,This information is gathered in a suicide register, which
is kept in our office. The Register enables us tojrnsintain
statistics on frequency andoharacteristics of the recognized
attempted'and,completed suicides, such as those which I have
reviewed. We:have statistics for fiscal year1967 and are
gatherimpstatiStice for 1966:

Earlier, we mentioned our speculation that suicide and self
destructive attempts may go:unreported on thereservation because
they occur as automobile accidents or as an individual's placing_
himself :in asituation where he is likely to be-:beatenup. We
ould like:to briefly sketch some bf our attempts to investigate
this problem before gping on Here, we get into questions such
as to what extent are automobile accidents_and other accidents
consciously or unconsciously determined by the injured person.-
and are the dynamics involved similar tothose we see in 'attempted
and/or successful suicide's. Here. the observations of Hirschfeld5
are useful: in studies of persons involved in industrial accidents
he found that the individual had usually predicted the accident'
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and that the dynamic involved was the conversion of iii %nate
able disability" into en 'acceptable disability" Here, tee,
the fact that to he eligible for financial-assistance on in-
dividual must be physically disabled, unless he or she is a

.mother with dependent children or over Sixty-five, is important.
Recently, az a case conference with Bureau of Indian Affairs and
State Welfare workers and the Community Health Aides, aboUt
mUlii-problem family; we asked d-the guestion"When did agencies
try to work together to help this family?" The- answer was Only
when someone was injured_or when there was child neglect or de-
sertion." Stone meaning of :a self-destructive act-, on our
reservation, may be that this is what you do to vet orhers
(agencies) concerned about you especially if you are an able-
bodied man. We have to look at a lohOle continuum of self-
destructive behavior: accidents, the T.S. patient who understands
his disease, but refuses to accept treatment, some problem drinker
and so en.

OUr Medical Social Worker is currently looking into all
accidents coming into the Emergency Room at the:Pine Ridge
Hospital over a six7month-period in an effort to find out who
has accidents ,.what are the,commontrends and get some clues
for further research. At the same.time; he is doing.a psycbo7
logical autopsy of an individuaLwho died in a 'three -car auto
accident in September - and is finding material which suggests
that this draMatic accident which took three lives was a-tleast:
a suicide and Bei:laps a combination of suicide and homicide._!

Mow let'us discuss treatment.' We will begin.by-deseribing
ourr,Community Mental'Health PrograM,briefly. The'Program began
in Fall 1465, witn-a,psychietriosocial worker and a mentalhealth
nurse consultant: At present-, we have a psychiatrist,'-four social
workers, an anthropologist, a social work aideandaHresearch aide.
tie offer consultation to care-taking agencies on the:reservation -
' 000.1, police, QE0, Welfare. and :006W 7.:411,additioh:MoArrectt

atment, and vie are beginning to or in:COmmunity.:organization
in several areas: :program -development, coordination.of resources,:
and making.-aervices more:responsive to local conditions and local
g roups. ;We are engaged in a wide range of activities AndwelhOpe
to be!able to demon4trate techniques_ which will be-usefulto other
reservations4nd.to health, welfare and mental health agencies in
other non-urban areas. We work mostly with patients on a referral -

basis, with the referrals coming from theother Caretaking agencies
- increasingly, we arellot assuming primary responsibilities for
patients, but are sharing that responsibility with other agencies,
both the referring agency and other agencies who come as needed.

18
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Especially with suicidal patients, a. broad, community- wide.

approachisindicated,- because .0f.some of the Peculiar treat7
ment problems presented .by this grioup,.

Let us begin with the observation that the treatment
approach will be determined by the needs of the individual
patient there is no general apprOach-we7have found to deal

.kh:the problems of self - destructive Indian people,' However,
some of the statistics I nuoted and some of our experiences may
suggest some generalizations about treatment which can be made
forsome of our patients:

With a high-riak patient hospitalization should 'certainly
be considered - but the patient should not be asked his
opinion. It Es often important that the suicidal patient
see the theraPist-ae in control of -the situation.
Most importantly,- we must constantly -'seep in mind.our own
tendency to deny:theauicidal"intent of the patient, for
example, our tendency to be misled-by a previously de-
pressed patient who..appears more cheerful.
Since thesuicidalpatientis usually isolated, he needs
a relationshi0 which can Fie maintained:through his crisis
period. -After the crisis is over we need to enlist the
aid of'available,' meaningful people- resources -for. the
patient; :.EVen When these are available, our approach-to
a seriously suicidal patipht will strongly, emphasize
wish and intent and concern that the patient live. We need
to evaluate the intents of the people to whom the patient
will return.: For example it would Oo foolhardy to return
a:patientatill in suicidal crisis to:&home where his .

spouse:Vished him:dead:
.

Patients are suicidal are Often difficult Patients.
They lea:c out anger all over and in many ways. This in-
dicates a.need for the therapist b,b6,aWare of the negative
.feelings he'may indicates'have abOutthe:petient.-: It also indiCate
a:need:for a back -up systerio-freenforce-:the'efforts of
the faMily and,.Whatwe call- the"communityhelperau_and
nr, nizmang*;in his article:on the' - .Northern Cheyenne called
the _"gatakeepers" hilp the Patient.* ::This means regular,
sustainedeensultation and mutual support for thode.who will
bs in closest contact with the,. patient.
patents who are:SUiCidal often need:a wide variety of
services. :Thivreauiresa knowledge'of available services
on the part of those who are trying to help, and a.service
system. whiphcooperates,end is flexible enough to move
quickly to meet the patient!e needs.-
Our data on previous contacts with PHS Hospital in suicide
attEmpts indicated that many cries for help are'probably not

*Diamang,' Bulletin of
19

Suicidology, 1957



heard. We need be more aware-of and make more of en
effort to identify high'iisk people, such as those with
previous attempts: -those who areclearly depressed:those,
pessibly'whe begin to Come to the hospital :with :more
frequenfcomplaining of pains that don't make ``sense" -to
the physician; young women, especially, with very close tics
to one person and few other resources. This indicates a
need for a good listening system, widespread education; and
again, sustained contact with poesible listeners,' especially
listeners close the patient who has already made a suicide
attempt

'One,of the major problems We encounter is in translating_ urban
Models,of programs to Indian Reiervations, which can be charac-
terized; negatively, .by a lack of easy transportation, commu-
nication, -. and agency resouces; andpositively,. by the large
number of relatives- available to most individuals, end the im-
portance of families, peer groups and community members, Moet
of the literature on suicide preventiOn centers (and on other
crisis - oriented agencies and organiZationa, elich as Alcoholics
Anonymcnis) describes these programs as relying on technological
resources, such as the telephone and mass transit, that are not
available on most reservations, and'on a"good backup,system:of

_agencies and-services: homemakef:serviees, psychiatric :services,
family service:agencies, halfWay hOuses, day hespitals:ambulance
service; and so on, :The professional worker on s.reservation,
particularly-if hehas not worked in rural Areat before, may::
find himselrustrated in his elforte tv help patients for two
reasons, First;', patients may noteerriairi:tegularlY fer±appOint7
menta; difficult to findeervicea needed_
by the patient, especially employment, housing, .ttaining, and
sheltered situations as are Provide:3'W halfway houses.

We shall discuss some possible ways of getting around these
problems. Two major difficulties contribute to the frustration
we face: first, a lack of coordination; of-pulling together, among
the various helpers who might he offering services to an in-
dividual, and a .lack'of knowledge on the -part of thehelpers of
all the resources which might be appropriate_to his.caser second
a lacks of continuity, in our contacts - for example, in the case
of a patient we might see Once or twice following a crisis and
then lose touch with because the patient does notkeep appoint-
ments and then is not at home when we call on him. There are two
areas we might look at now first, how can we imporve coordination,
and second, how can we improve continuity (and also get into case-
finding the, identiUtatton c peuentially nelf-desiructive in-
dividualA).
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-Let us present_ case history. This is, a patient who was
helped by mobilizing many commanityresourcen and by a worker'9
taking responsibility -for coordinating community services. The
patient,is a woman in-:her-early thirties, a widow, -with six
children and a drihking problem.i She was'airested'While on a
rank several Months age, and charged with intoxication and child

neglect: Her welfare workerjiadjpreViOasly threatened, her.
loss Of her children if she continued to drink.. However, he
suggested to the tribal prosecutor that she be given a second
chance, under controlled conditionshe would be, required: to
seek treatmentHfroffithe ComMunity mental';_gealth:PrOgrakii and she
Would accept help from homemaker aides (an 0Eqprogrem). She
caMe_to l--the Menta Health Program and we suggested a- reatment
period,oUAntabuse which-she was interested in and accepted.: We
also involved her Mother,whohad a_drinking problem in Antabass
treatment. .The welfare worker involved.the homemaker aides in
helping herjbe more effective imIceePing house, and the welfare,

rker and the tribal prosecutor together attempted to involve
her and her mother in an Alcoholics Anonymousgroup.Aftet-fiVe
months; the lady has remained sober, and we are now working on
employment.

What.does this story illustrate? First; the::welfare
took the trouble to organize and: coordinate community resouftea
for the patient's needs as he saw:.them. Second, there was con
tinuity in'terMS of weekly contact with theipatient by a helping
person: Interestingly,:the:contact was not made by the welfare
worker or by the Mentsl-HealthTrogram,: but by the homemaker
aides Arld-by the weekly AA group, although the other. resources
were available to her hen she wanted` o:'Use:them.-i While this
story is not unique; it is used becatise it illustrates an
approath aimed at bringing many resodEes to:bear on a patient
while at the same time'previding sustained:contfet with the
patient by a helping person; We can...think about acheduling::
case conferences periodically in the-Communities where people
live together .With other helpers the-welfare workers, homemakerS,
public health nurse's, CommanitY-healtH,Aides-,. and so on and with
the community"gatekeepers",-the people others turn to at the-
time 'cif a-crisis 7 clergy; VISTA community leaders,
Yuwipi'(medieine,men): and's° on Thera'wouldlaa two purposes:
for such a program: case finding and case planning. -:That is,
the case conZerences wouldioe set up to locate for'the helpers
the people in thecoMmunity:who are in need oe help, to determine
what help they need and to plan who in the group will do What. A
refinement of-this'idea is the Community Service Center concept
which would bring together all of the helping people in the
community at a central location-, i.e., near' 7.? pont office,
where -they can be available to community peop..o and to other

21
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helping people. Thiswould also. facilitate the growth local
community groups perhaps-volunteer workers, perhaps groups
to consider community problems and act on theM When we get in-
volved with this kind of local community case conference; we also
get:'involved with people in new careers positiona, usually paid
by:the local OM These are community health aides, homemakers
aideA, community development aides; and -so on :We:will say a

words about new careerists and 'then make a suggestion about
new aide positions,

In. our work in the :isolated communities on the reservation;
we, have -found the aides to be valuable co-workers.. They usually
are in the community five days a Week-,'Whiehmeana they often
will know a'great,dealabout: the peopli-,we:ate:Working:with and
will be able to.-tell-us of:Others who may need service:- The aides
are also able,to provide_much=needed continuity.in patient con-
teats, whether on a daily or -a. basisV:Much:of.what the
aide is able to do depends on the training the aides-have received,
and their supervision, in determining how far it is possible to go,:
and hoW willing the aideAlwill'be--to explore new approaches' to the
treatment of troubled people.

In the Community MentalTHealth Program, we have a. :prese
two aida-PositionsOne;-the Social Work Aide, assists the
HospitaloCial'iWorkeras a case aidethe other is a research
assistant to our anthropologist. In Addition;! we are involved
witha number'.of'interestedcomMunity groupsii.n exploring the
establinnment-of:an alcoholism- program involving the'hiring
of ne0-eareoristeWhO'wilrWorkwith:Alcoholics.-Possibly,
these people will functioh as mental-healthaidescommunitYH
based, who will see many people involved in various kinds :Of:
selfdestructive behavior and play a major role in organizing
and-.coordinating the services used by- them -in providing cont-_

tinuity and also in watchingfer danger. signals.:H Again,:training
and supervision are important here, eswell'as an adequbte back-
up program: This involves providing:hoth:serviceefor patients
and,..mOreiimportanteCOnSultation and in- service training for the
aides:. This brings-us to the problem of whether to go in the
direction of new PreeriM deVelOPMentof:iirengthening what we have
Already; for-both WeThave:hot-raiolve&thii yet, Although ulti-
mately it seems to un-, community agencies will need sustained,
on-going back-up services through such mechanisms as the case
conference and on-going Conaultation services in order to deal
with the suicide'prohlem (or self-destructive-behavior problem).
So the really basic work which needs to be done is in finding
ways to spread some-Of our thinking on suicide as broadly-as.
we can to a large system of community helpers And to increase
the number of helpers and make them- people -who matter in the
day-to-day lives of our patients.
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e do not need to dwell:on:the problems of getting more
cooperation or mere community involVement1r6ince the-6e Problesis
are universal. On our reservation, everyone is extremely busy
and under a great deal of pressure,: and time for coordinating,
for education, or for just being together, is hard to come by
Also roles are so well defined that often it is hard to see
where each of us fits in in a collaborative venture of helping
A patient:Which looks at the patients' needs.' but not the
ageney'i role or:function. ' HoWever, we have made atstar't at
Pine Ridge,-.mott holding:ourimeetings in the
communities Where peopleliVe net in agency town, and in
involVing more helpers than the usual group of professional

-kers.
- ndell._M.D., Director

Paul Stuart. M.S.W., Social Wo
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION THROUGH REVIEW IN LITERATU',
A REVIEW OF HOSPITAL RECORDS

RE
RECORDS, AND:A CASE STUDY

(Sumiaryof Preliminary Findings)

An investigation into accidents was spurred by the tragic
deaLh on 9-15rG7 of a-Pine Ridge resident! A brief review of
the literature has revealed that the most applicable findings
in accident studies have:come from Dr. Behan and Hirschfeld in
Detroit regarding the aceidentprocess as a theory-of unaccept-
able diaability:,leadingtO an accident resulting in an acceptable
disability.': Also very significant in this field, we,find there
has been an article by Tebachnick et al., regarding the simi-
larities and differences between the suicidal:personality and
the accident personality.

Significant differences between an accident prpneOr
accident person and the suicidal person are

2/3 of the people in accidents are contemplating an-increase
in responsibility or have acutally moved into a position of
responsibility.
People' involved in_aCcidents are constantly being nagged or
bludgeoned about a major tension in their
The people involved in accidents are rather distantly inte-
grated with the sigOificant others in:their lives.-

Pursuing it further'in a break down of 40 cases in the
hospital,we haVolound:that there seems -to he a distinetion
between:the tyPe of person who As involveqin:minor accidents::
'both in the home, at work and on thohighways and the person
who is killed in an automobile accident. Another observation
coming from this was that the person who is Constantlyinjured
in a series of accidents has beenOeen in the heipitilferrsome
concrete reason, whereia,thOperson who is killed'in-an 'accident
has been into the hospital but only with vvigueunknown reason.
Another observation coming out of this study has been that the':'
person involved in the fatal accident his not beep involved in
a series of minor aceidents leading to the terminal incident.
:Whereas,: iolookingthrough histories of other people who are
involved in accidents they may have no near fatal accidents.
However, they, may have been involved in a number of accidents
dating back into early childhood.)

The case studyinvolved in this,preliminary investigation
of accidents revealed that the personality of the person causing
the accident had the Following characteristics)



He was under stress of physical disability in, the fo
tuberculosis.
He was involved in a marriage relationship which was appa
ently not satisfactory;
The victim had recently moved into a position Of more family
responsibility with the birth of a child two weeks prior to
his death.: ' '

'

Oh the day or the death, there Was a reception by the victim
of a Welfare check. This particular person placed a great
deal pf value on work and good performance.-
Within the last-several montbs.'the victim- had been told by
the medical staff that he was unable to work due to his
tuberculosis.
The victim had been verbally abused and accused of bringing
grief upon the: entire family by parental figures because of
the tuberculosis.

In addition to the above- reasons, there was evidence in the
case history,- that the patient had recently exhibited incressed
motor and verbal activity in 'relating to family and 'friends, and
in addition-to-the foregoing_ characteristics, there was the'ele--
ment'of alcohol usage involved in this accident.

James E
Clinics

Gills,
social Worker
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ANDIVALENCE_TOWARD EDUCATION AMONG
INDIAN HIGH SCHOOL 5TUDENT5*

A recent comparative study ofOglola Sioux and white high
school students reveals that one of tha.major sources O2stres.ri
.among the Indian studentsis:a high degree of amivalenCe,te-
ward education. On ene-handi theIndian studentsgpress 0.high
regard for educetian. and yet many, are underachievers scholastio01 y
and -worry about. being. able to complete their education.

Let us consider the Indian students' attitudes 'concerning
school. All of the students interviewed said that they Qxpectod
to finish high school and over one-half expressea a desire for
higher education:. On being asked whit--was the Wok-et thing a
toenager could do;" 26% of the Indian students stated that to
leave school was the worst thing. The best thing 0 teenager Gould
do according to 52% of he:_Indians and 24% ol! the Whites would ')0
to stay in school. This implies, we believe, that the Indian teen-
ager has some fear of net completing school and feels that :it would
be bad not to do so.

In asking about important worries or fears, 45% of the Indian
students' worries centered around education_ scholastic grades,
completing homework and not-finishing high school. The most iM-
portant and happiest events of -their lives were more likely among
Indians than Whites to have been graduation from- grammar school or
being theObject-of a scholastic honer. 'Anger:was-attributed to
scholastic failure more among Indian students, Also More Indians
than White students listed among their wishes a deiire fOr a good
education.,

Among Indian students who felt that Indians have gr
problems than other people, the highest percentage (30%)
that the reason for this was a lack of education.

responded

-The above:responses-Indicatea crinecrn aboOt ing- an ed--tcation and apositive attitude-about the value of education- by
the Indian students.- That).6 not-to say.that tha Non-Indian-
stUdents do not value education to an equal 'degree, Ic pro7aale
that- they are less concerned because they -take education more for
granted and envision. fewer obstacles. in the attainment ei their
educational aspirations..

used -on data thk.en from a preliMinary report ofihe CommunitY
Mental Health Program entitled A Sociological and Paychologieal
Study of Oglala Sioux-and

Non-Indian Nigh -School Students.'' 1967and -from other relevant research. This is the first of a seriesof three articles concerned
'with the sources of stress among Indianhigh school students
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Concern -with eclucaliion a-n-6.th! high value placed-on education
are, however; not reflected ).n the academic performance of the
Indao students : 50% are underachievers and' a high percentage will
drop out of high:School. In fact,' aceupleof the Indian- students.
who had Stated that they intended to complete high school had al-
ready become dropouts two months after being .interviewed.

On z national level, dUring the 1953 school year, dropouts
averaged 23% of the school population as compared with a dropout
rate for Indian students of about:GM:5 A Study of the South
riak,ote secondary school (i.e. IradeS 9 - 12) dropout.
in 1953-60 showed that 59% of Indian dropoUts occur in the 9th
grade compared with 20% for Won-Indians. Whereas. witYLthe 10th
grade, the percentage drops to 21% Zor Indians compared to 29%
for the Non-Indians. 13% of Indian dropouts are in the 13th grade
and 7% in the 12th compared to 28% and 22% respectively for the
Non-lndiahs in the llth and 12th grades. On the Pine Ridge Remar-
vation thore'appoars to be two dropout pdakt, one at the end of
8th grade and before entering the high school boarding school and
the second during the 9th grade. In a comparison of 8th grade
students who subsequently dropped out of school With those who con-
tinued, it was found7 that 57% or dcopouts'.are boys compared with
48% in-the schodi population. Also, 87% of dropouts are from
country districts as .compared to the 90% froM the country districts
in the school population. With regard to their ages, dropouts
tended to be older at entrance to the 9th grade (64% were 16 or
over) compared to those who remained (Si% were 15 or under)! There
was a difference in:their IdwaTest of Educational Development
scores. The mean score for the dropouts was in the 2eth percentile
and for thw.e who remained, in the 42nd Percentile-,

Why this discrepancy between verbally'expreseed att tudes. and
actual performance? The Indian student is at least verbally in7,
terested in education. Why then are so many tailing scholastically
and leaving school?-: Learning depends:on-a number of factors in7
clOding intelligence and:'tensory endowmentr.the capacity .,-tosus7..
tain attention,:inhibit'one's impulses, postpene'igratification and
tolerate frustrations: and also motivation to learn. It is a
common observation that the Sioux student goes through a golden
age of achievement between grades 4 and 6-where he exceeds the
national norms on the California Achievement Tests. At about
grades 7 and 8, his achievement level steadily drops below the
inational norms.1

We believe that an important factor in the poor scholastic
achievement and high dropout rates is motivation. There appears

27



be a number of eleme s which interfere with learning motive
ome of these (not_hecelbariiin the order of importance)-- in

feelings of inadequacy_ and- powe>lessness.,of lack of hope:-
that the future will be worthwhile; lack of'parental involvement
in the educational system; a strong (if often ambivalent) tie to
the family and-reservation which ma%es'separtien-'experiences
(if going to boarding school) difficult; and a strong leVeling:-

_

influence of the peer group: There are:also-a variety of assorted
factors such as age (42%-.:are overage for thelergrade) reading
underachieVement-,. lack of techniquesforgetting along with a
'large group of'sirange peopIeshame over -some felt Such
as poOr clothing and feelings that many Non - Indian teachers doh't
like Indians.- We will .briefly discuss some of the aboVe.

'One:of the most striking themes in talking with Indian teen -

agers is their feeling of inadequacy and powerleasness. This is
in Contrast to feelings of omnipotentiality in other adoleseents.3,
Their aspirations aregenerally:_lew and'Ahey have little'!mowledge
about how teachieve,these aspirations.- Many seem to feel that_- -

a White person:they',aa::Indians acre .second rate. Spilka
and Bryde5 -hove been studyingthe-:relationship !,etween school
AchieVeMent and alienation ,(including the .elements of:powerles
nessvhermleeSnesaf-meaningleasnesi,: social,isclation,andself-
estrangeMent Their data .strongassociations, between::
lowered achievement and feelings of powerlessness and social
isolation: They point out -that itis"nnt clear whether low
achievement leads to feelings of'poWeileSsheSior social inalation._
or the other way_ around, but poitulate a circular pattern of such
influences. --

Although school personnel on the Reservati n differ in their
opinions, many feel that it is difficult if not impossible to
-involve the Indian people in the,sehools. (This opinion is shared
by most government workers who have-- attempted to work closely with
the people in'providing services.L On'the ether hand, many Indian
parents_. feel. that they should be involved -with -the-schools only

'times when "there is_snme crisis involving:their child, and
moreover that once the child is in any school or boarding school,
he is the school's responsibility, Eventhe,Tribal Court goes
along with this viev-ofthn'schcol, using the boarding school as
a kind of detention-home and.treatment,center for kids wbo'sre
behaving in some antisocial way and Whose parents complain they
can't control-, the child, This_latter use of the bearding school
pretends as 42 there are personnel and facilities to wort with
kidar.Who may be and , often are dieturbedwhile in reality no such
personnel or faciltiies exist;

In talking with 8th grade student shout their parents'
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aspirations for the students' education we find that many have
no idea about what their parents' hopes are. An interesting.
finding related to this is

the

the BIA - 0E0 Demonstration
School at Rough Rock where 11-m community has complete power
through the School Board and the community, probably as a'result
is very involved with their children's-schooling. The general
achievement levels of the children at Rough Rock is higher than
at surrounding schools where parents are not as involved.'

Although expressing a desire to emigrate, the student may
actually 'e afraid to leave the security of ,family ties and that
of the reservation system itself. In fact the attainment of a high
educational level often necesstatea severing ties with the Reser-
vation in order to obtain higher education and employment commen-
surate with educational attainment. Parents and other close re-
latives realize this and some, therefore, discourage continuance
of education beyond the legal reauirements. In spite of the
personalistic orientation of Indian society, family obligations
among the more traditional are considered more important than in-
dividual independence and achievement.

Many are the examples of Indians who have prevented the con-
tinuance of education of relatives or summoned them back to the
Reservation in times of crisea or to care for or provide com-
panionship to a relative. To illustrate this, let 'Is record the
comments of an Indian Woman about education: "I want my children
to get a good education. I had to leave school in the tenth grade
because my aunt had tuberculosis. She should have gone to Sioux
San, but my grandparents wanted her with them so I had to drop
out of school to take care of her I know of a woman sere who was
a widow and her boy was really smart but she wouldn't let him go
to high school. I tried to talk with her but she said he didn't
need ar education - she could take care of him - she got enough
money from her leases; She saidshe didn't have long to live and
wanted her-children with her and it waan.l.t my business or the
business of the school what her boy_ did. You know that boy is
still in his twenties and is still not working and his wife left
hiM because he wouldn't work."

Besides the family, the subbistence security of the:reser
vat on system makes leaving the Reservation a fearful experience
for some young people and acts as a magnet to draw emigrants back
when life becomes difficult in the outside world. As one high
school boy said, "If .I don't make it outside, I can always come
back. At least I know I-won't starve to death here because of
the commodities."

If the young person remains en -the Reservation, there are
few lobs available and even fewer of a stimulating nature. One
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does not need a high school education to wor. in a fishhook factory
or as a ranchhand, along with the advent of the poverty programs,
more interesting employment became available, but this has not,
in general, fostered educational achievement. many of the
positions do not reauire a high school education and may, in some
cases encourage dropouts. As an example, an .Indian teacher aide
said that she was trying to persuade a sixth grade boy of the im-
portance of learning his multiplication table which he should have
mastered in the fourth grade. She told the boy that he'd never
get a good job without an education and would end .up digging
ditches. He told her' he didn't sle any reason to learn the mtlti4
plication table - he was only going to finish eighth grade and
didn't have to worry because he could work for the National Youth
Corps. Incidentally, the Tribal LAW is not conducive to the,com-
pletion of high school. According to the Law, an Indian may
legally quit upon reaching sixteen years of age after having
-finished the eighth grade.

In order to stimulate learning motivation we suggest_
1.. Decreasing the emphasis in Indian schooling on helping the
Indian student get into the mainstream of American life. This
philosophy so-often seems to lack positive concrete meanings and
tends to the negative direction mainly to deemphasize Indianness.

There are several interesting experiments going on in Indian ed-
ucation in this area namely at the Rough Rock School in Rough
Rock, Arizona and .in Father Jahn Sryde's course on:"How To De A
Modern Indian" at the Holy Rosary Mission in Pine Ridge.
2. More research is needed on the relation of. parental involve-
ment-and power in the educational system and the child's scholastic
achievement. At the present time available evidence-indicates a
positive correlation so that parent involvement should be seen not
just as something nice to do to increase communication between
teachers and parents but as having a direct relation to the child's
achievement.

3. Since the dropout peak occurs:between the 8th and 9th grades,
and after moving to the boarding school during the 9th grade we
suggest an orientation program for the 8th graders going to the
boarding school of at least -a year in duration, beginning at the
start of the.8th grade and involving trips from the districts to
the school and stayine, at the school. This should include b,ath
-prospective students and parents and be followed by dilens-Sions
of their experiences. This experience should be on-going-through-
out the 8th- grade-year.

To help the student through hisinitial.separation experiences
from home, a system of Big Brothers. and Big Sisters could beset.
Up. Here 12th graders could be given-responsibility for intro-
ducingthe incoming 9th graders to school life. The 12th grader

30
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should knole; the 9th grader he is to we- With before they get to
school. This also would be an on-going experience for the 9th
grader.
4. Adult education needs to be emphasised. Hero we are thinking
especially of meeting the needs of Lhoe who wish to pass their
High School Eouivaloncy tests after haviny previously dropped out
nd for others to move up the educational ladder.

S. Efforts should be made to involve Neighborhood Youth Corps
dropouts and non-dropouts in social service jobs rather than
menial, unproductive. bottom of the ladder jobs that no one else
wants and which only help to increase ones sense of inadequacy
rather than opening up one's potential.
6. The Tribal Council should be encouraged to change the Law so
that it would be obligatory for Indian students to remain in
school until they have been graduated from high gchool or are
eithteen years of age.

Carl Mindell, M.D., Director
Eileen Maynard, PhD., Anthropologist
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INDIAN POPULATION BY EDUCATIOUAL LE

GENERAL SOCIAL CHARACTERISITCS

Educational Levels

Does the social background of the high school gralluate di for
markedly from the person who has completed some high school or has
no high school education? Put another waY; what groups of Indians
are most likely to have completed high - school? In this section,
our objective is to compare educational levels with a number of
social characteristics. In this way, we hope to determine the ex-
tent of social differences among persons with varying degrees of
schooling and thug be able to describe the general characteristics
of Indians on each educational level.

For this purpose, all Indians 25 years of age and older were
divided into three education categories. The high education-cate-
gory includes those who are high school graduates and/or have
attended college. The middle education category consists Of ,persons
who have completed one to three years of high- school and the low
education category, those with an eighth :grade education or less.

*Statistics taken from the Baseline Data Study which is approximatel
85% complete.
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Befo.:a Iminnin9 the conparisor;, Let tic preuet _evince;
table of educational lever 01 Pine Rifte Reservation Indian cjt1 up3
as comnitree: with the! generz1 U.S. cute and t' e,re populaElon.

Pcrsonc, 25 yea-173 016 and 0vo

Years of School Completed by Ethnic Crow,
nnd Compi;red to U.S. White and Negro Population

(Preliminary Date)

2ercur.tge Distri'outioT,

Years o'; Shool CollpletaM

High Schcol i Coll, gs...-.nol Ye;-..rFINNIC _ Ele Sch. -
B fl - 3 4 1 - 3 -1- C.:cmpletedLess r.n :4 - 7

G O-P _LYDarn ars vaarawears yeersycr.

Total 7.7 25.0 21.2- 25'.V I 15.4!i

i

Indiza i

i

N;72793 i

i

i

1
1

1

30.0 1 22.
1

1.9 10.1Mixed
Bleed
Ni-7.1279

U.S.

White

US-
Negro

.1

10.7

5.5

15.1

33.4 2.5; 22.2 9. .7

15.91 17.6 i 32.1 '9.9 12.0

12.4 1 22.2 i 17.7 4.7 s 4.7

Tha median school years comp1etee oy the Indian population
* falls considerably below U.S. White population (12.0) ;end

:lightly below that of the U.S. Negro population (9.0). The
Zndian population also falls considerably below the two sat anal
f.opulations in regard to the percentage who have completed high
c%col: 20.5% or the Pine Ridge Ind :-Al population, 27.1% U. S.

Negro and 50.7% U.S. White.

.comparing Mixed Blood with Full Blood Indians, one finds
hat `he educational level o? Mixed Bloods-is thignificently higher

their' that of Full Bloodo. Mixed Bloods have e hivklorRorcer.tage
0Z-high scilool gracluates (31.= than the U.S. Negro population
.(27.1%), but a lower percentage o college Srbduates. It is the
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PuL: Bloods who tall Vt10w both the general Whtbe a 10P-
latiehs on ,nearLy all levels of educarional attAin,=-. ittougle.

th, median school years completed among the Full Blhoda is the
same as among the U.S. No,4ro:pophlation (8.2), the LiegTo Fsoulation
has a hifiner percentage of .grammar school (61..'7 and high school
graduates (27.1%) than the ruff Blood Indians; 55.9% and 11,2%
respectively.

in dividing the two ethnic groups into the throe education
categories, one finds that 31.3% or the Mixed Bloods fall into t,
rich education category, 3G% in the middle and 38.8% in tha low
education category. P.mong Full Bloods, 11.1% are in the 'high ed-
Ucatien category, 22.?4 in the middle education category and 71.6%
in the low education catcgery..

It io obvious that the differences in educational levels
between tha two groups are highly significant ( S.001). The
diffe.'enees ate more hignly significant in the high 'nd- low cote-
gorios end slightly less so in the middle category. Ona can con-
clude that high schnol graduates are more lilcely to 'ae. mixed Bloods
than Full Bloods.:

When one coasidors age differences, ere ii finds that among
Indians in the middle education level who under 45 years
age, approximately half are Mixed Bloods and hall` .Pull Bloods,
In the 45 years and over age croUps, however, a majority of those
in the middle oducation category are Mixed Bloods.

Sex e

The distribution -E males in the three education categories is
as follows; high 21%, middle 25.1%, and low 53.8%: and for females:
high 20%, middle 26.3% and low 53.8%. Although 1% more of the
males than females are high school graduates, tnere is no signig-
icant if;lerence in educational levels between males and females.

In comparing the varizbles of sex and ethnic group with ed-
u etienal levels, one finds that the Mixed Blood tamale has attained
the highest educational level; 12.4% are high school graduates in
comparison to 30.2% of the Mixed Blood males. Although more Mix
Blood females (7.8%) titian males (5.5%)have completed some oolle3e,
more males (2.2%) than females (1.6%) are college c raduetes. It
seems that among the Mixed Bloods, more females enter college but
more males complete college. At least this is true of the college
trained Mixed Bloods who live on the Reservation.

Among the Full Bloods, it is the male who he st ad-
u- tional level: 13% are high school graduates in comparison to

_ of the lull mlooa lequaLis. Only 1.3% of the Full Blood females
rompini-ed some college or are college graduates compared to

2.8% of the Full Blood males:
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As ztatod in the previous Bulltin, the educ.t.tienal level is
..7ining so that, in general., the younger the person, the creator the
likeliced that he or she has completed hioh scho61 or 'some high
school: Vollowing is a table of oducational levels by age group:

EDUCATTOKAL '1,711/7.T, PY A(77 OROUP

Persons 25 and over

5 Distribution

Li2t_EiTpue Educational Leve_l_
_

S. Grade
or ess

1 -.3 years
of hi h school

Rig School
or more

25-.29 years 30.6 33.5 35.7

30-34 years 40.9 27.8 31:2

35-44 years 49.6 33.1 17.3

45-54 years 46.9 30.1 23.0'

55-64- years 72.3 14.2 13.5

65-69 years 90.8 5.8 3.5

70 years 87.3 9.2 3.6
and older

N2811

You will notice that the medal educational level changes from
the low education category for those 30 years and Older to the high
education category for persons under 30 years: The percentage of
high school graduates has steadily increased with the eXception cre
the 35-44 age group where there is a decline: A possible expla-
nation is that more p,-:sons may have drojped out of school because
of World War II to enter the armed forces or work in defense plants.
It is interesting to note that among the total high school graduates,
47.2% are under 35 years of age.-

A% increase in educational level is also true of Mixed Bloods
and Lull 8lood17 :000110 thtg roPc-of jease is'higher-among the
Mixed Bloods,
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PERCENTAGE CV HI `Ft SCHOOL GRADUATES BY AGE AND nlinic GRoop

Percent

50

40

30

10

Mixed Blood
Full Blood

Age 70 years
arid Over

35-69 55-64 45-54 35-44 15-34

District of Residene

The educational leVels vary considerably omoln the dis
The percentage of high school graduates for each district i
follows:

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES BY DISTRICT
Persons 25 and over

t
%._of Rica School

Graduates

LaO eek 29.9

Wakpemni

Eagle Nest 18.1

Medicine Root 14.9

Wounded Knee 14.6.

Pass Creek 1.9

POrCupine 10.9

Whit e Clay 10.2

s.
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The .,ducational level et taOroek and Wakpar,ni al-strots in
hig;:ler that t other dist:ic'ze (<=.0G1L Zn fact,

oZ th* total high school graduates, 614% live Wakoamni or
LaCreek districts. One can the conclude that nicihst,.chcal graduutes
Ore more li:tely to 'oe residing in these tvic. cliz.trio tnen in the
other districts:.

Xt is interesting to note that the two districts with.
higlleat porcontaga o high sonool graduates es only astricts
that have high schools. Also, they are the districts with the
hi-t employment rates and the highest percentage o2 Kixed Bloods,

However, a significantly higher porcentage of .7u11 Bloods in
Toinkmni and LaCreak districts. are hirin school graduates than
Full Bloods in the other districto.(<.001). rn consoquonco, the
district of residence, rtgardless of ethn:.c group, is an link

factor in educational level.

Village-Ru:e._ Residence

The 04ta on locLtion of residence reveals that as the ed-
ucational level increases so does the like'illedd of living
u village rather than in a rural cluster or in an isolated dwelling
in the country (.001): .7,nong persons in the hi gh education
category, 64.7% live in a village and 33.3% in a more rural environ-
ment. In the middle education category 50.4% live in a village !,nd
49,6% in the country. Among persons in the low education categerY,
40,7% are village dwellers and 5g.3% rural dwellers.

The correlation between educationol level and location of
residence also applies to the two ethnic groups. Both Full Bloods'
and Mixed Bloods1 in the high education category are more likely
to be living in a village than out in the country.

As regards age groups, a Majority of Indians under 45 years of
age in the high and middle categories live in a village: whereas
among Indiana 45 and older, only-a majority in the high education
category live in a village. The person in the middle education
categoni is as likely to be living in a'.rural environment as in
village.

Marital Status.

When the education categories are compared to marital status,
one finds that the higher the edacatioi-al level., the greater is the
likdliboodtat ap,erson ll be OareiedVnd .living with his Or.:44Y
spouse (<.00l). In the low education category, 64.2% are married;
in the middle category 71.9-72an6 in the high category 76.3%.

L. 71.-- 24.l7T3ø 1. Full Bloods
Z 21.86 MiNad Bloods

7
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Among full gleod IoOlong, 63,4% in tile low education cotoTory
1-lre married-, middle education caterior/ and 80% in the
high e6ucatkr catceorz. Connequehly, one can sa/ that Thu l Bion';
vith a high school educatf.on aye more likeiv to be MOripa than
t'.'.oso who ace not high sci,00l graduates. 2

T:le same pattern is also evident =long MiYed blooes. bur to a
loszer dogrel. OE thoo in the IOW education cateclorx, 65.% aro
'"'7-rioa? fn 016 mkddl6 caterjorY 74.6%'and irCtile,41Litafq-01:7 71iG7

0

AMOtIV Mixed DLOods, t reCsOO.wit:1 high school ed1;Cation ©r from'
one to thrte years of high school is more likely- to }Jo married than

eersen with an education o;: eighth grade or lenu. 3

TO,e. age of the person CIOQs not alter the pattern. L the low
ochication cotegory, however, a nighe percentage of Indians under
45 YeAre Of age (72.6%) than over 45 .Yoars of age (65.2M are mawricc

Among Full Bloods, 10.5% in the high education category are
CivotTed 0'- separated in comparison to 15.1% in middle category
and J.Z.1% in t:.e low eatecJory. The opposite is true of the Mixed
Blcedp, 15.3% in the hig:1 education eategery are divorced or
rieparated contrasted to 13,1% in the miedie category and 10.1% in
Lt e low category. Thus among Full Bloods, a higher rercentage or
F hose with less than a high school education are either serarated
or divorced. Among Mixed Bloods, a lower percentage of those with
loss than a high school education, are separated or divorced.

The likelihood or KtihgtOidowed'decreeses'as:edUcatioilal 1ev61
increases, because the lower education levels are found more among
older persons : 14.2% in the low education category, 6.1% in the
middle category and 2.3% in the high category.

Thmilv P4ombership
. .

There is a relationship betWeen-type of family membership and
educational. level. The higher the educational level, the greater
is the likeliholoidof bein'g a member. of a domorete nuclear faifill'Y
(1(1001).- Among Indians in the low education category 67.07 are
mem)aers or a _complete nuclear family; 75.1% in the middle category
and 80. G.% in the high c4tes6ry are members oT a complete nuclear
family. Put another Way, among persons who are members of a comi-
plata nuclear family,. 22.7%.ate high school graduates in contrast
to 15.9% who ere members of an incomplete nuclear,family,
who are living alone and 8.2% Who are members of another typo of
family that is ,not of the nuclear type, ApproXimataly the same
pattern is evident among loth Mixed Bleeds ad Pull Bloods.

2. -= 19.05 .003 dn.
2. L df2 11.36 el .01.

8
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Agaia, :foe camo Wstern in eviOent regardless. o age grcx.p.
14 Lhe 10, cducation category, however, higher percentage 72.6%)

tho:;o andor 45 years of age are iivinq in a complete nuclear
m.ily than to se over 45 years (65:2%).

2fesence Durir Childhood.

Among Indians who e,:o hioh school graduates, 75.4% staVed that
they EA lived moot o.,7 their childhood with both pezeats. This is

eonzrnst to 67.S% in the midOlc category and.68.4% in the low
w%0 L. lived I,gL of their childhoud with both parents..

Conneuently, one can say tnmt t%0 person in the high education
category in more likely to have lived most of hischildbood with
both pert- than a person in the middle end lov oittrion rore
arias.

When we contrast educational level and parental presonee among
mixed Bloods, the same pattera holds, 7sut is less sionificent than

ioio rhu tntAl Indian population Among Mixed Bloods, 78.S% of
those with a h1th school education lived most of their childhood
with both uerents in contrast ea 50.1% 4e Llto middle category and
75.2% in the low category.

Althouch a slightly higher percentage (57.S%) of F.11 Bloods
in the high education category than in the middle (55.7%) and low
education (54.7%) categories lived most of their childhood with
both parents, the difference is not statistically sionificant. One
can thus say that among Full Bloods there is no relationship between
0ducational level and parental presence.

Laneuaoe_

highly significant statistically are the differences in Ian-
guag /atterns in the three educational levels. Among respondents
from te.e sample populetionG, the higher the educational category
the less is the likelihood Of being bWnjual-:(;..:,...001). Tha
language pattern for persons io the high eattcation category is as
follows: 54.4% speak only English or speak a little Lakota,- 45.1%
are bilingual and .4% speak Lakota and a little English. Among
those in the middle education category, 29:2% speak Only English or
speak a little Lakota, 67.6% are bilingual and 8.2% speak Lakota
and a little English. In the low education category, 10.4% speak
only English or speak a little Laketa, 78,3% are bilingual, 10.7%
speak Laiwta and a little English and speak only Lakota.

4, r 11.18 <-001.
5. eC-A 5.73 :,02
6. 1315 persons 25 years and older who answered the ffuestionnaire.

Each respondent represents one household, "'
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Conside the lascuais ca, egories, one finds that . the
Engl_sh category', 46,4'% are hi9b nchool gradeaLes. pacceht-age
02 , school graduates in the oCeer language categories are:

a liatle Lakota 40.7% bilingual 12,5%, spoak., Eakota and
little English 1,1%,

Virtualle th- same oattern is evi_w,' regard te household
lenguaee. The majoifity of reapondenti in the high education cate-
gory (7W sl)tiak English tir mostly English in their households.
English only or moistly English is spoken in 46% of the households
of those in the middle education category and in of tbe houoe
holds of persons in the low education category.

the household language categories, the percentage of
.-g SC B001 rep. sates is as fellows: English only 40.Q%, most:y
English ?7.5%, English and Lakota equally 10. mostly Lakota 4.-
and Lakota only 1.5%.

It is wise to point out, howeer that the variable of ethnic
group membership is affecting the relationship between language and
educational level. A majority of Full Bloods in all three education
categories are bilingual and there is little difference between ed-
s--.tion categorieS in this regard. Among Mixed Bloods,- the pattern
varies, tho majority of Mixed Bloods in the low education category
are bilingual; whereas the majority in the middle and high cate-
gories sneak English only or speak a little Lakota. Thus, among
Full Bloods, educational level and language are not related, but
among Mixed Bloods, the higher the educational level the less is
the likelihood of tieing bilingual.

One would expect age to'be a significant factor in regard to
languages a higher percentage of Indians over 44 years of age than
under 45 years oZ age are bilingual. A lower percentage of Indians
in the high education category who are in the younger age group are
bilingual (35,8%) than in the older age-group (61.9%), A majority
of those in the other education categories and in both age groups
are bilingual-, The pattern, however, of an increase in educational
level as bilinguality decreases also-applies within each age group,
but this again is more a matter of ethnic-group membership because
in both age groups, a majority of those in the high edtication cate-
gory are Mixed Bloods.

Approximately the same pattern is present as regards house-
hold language. Here again one finds the same differences between
Full Blood,- and Mixed Bloods: houaehold language is- related to ed-
ucational level only among Mixed Bloods. Also English only or
mostly English is more likely to be spoken in the household as
educational level increases regardless of the age group, but the
variable of ethnie,group membership is affecting the differences.

10
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Ev°Ek11.1.gri_Outr5.(7e lf the Resef.vatinn

The higlerthe educational level, the greater it te liken/toot:7
that the respor.det (sample population) has :6ivad oae year or more
outside ci;-: the Pine.Ridge Reservation. Amor,g oetEons who have'
lived oZr: the Raaervation 13:6% ere in -the high Aucation Category
compared to 8.0% who have rot lived outside of the Pine Ridge Reser-
vLtion. Within the high education category, 78.S% have lived off
the Ra'4arvatien7 among rho n= in themiddle category 51.6% and among
those in the low category 32.a%. The differences aza higY.ly sig-
nificant statistically between the high and low eeucetional cate-
gories and experitnce off the Reservation and the oitlerences
apply regardless of ethnic group and age group.

. . . .

In the high education category; the most praval;nt reasons for
having lived outside of the Reservation are attending school
worbing and/or in the armed services. 13.7% in this category are
originally from another Reservation or place. In the middle and low
education categories, the highest percentage were living outside of
the Reservation because of working, attending school7 and/or in the
armed service.

There Qra no .striking differences between the- respondents in
the three educational categories concerning reasons for living off
the Reservation,- except that a higher percentage of persons in the
high education category lived outside the Reservation because of
attending school or because of being from another reservation.

Reli ious Affiliation

. Among the three religious denominations most represented on the
P ine Ridge Reservation,. aslightly higher percentage of Catholics,
(22,5%) than Presbyterians (18.5%) and Episcopalians (15.0%) are
h igh school. graduates.8 These differences, however, do not pertain
within the Mixed Bloodand Full Blood categories-- Among Mixed
Bloods, 33.354of the Presbyterians are high school greduo.teS, -18.7%
of the Episcopalians and 28,7% of the Catholics. Among Full Bloods,
13.2% of the Presbyterians-are high school gradetes, 12.4% of the
Catholics and 9.2% of the Episcopalians,

7. A number or respondents have attended grammar schools and high
schools of the Reservation, i.e., Rapid City In4inn School, Genoa,'
Plandreau, Haskell, Ca±liile, St. Francis MiR5On (P060bIld) etc.
O OLrq 6ignigionL at 001. Ve 19.33 a14

11
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In considering religious affiliarioa within the ecluc-
ntion categories, the reship shcw that amsng tl-,oso in h.nc
education category, 56.5% arc CatLolic, 34.4% E...aiscop.FAlien enh 2,3%
Presbyterian. In the middle edhcation estogory, 5E-2% Lz-cr Catholic,
23.4% Episcopalian and 3.4% Presbyterian. In the low education
category, 43.4% are Catholic, 47.1% Episcopalian an4 9. 5%
Presbyterian.

ch?,mcteris ichBv Educational Catemokila

Aa 4 =Mary, WO present in table form a list of the rocaal
characteistic2 most co=onlv found in each of the three eeucation
categories. Remember that this is an abstraction and describes in
very gonerol terms the social characteristics Of a :ajority of
the Indians who fall into each educational level. There will,
therefore be many exceptions.

12
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E L_EOCIAL ql.ilkRACTERTSTTCS OF THE ND AN
BYEEUCATIONAL LEvE-

(Persons 25 Years and Over

Educational Loyal
Boole Nigh
Characteristics (high school or

ie

Middle
(1-3 years of
h- school.

Low
(3th grade or

Ethnic Group

Age Group

Village-Rural

riot

Marital Status

Family Type

Parental Presence
(during childhood)

Individual
Language

Household
Language

Lived off Reser-
vation (1 year or
more at one time)

Religion

Mixed Blood

Under 45 years

Village

Wakpamni or
LaCreek

Married

Complete Nuclear

Both parents

English only or
some Lakota

English only

Yes

Catholic

Mixed Blood

Under 45 vea

Village or
Rural

Wakpamni or
White Clay

Married

Complete Nuclear

Both

Bilingual

English and
Lakota ouually
or English only

Yes and No

Catholic

Full Blood

Over 44 years

Rural

Wakpamni,
Medicine Root
OK Wounded Nile

Married

Complete
Nuclear

Both parents

ingual

English and
Lakota equally

Episcopal or
Catholic

13
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GENERAL SOCIAL CHARATFKI5TICS OP FULL 2f,GRILKEULArION
Pr rPPCATI9NL LryTT,

(Persons 25 Years and Over)

-M catianal

5ncial Lharacte7istics Bich VidAle

Age Group

Village-Rural

District

Under 45

Village

Low

Under 45 Geer 44

Rural Rura),

Wakpamni or Wakpemni or WakpaMnie
Wounded Knee White Clay :Wounded Knee

or Medicine
Root

Individual Language Bilingual Bilingual Bilingual

Household Language English and English and English and
Lakota emielly Lekota equally Lnkota 9ually

Lived of Reservation Yes No

Religion Episconal or EpiscoRa1 or Episcopal
Catholic. Catholic

ltr

66-101 0 - 69 - pt. 4 - 32
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CEMVPAL .CF..___CTWRISTICE 07 _in BtO;OD POPULATION

ri*-41.10N7.11!. LLA21,_
Cr 25 'ears and Over)

Educational Lov-

L2L.LLLSIV,racteniPtic Hioh Mijdale

Age Group Under 65 Under 45

-Village-Rural

District

Village

WOknamhi or
LaCreek

Individual Langlige English only

Household Language

Village

Lsw,

Wakpamnit
LaCree% or
Medicine soot

English only
or sonic Lo'tots

English only English only

Lived off Reservation Yes

Religion Catholic Catholic

OvEr

Village

Wa%pcmni or
LiCreek

Bilingual

English and
Lakote cc=
ually or
English only

Catholic

15
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SOCIAL CH.P.RAOTERI5==n25
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

44 YEAR AcE cPoup

Edtic'etthni T.AV

ocial raprpcteristics

Ethnic Group

Villagc-Rural

District o Residence

Individual Language

Household Language

Lived of Reservation

Mixed Blood

LCW

bull Blood
or Mixed
Blood

Village Village-
,

Wakpamni or Districts
LaCreok other than

Wakpamni and
LaCreek

English only Bilingual
or speaks some
Lakota

English only
or mostly
English

Yee

English and
Lakota eo-
ually

Full Blood

rwrE4.1

Districts
othor than
WaXpzmni and
Laroek

Bilingual

English and
Lakota
ually

No

16
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L SOCIAL CHARACTMISTTCS GP 45 ANpOVERAGE CiRGu?
PY EDICAYTONAi', LWJEL

E _eaY.ienalLkvc,1_

Social Characteristics -LOw_

Etnnic Groun Mixed Llood Mixed 9leed Tull Blood

Villago Rural ot Aural
Village

Distriu- OE Residence Wakpamni or Wakpamni or Districts other
LaCreek LaCreak than Wskpemni

or LsCreek

lmaividual Language BiliejuaL nilinqual

Rour.e.iold Languaqe Ehglish only Englinh and English and
or'mastly
English

Lakota
equally

Lakota ecually

Lived .11f,-ReservatiOn Yea ve.

_LAW, ECONOIRA.CTERISTICS.

Tntrcdu_ction

In -this scution. our purpose is to define the economic cherao-,
teristica in relationship to educational levels. We hone in this
waY to deterzine what degree education is related to economic
stuttLe-cn.licLa will in turn answer the question: arc there suificient

rawr_rds on the ?ine Ridge leservation to make the attain-
TaInt of a_high school education worthwhile? We rauliaa talt
zateZie2latio gain is only one of the rewards of education, but it
L 3 t =OE measurable one.

gaJltur7ent Stpizus

'The C=Zoyment rote Of the lobar force incre-zsco in relation
z.:5 the educational level. In consequence one can conclude that the
:14.'her the-educational level, Var. greater is the likalihoOd Of being
employed., 001). Also undereployment (pert-time emoloymenr)
is higtar among Indians in the middle and low education eategoriea

1 than among those in the high educlation category.

17
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Ml-L-DYMENTTATUI LAW. Fr-AXE BY EDUOAT-70NAL LEVEL
(Vtrtxmc 25 Yeats ael Over)
Percent.ige Oidcribtion

EmelsycA Ftli EmployLd Part
Time Unglaloved_

tiigh

(high ..sc'hoel or more) 76.3

middle
-(1-3 veers high scnooi)

Lsw
(Sth grade or less)

52.4

42.5

9.8

73.7

.19.1

13.8

26.9

$8.3

1476

The rosults show that from the viewpoint of emploaknt, ed-
ucetir,n does pay off. However, the disturbing fact rerains thst a
high school education does not guarantee employment; 13.5% of high
school graduates are unemployed

i;nog Nixed Bloods, a majority in each educational level is em-
ployed full time and employment increases with educational level
from 70.0% in the low education category to 794% in the middle
category and 87.9% in the high categorv. 12.1% of the. high school
graduates are unemployed. One can thus say that among Mixed Bloods,
the higher the educational level, tie greater the inelihood of
being em'pload We 22.07<1.001 df2).

Among Full Bloods, a meoricy are employed in each educational
level, but only a majority of hist school graduates 4X0 employed
full time (72.3%). The employment rate rises even more sicaif-
icantly with educationa1 level among Full Bloods: in the low educ-
action category, 55.5% are employed, in the middle category 65.1%
and in the hish category 82.3% (41= 29.35.00, df2). The end
result, however, reveals that 43.5% of the Full Blood labor force
in the low education category is unemployed and that 17.7% of mull
Blood high school graduates are unemployad

in the age groups .of under 45 years and 45 yeerd and over, the
employment rate also increases as'oducational level increeses. For
example, among Indians in the high education category who are under
45 years of age, 85.0% ere emeloyed in contrast to 59.6%:in the low
education category. Among:those who are 4e veers and over 87.9% in

nigh education category ere employed in comparison to in
the low education category. Fmm the standpoint od age, the high-
est rote of employment is among those 45 years and older who have e

18



chool education or batter and the hishee r-eto f uncmp,,ovment
17%) is found among t cis

grade bc:ucation or less,

Org

and older who have an eighth

c have seen that those with a high school education or more
more :ikoly to be employed than those who are not hicjh school
at en, but does a high school education provide assurance of

Job above the lowest occupational status level? Using a
modified version of Warner's seven point Revised Scale for Rating
Occupation 5, one finds the following:

'TIONAL STATU T LATION BY EDUCATIONAL LEWT
ns 25 Years and Over)

Percentage Distribution

Educational Level

Occunational Status Middle -ow

1. ...Ugh 1.? .5

2. 9.9 3.8 a. 3

3. 9.9 6.8 4.5

4. 16.1 9.0 8.3

41.0 23.3 11.4

G. 10.5 241.1 22.0

Low 11.2 32.3 45,5

N=426

9. Some am en o ratings are as follows: 1 rating - lawyers,
engineers, doctors, etc., 7 rating - high school teachers, trainee
nurses, largo farm owners, etc., 3 rating - grammar school LeaChers
minor Officials, etc., 1. rating - small businessmen, stenographers,
foremen, small farm owners, etc., 5 rating - skilled workers,
policemen, tenant farmers, etc., 6 rating - semi-skilled workers,
nurses' aides. waitress, etc., 7 rating - unskilled workers. etc.
Narner, Lloyd. Social Class in America, Harper and Row, N.Y., 1950.
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Obviously, those with a high school educetion o more ere more
likely to nave the more highly rated occupation% hst here again,
11.2% or the high school graduates are working bt; runchhandz%
f=0ctory workers, etc., and 10.6%havo semi -skilled jobs. Most of
the persons in the 2 and 3 atin ho have an eighth grade educ-
ation or loss are Mixed Blood ranchers who own and lease fairly
large sections of lead.

Pinurces Em7kRymant

The sources of employment for the -sample ropul-atiou ameerding
to educational level are an follows:

SOU10ES OP EMPLOYMENT OF INDIA,N_SAMPLE
POPULATTOMBY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
(Parsons 25 .Yearn and Over)
Percentage DistKihution

EO.vc Oil 1 Level

SpUrcen of Em lovment Ni-h Middle Low

ELEA 30.4 2C.3 9.8

OEQ 14.3 18.8 11.9

9. 2.9 .7

County 4.4 2.2 1.4

State 2.5 .7

Other Government a.5 2. 3.5

Tribe -8.1 3.6 7.0

Company 11. 2 19.8 28.7

Person 8.7 16.7 18.2

Solt 8.7 13-8 18.9

N442

20

1
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Thr= felral, c'..ate and county govarment apvnein asoCf, 63.=
o; the hiyn ncnool yradutes in working force, 46.4% of t;=.0.1 in
an middle elucaionlevel and 27.3',", of t'nose in the low edurQrton
catcorv. Gne can thEt the higher the educc.tional levol t'ne
ctreatc,r is z ho 1i%e;.ihOod that a person will .ba worki)n for the
government. ( .001).

The majoritv o persons with anoduca'cion of eighth grade or
In to wozkinS for a company, an individual or are gelf-employed.

majorizy of t'close in the middle and high educetioa categories
are wor%ins for the KA, the 0E0 or for a comrany.

Economic Status o Hou5eho1ds

Although there is a. question of the accuracy of reportod -in-
come, the respo7;dentai estimates 02 the total income in their
inactive households providessome measure of economic status.
Uhen economic status of households is cern:pared to educational level,
the results are as follows:

ECONOMIC STATUS 0=I -LATIO7 BY BDUCATIOYAL LEVEL
(Persons 25Years and Over)
Percentage DistrOution

Educational Level

Bcon mic Sta Hou.-ehn iol L

Very High
(510,000 - over) 18.0 6.3 1.9

Kigh
($7,000 - 0,999) 14.7 4.4 1.7

Above Average
($6,000 - G,999) 11.1 5.1

Average
($4,000 - 5, 999) 17.6 12.3 5.8

Below Average
($3,000 3,999) 8.9 10.4 7.9

Low

($1,000 - 2,909) 19.3 33.7 39.1

Very Low
(Under $1,000) 10.4 27.8 41.5
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Although there is no completely consistet pattern 5o that
can 5av that income risen in direct 'relationship ..=o an tic a'; }= in

educational loyal, the s'.-.ow signiXicanly W.gher r,',--
centage of those in the low education category 1d1:1.5 and middle
education category (71.5%) than in the high education category
(38.:0 -live in households in which the annual income is under
$4,000. The majoritv of Indians in the hioh education category
(31.45) have incomes which are average or above. However, 38.6%
have incomes under 54,010.

Tyne of Tacoma

The type of income of an individual. varies considerablY wit,1
the educationdl lovol, Among Indians, (samp/e population) in the
low education category 12.0% have income that is completely earned
in comparison to 22.2% of those 411 the middle education category
and 44,4% in the high education category. The patterns for those
receiving i.oth earned and unearned income10 is7 29.0% of those in
the low education category, 31.5% in the middle category and 35:5%
in the' high category.

Among Indians in the low education category over half (30.9%)
have completely unearned income, in the middle education category
32.7% and in the high ,category 15.3%. Individuals (mostly house-
wives) who have no personal income compriae 8.4% of those in the
low education category, 13.5% of persons'in the-middiv tatagery
and'.16.9Xf of those in the high category.

Almost half (49.%) of Mixed Bloods in the high educati
category have an dncome that is completely earned in contrast to
32.9% of the Full Bloods in this category. 45.1% of the Mixed
3loodS -and $3:9% of the Full Bloods. in the low education category
have incomes that are completely unearned. As we shall see, some
of the ethnic group differences in regard to type of income is due
to the fact that a higher percentage of Full Bloods than Mixed
Bloods own land on which they receive lease mone.

There is also a definite correlation -between educationallevel
and being the recipient of welfare or a pension. Among Indians
(sample population) in the low education categor', 48.3% are re-
ceiving some form of welfare or pension pats in contrast to
30.3% of those -in the middle education category and 15.5% in the
high education category.

10. Uneurno intecone.fpcMdva eftiFare payments, pensions and lease
income.
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Land_Owrerohin

Thoro is an inverse relationshir between educational level and
land ownorship: that is tine higher the educational level the less
is the liclihood of owning land (either individual dfor shared),
73,S% of the Indiano (sample population) in the low education cote-
gory are landowners incontrast to 61.4% in the middle catqery and
54..G% in the high education category.- The same general reir,tionship
between education and land ownership exists in both ethnic groups.
Because moro'Full Bloods own lend. hoovor, one find, for olo,
that 50% of the Mixed Bloods in the hich education er,tec:ofy own lAnd
in contrast to G5.8% of the Pull Bloods in the same ,:-Legory.

The age group of the person, however, alters rho pattern to
some extent because individuals who are 45 years of ago end over
are more likely to own land than tiloso under 45 years of age. Among
Indians 45 and over, those with en eighth grade education or lens
are more likely 't0 own land than those in the middle and high ed-
ucation categories 001) . In the 25-44 age group, persons in
the low and-middle education categories are more likely to own land
than persons in the high education category (e..02).

Allo, as educational level increases so does the likelihood of
a person using his land for ranching and/or farming. Only 16% of
those in the low education category arousing their lend, 19% in the
middle category and 31.3% in the high category. The difference,
however, is only significant among Mixed Bloods. 43.2% of the Mixed
Bloods in the high education category are using their land in con-
trast to 28% in the middle education category and 26.% in the low
category. There seems to he little relationship among Full Bloods
between use of land and educational level.

mTaery of Eco mit C 's tits

We would like to summari.m the relationship -between economic
characteristics and educational level by presenting a table showing
where the majority of individuals fall within each-education cate-
gory.

23
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ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICSOFJNOIANPOPULAT
(Persons25Years.pnd Over
Percentage Distribution

Edue tiffs gel

E omic Chara ter iaties

Employment Status o.
Labor Force

Source of en

Occupational Status

Economic Status
(household)

Type or Income

Ree,pient of Welfare
or pension

Land Ownership

Use or Land

Hioh

Employed
Full Time

DUCATICKAL LEV7L

MjcId1Q Low

Employed
Full Time

BIA, 0E0, BIA, OEO,

Company Company

_ 5 S & 7

raising rating

Average or Low or very
higher low

Earned or
earned and
unearned

Yes

NO

Unearned or
earned and
unearned

Yee

No

Employed Full
Time or Part
Time

Company, self
person

5 a_7 rating

Vary low or
loW

Unearned

No

Yes

NO

24
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COMMUNITY PORTRAIT NC. 1

KVLE COMMUNITY*

GeoeraphY

Kyle has the distinction ca2 being the most centrally located
community on the Pine Ridge Reservation. The community lies 50
miles norChaast of Pine Ridge village and 35 mles. southwest.of
Wan lee. Politically, Kyle form a part of Shannon County and

is the largest community in Medicine Root District. The village

is bordered on the north-by Lower Medicine Root community, on the
south by :Upper Medicine Root community, on the west -bv American
Horse communitY and on the east by Bull Bear and Potato Creek
communities.

Kyle lies en the west bank of Medicine Root Cr, and is

isituated'n a valley surrounded 'by hills to the'east-and west. -

The valley extends southward whore it-is marked by rolling hills
and ant, bread plains. A favorite site for fiShermon is Kyle
Dam located atproXimately one-ceartermile from the village. The

dam _was constructed by the CCC during the DepressiOn.. (1935), The

following year the dam was-destroyed, but was later rebuilt.

The plains surrounding _Kyle -aro covered with the swine
buffalo grass and dotted with a variety of trees,.-shrubs and
flowers. --he -moat; common trees are the American elm,:-ash, cedar,
box elder, wild plumichokocherry,- cottonwood, oak and various
pines. Indigenous to the area are buffalo berry and wild rasp-
berry bushes. Adding color and variety to the landscape-ere
sunflowers, wild sweet peas,-. bluebells, soapweed and various
cacti.

A large variety of birds abound in the Kyle area. These in-
cludomagpios, snowbirds, Meadowlarks, crows, bluejays, buzzards,
chicken hawks, blackbirds, prairie chickens, wild ducks and
pheasants. Occasionally, a bald eagle or crane is seen in the
region. Inhabitating the plains and hills are such animals as
mule deer, antelope, coyotes, badgers, skunks, prairie dogs, bob-
cats, weasels, souirrels,. ground souirels, gophers, moles and 'a
few mink. The common reptiles are the timber rattlesnake, copper-
head, blue racer; bull snake and garter snake.

*Kyle includes both the urban and rural inhabitants - all those
individuals who consider Kyle to be their community.
The writer would like to thank Mentioe Miller for his helpful
megveotions in the writing of this article.

25
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Transportation

Kyle is located on the PootTrai , ay

urming-from Wounded Knee on thc south to inte:ier Gr. the: no
This highway provides easy accoss to Pine Ridge vjs,lag and P'in'r,lee

and is genorolly in good condition (except whet Zloodd in the
sPring months) being maintained by the Bureau or: 1ndiaL A

BeSides the main highway thvre is an oiled 'eighway to Allon
several secondary roads loading to such co-lzunities
Yedioine. Soot and American Horse.

There is no public transportation tem. but 6E40-or tne

Indians and all of the Non-Indian households have a can or truc_ -
A person hiring.smoone to take him to Pine Ridge village i2

god $10.CO.

Commuaications

Communicati.ons is still a major problem in Xyle. Only a

handful of families have taaphones. There is no 26 hour public

telephone:service in the izommunity. The only public telephone is

located in the,KYle Cate which closes at 7:33 PM.

The Xyle Post Of-Lice-was-formerly a pert of the Trading Pest,

but is now located in a:separate- building .and isonan to tha
public from 9AM.tc 3PM. The mail truck from Interior arrives in
Kyle about 9;30 AM and then.goes on to Sharps, Porcupine and
Batesiand. In-the afternoen, the truck delivers mail to-rural
residents along the old mail-routo and makes_a second stop in-
Kyle on the way back to Interior.

Nearly every household with electricity (50% o the Indians

and B3 % of the White households) has a television set. Families

ut electricity have at least one transistor radio. The

favorite radio station of the teenagers is KIMN (Rapid City) during
the day and NOMAACklahoma City) at night. Adults listen mostly

to KEW (Rapid City) , and KCSR (Chadron) -and I OBIT (%ot Springs) .

The most popular periodicals are the Rapid City .;curnel, the
Bennett County Booster, the War-Cry and the Shannon County News.
A few residents receive the Omaha World Herald. Besides the
general periodicals, the ranchers and farmers subscribe to various
agricultural publications.

The source of cited is th

16
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ns _arla, Oe o f the ?cu 10 ted _74sne

Thort is no regular layout of Etrootg. The pattern of settle-

ment is an irteijular elusterirg o2 dwellings -cne Feblic

Zr, the seuthwestorn section of Nyle an arOa known at -"the.

village" o: town sito. This consists of a groun e: 'nausea btilt

when Zndlsna who wanted to move into the village were given lots.
The dwellingn in the town site are mostly leg and frame or.arc

trailers. A few families have prefabricated 11011S08 breugtrz from

Setth Mos' cf. the houses =n this soetionweuld

considered subatendard. They ere in a run-down condition and old
cars and junk are scattered around the vardS. nhe
inhabited imetly by low-incoma

:n Cne northern section of the yillago is houaing,"

consisting of prefabricated houies built -by tha Tritte with tha
nssistzzcc of the Public Hausing Authority. Those hot:Cos sra

rented by the Tribe to-medium income families. A dirt read' en-

circles the housing orea. Although these auses aro attractive and

neat in aapeeranco, they aro not, in general, ;ell-built; L nubor

have develesed spaces between the floor and walls, and roofs -leak

during heavy thaws or rainstorms. "The now housing' provides,
dwellings for fifteen faMilies: 13 single units and one duplex.

. . . .

village to the north of "the now housing" stands the
Community Hall which is main ad by the American Legion. Near

the ComMunity Hall is a house owned by the American Legion and
Zephier's Gas Station, North of these buildings runs the Big Foot

Trail.which'forms- the Main street -of'Xyle. Northeast of the gas

station is the junction of Big Foot Trail and the highway to Allen.

One of the landmarks-is the water tawer,Hlocated north of the.
gas. station. Due east of t1-. 6 tower is the Little Wound Day School.

North of the school is the school bus garage and the housing area
for school employees. A large- Quonset-type building used to-store
highway eauipmont is located aast of the teacher housing. Straight

east, of-the housing is the Peblie Health Se rice Olinic-and,the
Wright-McGill Factory.

-- 60% of the inhabitants live outside of- the village, tho houses
being located alone in the country or in a rural cluster. The-Mixed
n1^000 and Non-Indians ova predoMinately village dwellers, but
70% live in Xmle village. The majority (52%) of Full Bloods, how-
ever, are rural dwellers. Most of the Indian houses located out-
side of the village are substandard and lack water and electricity.

A majority of Indian houses (61,4%) ern owned by a member of
the family. The Non-Indians live mainly in rentedhOuses (64,.7%).
A nlightly higher percentage of Mixed Blood (25%) than Full Blood
(14.6'4 dwellingn aro rented Other from the Tribe' or Federal
Govevnment.
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CP K 6- SEX AGE AND 6TUUTC- -

March 9$
Nume- 01._tributier.

AGE 66,13SPS 1-1N0741 _

ALL AC T is 1 tl e t 1 Total Mao.?7.

268

Total &le FemEle

AGES 582 287 295 531 263 27

Unde-

yoars 89 41 48 CO 38 42

5-9 years 97 42 55 90 41' 49 1

10-14 years 82 79 42 37

15-19 years 70 38 32 69 37 32 1 1

28-24+ years 3 24 19 37 20 17 6 4

25-29 years 25 13 13 22 11 11 4 2

30-34 years 31 13. 18 26 9 17

35-44 years 53 26 27 47 23 24 6

45-54 years 35 18 17 3 17 16

55 -64 years .22 11 11 17 -

65-69 years 20 9 11 10 0

70 years and
over 14 13 1 1. 0

The total population (village and rural) of Kylo cow.munity is
582 parsons. Females eve in the majority in both the Tndian (51.5%)
and Non-indian (53%) peonlations. Among Mixed Blood .% however, the
males outnumber slightly the fimales (51% male) .

Among the Indian poatlation; 677; is under 25 yearn of age in
contrast to 51% of the White population.
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tim=e Cemposition end Lanour!ee

Of tha total population of Nyle, 49... is compos, of Mixed

load Indians, 4,2.1% Full BloonIndinas and 8.6% lgon-Inditns. 4.2%

of the Mixed 'Bloods are Indians from ether reservations. lightly

over half of tha Indian population .(51..%) is Mixed Blood. 4-
though- ...embers of the throe ethnicgroues marry largely within their
of group, the process of miseegenation'is gradually in the

mater of Mixed Bloods. In the sample population,2 among mnrried
respondents who consider themselves to be Full Bloods, IS% one
married tai Mixed Bloods. Among Mixed Bloods, 25% are married to

Full Bloods and 11% to Whites. Among Whites, 36% are married to

Mixed Bloods and 8% to Full Bloods;

In the sample population,- 57.5% of tle Indians nre
snea%ing both English and Lakota.- As one expect, the rate

of bilinguality is higher among Full Bloods (68.7%) than-amon9
Mixed Bloods (43.6%). 20% of the Full Bloods speak only a little
English and only.-2.1%donot speak fluent Lakota.- 45% -of the .1ixod

Bloods speak English only and 10.3% speak a little Lnkote. Although

no.Non-Indian is-bilingual, :11.8%.understand and speak aslittle
Lakota.

The pattern of household language i a follows:3 in:2.7.2% of

toe Indian households, English only is spoken, in 10.2% mostly
English, in 43.26 English and Lakota actually, in 12.5% mostly
Lakota and in 6.8% Lakota only. English is the predominant language
in 72.5% of the Mixed. Blood households and Lakota in 31.3% of the
Full Blood household

History

The Kyle area was settled originally by Oglala bands comprised
of the followers Of the former leader Bull Bear. In 1841, Bull
Bear was murdered near the chugwater by the followers of Smoke.
This:incident split the Oglala'Sioux.into two factions: the Bear
people and the Smoke people. According to Hyde, the Bear people
settled. on Medicine Root Creek and -other streams in the eastern
side of-the Pine- Ridge Reservntion4 sane tune shortly atter 1878.
Macgregor states that three communities in the Kyle area were
sett101d undor the leadership of American Horse, Thunder Bull and
Little Wound. The allotment syStem caused a dispersion of the
original band members. Homes were a nuarter- of ia mile is a mile
apart. Usually members of the same bend livedalong the same
creek,"so descendants of original bands maintained a corm unity

2. Adults who answered the complete suestionnaire, each represent-
ting ono heusehold.
3. Non
4. Hyde, George E. RI rnlk A_Hi.stnty_of th,1 mgJeln_S4oux
TnsliarL5, university of Oklahoma Press, Norman, Oklahoma, 1937,
pp 53-55 and p. 313.
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g,:puping.'5 A enora,., 5 or twoaoone ce. trace relat onship.

back Lo the ericjiael ext nded Zan.ily group, i8. in becntnig

incresingly di2ficu t.

Many of th e -resent inhabitann cif Kyle are desconC:ants of

Bull Hear. It in said that null Bear had twelve wivns and thirty

sons. Hyde describes Bull Bear as a great chief but ncmething of

a t'' ant, holding his turbulent followers in cheelt by roaring at

them He had never paid for a wile, taking the girls who
pleased his eye and lotting their parents whistle for the customary

asvment.

In the beginning, the location now known an Kyle woo merely
a place for the distribution of rations to the Indians in-the area.
Rations such as beef, bacon; salt, -sugar and flour -were distributed-

,

every two wools by the federal covernment.

Later a trading., poet was opened about three miles south of the
prosent village by William Bird Head. Some time after that, a man

named Charles Turning Hawk-osorated a store on- the southern edge
of the present site.- Besides the-store, there waS the government
commissary and a few scattered dwellings. The settlement was als0

a round -urn crop: A Wyoming rancner had leased a largo section of
land and once-a year the cattlewere rounded -up in this location.

. . . . . . . . . .

The store owner, Charles Turning Hawk, at one time visited
Washington as a ropresentative- of-the Oglalas and whi-lethare, it
is said that he metaU.S.' Senator:named- James Henderson Kyles and
thatthe:Senatorlater visited- Turning Hawk on the Beservation.
Turning Hawk named his store for :the Senator-and eventually.the
settlement came to be known as Kyle.

Health and Sanitation

Because of the lack of water facilities end iuedeetuate housing
and the fact that garbage collection is infrootiont (once a week in
the housing"), sanitation presents serious problems in Kyle. Only

29,5% of the Indian homes have water piped into the house. This is
in contrast to 82.3% of the White homes.' 26.11 of the Indian house-
holds have a well with a pump in the ywrir. 'The remainder (44.3%)
must haul their water from neighbors houses or from creeks or
springs. The Full Blood household, especially arel,laatingaadequate
water supplies; only-18.8% have water piped into the house in com-
parison to 2.5% of Nixed Blood households.

5. m c regor, Gordon et al, Warriors Without Weapons.... University
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1945, p 67,
6. The writer is a direct descendant on the maternal side,
mother being the great groat granddaughter of Bull Beer.
7. Hyde, op. cit., r. 53.

0. .amen H. Kyle was a Senator from South Dakota from 1891-1901.
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:r spite of the lr.ch of wntz'r-, anTeffort.is made by tha
aajerity of Indians to .keep themseive$ nPat and clean. Cithr
are washod at least bnco a.week. Portunatelv. N.%,le bat a lnInvl-ro7

mat wi-th- fivemachines and three dryers which zirein constant use.

the time of being surveyed, 25% of the respondents were
suffering :1;om some kind of physical disability: 4.5% from .on

defect, 3--4% from a-brokpn Done, 2.3% from some kind of
crippling, 2.3% from diabetes, 1.2% from tuberculosis and 1.2% from
a -heart condition. -10.3% wore su!forinv from other ailments, A

bigher'percentage of Full .Blood (33.2%) than Mixed Blood (l7.5%)
resnondents-claimed to have a physical disability. None of the _.

White respondents reported having e physical disability. . 14.S% of

the Indian sample- said that they had been seriously injured at one
time (20.8% of tho-Full Blbods and 7.5% o2 the Mixed Bloods). The

rev:brted injuriet were a result of vehicle accidonts (46.1%),
accidents involving animaiS (23.1%), armed foroath accidents (7.7%),
home -accidents (77%), work accidents (7.7%) andaggrossive acts'
(7.7%) .

_ .

Kyle community has a Public Health Service Clinic which is
°00n Monday afternoons and is staffed by a physician and nurses
from the Division © Field Healthof the.PNS-Rospitol.in Pine Ridge.
Kyle alschss the services of a psychiatric, social vorker, Maurice

from .the PHS Community Mental :Health Program and a PHS
public health'nurse, Helen Schmeig.. These two specialists offer
consultation to the schools, the C-ommunitY Health Aides, etc., and
is also involved in casework and general community problems. The
oublic-health nurse makes home and school visits and acts as a
liason between,the 'Indian people and the-personnel of the Public
Health Service.

In the survey, the rospendents wore asked hew tn& P2.5 could
improve its zervices. Among Indians who responded to the ouestion,
the largest percentage (45.S%) would like to see an expansion of
services in the Kyle community:.i.e., more irecuent clinic days or
a daily clinic, a doctor and nurse permanently stationed in Kyle.
MG% wanted better physicians, 18.6% better pationt-staff re-
lotions, 13.6% a larger staff and 10.2% move home visits. 23.7%
stated that they were satisfied with tee present services.

Besides the PHS services, Kyle has six Community Health Aides?
one Community Worker Aide, two Homemaker Aides and four rangers,10

S. community Health Aides - Mabel Janis, Mabel Rosales, Isabelle
Bull Bear, Joshua Gay, ViotOria Iron Cloud and Marlene Foote.
10. Community W'rker Aide - Amos LOn0 Hill, Homemaker Aides
Lizzie Mec.toth and Caroline Janin,Rnngers - William Lone' Hill.
Antl1Pn1 Apple, Robert Stndniek and Arthur Red Owl,
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whS sro sponsored by the Office of Economic Oppia rtunit. These

InEan aides visit homes and schools, .reler Cases to the- proper-
. egancy ere in in health And homemaking education, .arc.
There is also a-County extension aide, Mrs. Verna Eeathershaw,-
who orgwliscs cookin5 and sewing groups: etc. She is hired by the

state Ur.iversitv ::10uth Dakota through a. contrt.ct with the BIA.

Kyle also has local curers including ons yu_ioi men
especially outstanding and many of whose patients come f

s=ue of the NyIe area.

FOONOMT0 ORGANIZP IOW

g1.1110liEgnt

YMENT STATUE; OF IN

who is.

LABOR FORCE_IN KYLE BY 5EXI,
1 arch 1968

(Person's 14 years and over excluding students_

housewives, disabled and retired)

Percentage Distribution

Total Employed Employed

Number Full-Time Part-Time

__ta1 134 56.7 13.4

M410 88 52.3: 14.8

Female 46 65:2 11,0

Employed uneagloyed

70.1 29.9

67.1 32.9

75:2 13.8

rh'e-rate of employment in Kyle-is considerably higher than it
was several years ago because of the Poverty .Program and the open-

of the fishhookfactory-

Interestingly enough, .the rate of employment among Full Sloods
(70.9%). is stightly higher than.among Mixed Bloods (69.4%), but the
rote of underemployment (Working part-time) is higher among.Full
Bloods (19.3%) than among Mixed.Bloods.(8.3%). The eMployMent rate
of the White labor force is 100%.

Sou rces of Income

Among the Indian working force (sample population), the
highest percentage is employed by the 0E0. (29.4%). The second
most important source of employment-is the fishhook factory
(26.5,)411 14.7% are employed by the DIA, 11.8% by an individual,
4,S% are self - employed and 5.93 by another government sge0cy,
Half of the Indian working force are government employees.

The fishhook factory now empgys 45 persons
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Ralf of the White working,:force as employed by the CIA (mostly
as teachers), 21.4% ore self-employed, the remainde': works for other
government agencies. Thus 76.5% of the White working force
ployod by a government agency.

.As regards type of income, among Indian.mzles, the largest per-
centage is both earned and unearned (414.750.. Among Indian females,
the highest percent is unearned .(50,0%). A higher percentage .of
Mixed-Blood (30.6%) than Full-Blood resoondents (6.4%) have income
which is completely earned. 76.-5% of the income of Non- Indian -re-
spondents.is completely earned.

is em-

Unearned income is derived largely from lease payments, and
pension and welfare payments from the government. 34.1% of the
Indians (sample population) is receiving some type of welfare or
pension, (37.5% of the Full Blood and 30.0% of the Mixed Bloods).
A larger percent of women (38%) than men (28.9%) are receiving
welfare or pension payments.

Among welfare and pension payments, 30% are ADC, 23.3% Veterans'
pensions, 13.3% Social Security, 13.3% other State Welfare, 6.7%
retirement pensions and 10.0% other type of pension or welfare,
47.4% of Indian women receiving welfare pr a pension, are recipients
of ABC. (54.5% of Pull Blood womenend 37.5% of Mixed tilor,4 women) .
The most prevalent source of pension or welfare payments among India!
men is a Veterans' pension.

Land 0,ner -ship And Use

72.4% of the Indians (sample population) and 4.71% of the White:
own land. Land ownership, -however, is more prevalent among Pull
Bloods (BSA%) than Mixed Bloods (56.4%). of those who own land,
only 354 of the Mixed Bloods, 13.5% of the Full Bloods and 85.7% of
the Non-Indians are using their land,for ranching and/or farming.
60% of the'Mixed Bloods and all' of the Full Bloods Are leasing all
or part of the land in contrast to.12.5% of thn Non-Indians.

The few ranchers and farmers in Kyle comavnity are White or
Mixed Bloods. The crops in the 1<yle area are wheat, oats, barley,
corn, potatoes, sedan grass and alfalfa., The principal breeds of
cattle raised are Hereford and Aberdeen angus. The majority of
horses are range horses plus some Appaloosa and Quarter horses.

A number of Indian families, especially the who have land in
the country have gardens where they raise potatoes, corn, carrots,
beets, rutabagas, turnips, peas, onions, tomatoen, beans, radishes,
cv r'mbers and watermelons.
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commercial Act!Vi tit

At the Present time, Kyle has three commercial establishments

'enc., sell groceries and.gisoline. Rialto's Store, owned by Richard

and Lorraine Kieffe, sells mainly-groceries arid meats. The store

also has gas, tires, and auto parts and even sell -some clothing.
In the middle of,thestore is a table and chairs where p000le can
sit around gossiping and passing the time of day. Adjacent to the
store is the laundromat also owned-and operated by-the Kieffes.

A social canter of Kyle-is .the .41e Cate owned bYLaWronce
Whiting. The Kyle Cafe was established (no one is certain of the
exact date) by Hans Jades Christensen who married Rose Sherman.
In the-beginning, the cafe was a log .building.. . In the front.was
the commercial part where Meals and gas were sold while the-back
Part Served as a dWelling for the family. .Later the -Cale sold
groceries and candy andalSo:operated a taxi. service. In 1963,--.

-once Whiting boUght'the cafe. `ow Whitings' is a cafe, grocery
-.Store and gas station. .-it'has a library composed of book and
magazine donations a. pinball machine end .a public telephone, The

Cafe is a. favorite:gathoring -.place for the young .people who sit-or
stand around listening to the juke- box,.- drinking softdrinks, -and
playing- the-pinbell_machine.-

Zephiers Gas Station, owned by Harvey Zephier, also C,:1.4 ;:ome

groceries and candy, as well as auto parts and repairs aut1;.3 The

gas station closes between 8:00 PH and 9:00 PM.

Formerly there was a fourth grocery -gas station. Th,i r.yle
Trading Post, but this is now closed down. Gas and oil, howt'Ier,

are still sold at theiloStand the present owner gives 24 tour
service. The Trading Post is now being used as a community servi
center for 0E0 personnel stationed in Kyle.

Clothing and furnitUre and some groceries a
side--of -Kyle. Shopping trips to Gordon, Martin, rAv,4d,e4ty-,.:
Rushville or Chedronare generally made every tw,.. Ylm: salary,
welfareor.pension-checks are received.

From Eifteen to twenty men and.women ,

earn extra money-. Jewelry of various kinds and b!.1.14.1f, Nrc Zsnhioned

beads and broadcloth is beaded for inetan c:::,:invnos. A few
Indians make moccasins and decorate them with beadwork. - Eeadwork
articles are made for individuals on request and sold to local
stores where they are resold to tourists.

Familv,Croanizatioh

There is some evidence of marital instability in Kyle. -67,7%
LIP Tndinnfl 11 1.0.11.0 01 ale and radar are married and living with
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4 es-e, 'out 9.Z,% arc -divorced or separated. The rata of

sooaretion and divorce is ospecielly higi cauniq u11 Blood_ (15.0%)

and White woman (14.3%). This is in .contrast- to 5f among Mixed

Blood womon,

e m.ost prevalent type of family among Indians i t e comniete

nuclear f. -:oily consisting of a couple or a couple and their child-

ren (54.5%). 19.8% of tho Indian families are incompleLo nuclear
families with a female head, 11.9% consist of oorsons living alone,
:M are incomplete nuclear families with a male. head and 2% Era other
yeas of families. Because of the high percente.ge of individuals
living alone (40%) among the Whites, only 55% of the families are
of the complete nuclear type. The average family size among Indians

is 5.25 and among Non-Indians 2.55. Again, the high percentage of
persons who live alone is influencing the family wise among.Fon
Indians. Most of the persons in this category are teachers who era
single or widowed.

Among Indians who are students or pre-school children, 59%
are living with both parents.12 More Mixed Blood (75%) than Full

Blood children (50,3%) are living with both parents. Among Indian

children not'living with both parents, 22.5% are living with the
mother only and 8.5% with neither parent. Among Non-Indians, 90%

are living with both parents and 10% with the mother only.

Political Organization

Medicine Root District has four representatives on the Tribal
Council. All of the newly elected. tribal councilmen are frOM
Kyle community: George Jensen, Richard' Janis, Bernard-Janis end
Mathew Eagle Heart.

Medicine Root District also'has a District 'Council composed
f a presideht,Toshua Wounded Head from Poteto'Creeki -vice-

president, Levi Mestoth, Sr. from Kyle and secretary, Mathew
Eagle Heart from kyle. Ideallytha District _Council holds a
community meeting every two weeks to detethnine the viewpoint of
the-Indian residents. Supposedly the District. Council acts as an
interpreter of public opinion to the Tribil Council members.
Actually the District Council meets irregularly.

There seems te. be no strong formal or informal leadership
patterns in Kyle. Impetus for community. improvement generally
originates :from -the. outside, from government-agencies such as the
OW and the DIA. The m ©t influential- individuals are the-Council-.
men, the Community Health and Home Management Aides,. the Community
Worker Aide, the school personnel, the policeman, the.rangers and
the storekeepers. Sometimes,. however, .those groups compete with ono
another rather tbon c4,.everating for the progress of Kyle.

12.
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Formal 414aieuo ormiliAatLal

There are fivo churches inthe Kyle area: two CLtholic
churches; Our Lady of Sorrows located in Kyle village and St.
Stphen's located 7 miles north of Kyle on the edge v.! the Aerial
Gunnery Range: two Episcopal churches, St. Barnabus located out
1-1/2 miles south of Kyle and the Mediator church locatcd S miles
west of Kyle: and the Dakota Wesleyan Methodist church located in
Kyle village.

The Catholic church has the largest congregation; 46.6% of the
sample Indian population is Catholic. The majority of the pQrish-
ionerc are Mixed Blood Indians: 75% of the Mixed Blood sample is
Catholic. Kyle village has had a Catholic_ church since.1915. The
original church was called -"The Cross'. The present church was
built around 193G. Kyle has a resident priest, Father Paul
Manhart, who also holds services at St. Stephen's church, built
in 1910.

The Episcopal congregation is also a large one: 42% of the
sample Indian population is Episcopalian. The majority is Full
Blood: 62.5% of the Full Bloods are 2piscopalian. The two churches
were founded some time in the 1890's. Each church has a lay reader:
Morris Bull'Bear at St. Barnabus and Joshua Gay at the Mediator.
Two priests from Martin, Father Lester Kills Crow and Father Gorden
plowe, held services every :two weeks in the Kyle churches,

Formal Education

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has operated a grammar school
in the Kyle area, probably since around 1880 , The first school
was said to be located on Medicine Root Creek about 5 miles south.
of Kyle, just east of the Present heuse.of Zoey Crazy Dog. . It is
seid'that Indians, both young and old, attended the school to learn
English.-

The present Little Wound Day School was constructed-in .1930,
after the forMer.building was destroyed by fire. In March 1960,
the school had an enrollment of 295 students in the eighth Oradea
and in the beginners and kindergarten ear The staff consists
of a principal, Mr. Marvin Weidner, 11 teachers, 10 teacher aides,
1 secretary, S. NYC workers, 3 bus drivers, 3 cooks and 2 janitors.

Little Wound School has ten classrooms, plus a trailer house
converted into a classroom, Besides the classrooms, there is a
large kitchen and dining room.for serving hot lunches to the
students and a gym. The school is active in promoting sports:

. there are two leaskethall teams, a girls volleyball team and gYm-
nastics has just been introduced into the curriculum. The school
also sponsors Boy and Girl Scout and -4r1-1 club grOups.
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_ of Kyl sidon s by group is

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL IN MIS, EY ETHNIC GROUP
--Forsons25 year and older, March 1958
Years of School-Completed and Compared to
U.S. White and Naliro Population; 1955

Percentage Distribution

School Celia
Less than 5- 7 8 1- 3 4 1_ 3 4 years
5 yearn_ -tears veers years veers_or more

Total Indian 8.5 27.9 19.4 24.2 18.2 1.8
Nr---165

Mixed Blood
N -76

Full Blood
N=89

Non-Indian
N=24

U.S. White

18.4 32.9. 25.0 2.6

-11.2 38.2 20.2 16.8 .12.4 1.1

8.3 0 8.3 12.5 25.0 12.5 33.3

9.8 15.9 .17.6 . 32.1

U.S. Negro 18..2 19.9 12.4 22.2 17.7

9.9

4.7 4.7

The educational level of Kyle Indians falls considerably be-
low the general U.S. White.and Negro-populations: 20% of the

.

Indians are high school graduates in comparison to 51.3%-of the
U.S,- White and 27.1% of the U.S. Negro. population..' The Mixed
Bloods, however, have _a slightly higher percentage of high-school-
graduates .(27.6%) than U.S._ Negro, but- i lower percentage or
college educated persons. The educational level, of Kyle Non-
Indian residents, is much higher; than the general U.S. White pop-
ulation: 70.8% are high school graduates One can .say, however,
that this is an atypical population because of the high percent:3ge
of teachers in the population.

Community_ Services and Needs

The following table pro. _n n a grief summary of-the public
-V.ee.s available in Kyle;
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EXTENT OP COMMUNITY SPRVICES IN

Service Extenl: cf Servicc

Water 29.6% oZ Indian households have water
piped into home

Electricity 50% of Indian households

Telephone 1 pulic telephone

Post Office 2 mail deliveries a day

Education CoMplate elementary school, plus IIeadstart
Program

Clinic Every Monday afternoon with attending
physician and nurses

Other PHS services Psychiatric Social porker and Public Health
Nurse - 1 day- a week

Health Aides Six full-time Health Aides

Other 0E0 Personnel 1 Community Worker Aide, 2 Homemaker Aides

and 4 Rangers

Extetaion Services 1 county extension aide

Garbage Collection Once a week for "new housing" only

Police 1 policeman

Churches 2 Episcopal, 2 Catholic and 1 Wesleyan
Methodist

Recreation Occasional powwows and dances for young
people. Basketball, baseball, softball,
and volleyball teens. School gym, 2

softball and 1 baseball diamond, rodeo
arena, school playground, Community Hnll,
Annual Kyle Pair, Scuare dance groups,
cash bingo games once a week.

commercial r Cafe grocery - gas station. Grocery -
gas station. Gas station. Landromat.

Tnamstrjes Wright-McGill fishhook factory - employs
45 persons, Home industries Bead ,ii

39
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According to the Indian sample poptlLtioh, (12.8), the m

neec]s or problems of Kyle are: housing (54.3,:), water

(47.7%), employment (17.0%), better sanitation (11. 57;,,), community

(6.8%), bettor roads (4.5%), improved medical facilities
(4.5V), drinking (4,5%), crime (3.4%), leadership (3.4%), and

According to the .7on-Indian sample population ( - =17), the

majO necessities and problems of Kyle are high taxes (64,7%),
employment (52.5%), housing (47.1%), recreational facilities (35.3%),
crime (29, drinking (23.5%), roads (23,5%), and water (17.6%).

Nyla is a community that is improving economically 'Dec= e
of a rising rate of employment, but the employment rate is still
low and much of the employment, like that sponsored by the OSO, may
be temporary. Also the majority of the residents live in sub-
standard housing without water and electricity. Community progress

is at the present time hampered by the lack of strong local leader-
ship along with community spirit., Also lacking is community
cohesiveness: Mixed Blood Full Blood: factions exist and there is

some rivalry among government organizations working within the

community. By achieving an organized community, Kyle would not
only be the central Reservation community, but a model community
as well,

Levi Mesteth
Research Aide

The Pine Ridge Research Bulletin will be issued on an irregular
basis as research results become available. Staff of the Bulletin2
editor, Eileen Maynard: copy editor, Lucille Luny; preparation of
statistics, Poger Kihega: research assistants, Belva Long Wolf and
Levi Masileth
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CHARAGTDRISTICS OF TFIE IAN STUDENT POPULATION

1.1troduction

This issue of the Bulletin will concentrate on the problems
of Indian youth, especially those of the student population from
kindergarten through high school.

Aa the final statistics on age distribution become available
from the Baseline Data Study, one is again struck by the extreme
youthfulness of the Indian population. Let us look at the data
On age groups for the Pine Ridge Reservation.

AGE GROUPS INDIAN POPULATION

Age Group Number % of Total Popu ation

Under 5 years 1592 16.2
5-9 years 1621 16.5
10-14 years 1274 13.0
15-19 Years 1106 11.3

20-24 years 695 7.1
25-29 years 541 5.5
30-34 years 462 4.7
35-39 years 436 4.4

40-44 years 366 3.7
45-49 years 375 3.8
50-54 years 295 3.0
55-59 years 265 2.7

60-64 years 227 2.3
65-69 years 220 2.3
70 and older 326 3.3

Age unknown 14 .1
Total 9815 99.9

Under 18 2595 53.0
Under 20 2789 57.0
Under 25 3151 64.1
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The population of the United States is characterized as a
youthful one, almost 50% being less than 25 years of age. One
could then describe the Fine Ridge Reservation Indian population
as super-youthful. The median age is 16.7 in comparison to 27.9
for the Non-Indian population on the Reservation, and 29.0 for
U. S. Whites in general and 21.6 alp; U.S. Non-whites (1965).

One third of the Indian population is attending Reservation
schools and it is with this group that we are primarily concerned
at this time. Among the student population from kindergarten
through 12th grade, 50.9% are females and 49.1% males; 55.9%
Mixed Blood and 44.1% Full Blood.

Parental Presence

The rate of parental absence is high among the school -,age
population. Almost 40% (39.6%) are net living with both parents.
60.4% are living with both parents, 24.3% are living with the
mother only, 4.8% with the father only and 11.3% with neither
parent. Of the latter, 53.6% are living with a grandparent or
grandparents, 13.0% with an aunt or uncle and 16.5% are foster
children.

Parental absence is significantly higher among Full Blood
students than among Mixed Blood students: 63.0% of the Mixed
Bloods are living with both parents in comparison to 56.1% of
the Full Bloods, The Mixed Blood student is thus more likely
to be living with both parents than is the Full Blood student,
(72= 19.35 .001).

Economic Status of Household

As we shall see in the following table, one half of the
students (59.7%)are living in households in which the 1966
income was reported to be less than $3,000,
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HOBS HOLD INCOME (19661_0F_BCHOOL pOPOLATIOM
KINDERGARTEN r 12th GRADE BY ETHNIC GROUP

Percentage Distribution

Household Inc me
Mixed Full

Blood Blood
Total

Indian

Under $3,000 43.0 80.1 59.7

$3,000 - 5,999 29.6 15.7 23.3

$6,000 and over 27.4 4.2 17.0

N=s1338 N-1093 N,-,2431

The difference between income levels of Mixed Bloods and
Full Bloods is highly significant. In consequence, there is
a greater likelihood that the income level of the household of
the Mixed Blood student will be higher than that of the Full
Blood student's household.

There is a definite relationship between income levels and
parental presence in both ethnic groups: that is the higher the
household income, the greater is the likelihood of both parents
being present. The relationship is more evident among Mixed
Bloods than. among Full Bloods. For example, among Mixed Bloods,
36.2%of those who live with both parents come from households
in which the annual income was less than $3,000 in comparison
with 55% of those not living with both parents. AMong Full
Bloods, 78.5% of those living with both parents have a house-
hold income of less than $3,000 in comparison to 82.3% of students
net living with both parents. This seems to suggest that income
is more influenced by parental presence among Mixed Bloods than
among Full Bloods or stated another way, parental absence among
Full Bloods has less effect on the income levels than among
Mixed Bloods: but in both groups, although the presence of both
parents does not guarantee a higher income, one can say that the
presence of both parents make it more likely that the income
level will be higher.

Overage for Grade

Several important findings have resulted from a Bureau of
Indian Affairs study of school dropouts on the Pine Ridge
Reservation. (Knudson, 1968), One of these indicates that
students overage for their grade are potential dropouts. Among
dropouts, the median age on entering ninth grade was 16 (64%
were 16 years or older) while among those who Were graduated,
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the median age was 15 OM were 15 years or younger) upon
entering ninth grade. Since being overage for grade is one
of the predictors of dropping out of school, it is vital that
we consider the rate of overage and some of the characteristics
of students who are pr are not overage for grade.

Among Indian children attending Reservation schools, a
fairly high percentage (27%) were overage for their grade. To
define overage, we categorized as overage a child who is two
years or more older than the normal age for the grade attending.
For example, a child who was eight years or older and in the
first grade was considered overage. Following is a breakdown
by grade of the percentage of students who were overage for
their grade in the 1967-68 school year:

PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOL POPULATION OVERAGE FOR GRAPE ATTENDING
BY G_ _DE

rade

Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
'7th grade
9th grade
9th grade
10th grad
llth grade
12th grade

% Overaq

3.5
14.1
22.7
18.7
29.0
30.0
34.7
31.2
39.4
34.7
35.7
31.1
43.6

The causes of being overage for one's grade on the Reser-
vation are many. For one thing, many children enroll in school
at a later age than among the general population. Also, a number
Of the children are not prepared for school, lacking many of the
advantages of the middle class child. The period of adjustment
to the school environment is thus a longer one and may result in
having to repeat grades. The above causes for overage are, how-
ever, decreasing. Children are now enrolling at an earlier age
in the first grade and more have been receiving preparation for
school through the Meadstart and nursery school programs in the
last three years. According to teachers, the result of prep-
aration and earlier enrollment should be apparent in the increase
in overage students in the fourth grade and this is indeed re-
flected in the statistics.

- 4 -
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Other causes of overage for grade are a high rate of
absenteeism and transfers which in turn are related to lack of
motivation to learn, family and economic problems, etc. In
high school, some students drop out for a year or two and then
return to complete high school. This may account in part for
the high percentage of overage students in the 12th grade.

In comparing the overage students with those who are not
overage, one finds that a significantly higher percentage of
males (30.2%) than females (23.9%) are overage for their grade.
Also, highly significant statistically is the difference between
Mixed Bloods and Full Bloods% 35.2% of the Full Bloods are Over-
age compared to 20.5% of the Mixed Bloods. Also a higher per-
centage of students living out in the country (30.4%) than in
villages (24.1%1 are overage, but this seems to be related more
to ethnic group differences than to place of residence as a
higher percentage of Mixed Bloods than Full Bloods live in the
villages. Among Full Blood students, there is no significant
difference in being overage for grade between rural and urban
residents and the difference is of minimal significance (.05
level) between rural and urban Mixed Bloods.

GE F_ C BY ETHNIC GROUP Atoms PLACE OP THENCE

ull Blood

Not Overage
Village 81.0 66.2
Country 76.8 63.7

Overage
Village 19.0 33.8
Country 23.2 36.3

The fact of having both parents in the home is also of
significance.
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OVERAGE FOR GRADE AND PARENTAL PREBENCE
Percentage Distribution

Parental Presence

Both Parents

Mother only

Father only

Neither parent

Total School
Po -lation

60.4

24.3

4.0

11.3

0 a

Grade

24.4

27.8

50.4

31.2

N=3259

Among students with both parents present, 24.4% are over-
age in comparison to 31.0% among those students in homes where
one or both parents are missing and the difference is sig-
nificant at the .4.001 level (mks 17.60). Noteworthy is the
high percentage of overage students from households in which
only the father is present (50.4%). Also, it is interesting
to note that although the percentage of overage students is
higher among those living with the mother only than with those
living with both parents, the difference is not statistically
significant. In other words, the presence of the mother in the
home seems to be an important factor.

In considering the relationship between economic status
and overage for grade, one finds the following:

OVERAGE FOR GRADE AND LEVELS OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Percentage Distribution

Total School
Po ulation.

59.7

23.3

17.0

Household Inca

Under $3,000

$3,000 - 5,999

$6,000 or more

Overage fo
Grade

32.9

24.1

10.4

N=2431

There is obviously a strong relationship between being
overage for grade and reported household income: the higher the
income level, the less is the likelihood of a student being over
age for his grade. (X2.4.. 86.12 df2<.001).

- 6 -
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We have, however, pointed out that the variable of parental

presence and economic status are related; that is the higher the
income level, the greater is the likelihood that a student will.be
living with both parents (2001). You might argue that ethnic
group also may be influencing the results because the household
income among Mixed Bloods is higher than among Full Bloods. The
results, however, show that when the Mixed Blood and Full Blood
group6 are considered separately, the relationship between
parental presence and income still pertains.

Since parental presence and income level are related to
overage for grade,. and both are interrelated, the question,
arises as to which'variable is more strongly affecting being
overage for grade. The way to resolve the problem, is to divide
the school population according to both parental presence and
income levels and then see the effect on being overage for grade.
We can also divide the categories by ethnic group. Let us see
the results.

OVERAGE FOR GRADE BY PARENTAL PRESENCE AND INDOMB_LEVELS
AMONG 'TVE MI D BLOOD SCHOOLPOPULATI-

Percentage Distribution

In

Under $3,000
$3,000 - 5,999
$6,000 or more

Under $3,000
$3,000 - 5,999

0,000 or more

Both Parents Present

Roth Parents Not Present

11-=1338

Ove a e_For Grad

25.1

16.7
7.5

25.8
23.6

18.1

7 7
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NTAL PRESENCE AND INCOME LEVELS
SCHOOL POPULATION

ge Distribution

Income Level

Both Parents Present

Over Grade

Under $3,000
$3,000 - 5,999
$6,000 or more

Under $3,000
3,000 - 5,999

$6,000 or more

Both Parents Not Present

1,71093

36.0
34.2

23.5

39.5
38.9
13.8

The results clearly show that the economic status is
more strongly related to overage for grade than is parental
presence, although the latter is important. Regardless of
whether both parents are present or not, overage decreases
as the income level rises. One must, however, not be too hasty
in concluding a cause and effect relationship between economic
Status and overage for grade. One might, for instance-, postulate
that acculturation level is involved, Among the more acculturated
Indians, the economic level is generally higher and the greater
is the adherence to middle class values which emphasize the nuclear
family unit and educational attainments.
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LTVENILE OFFENSES AND OFFENDERS
ON THE PINE RIDGE RESERVATION

INTRODUCTION

A major concern of Law and Order, the welfare agencies,
the Community Mental Health Program and the Indian people is
the rate of juvenile offenses on the Pine Ridge Reservation
and the inadequate means now available for the rehabilitation
of juvenile offenders. The general purpose of this study is
to provide background material which may be useful to those
engaged in planning programs to care for and aid juvenile
offenders and for those interested in reducing the rate of
delinquency. Specifically, our goals are to delineate some
of the general characteristics of juvenile offenders and to
compare this group with non -offenders in the hopes of pin-
pointing sOme_of the basic causes of delinquency. Also, we
would like to discuss in some detail the nature of the offenses
committed by juveniles.

To carry out the study, we selected three hundred children
under eighteen years of age who had been booked by the Tribal
Police for alleged offenses committed during 1967. Nearly all
juvenile offenders who could be identified through the Baseline
Data Study were included. (Some juveniles were not included in
the Baseline Data Study because they were living off the Reser-
vation at the time of the survey or were not permanent residents
of the Reservation.) Our study, .therefore, includes practically
the entire offender population under le years of age for whom
socio-economic data is available. The age of the children
ranged from five through seventeen years. Information on the
type and number of offenses was tabulated for each child. The
total number of offenses committed was 632 and the offenses
ranged from curfew violation to burglary.

TYPES _OF OFFENSES

Categories of Offenses

Let us first look at the seriousness of the offenses
committed by juveniles. Offenses were divided into three cate-
gories according to degree of seriousness: petty offenses, low
misdemeanors and high misdemeanors. Because felonies were rare,
they are included in the high misdemeanor category.
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Petty offenses included curfew violation, truancy, AWOL,
and driving without a permit. Petty offenses accounted for
44% of the total offenses.

The most prevalent type of offenses (47%) fell into the
low misdemeanor category which included offenses such as
disorderly conduct, (D/C), malicious mischief (M/M), theft,
reckless driving (R/D) and liquor violation (L/V).

Only 9% of, the offenses fell into the high misdemeanor
category. This included such offenses as assault and battery
(A/B), driving while intoxicated (DWI), burglary, escape, re-
sisting arrest (R/A), assault with a deadly weapon (AWDW), etc.

Truancy, AWOL and Curfew Violation

The most prevalent petty offenses, in feet the most pre-
valent of all offenses, were those involving truancy and AWOL
from the boarding schools. This type of offense accounted'for
26% of the total offenses committed by juveniles and was the
most common offense among children of five, through 14 years of
age. The r.jority, however, of those booked for truancy and
AWOL were in the 15-17 age group. Slightly more of ;his type
of offense was committed by Full Blood children.

Another frequent petty offense was curfew violation which
accounted for 15% of the total offenses. The majority of
violators were in the 15817 age groups and this offense was
committed equally by Mixed Bloods and Full Bloods.

Disorderly_ Conduct

Disorderly conduct was the most prevalent low misdemeanor
and the second most frequent offense. In fact, one out of four
offenses was of this type. The child was booked for disorderly
conduct in general, for D/C - drunk or D/C - fighting. Most
cases of D/C, however, probably involved some degree of in=
toxicatien. This offense was the most common one among adoles-
cenr.s in the 1517 age group (g5 %) and a slight majority (53%)
of D/C offenses were committed by Pull Bloods.

Malicious Mischief

12% of all offenses were labelled malicious mischief. This
accounted for 35% of the offenses of children iii the 5-9 age group.
The majority of these offenses, however, were committed by adoles-
cents in the 15-17 age group (60%) and by Full Bloods (54%).

- 10 -
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Theft and Burglary

This type of offense against property accounted for Me of
the total offenses (50 offenses of theft and 4 of burglary).
The majority were committed by Mixed Bloods (56 4) and by those

in the 15 =17 age group (52%). A fairly hig-n percentage of
offenses of children from 10=14 were those of theft or burglary
(15%).

Assault

Aggression of a fairly serious nature against persons
accounted for 4% of the total offenses: 24 cages of assailit
and battery, 3 cases of assault with a deadly weapon and one
case of rape. 65% of these offenses were committed by Full
Bloods in the 15-17 age group. There were no cases of
assault among children under 15 years of age. In all other
types of offenses, the majority were committed my males but
in the case of assault, we find that 50% were committed by
females.

T-- _lc Violations

There were only 24 cases of traffic violations (i.e.,
D/W/O/P, RID, DWI) and as one would expect only those in the
15 =17 age group were involved. What is interesting about
this offense is that the majority of violators were Mixed
Blood males2 79% committed by Mixed Bloods and 96% by males.

and Resistin. Arrest

2% (10 cases) of the offenses involved escape or resisting

arrest. As in the case of traffic violations, the majority
were committed by Mixed Blood males in the 15 -17 age group.
90% of this type of offenses was committed by males, 80% by
Mixed Bloods and 70% by those in the 15 =17 age group.

In summary, we present the following table which list the
most frequent offenses committed by juveniles along with a
percentage distribution by sex, age and ethnic group to in-
dicate the general characteristics of those who committed each
type of offense. Offenses which comprised less than 2% of
total offenses are not included.
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OFFENSES BY SEXAGE A_ ETHNIC GROUP

E -g Age Grout

Offenses committed by this age group account for only 2.6%
of the total offenses; 64% being low misdemeanors and 35% petty
offenses.

The most frequent offenses in this age group were truancy
and malicious mischief, each accounting for 35.3% of the total
offenses. No females were included in this age group. Among
Full Bloods, malicious mischief accounted for 50% of the offenses;
while among Mixed Bloods, truency was the most common offense
(55.6%) ;

10-14 Males

4.5% of the total offenses were committed by males be-
tween the ages of 10 through 14 and account for 27% of male
offenses. Of the offenses, 49% were low misdemeanors, 46% petty
offenses and 5% high misdemeanors.

The majority of the offenses of this group were truancy
(29%), theft (19%) and malicious mischief (17%). Mixed Bloods
committed a higher number of the offenses_ in this age group
(64%) and account for 31% of all offenses of Mixed Blood males.
Full Bloodshave a higher percentage of low misdempanors than
Mixed Bloods and the offenses account for 22% of Full Blood
male offenses Thereis little difference between the type of
offenses committed by males in each ethnic group, except that
a slightly higher percentage of Full Bloods Were booked for
malicious mischief and more of the high misdemeanors were
committed by Mixed Bloods.

10 -14 Females

Girls in this age group account for 7% of total offenses
and 22% of all female offenses. The most prevalent offenses
were truancy (32%), curfew violation (29%) and disorderly con-
duct (23%). The majority of offenses were petty (64%) and no
high misdemeanors were committed by thip group..

57% of the offenses were - committed by Full Blood girls and
these offenses account for 20t% of total Full Blood female
offenses. Mixed Blood girls committed' 43% of the offenses in
this group and their offenses accounted for 24% of all Mixed
Blood female offenses. There are practically no differences of

any significance between ethnic groups in regard to the type of
offense committed.

-, 13 -
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1547 Males

This is the highest offense group. 47% of all offenses
were Committed by males between the ages of 15 through 17 and
their offenses accounted for 69% of all male offenses. The
majority of the offenses were low misdemeanors (51 %). petty
offenses comprised 37% of the offenses and high misdemeanors,
12%. The highest percentage of offenses consisted of disorderly
conduct (29X), truancy (17%), curfew violation (14%), malicious
mischief (l0%) and theft (7%).

Mixed Bloods committed a higher percentage of offenses
(52%) and account for 65% of Mixed Blood male offenses. Full
Bloods committed 48% of the offenses in this group and accounted
for 74% of all Full Blood male offenses. The differences be=
tween the two ethnic groups in the type of offense committed

slight but Full Bloods committed more petty offenses
than Mixed Bloods and Mixed Bloods more high misdemeanors
thin Full Bloods.

15 -17 Females

One of four offenses were committed by girls between the
ages of 15 through 17 and offenses committed by this. Age group
accounted for 78% Of all female offenses. The most frequent
offenaes were petty offenses (49%) and 40% low misdemeanors
and 11% high misdemeanors. The most common offenses were
disorderly conduct (30%), truancy (28%). curfew violation (1
malicious mischief (9%) and assault and battery (3%).

Full BloodS in this age group committed the majority of
offenses (62%)-,and accounted for 80% of Fell Blood female
offenses. 'Mixed Bloods committed 38% of offenses in this
group and accounted for 76% of all Mixed Blood female offenses,
Full Blood girls committed more of the high misdemeanors e moat
of them being assault charges (10 cases of assault and battery
and 2 cases of assault with a deadly weapon). Mixed Bloods
committed more:petty offenses than did Full Bloods

Male elFemale

Males of all age groups accounted for 68% of all offensee:
for 62% of all petty offenses, 73%.of all low misdemeanors and
70% of all high misdemeanors. The most common offenses of males
were disorderly conduct (23%), truancy (21%), curfew violation
(13%), malicious mischief (13%) and theft (11%).

- 14
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Females committed 32% of all offenses and accounted for
38% of all petty offenses, 27% of all low misdemeanors and
30% of all high misdemeanors. The most frequent offenses commit=
ed by girls were truancy (31%),, disorderly conduct (29%), curfew
violation (21%), malicious mischief (10%) and assault and battery
(6%).

Several differences are apparent between male and female
offenses. Males become offenders at an earlier age than females.
There are no female offenders in the 5 -9 age group. 78% of all
female offenses were committedlsy girls in the 15-17.age.group
in Comparison to 69% of the males. Also, females committed
less serious offenses than males. Of all offenses committed
by females, 52% are petty offenses, 40% 1oW misdemeanors and
8% high misdemeanors. AMong males, 40% of all Offenses are
petty offenses, 51% low misdemeanors and 9% high misdemeanors.

Interestingly enough, however, there is little difference in the
high misdemeanor category between males and females.

In the type of offenses committed, a higher percentage of
female than male offenses were concerned with truancy, dis-
orderly conduct, curfew violation and assault and battery. A
higher percentage of male offense's involved malicious' mischief
and theft.

Ethnic Group

There were no differences between the two ethnic groups in
regard to number of offenses committed. There was, however, a
slight difference in regard to types of offenses. Mixed.Bloods
committed 50% of all petty offenses, 49% of all low misdemeanors
and 58% of all high misdemeanors. Of all offenses committed by
Mixed Blooda, the most frequent Were: disorderly conduct (23%),
truancy (23%), curfew violation (15%), malicious mischief (11%),
theft (8%), and assault and battery q3%) Among Full bloods,
the most common offenses were: disorderly conduct (26%), truancy
(25%), curfew violation (15M, malicious mischief (13%), theft
(7%)=, and:assault and battery (5%).

Mixed Bloods apparently begin to commit offenses at an
earlier age than Full Bloods and (see above) commit a slightly
higher percentage of more serious offenses. Of the total
Mixed Blood offenses, 32% were committed by children under
15 years of age. Among Full Bloods, 24% of the offenses were
committed by children under 15 years of age:

in conclusion, we present a frequency table of offenses
by sex, age and ethnic groups.

- 15-
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AGE- sE AND ETHNIC GROU

Group % of Total Offenses Comniited

Mixed Blood Male - 15-17 years 24.5

Full Blood Male - 15-17 years 22.1,

Full Blood Female - 15-17 years 15.7

Mixed Blood Male - 1014 years 11.9

Mixed Blood Female - 15-17 years 9.5

Full Blood Male - 10-14 years 6.6

Full Blood Female - 10-14 years 4.0

Mixed Blood Female - 10 -14 years 3.0

Mixed Blood Male - 5-9 years 1.4

Full Blood Male - 5-9 years 1.3

16 -
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JIrvMNILE OFFENDERS

R.1-eofJuvenile"Offeriders

How prevalent are juvenile offenders among the Pine Ridge
Reservation Indians? The following table will answer this
question by listing'tbe nuMber of juvenile offenders in 1967
by age and sex and by giving the percentage of juvenile offenders
for each age and sex category.

JUVENILE OFFENSES BY AGE AND SEX

Age No of % of Total Males No. of % of Total Females
Males in Aae Gr up _Females in A e Group

5 1

1

7 4

8

9 .7

10 12

11- 9

12 9

13 16

14 19

15 29

6

.6

1

9 2

13 6

18 7

23 24 19

35 27 22

39 31 27

-17 -
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There are no comparable statistics; but it would seem
that the rate of juvenile offenders was high! 39% of all 17
year Old males and more than One out of four 17 year old
females were involved in some kind of police action during
a period of one year. The rate is also high among 15 and 16
year olds.

-e and Ethnic Characteristics of Juveni Offenders

Of the 300 juvenile offenders over half (64.3%) were
males and 35.7% females. Although here again, there are no
comparable statistics, we know that in court casesi'boys
generally outnumber girls fiVe to one. ,Later on, we shall
see that girls in the 15-17 agegroupjOrM an even higher
proportion of the Offenders. Apparently, a higher percentage
of girls are offenders in this population than in the general
U.S . population but this is not known for certain.

The majority of the offenders in 1967 were adolescents in
the 15-17 years age group (65%). 30% of the offenders were
1044 years of age and 5% were 5-9 years old. 'Combining the

characteristics of sex and age groups one finds the following
distribution of offenders:

Male 15-17 years

Female 15- 17-years

Male

Female

Male

10-14 years

10-14 years

5-9 years

37.7%

27.3%

21.7%

8.3%

5.0%

The number of offenders increased with age, the highest
number were found among 17 year olds (74). This is especially
evident among girls. There are no. female offenders in the 5-9
age group and girls comprise only 28% of the 10-14 age group,
but this increases to 42.1% in the 15-17 age group,

As regards ethnic group,
percentage of Full Bloods:(52.
bining the characteristics of
distribution, of offenders was

one finds that a slightly higher
.7 %) were juvenile offenders. Com-
sex, age and ethnic group,, the

as follows:
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JUVENI E FENDSRSBY SEX AGE AND ETHNIC GROUP

% of

Sex Ethnic Group Age Number Total Offenders

Male Full Blood 15-17 58 19.3

Male Mixed Blood -- 15-17 SS 18.3

Female Full Blood 15-17 54 18.0

Male Mixed Blood 10-14 38 12.7

Female Mixed Blood 15-17 28 '9.3

Male Full Blood 10-14 27 9.0

Female Full Blood 10-14 13 4.3

Female Mixed Blood 10-14 12 4.0

Male Mixed Blood 5-9 9 3.0

Male Full Blood 5-9 6 2.0

N=300

is interesting to note that among Full Bloods in the
15-17 age group, the number of males and females was almost
:equal.' Male Mixed Bloods and male and female Full Bloods in
the 15-17 age group contributed almost equally to the total
number of offenders.,

The number of male Mixed Bloods inthe 10-.14 age group
exceeded not only the male Full Bloods in that age group, but
female Mixed Bloods in the 15-17 age group as well Among male
offenders, there were more Mixed Bloods (52.8%) than Full Bloods;
but among female offenders, there were more Full Bloods (62.6%)

than Mixed Bloods.

CEAFACTBRISTIcS:0F IUVEMILE OFFENDERS-
ACCORDING TO DEGREE AMB NUMBER OF OFFENSES

It must be obvious from the above discussion that the de-
gree of seriousness of offenses committed by juvenile offenders

- 19 -
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and the number of times booked for offenses vary considerably.
In order to ascertain the degree of delinquency, each individual
was scored according to the nature of the-offense(s) committed,
and the number of times he or she coMmitted a particular offense.
Every petty offense was scored as 1, a minor misdemeanor as 2,
a high misdemeanor as 4 and a felony as IL Scores ranged from
1 to 29.. The average delinquency scores fer"all offenders was
3.70. Males had a score of 4. 03, and females 3.17; Mixed Bloods
3.97 and Full Bloods 3.45.

Following is a table of mean scores by sex, age and ethnic
group in order of highest to lowest:

Group

Mixed-Blood Males

Full Blood Males

Mixed Blood Females

Full Blood Females

Mixed Blood Males

Full Blood Females

Full Blood Males

Full Blood Males

Mixed Blood Females

Mixed Blood Males

Score

15-11 'years 5.53

15-17 years 4.24

15-17 years 3.46

15°17 years 3.37

10-1A years 3.29

10-14 years 2.69

10-14 years 2.52

years 2.33

10-14 years 2.08

5-9 ye 1.44

COMPARISON OF OFFENDERS AND NON- OFFENDERS

Introduction

In order to arrive.at some possible causes of delinquency,
various socio-economic characteristics of offender6 Were com-
pared with non-offenders. In order to do this, 300 children
who had not been bopked for any offenses in 1967 were selected,
The control group corresponded in age and sex to the offender
group,,but within these categories, the selection was on a
random basis.

- 20-
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The offenders were separated into two groups: high offenders
and low offenders. The high offenders were all of those with
delinquendy score of 4 or higher and low offenders were those
with a score of 3 or less. The minimum requirements for high
offenders was haying committed 4 petty offenses or 2 petty
offenses and one low misdemeanor or two low misdemeanors or
one high misdeMeanor.

We thus have three groups to compare: high offenders, low
offenders and non-offenders.

/As and Ethnic Groin

In comparing high and low offenders, one finds that 69%
of the high offenders were males. in comparison to 41% of the
low offenders, As expected from previous data, the Male was
more likely than the female to be a high offender. Also, as
anticipated, the older the offender, the greater is the like-
lihood of his being a high offender: 18% of the high offenders
were 15-17 years of age in comparison to 58% -of the low offenders.

As regards ethnic group, there were no significant differ-
ences, 54% of the high offenders were Full Bloods. Full Bloods,
however, are slightly over-represented in the offender group. In
the control group, 46% are Full Bloods in compariion to 53% of
the offender pOpulatiOn. When one considers the three variables
of sex, age and ethnic group, Mixed Blood males are over-re-
presented among offenders in the 10°14 age group, and Full Blood
males and females in the 15=17 age group. Following is a table

sex, age and ethnic characteristics by the three groups%

es=101 G pt. 4 - 36
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OFFENDERS AND NON7oFFENDEES EYSEX,AGE AND ETHNIC GROUP

Percentage Distribution

Age, Ethnic High Low All Non-

. Group & Sex Offenders Offenders Offenders Offenders

5-9 MOM
5-9 FBM 2

10-14 MBM
10-14 FEW
10-14 MBF
10-14 FBF

15-17 MBM

15-17 FBM
15-17 MBE.

15-17 FBF

3

2 2

10 14 16 11

6 11 9 10

5

5

24 15

27 15

9 9

17 19

4
4 5

10 21

19 16

9 15

18 13

111.07 N=193 1,1300 Na300

Location of Residence

Of the offenders, 58.5% lived in a village in contrast to
48.6% of non - offenders. The offender is thus more likely than
the non-offender to live in avillage W-= 6.08 <.02) but this
may have been due to ,greatee police surveillanee in the village.

Almost half (45%) of the offenders came from Wakpamni
districti compared to 32% of the non-offenders. ,Wakpamni-
district is thus over-represented as regards offenders and one
can say that offenders are more likely than non-offenders to
live in Wakpamni district at 12.45 .00i). The only other
dietrict over- represented by offenders-was Wounded Knee which
accounted for 14% of the offenders and 10% of the non-offenders.

Overage for Grade

Apparently, there is no relationship between delinquency
and 'being overage for one's grade. Among non-offenders, 41%
were overage for their grade, among low offenders 40% and among
high offenders 49%. A higher percentage of high offenders than
the other two groups were overage but the difference was not

. statistically significant.
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Parental Presence

Among non-offenders, 63% lived with both of their parents
in contrast to 46% of the low and high offenders- The difference
between the offender and non-offender groups is highly significant
(1.--L- 16.81 <.001) In consequence, there is a relationship be=
tween parental presence and delinquenCy: the child who is not
living with both parents is much more likely to -be a juvenile
offender than is the child who is living with both parents;

Furthermore, the nonoffender was more likely to be living
in a household composed of one complete nuclear family (40%)
than was the offender (284), (e6 0.60 .41:01). The size of
the household in which the child was living was not however,
related to delinquency. The offender household was slightly
smaller (average of 8.0 members) than the non-offender house-
hold (8.2 meMbers).

Economic and Employment Status of Household

Among non - offenders, 59% came from households where the
annual income was less than $3,000 (as reported by an adult in
each household). This was in contrast to 69% of low offenders
and 75% of high offenders. There is thus a greater likelihood
that the offender will come from a household with 'an income of
less than $3,000 than the non-offender (X'6 4.70 <.05) and
an even greater likelihood that the. high offender will be from
a household where the income-is less than $3,000 than the non-
offender ()C4 6.18 <1.02). There is thus a relationship be-
tween poverty and delinquency..

Also significant was the pattern of employment in the
household. Among high offenders, 41% lived in households in
which no one was working in contrast to 28% of the low offenders
and 20% of the non-offenders. This means that offenders, in
general, are much more likely than non-offenders to COMO from
households in which no one is working (X.2 12.644:11.001). Also
high offenders are more likely then low offenders to live in
households where no one is working. 5.43 .02).

summary Conclusions

Mixed Blood Males in the 15-17 age group had the highest
delinquency score and committed the highest number of offenses,
but the highest number of offenders was found among Full Blood
males in the 15-17 age group.
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Females had lower scores and committed fewer offenses
than melee, but accounted for 42% of the offenders in the
15917 age group. Girls apparently begin to commit offenses
at a later age than boys and .committed less serious offenses.
However, the nuMber of Pull Blood female offenders in 4-17
age group almost equaled the number of Full Blood male offenders.

Also, more Mixed Bloods started to commit offenses at an
earlier age than Full Bloods, but committed less serious offenses.
In the older age groups (over age nine), the Mixed Bloods com-
mitted more serious offenses and had higher delinquency scores
than did Full Bloods.

In a comparison of offenders with non-offenders it was
found that various socio-economic factors seemed to contribute
to delinquency and that those factors were quite similar to
those in other delinquent populations. One of the most sig-
nificant factors was parental.presenceg,over half of the
offenders were not living with both of their parents. .Family
and employment situations also were less significant but im7
portant. Moxe_juvenile offenders than non-offenders were from
households where an income was reported to be under $3,000 and
a significantly higher percentage of offenders came from house-
holds where no one was working.
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CHILDREN IN:THE_ HOSPITAL,
.

VIEW THE LITERATURE AND ITS.APPLICATION
TO THE oGrArA mu%

Hospitalized children have been the subject of much
concern and study for a considerable length of "time, In this
paper I would like to review some pertinent literature related
to the effects of hospitalization on children and the child's,
perception of hospitalization.

Sense of Helplessness

During a hospitalization the usual line of thought has
been that it is out of ugly necessity, a period that the child
must regress and there is no emotional growth. A concern for
the welfare of the total child requires not only preventing
and neutralizing the possible traumatic effects of hospitaliza-
tion, but also trying-to discharge children from the hospital
in a stronger condition emotionally as will as physically. The
child needs to be helped to deVelop effective mechanisms to cope
with the crisis of hospitalization.

One of the most striking sensations thet affects most
patients whether adult or child is the sense of helplessness
that often overwhelms the patient when brought into the:hospital.
As in the case of an adult, the child becomes a passive partic-
ipant in the hospitalization. He undergoes the indignities of
being exposed to nurse and doctor regardless of sex. He is
dressed, undressed; fed, cleaned, washed, helped with urination
andclefecation,' turned from one side to the other: all of which
he has attempted to master as part the n4t::uration, process.

Especially important to this element of helplessness is
recognition of the child's struggle prior to admission to the
hospital. The mastery of self -care and self- control are sig-
nificant steps in a,child's egisfunctioning. A loss of these.
abilities, whether by nursing procedures or bodily weakness is
also a loss in ego control, The result may be that theta newly
acquired abilities are harshly defended and therefore the child
becomessn "impossible'patient or he mays]ip back into a state
of helpless infancy. The more recently gained ego achievements
are usually the first lest.

Influe f_Previous Attitude and Belief

The attitude that a child comes to the hospital with often
not only affects his behavior in the hospital but often his course
ofillness. He may feel that the illness is part of some retribu-
tion. There often is in many children's minds a firmly held belief
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that illness is self-induced or brought upon one's self by

one's own actions and behavior. Sickness may be seen as a
well-deserved punishment for all sorts of badness: dis-

obedience, disregard of rules, neglect of prohibitions,
bodily abuse, etc. Parental warning against foolhardiness
and self-indulgence, cautionary tales, and religious teaahings

about sin and retribution, whenever they occur, give author-
itative backing to these convictions which are rooted in guilt
about common sexual aggressive impulses of childhood and their

discharge in masturbation. While such mistaken notions, even
though upsetting, may remain of minor significance to the

bodily healthy Child, they become important to the severely
ill child since they sap the child's strength to fight his
disease by creating a masochistic and morbidly accepting
attitude toward suffering.

In the fantasies derived from outside sources, there are
children in whose lives medical visits have been rare occur-

reneos, experienced by parents and child as a necessary evil.
Such mothers usually feared being blamed by the medical author-

ities for some negligence or general lack of care and their
children often feel guilty for having caused damage to their
bodies and expect to be found out and punished when examined.

These children will carry their former attitudes into the
hospital to the detriment of their relations with the medical
staff toward whom they remain for long periods aloof or hostile,

frightened or distrustful. (1. p. 36).

Study of differences in reaction to pain reveals as differ-
ent not the actual bodily experience of, pain but the degree to
which the pain is charged with psychic meaning. Children are

apt to ascribe to outside or internalized agencies whatever
painful process occurs inside the body or whatever hurt happens

to the body Thus, so far as his own interpretation is concerned,
the child in pain is a child maltreated, harmed, punished, per-

secuted, threatened by annihilation. The 'tough" child "does not
mind pain," not because he feels less or is more courageous in
the real sense of the word, but because in his case latent un-
conscious fantasies are less dominant and therefore less apt to

be connected with the pain. Where anxiety derived from fantasy

plays a minor part or no part at all, even severe pain is borne
well and forgotten easily. (2. p. 760.,

Responses vary in kind and in intensity according to the
age and stage of development of the child. Up to six months

of age the infant has a brief upset from the change in environ-
ment,-separation not being ea -significant as after this age

when the mother comes to be known as an individual figure.
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Under five years, the child lacks the verbal ability, sense
of time and understanding of the reasons for the procedures
that a school age child possesses, so that he is apt to have
more severe prolonged reactions. He is less able to assess
reality or express himself as actively as the school age
child. In boys, four to six, the fear of bodily mutilation
is pronounced. Adolescents have a special problem during
illness: being sensitive about their normal strivings toward
independence.

When exposed to medical treatment, some children express
anxiety and resentment openly: cry, scream, refuse treatment
as well as Consolation. Often, as they observe procedures
performed on other patients, they will watch in terror sus-
pecting that all painful procedures will be performed on them.
In a study by Thesi Bergman, it was recognized as necessary
to arrange for privacy where the upset could be allowed to
run it's full course with the presence of some comforting'
person. Surprisingly, in time, these same children became
the most accepting of medical care and the limitations that
were set upon them. The reaction was as if the unrestrained
discharge of fear, despair and rage had also left the child
free to cope with the situation by more positive mea4s.

As striking contrast to theme so called "noisy" children
are the "perfect" child patientS; these are children who appear
to submit to the experience of hospitalization with quiet
resignation. Their behavior is often cheerful, understanding
and co-operative. It has been observed that these same children
didn't face up to the overwhelming feelings evoked by their
situation and that they used all their available energy to de-
fend themselves against danger, anxieties and frightening
fantasies. Such defenses can and will break down after the
immediate danger is removed. The delayed emotional reaction
Can be severe, often incapacitating the patient.

As much as the child's emotional climate prior to hospital-
ization affects his behavior, so too, does the climate during
the hospitalization from his mother. The. ill child may well
find himself more loved and fondled than at any other time of
his life. He may be in sole possessibn of his mother's time
and care for the first time in his life.

The danger in this seemingly good situation is that the
mother, both during the hospitalization and in the home during
recuperation, may suspend all consideration of discipline and
good behavior and indulge the child's wishes to an extreme.
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This great change in attitude towards the child is a traumatic
experience for the child. He may feel bewildered by the up-
setting of formerly immovable emotional or moral standards
and unable to renounce the incidental emotional gains after
gaining a healthy state.

Preparation of the Child

While some authors have attempted to set limits on age for
preparation of the child, a reasonable guide is to attempt to
prepare the child, at his level, from one year and over. De-
pending upon his age, an honest account of the anticipated
events can help the child maintain his trust in parents and re-
.move some of the strangeness from these events. Particularly
useful with children from four to eight years old is the possi-
bility of asking the questions that may be troubling each of
them at a time neither too near or too far from the event.

By deciding on the length of preparation time before an
operation, two factors have to be taken into account. A
preparation period which is too lengthy leaves too much room
for the spreading out of id fantasies; where the interval
between knowledge and performance of operation is too short,
the ego has insufficient time for preparing its defenses.

One unusual example of preparation that is extremely help-
ful in an area where there are organized headstart programs
and a low level of medical sophistication is the practice of
bringing nursery school-age children to the hospital. At the
Children's Hospital of the East Bay in Oakland, California,
visits by nursery-age children are encouraged. The children
are given a tour and a treat, and if any must subsequently
be hospitalized, they appear to adjust more easily to the ward.

A word about operations and medications; the child, because
of lack of growth, is unable to distinguish between feelings of
suffering caused by the disease inside the body and suffering
imposed on him from the outside for the sake of curing the
disease. Much like the concept of Pain discuised earlier, th-
surgeon's actions, from minor surgery to major operations, is
interpreted by the child in terms of his level of instinctive
development or in regressive terms. What the experience means
in his life therefore does not depend on the type or seripus-
ness of the operation which has been actually performed, but
on the type and depth of the fantasies aroused by it.

For same children the taking of medication presents a
major difficulty. Although the bad taste or the smell of the
drug is in the foreground as far as conscious reasons are
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concerned, analytic investigation has shown that behind such
rationalizations is the repressed idea of being attacked by
the mother through the symbol of the drug. Such medications
as laxatives which force the bowels to move although the
child intends otherwise may form the connecting link between
the unconscious and reality. (2. p. 74).

Agalingzwitb Trauma

Strength to deal with the trauma of hospitalization is
not always from within and brought forth from unknown sources.
Of all possible outside sources of strength, the first and
foremost would be those of a tangible and visible nature such
as orthopedic devices. There is no mystery anywhere about
them especially if information is given correctly. The very
concreteness serves as reassurance and helps to keep fantasies
and unrealistic anxieties in check=

Strength is also derived from the group situation, i.e.,
from realization that theirs is a common lot, that all of
them had to submit to the same or similar restrictions.

Where there is no "disability" but rather the child is
i.e., such as a cardiac patient, the group has little

effect as it did when there was a common tie between the
patients.

The very vagueness of the elndition and its' difficulty
in translation to children lends itself to arousal of fears
and fantasies. This type of patient is less likely to demon-
strate and exhibit his discomfort but rather insists all is
well with him, For example, if not properly handled, the
body and heartbeat could replace important people in the out-
side world and withdrawal can follow.

m ortance of Mother -the Hospital Ste-

"It is parad6xical that when a young child needs his mdcher
most, when he is ill and perhaps in pain, she is generally not,,
allowed to be with him for more than brief visits.". (4. p.

The great majority of children of about 18-36 months re-
spond to loss of their mothers, such as occurs- when a child
goes to a residential nursery or hospital, by protesting for
the return of their mothers, This phase of protest, however,
never continues indefinitely; Sooner or later as despair grips
the child, a new response gathers momentum -,one of denying the
need for mother - a response in which repression is playing a
lar4e part.
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The two most common responses of a child being separated
from the mother at age 18-36 months are; (1) an intense clinging
to the mother - which can continue for weeks, months or.yeers:
and, (2) a rejection of the mother as a love object, which may be
temporary er permanent. Her permanent rejection, though dramatic
and extremely serious, is fortunately rare. (3. o. 63).

Responses to the father while the child is hospitalized
are likaly to be more positive than to the mother. It is
probably that the intensity of need for the father in time
of illness is less great and so also is the pain of frustra-
tion, In consequence, the intensity of the conflict set up
by separation from him is less.

Solnit has described, the therapeutic uses of admitting
mother and child together, especially-for helping the child
master separation anxieties, bodily self-control or ambivalent
feeling toward parents. Feeding problems resulting from dis-
orders of parent-child relationships can be observed and treated
more readily in a therapeutic setting.

The pediatric units that allow a mother to live in with
her ill child greatly increase the staff's opportunities to
observe the mother-child relationship and increase the mother-
staff contacts. Sometimes this increased contact can be help-
ful in other ways - when the mother feeds, watches and comforts
the child or helps another mother. sometimes it can ui_,_;et the
staff, disrupt the child's medical treatment and cause serious
management problems - when the mother is overly worried, too
controlling, overly protective or excessively suspicious.

The hospital can, if it chooses, view such a situation
not as a nuisance and an irritation but as an opportunity
to attempt to alter a problem parent-child relationship.
Not only can it encourage emotional growth but it can actively
refuse to support growth defeating interactions.

Another advantage was proven at the Royal Aberdeen Hospital
in Scotland when a mother-child admission, policy was permitted
and the average length of stay on the wing where this was
practiced was shorter than the one where it wasn't.

On the more progressive wards play activities are per-
mitted. Benefits of activity are several: children can be of
significant help to one another if- they arc allowed mobilityt
and the change from passivity to _activity silos a healthier
coping. If heacknowledges his feeling and expresses them in

30-
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play or talk, the child can learn to deal with his environment
promptly and appropriately, and his growing maturity helps him
cope better with future pain and frustration. Activity dis-
courages repression and dependency, which although expected in
limited amounts, may increase and complicate immediate adjust-
ments and subsequent personality development.

Restriction of motor activity both during and after pro-
cedure often leads to a heightening of aggression. This pent-up
aggression will appear as restlessness, heightened irritability
and the use of bad language.

Restriction of movement carries with it strong feelings of
punishment because over the ages being sent to bed or confinement
to the room and going without food have been used by parents for
punishment.

It is important to remember that a toddler, whose body has
been completely in his mother's care, is unable to understand
why this care should be relinquished by her just at the point
when his need for it is greatest, why his distress needs to be
increased by unfamiliar handling. No child under ages of 3 or
4 can therefore be expected to react positively to a nurse's
intervention and co-operate with her. For the nurse or the
playroom director this creates the anomalous situation that
while complete devotion to a helpless patient is demanded of
her no affectionate or even remotely grateful return is made
by a youngster who regards her with hostility; resents her
presence as usurping his own mother's place and rejects her
effort at giving comfort and consolation by persisting in un-
relieved separation distress.

Hospitalization as a Positive Ex ience

It would be unfair to end this collection of thoughts by
not including the idea that we usually think of a hospitalized
child as being torn away suddenly from a severe and stable home
environment and thrust into a new and frightening world. Some-
times the reverse is true. John Rose and Meyer Sonis have ob-
served, as have most: directly connected with a hospital, that
the hospital can be a refuge from an intolerable home situation.
It may be a relatively stress-free environment - a haven for the
child while the disturbing-home situation is being evaluated and
hopefully brought into the line with more acceptable standards
for the development of the child.
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aRPtli2AtiOne to the 0 lala Sioux

In reviewing the preceding material, it seems evident that
there may be special application to the beneficiaries of the
U.S. Public health Service Hospital at Pine Ridge. Conveniently
available at the time of the writing of this paper was information
collected by Carl Minden, M.D. on child-rearing practices of
the Sioux people on the Pine Ridge Reservation. Because of
differences in culture and, child-rearing practices here and in
the White-Anglo-Saxon-Protestant society, I believe that some
varied expectations can be drawn out that may be unique to our
setting and possible to others similar to this one. I would
like to suggest some expectations regarding Sioux children
hospitalized:

(A) Anxiety caused by separation from the father is even
more less pronounced in the Sioux culture. This is
attributable to the fact that the Indian father in-
tervenes in the care of the child only in the absence
of a female or in an emergency, such as when the
child may get burned. It appears that there is lees
contact between father and child than would be ex-
pected in the general national population.

(B) Feeding problems may be expected with the very young
child while he is hospitalized. What in effect may
be happening is the child's reaction to change of
feeding habits. While the hospital.may operate on
a feeding schedule, the child is fed at home on an
almost complete demand schedule. As a matter of
fact, the only other time the child may be fed is
to postpone his future demand. The conflict of
change May reflect itself, therefore, in problem
feeding.

In the Full Blood family, particularly, when the
grandmother is in the home, the child may experience
separation anxiety fres: the grandmother, rather than
the mother; as we would expect in the WASP society.
Information on the child-rearing practices informs
us that in the -Full Blood family it is quite often
the role of the grandmother to raise and discipline
the children with the actual-mother taking a seem.-
dary role and deferring to the wishes of the grand-
mother.

There is the possibility that we can expect the age
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group around age fifteen to experience some diffi-
culty with limit setting while in the hospital. The
fact-that the child in the Indian herWat age fifteen
is generally treated on the same level as the-adult
means that his decisions are accepted in the home as
adult decisions and the conflict will arise when he
is treated in the hospital as a fifteen year old
adolescent rather than a fifteen year old capable of-
making decisions and having adult standards to live
by.

(E) There is the expectation that the child may possibly
be more aggressive towards the hospital staff. We
find that in the Indian home aggression is more
accepted against any except kin and close friends.
It seems from the results of Dr. Mindell's survey
that the outsider is considered on the same level as
an enemy. The child may feel, therefore, that hospital
staff, being unfamiliar and strange to him and even
more threatening than what might be normally expected,

be an object of aggression.

(F) The child in the age group where he is mastering bowel
and bladder control nay feel confused by hospital ex-
pectations of cleanliness and their increased attention
to his being soiled. The underlying fact behind this
is that quite often the country child during warm weather
would be permitted to runaround without any pants or
diapers On and that the child quite often if he -should'
urinate on himself would be allowed to more or less
"drip dry" rather than be changed, unless, he himself-
demands it.

(G) There is an expectation of more trauma regarding
operations and sexually charged procedures. Due to
the lack of emphasis in the home regarding the in-
tellectual understanding of sex, the child without
the formal intellectual understanding has more of an
opportunity to develop increased fantasizing about the
procedures that will be performed upon him than the
child who has an understanding both emotionally and
intellectually of his sexuality:

We may expect that the male child will often be more
confused about limits placed upon him than will the
female child. The fact behind this is that in the
Indian home there is less discipline placed upon the
male child than there is upon the female child.
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(I) There is a strong possibility of future problems
over the trauma of hospitalization, because, as we
noted earlier, the child should be allowed to ex-
press freely his fears and concerns when separated
from others and with the support of other's. However,
we find that the standardized view of a child on the
Reservation is one of a quiet and inexpressive child.
This child is less able to express freely his fears,
concerns and anxieties and therefore less able to
cope with these fears at a later time.

(J) The child in the hospital, both due to the lack of
mobility and to restrictions placed upon him by casts,
etc., is likely, here to have a lower frustration
tolerance. This would be due primarily to the fact
that in general Indian children are given what they
demand and frustration tolerance is not developed
to the extent that what we would expect in the
WASP society.

(K) he child hospitalized here is more inclined to think
of hospitalization as punishment than would be ex-
pected in the population in general, nationally.
This is enforced in the Indian home by the mother
scolding by hissing at the child in a very threatening
'way or with a threat of physical violence, such as,
"someone would cut your ears off", if the child is
bad. With this as background material, the hospital-
ized child is likely to view his hospitalization as
punishment for some 'bad" act he has performed prior
to his illness or trauma.

James E. Wills
Medical Social Worker
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OAS ANDOLUE SNIFFING AMONG THE SCHOOL AGE POPULATION

Introduction

The incidence of gas and glue sniffing among the Indian
population of the Pine Ridge Reservation is nct known, but it
is surmised that 80-90% of the young people have experimented
ht leat once with gas or glue. Out of these, a small number
practice the habit regularly and even fewer become psycholog-
ically dependent on gas or glue sniffing. It is with the con-
sistent psers of gas or glue that we are concerned. Not only
can the habit be harmful physically but its habitual use may
be indicative of serious psychological problems

To learn more about gas and glue sniffing, 35 school
children who were reported to prattice gas or glUe sniffing
regularly were interviewed. The ages of the children ranged
from nine to eighteen years. The respondents were asked various
questions concerned with family background and a few psycholog-
ical questions and for information and opinion6 about gas or
glue sniffing.

To determine if there are differences between snif_fers and
nonsniffers, a control group of 35 school children who were not
known to he gas or glue sniffers were also interviewed. The
control group was selected to be representative as regards age,
sex and grade; but within these categories waschosen on a
random basis.

Corn arisen of Sniffers withNonpniffers

In regard to parental presence, one finds that both parents
are present in-the homes of '.1% of the alleged sniffers in
comparison to 62,8% of the nonsniffers, but the difference is not
statistically significant. -However, 25.7% of-the snifferS live
with the mother only as compared to 5.7% of the nonsniffars and
this difference is significant. 050..

There is also another-difference of some significance
(4:1.05) in the household composition -ol_the two groups. Either
the grandmother (25.7%)',_ grandfather (11.4%) or both grandparents
(8.6 %) are present in the homes of the sniffers. Thus a total
of45.7% of the sniffers are living_ in households where a _grand-
parent or grandparents are present and this is in contrast to
20% of the nonsniffors.

1. Sec Appendix to 'article,.
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From my own experience, I would like to offer a possible
explanation for this difference. A grandparent is more lenient
and this influoncee the grandchild to misbehave because he knows
he will not be scolded by his parents.- The grandparent will
step in to defend the child. This may be one reason why there
are more gas sniffers in homes where grandparents are present.

The average size
nonsniffers (7.6) than
of rooms in the nonsni
sniffers. The nonsnif
household than the sni

f household is slightly smaller for
or sniffers (7.9) and the average number
.A house is 2.9 compared to 2.7 among
rs have more siblings living in their
erg: 4.7 and 4.0 respectively.

Most of the sniffers. (84.3%) live in a village in contrast
to 34.2% of nonsniffers. The difference is, however, not
statistically significant.

A slightly higher percentage of sniffers (65.7 %) than
nonsniffers (51.4%) are overage for grade, but again he differ-
ence is not a significant one.

General CharactoristicsofGas or Glue Sni

The majority of sniffers are males (63%)' and Pull Blood
(60%). Although the Pull Bloods are slightly over-represented
as compared to the control group (51% Full Blood), the difference
between ethnic groups-is not significant.

The average age of the sniffer is 13.3 years. When asked
the age when started to use gas or glue, the answers ranged from
five through fourteen years with an average age of 8.7 years.

Substance Used and Methods of Use

Gas and glue are the main substances used among sniffers.
Gas (or lighter fluid) seems to be slightly more prevalent
37.1% gas, 37.1% glue, 14.3% gas and glue and 11.4% lighter
fluid. The reason for this is that gas or lighter fluid is more
readily available at any time.

There are many different methods or ways of sniffing gas.
The use of a bell of cotton or a rag is the first method. The
cotton or rag is soaked with gas, balled up and put inside of
your clenched hand, leaving a space between your thumb and
forefinger and letting part of the cotton or rag showThen
placing your mouth over the open space, you take a deep breath,
sucking in the fumes and vapor from the cotton or rag= This is
repeated as many times as the person desires. Also; a person
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can drain gas into a jar or can and sniff on it from the hole..
Another way is to place a rubber hose, or a rolled-up magazine
or paper in the gas tank of a car ard sniff from them.

Clue is used in a much different way. The moat common
method is putting some glue inside of a,p1 stic.bag or any bag
for that matter. Then you put the opening of the back over your
nose and mouth, blowing air into the bag and then taking a deep
breath of the air blown in to get the best effect. Another way
is to put the glue on cotton. From talking to the kids,- I found
that this wasn't a good method. They said it tasted bad when it
got into your mouth. Also, the smell remained longer than gas.

Nearly-all sniffers (94.2%) practice the habit with a group
simply because its more fun: they can share their visions with
one another, or because the group had gas or glue available.

late 1, i for Initial Use of Gas or nlue

When sniffers were asked what started them using gas or
glue, 51.4% answered that they were persuaded by friends or re-
latives and 22.9% said they did it because they saw other kids
using it. Many of the sniffers were influenced by a group which
was already oriented to those habits and passes them on to others
who may be unwilling to start, sometimes using force on the younger
and smaller ones who won't succumb to their desires and habits.
Others take up the habit more easily and require no more than a
few words of encouragement from the pushers.

The rest of the sample group had various reasons or excuses
as to why they started to sniff gas or glue. Some did it out of
curiosity or boredom or for kicks".

Reactions to Gas and Clue SnifrIga

The most prevalent reactions to gas and glue sniffing are
"It makes me dizzy"(22.9%). Negative reactions were "It makes
Me feel bad"0.9%) or 'Makes me sick" (2.9%).

A fairly high percent (20.0%) said that they see visions:
"Made mecca things like snakes and all kinds of--designs," "See
a boat in the water, then all at once its on land, See witches
and cars.going off cliffs and airplanes flying all over the place.
See bean shooters all over."

Other reactions to sniffing were, "Makes you feel good,"
"makes you drunk" and you blank out. One boy said that it makes
you want to fight, "makes you feel real'tall."

- 38
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Positive and Ne ative As ects of 5niffinq

The sample was asked what were the best. and worst things
about sniffing. The majority were unable or reluctant to say
anything positive and 14.3% said there wasn't anything "best"
about sniffing gas or'glue. 11.4% stated that the visions were
the best thing and 5.7% said that it makes you forget your
worries.

The sniffers were more articulate in regard to the worst
thing about gas or glue sniffing, but the answers were extremely
varied. The worst thing about sniffing according to respondents
were as follows: 14.6% getting gas or glue into your mouth or
nose or swallowing it, 11.4% getting sick, 0.6% because it could
kill you, 8.6% seeing bad visions, and 8.5% getting caught. The
rest had a variety of answers such as affects the brain, hurts
your throat, gets you into trouble, gets you into fights, could
go crazy, and blanks out.

Most of the sample (86%) claimed that they are no longer
using either gas or glue and only three sniffers said they could
not get along without the use of one or both substances. Those
who said they are not at the present time using gas or glue were
asked what made them stop using gas or glue. The following

,

reasons were given for having stopped: parents told me not to do
it (16.7%), can kill you (16.7%), it's dangerous (10%), didn't
like it (10%), gets you into trouble (10%), gives me a headache
(7%), and affects health (7%). One respondent said he quit because
he was hospitalized from gas sniffing. Thus over one-fourth (30%)
claimed to have given up the habit because they felt it was dan-
gerous in some way.

Attitudes Towards Gas and Glue Sniffin

When asked if they thought gas or glue sniffing was dangerous_,
94.2% answered "yes". Only one replied "no' and one refused to
answer the question.

When asked why they thought the habit was dangerous, the
most frequent replies were it could kill you (31.4%), affects
brain (20%), become crazy (11.4%), bad for your health (5.7%),
and could cause a fire or explosion (5.7 %). The nonsniffers'
replies were vary similar to those of the sniffers.

Both the sniffers and those of the control group were asked
if they had ever known anyone withadangerous_reaction to gas
or glue. 45.3% of the sniffers said "yes" as compared to 20% of
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the nonsniffors. When asked what happened,- sniffers' replies
Were the following: ran around (like a crazy person) (141.3 /.),

tried to kill or hurt someone (8.6%), went crazy (5.7%), had a
bad vision .(5..7M, died (29%), caused an explosion (2.9%) and
was shaking (2.9%) .

Only 11.4% of the sniffers and 5.7% of the nonsnitters said
they thought it was O.K.-for a grown man to sniff gas or glue.
According to the respondents, the main reasons grown men should

-' not use gas or glue are because it might kill-yeu,""ebould-knew
better and affects the brain.'

Only one sniffer and no nonsniffer.said it was O.K. for
grown women to use gas or glue. Gas and glue sniffing among
women is bad for the same reasons as among men except that a
few felt that this might damage' an unborn

More sniffers (25.7 %) than nonsniffer- -.9%) said that
it is O.K. for boys to be gas or glue sniffers, but only 8.6%
of the sniffers and none of the control vroUp said it is O.K.
for girls to use gas or glue. The reasons given for it: not
being O.K. for boys or girls to be gas sniffers were very Similar
to the reasons given for it being bad for grown men and women.:

It is interesting that sniffers IS WelLas,nerisnifferS:
exPress generally negative attitudes towards the practice.
Having been involved in gas or glue sniffing, more Sniffers have
been-involved in gas or glue sniffing,. Mete:sniffers have wit-
nesset bizarre or dangerous reactions, This must cause conflict:
among the sniffers who continue using ga6 or glue because of Peer
:group pressure or as an escape and yet believe that the habit is
a dangerous one;
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GASOLINE INHALATION A PARTIAL, REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE.

As a part of-our study of gasoline inhalation we are
viewing the literature and a summary of the review o'date
follows.

Chemistry. Gasoline's are a complex mixture Of hydrocarbons
ranging from C-4 (BUtens) to C-11; Most gasolines Contain
additives such as antiknock but the concentration is too
low to contribute_to the gasolinetoxicity. Depending on
the method the gasoline is used it's toxicity varies. ,
Orally taken a lethal acute dose (that is the effect of a
single ingestion) may vary from an ounce to one quart.
The aspiration of liquid gasoline -is highly hazardous,
causing a chemical pneumonia: InhalatiOn of gas varies
from slightly to moderately'toxic while the irritatiOn,
to eye or skin from the vapor may be non-irritating or
moderately irritating:- Some of the Symptoms of toxicity
are;

1. Oral ingestion - irritation of mucous membranes olthe
throat, esophagus and stomach. -Stimulation of the central
nervous system (for example, convulsions) followed by de-
pression. Of the highest importance here is cardiac
.rhythm irregularities.

Aspiration - coughing, gagging, dyspnea with rapidly
developing pulmonary edema folloWed by prieumonitis.

3. Inhalation - irritation of the upper respiratory tract.
Central nervous system stimulation followed by depression
(for example, coma),. Cardiac irregularities are es -
pecally dangerous here'. It should be noted that two
principal dangers include central nervous system de-
pression and the possibility of ventricular fibrillation.

Other aspects of gasoline inhalation. It should be noted that
almost all.substances used for inhalation produce a degree
of tolerance such that increasing quantities are necessary to
produce the desired effeot:-,Aimost all of the substances
scem,.to produce apsychedelic effect that is a mild distorting
effect, secondly habituation that is'with continued use it may
produce psychological dependence and tolerance, It has been

found that.gasoline and naphtha may be responsible for sudden
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death (perhaps secondary= to ventriculation fibrillation).
There is much less evidence on organic damage from toluene
which is found in plastic glue. The most consistent finding
especially with the use of glue inhalation has been white
blood'eells in the urine and a positive protein, the sig-
nificance of which is unknown. These abnormalities dis-
appear when the use of the solvent ceases. ,ere has so
far been no evidence of kidney damage, liver damage, or
brain damage. There have been EEG findings similar to a
delirium seen with people who have been acutely inhaling
some substance.. It has been noted in many okthe studies
that adult gasoline sniffers are virtually unknown. This
has not been our experience. The literature includes
symptoms of intoxication secondary to inhalation including
anesthesia, hallucinations, confusien, lack of impulse con-
trol, blurred vision, incoordination, transitory tinnitus.
Also delirium coma and convulsions.

The most popular substances used are gasoline and model
airplane glue. There are many other substances used including
paint thinner, lighter fluid, paint, nail polish remover,
duplicating fluid and laundry marking Peneil's. All are
soluble organic solvents and as such would be expected to
pass the bleed brain barrier rapidly. The detailed patho-
physiology of inhalation of these substances is not known.
As indicated above EEG's done during inhalation showed clear
changes similar to those found in a delirium. Cases have
been reported'of chronic sniffing up to ten years without
organic damage to the central nervous system, liver, kidneys
or bone marrow. With regard to inhalation the age in the
literature varies between 11 and 15 with the average around
13. The average duration 'of sniffing has beenabout one year
Boys sniff much more than girls, the ratio being 10 or 11 to
1. It has been noted that it israre for sniffers to use

cotics. It also should be noted that there has been no
evidence of a withdrawal syndrome but that deaths definitely
have been associated with inhalation. AS o f 1965 there were
nine reported cases of glue sniffing resulting in death and
a number of deaths in which glue Sniffing was an indirect
cause. Six of the nine.deaths however, seem to be directly
due to the use of a_plastie bag.

Our preliminary information here at Pine Ridge seems to indicate
that gasoline inhalation may be a normal experimental stage that
young children between the ages of 9 and 15 go through. We-are
currently of the opinion that among people who are inhaling
gasoline at a,later age that is age-I8 or 19 or above, their use
of gasoline is -a symptom emotional problems which we have not
yet categorized.

-42
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SOME PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF NORmAL INDIAN ADOLESCENTS
AND Two GROUPS OF NON-INDIAN ADOLESCENTS*

If one is nteiested in understanding psychological b-
lems and stresses in a population, one of the kev groups to
look at is the adolescent group, These are the individuals who
arc preparing to.enter and entering adult life. Here on tha
Pine Ridge Reservation'we have been especially interested in
the adolescents. During 1966 and 1967, we began to interview
normal adolescents using, a structured interview with both closed
and open ended questions.. EaCh respondent was individually in-
terviewed in private and was allowed to take as much time as
necessary to answer. The average length of an interview was
one hour. In order to delineate issues due to cultural status
from those issues related to socio-economic status we felt it

s necessary to contract normal Indian adolescents with normal
White adolescents from both poor and-from more prosperous back-
grounds. A-randoM sampling of 50 Indian students representing
10% of the total high school population oh the Reservation were
interviewed. Two control groups of Whitestudents were chosen
from four high schools in two different areas. Control Group
I consists of 50 students from two high sehoola in a zone con-
sidered to be economically depressed. Control Group II consists.
of SO students from two high schools in areas,in which the ma-
jority of families enjoy an average income by United States
standards. The areas are predoMinately agricultural, ranching,
and farming being the maj-r sources of income. When the economic
status of the groups were rated as being high, medium high, ymdium,
medium low or low; 84% of the Indian sample fell into the medium
low or low status: 56% of Control Group I was in, the medium low
or low status while 36% of Control Group II was in the medium
low or low status. The difference betWeen the. Indian group and
Control Group I was significant at the .02 level, between the
Indians and Control Group II significant at the .001 level and
between Contrbl Group 1 and Control Group. II significant at the
.05 level. We might note that 2 of the Indian sample fell into
the medium high or high level while ex of Control Group I did so
and 18% of Control Croup II were in the medium high to high ec
onomic status. In this report we will summarize three of the
psychological aspects of the findings, namely. the modal teen-
ager in terms of fantasy material and the teenagers mental health
and separation anxiety.scores.

*Based on data taken from a preliminary report of the Community
Mental Health Program entitled "A Sociological and Psychological
Study of Oglela Sioux and Non-Indian High School Students" (1967)'
and from other relevant research. This is the second of a series

of three articles concerned with sources of stress among Indian
high school students.
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Although no such thing exists as a modal adolescent an
attempt was made to summarize the fantasy material of each of
the three groups. This would include looking at the adoles-
cent's three wishes, animal identification and reasons for
wanting to be a certain animal, early memories and dreams.

The Indian adolescent and the non-Indian poor control
group and the'non-Indian more prosperous control group
adolescents were all interested in being mobile and free.
They also wanted to be respected by others and to be found
attractive to others. They also wanted to be strong or power-
ful. All three groups were strongly interested-in having a
lot of money and living in better housing. The Indian adoles-
cents in general were much more ambivalent about going to-school
than were either of the non-Indian adolescent,rJups. The non-
Indians were more involved in thinking about a good job than
were the Indiana. A striking difference was in the non-Indian
interest in'thinking about some ideal for the larger community
within which they lived. That is they were concerned with some
good thing happening to the world at large. This is in contrast
to the Indian adolescents whose concerns were much less frequently
related to the world outside of their families. The Indian group

more frequently interested in living some place else than
were either of the White groups.

in
Indian group and Control

Group I were equally interested in hoping for the return of
some meaningful person in contrast to Control Gn.up II.

Both of the White Control Groups had more energy involved
with concerns about aggression as, reflected by their early mem-
ories and dreams, than 'did -either the Mixed Blood or Full Blood
Indians. More of the themes of the White adolescents were re-
lated to being the object of aggression either by oneself or
others as well as being the subject of an aggressive act than
were the Indian groups. On the other hand Mixed Blood Indian
adolescents had more energy involved with ambivalence about
being eared for and being independent than did either the Full
Elood adolescents or either of the White Control Groups.

Let ui turn now to mental health scores. We were in-
-sted in ascertaining the prevalence of mental illness in

the sample population. We Were aware of many of the pitfalls
related to psychiatric case finding through survey nethods.1

1. BLUM, R.H., "Case Identification -and Psychiatric Epidemiology:
ods and Problems", Milbank Memorial Fund Ot., July 1962.
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We decided to use Alexander Leighton's Health Opinion Survey
(HOS) also called -A .Srief Mental Health Assessment Instrument.2

It should be pointed out that the HOS relies heavily on psycho=
physiologic 'symptoms and economically poorer populations tend
to express psychological stress more in physical symptoms.3
The instrument was atandardied at Pine Ridge by giving it to
psychiatric patients and to normals. The criterion of validity
was the correspondence of the HOS score with a psychiatric -ill -

ness determined bysychiatiAc interview. The differenee in .

scores was found tO besignifioant (T=3.913).. The HOS scores

were as follows; Indian students 31.2, Control Group I, t:1.9,

and Control Group 11.27.3. The higher score would tend to in=
dicate a greater likelihood of psychological distress: The

difference between.the Indian and Control .Group I students
was signifi,7ant.onlyrat the..05 level:, while it was significant
at the :-.01 level between Indian and non Indian students as a

whole. It would appear, hoWever, that economic factors may
well be influencing the-scores because White students from the
most:cconomically depressed zone (one of the high school in
eluded 1n-Control Group I) have an HOS-score-of 30 which is not
significantly 1ower than lhe Indian stUdents' scores. When we

considered 'just the Indian students we found no significant

differences between Mixed Bloods and Full Bleedi. The only

correlationsAsignifieent at the .05 Jovel) concerned parental
PreSerice and the number of siblings. The:higher mental health
scores (meaning a greater likelihood of psYchologicaldiStres
sre found among StUdents who have cr= or both biological parents
missing.from the home and amongst t-ase students who have less

than -six siblings. These two factors however, are related as

all of the students who have six or more siblings are Jiving,
with both parents.

The degree of separation anxiety was calculated for each

student in the three groups. This was done by weighting the
replies to all questions in the survey which may have indicated
separation anxiety. They were weighted according towhether the

answer showed strong or moderate_anxiety and each student was
then given a score.4 The higher the score the higher the'concerns
about separation. For.example, in one question the students were
asked where they were the happiest; at home, with friends, by one-
self, etc. 51% of the Indian students stated they were happiest

when at home. This was in contrast to 31% of Control Group and

.26% of Control Group II. When asked how they felt when away from
their mother or mother's surrogate, 59.5% of the Indian students
and 45.9% of Control Group I students indicated that-they_missed

2. LEIGHTON, Alexander, et al Basic Books, 1963, The Character of
Dan er, Chapter 7.
3. CRANDEL and HOHRENWEND, "Some Relations Among Psychiatric
Symptoms Organic Illness and social Class", American Journal of
Psychiatry, Vol. 123, No 12, JUne 1967:

-45 -
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their' mother a great deal. Only 28.G% of Control Group II
students showed a high degree of missing their mother. This-
same pattern was evident in regard to missing their father but
to a lesser degree. 44'.2% of Indian students, 41.8% of Control
Group I students, and 24.2% of Control Group II students said
that they missed their father when away from him. Some examples
of early memories which showed concern with abandonment are,
"When my aunt got drunk and tried to take me away from my mom
and I was crying", "When my father died and I was crying and every-
body else was crying`, When my mom went to the hospital to have
my brother, the babysittor was mean, I Missed my mother". The
separation anxiety scores ranged from 044. The mean scores for
the three groups were as follows: Indian students 17.8, Control
Group I students 15.6, and Control Group II students 11.8;

The difference between the scores s f" the Indian and Control.
Group I students is not significant, the difference between the

-scores of the Iadian and Control 'Group II students is significant
at ,01 level.- The difference between Control'Group Land Control
Group II studentaWasHalo significant at the .05 level.

We should note that there was no significant difference in
separation anxiety scares between Indian day and boarding school
students. Separation anxiety was correlated, however, with the
presence of parents.. This was significant at the .01 level.
Separation anxiety was also Correlated with economic status in
the direction of ja higherseparation anxiety score with increasing
poverty. This was significant,at the .02 level.

Comments: We should note that al-chough we attempted to match:the
Indian adolescent group with a Control Group of poor and more
prosperous non-Indians that it is very difficult to find a non-
Indian group which can match the Indians poverty. In many of the
adolescents wishes there were no differences at all between the
groups. It is of interest that the White adolescents were more
interested in a good job than were the Indian adolescents. This
May well reflect the fact that ]oh opportunities are gr6ater for
the non-Indian adolescents In their geographic areas than for the
Indians. The Indian teenagers and Control Group I were more con-
cerned about the return-of an important person than were-teen-
agers in Control Group II. Parents are missing from the Indian
students' family much more frequently than in either of the two
control groups. In Control Group I there are somewhat more parents
missing from the students' family than in Control Group II. It is
of interest that the Indians were much less interested in some
ideal for the world than were either of the white control groups.
Oscar Lewis in his comments on the culture of poverty has rclarked
on how poor people tend to be less interested in the outsid, -orld
which is more ten seen as strange and alien, that there is a
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lack of relatedness to the outside world. The degree of ambiv-

alence among the Indian students towards schooling is striking
and-this has been.commented'on in a previous papet.4 It is of

intetest that the Indian students appear,to have less energy
tied up at-least in fantasy with themes of aggrdssion than do
the White students and as indicated earlier this holds true for
both themes related to being the subject Of aggression as well

as to being the object of aggression.. This ia the opposite of
what we expected to find in as:much as we have thought that the
Sioux generally tend to deal -with aggression in a more indirect

fashion than dejnonIndians'and would hypothesise'that:Much
their fantasy would be tied up with themes related to aggression.
Certainly one striking feature related to aggression was that the
White teenager generally had more fantasies related to being the
subject of an aggressive act (rather than the object of aggression)
than did the Indian teenagers. That the Mixed Blood Adolescents

have more energy tied up with issues related to dependence -in-
dependence than do Full Blood Indians or either of the White
control groups is striking and may reflect other data which
seems' to indicate that Mixed Bloods in general tend to move
toward a more acculturated position; 5* example, less bilin-

gualism higher education levels, higher employment levels..

A striking finding is:related to the importance of the

presence:of the adolescent's parents. Originally we had thought

that the presence of nuclear family, especially Parentsi would
not be as important to an Indian child where the extended family
is usually available as it would be to 'a White Child. Our data,

Jlowevet,,:does not bear this out but rather indicates that the

pressure of the nuclear parents is of equal importance:to both

White and Indian children. We note here that the separation
anxiety:which'we were measuring in our:stUdy is a gross term
which probably includes both separation anxieties related to
ambivalence toward parent figures as well as separation anxieties
related to feelings of weakness in terms of being able to stand
alone without being closely attached :to another person. Separat

anxieties were unrelated to ethnic gtoup but were significantly

related to parent-presence and economic status. This is an im-

portantfinding which reflects the importance of looking at socio-

economic factors in doing studies of Indians rather than looking
only at Indiam -White differences.: We also want to emphasize here

the importance. in our. findings of the relationship .Of parent
presence to economic status, which has been noted in other studies.

Carl Mindell, M.D.

Director

4. pine Ridge Research Bulletin No. 1, "Ambivalence Toward

Education Among Indian High School Students."
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OGLALA SIOUX FAMILY ORGANIZATION, A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

PARTI

MARITAL STATUS AND FAMILY ORGANIZATION ADULT POPULATION

arital Status and Ethnic Group

The statistics on marital status and family organization
reveal significant differences between ethnic groups and,de-
viateHdramaticallYIrem those of the general U.S. population.
Our data seems to indicate increasing instability of the con-
jugal unit. First, let us look at the statistics on marital
status.

Table 1

MARITAL STATUS pY SEX AND ETHNIC GROUP
(Persons 14 Years and Dyer)
Percentage Di'stributiori

Marital Status

Single

Married

Widowed

Divorced

Total Number

Mixed Blood
Male Female

Full Blood
Male Female

41.3 32.9 38.9 31.5

51.3 53.2 50.8 5445

2.9 7.8 5.6 8.6

4.5 , 6.1- ..477

1325 1287 1411 14

Indian
Male Female

Non- Indian

Male Female

40.0 32.2 27.7 22.2

51.1 68.5, 67:2

4.3 8. 2 2.3 9.-4

4.6 5.7 1.5 1.2

2736 2770 1235 1214

ried - Net
Separated 95.6 90.9 93.2

Married
Separated 4.4 91 6.8 11.1 5.7 9.5

94.3 90.5 99.3 98.8

Total Number 680 685 ._717 808 ,1397 1493 846 816
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Table 2

MARITAL STATUS OF RESERVATION POPULATION

IN COMPARISON TOW.S. WHITE AND NEGRO POPULATIONS
Percentage Distribution

Full 81ood

`Mixed Blood

Indian PR

Non- Indian

S. White

U.S. Negro

Males
in ler Married Wid

38.9 50.8

41.3 51.3

40.0 51.1

PR 27.7 68.5

(1965)25.9 68.8

(1965) 31.9 61.1

5.6

2.9

4.3

2.3

3.2

Females

Full Blood 31.5 54.5 8.6

MiXed Blood 32.9 : 53.2 7.8 6.1

Indian - PR_ 32.2 53.9 8.2 , 5.7

4.7

4.5

4.6

1.5

2.1

3.1

5.3

Non-Indian - PR

'U.S. White (1965)

U.S. Negro (1965)

22.2 67.2: 9.4 1.2

20.4 64.4 12.4

23.0 59.5 13.4 4.1

A hieher percentage (2.8% more) of Indian women than men
are married, With a higher incidence of marriage found among
Full Blood Ismmen. Among Indian men, a slightly higher per-.
centage of:Mixed blood than Full Blood men are married. The
married statue is more prevalent among Non - Indians 17.4%-
More of Non7Indianmen than Indian men are married and 13.3%
more of Nonindian women thah Indian women are married.

Among the married, only 3.3% of Indians and of _n-:
Indiana were reported to be living in a oommen.-law relationship.
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Of those who are married, a fairly high percent are
separated, more than one out o.-.7 ten FullA3lood women and 9%
of Mixed Blood women.. More Full Blood than Mixed Blood males
are separated. Separation-from a spouse is thus slightly more
prevalent among Full Bloods than Mixed Bloods, The separation
of spouse does not necessarily mean a dissolution of the,mar-
riage. Aquite.common pattern among some couples is one of
temporary separations followed by reconciliations.

The percentage of-divorced .Indian Women is higher than that
of the men, thejlighest rate of divorced persons being found
among Mixed Blood women.

All groups, except that o the NonIndians, have a higher
percentage of divorced persons than in the gcnoral.U.S. Negro
and White populations.. The percentage of divorced men among
Indians (4.6%) is more than twice that of the natienal,pop-
ulation (2.2% in 1965). The percentage of divorced Indian
women (5.7%) is almost-twice as high as for the national
population (2.9A).

The incidence of widowhood among the Indians presents an
interesting contrast o the U.S. general population. ::More
women in the national population, (12.e%) than among the
Indian women (8.2%) are widowed This:suggests that either
Indian women remarry more frequently upon being widowed or
that the death rate among Indian women is higher. In con-
tract, more Indian men (4.3%) than Men in the national pop-
ulation (3.3%) are widowers. Again this may be due to a
formerly higher death rate among Indien. women or a, greater
likelihood of widows than.widowers remarrying; The answer
is probably a combination of the two factors. In the pop
ulation of 55 years and older the sex ratio is 109.7 which
seems to indicate that at least formerly there was a higher
ortality rate among women.

The most significant differences in the marital status
is found in the single status category, The high:percentage
of single individuals may be due to the large proportion of
young people in-this population.- To test this explanation,
the population was divided into age groups according to
marital status and compared to the U.S. population.

- 3
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Table 3

MARITAL STATUS OF RESERVATION POPULATION
BY SEX, AGE AND ETHNIC -GROUP (1967) AS COMPARED

TO THE GENERAL U.S. POPULATION (1965)
Percentage Distribution

SEX AND'AOE GEOUP Sin =le Married widowed Divo

Male
14-19 years
Full Blood 98.6 1.4 0

Mixed Blood 95.4 4.6 : - 0 . 0.
r -- Total Indian 96.8 3.2 O.: 0

Non-Indian 99.4 .6 0 0

U.S. '97.4

20-24 years

Full Blood: 70.2
Mixed Blood 60.0

Total:Indian 65.0
Non-Indian 64.1
U.S.: 52.9

25 -29.yeara

Full Blood, 36.1
Mixed Blood 28.5
Total Indian 32.3

Non - Indian 19.7

U.S. 17.-2

28.6 0 1.2

38.2 0 1.8

33.4 0 1.5

35.9 0

46.3

30- 34.years

Pull Blood 29.4
Mixed Blood 17.7

Total Indian 23.9

Non-Indian 5.0

U.S. 11.3

68.5
-63.5 ..8 .

81.1

1.5

3.1
3.5

00

1.6

35 -44. -years

Poll Blood
Mixed Blood
Total Indian
NouIndian
U.S.

64.2 .9 5.5

75.0 0 7.3

69.3 .5 6.3

95.0 0 0

86.2 .2 2.3

18.3

14.6

16.6

9.4
9.4

72.9 .9

80.8 1.0

76.7 .9

87.9 .9

87.2 .5

7.8

3.6

541
1.8

2.9

- 4
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SEX AND AGE GgouP Single

8.1
5.7

6.9
6.5

6.6

Married

78.0
81.6
79.8
90.8
00.7

Widowed Divorced

45-54 years
Full Blood
Mixed Blood
Total Indian
Non-Indian
U.S.

55-64 years

4.1
.6

2.4

1.1

1.4

9.8
12.0

10.9
1.6
3.3

Full Blood 5.9 74.5 11.1 8.5
Mixed Blood 3.2 76.9 6.3 13.7
Total Indian 4.8 75.4 9.3 10.5
Non-Indian 15.2 77.2 2.5 5.1
U.S. 8.4 83.8 4.4 3.5

65-74 years
Full Blood 4.0 67.7 24.2 4.0
Mixed Blood 4.0 73.3 18.7 4.0
Total Indian 4.0 69.8 22.1 4.0
Non-Indian 11,3 79.1 6.1 3.5
U.S. 6.1 78.9 11,8 3.3

75 years And over
Full Blood 9.1 52.7 36.4 1.8
.Mixed Blood 2.4 52.4 35.7 9.5
Total Indfan 6.2 52.6 36.1 5.1

Nun-Indian 8.3 70.0 21.7 0

U.S. 7.6 57.1 34.0 1.3

Female
14-19 years
Full Blood 90.4 9.3 .3 0

Mixed Blood 92.3 7.4 0 .3

Total Indian 91.3 8.4 .1 .1

Non-Indian 94.5 5.5 0 0

U.S. 89,5 10.3 0 .2

20-24 years . ..._.

Full Blood 43.7 54.0 0 2.3
mixed Blood- 43.3 1.1 3.9..

Total Indian 43.5 52.8- .6 3.1
Non-Indian . 32.5 66.7 0 . .8

U.S. . 32.5 65.6. .3 1.6
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SEX ANp AGE GROUP Single Married Widowed ivo

25-29 years
Full Blood 20.9 60.7 3.7 6.7

Mixed Blood 17.0 77.3 .7 5.0

Total Indian 19.0 73.4 2.2 5.5

Non-Indian 9.2 89.2 .8 .8

U.S. 0.4 87.2 .8 3.6

30-34 years
Full Blood 9.6 80.7 2.8 6.9

Mixed Blood 8.3 75.9 2.8 13.0

Total Indian 9.1 78.7 2.8 9.5

Non-Indian 10.9 89.1 0 0

U.S. 5.3 90.5 1.1 3.1

35-44 years
Full Blood 6.9 . 81.1 3.7 8.3

Mixed Blood 5.5 80.9 3.1 10.5

Total Indian 6.3 81.0 3.4 9.2

Non-Indian 4.3 93.4 .9 1.4

U.S. 4.8 07.9 2.6 4.6

45*54 years
Pull Blood 4.9 77,0 6.5 10.8

Mixed Blood .7 80.5 6.7 12.1

Total Indian 3.0 79.0 6.6 11,4

Non - Indian 6.6 81.3 9.6 2.4
U.S. 5.7 81.8 8.2 4.2

55-64 years
Full Blood 2.0 68.0 21.8 8.2
Mixed Blood 0 67.0 19.1 13.8

Total Indian 1.2 67.6 20.7 10.4

Non-Indian 5.4 74.1 17.0 3.4
U.S. 7.8 66.8 21.6 3.8

65-74 years
Full Blood 2.3 41.2 51.8 4.7
Nixed Blood 0 63.6 33.3 3.0
Total Indian 1.3 51.0 43.7 4.0
Non-Indian 5.4 63.1 30.6 .9

U.S. 7.5 45.7 44.4 2.4
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SEX AND AGE GROUP ,Single M ied Widowed Divorced

75 years and over
Full Blood 0 41.5 53.7 4.8
Mixed Blood 6.2 32.8 C0.9 0
Total Indian 2.8 36.2 58.1 1_g
Non-Indian 6.7 33.3 60., 0
U.S. 8.0 20.2 70-6

In the yoUngeat age group, fewer Mixed Blood males but
more Indian females than in the general U.S. population are
single. However, among males from 20 through 44 years of
age, the percentage of single men is much higher than in the
general population. In the 45 years and older age group,
there are fewer single male Indians than in the U.S. pop-
ulation. Among Indian females, more are single than in the
U.S. population also up to 45 years of age. This suggests that
fewer Indians in the younger age group are accepting the re-
sponsibilities of establishing families of procreation and that
this in turn, would increase the likelihood of the formation
of matrifocal families eomposed of single women with children.

Another interesting contrast is that the percentage.of
widowed females up to age 45 and widowed males in all groups
is higher than in the general population. This indicates that
the mortality rate is higher among Indian spouses up to age 45,
perhaps due to higher accident rates among Indians.

Household TIzaea

23.4% of Indian households and 15.3% of Non-Indian house-
holds have female heads. To compare percentage of female Indian
household heads with U.S. White and Nonwhite households, the
single person household head was eliminated and the results
are as follows! White 9.1%, Indian 22.5% and Nonwhite 23.7%.

In the Reservation population, the incidence __ale
household heads among Indians and Non-Indians contrasts most
sharply in the 20 through 44 year age group. in this age
group, 20.7% of Indian households have female heads in con-
trast to 7.1% of Non-Indian households. In the older age

although a higher percentage of Indian than Non-Indian
households have female heads, the differences are leas dramatic
because of an increase in widoWhood, especially in the Non-
Indian population.
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A breakdown of household types provides us with an
opportunity to ascertain the incidence of extended family
units among the Indian population. Following is a table
of household composition among the various ethnic groups on
the Reservation. A complete nuclear family is a married
couple or a married couple plus their children and an in-
complete nuclear family is defined as a woman or man plus
his or her childrc, The + sign indicates the presence of
an extra relative or relatives who do not form a nuclear unit.

Table 4

HOUSEHOLD TYPES BY ETHNIC GROUP
Percentage Distribution

Ethnic Grou.s

HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION
Mixed
Blood

Full
Blood Indian

Non -

Indian

Persons living alone 12.8 9.6 11.1 18.7
Complete nuclear family 45.1 32.9 38.7 69.7
Complete nuclear family + 8.4 10.3 9.4 2.8
Incomplete nuclear family 11.5 11.6 11.6 3.5
Incomplete nuclear family + 1.7 4.6 3.2 .3

2 or more complete nuclear
families 2.1 2.6 2.4 .4

2 or more complete nuclear
families + .5 .6
2 or more incomplete nuclear
families ' 1.2 2.0 1.6 .1

2 or more incomplete nuclear
families + .6 1.0 .8

Mixture of complete and in-
complete nuclear faMilies 11.7 15.8 13.8 2.5
Mixture of complete and in
complete nuclear families + 2.3 5.8 4.1 .2

Other or not clear 2.1 3.3 2.7 1.8
Total households 836 919 1755 1096

Total single family households
without extra relatives 56.6 44.5 50.2 73.2
Total multiple family households 18.4 27.7 23.3 3.2
Total single families with
extra relatives 10.4.. 14.9 .12.6 3.1
Total single and multiple
family households with'
extra relatives 13.4 22.3 18. 1 3.3

- a -
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As is obvious, the most prevalent household tylx0 among
all groups is the complete nuclear family. The incidence
however, of this most common .type of household varies sig-
nificantly among groups. Only one -third of the Full Blood
households are composed of a complete nuclear family in com-
parison to 45.1% of Mixed Blood households and 69.7% of Non
Indian households

When one considers.households containing a single family
without the addition of extra relatives, -one finds that over
half of the Non Indian and Mixed Blood households are of this
type, but less than half of the Full Blood households. Over
one-fourth of Full Blood households are of the multiple family
type and 22.3% of households contain extra relatives.

The reasons for the high percentage of Indian households
which contain extra relatives and families are the survival
of a cultural pattern of the importance of the extended family
and moving in with relatives other than ones parents, the or-
phaning and abandonment of children,-and a housing shortage
which often makes it necessary for families to double -up. One
cannot definitely say whether the high incidence of extended
family households is due more to preference or to necessity.
It must be remembered, however, that although in traditional
Sioux social organization, the extended family was the most
important social unit, the nuclear family was still the basic
unit and it was customary for a married couple to live in a
separate tipi pitched close to the parents of one of the
spouses.

Family Type and Membership

In the Reservation population 16 years of age and overi,
one finds the following distribution of family membership.
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Table 5

FAMILY MEMBERSHIP OF INDIVIDUALS BY ETHNIC GROUP
Persons 16 Years and Over

Family Membership:
Mixed
Blood

Full.
Blood Indian

Non-
Indian

Heads of nuclear
families 36.8 37.4 37.2 38.9

Wife 26.5 27.3 26.9 34.9

Child 26.5 24.7 25.5 13.7

Not member of a
nuclear family 10.0 10.6, 10.3 12.4

N=7243

The most outstanding differences between Indians and
Non-Indians is between the percentage of individuals who are
living as members of their family of orientation. Almost 12%
more Indians than Non - Indians 16 years and older have this
type of family status. This is more true of Indian males
than females. 30.8% of males and 20.4% of the females.

Also 9% more Non-Indians than Indians are wives in
complete nuclear families. This'again points up the greater
prevalence of single person and matrifocal families in-the
Indian population.

The higher rate of persons in the .Non-Indian population
who are not members of a conjugal unit is due largely to- a
higher percentage of persons living alone and living in an-
institutional setting, i.e., Holy Rosary Mission.

Concentrating only on the nuclear family units we find
that 71% of Indian families are complete nuclear families,
23.6% are matrifocal and 5.4% patrifocal. Among Non-Indian
families 94.6% are complete nuclear families, 4.5% matrifocal
and .9% patrifocal. The percentage of incomplete nuclear
families among Indians (29.0%) is more than among U.S. Whites
(11.4%) and slightly more than among U.S. Negroes (2e%). Among

- 10 -
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urban slum dwellers however, it is estimated that 25% to 412%
of the child-rearing units are matrifoeal in charactertl The
high rate of matrifocal nuclear families among the Indians is
not then out of proportion With a poor population.

Is the single parent family more prevalent among the
older or younger generations? To answer this, we divided
the types of families by age of family head with the following
results.

Table 6

TYPES OF NUCLEAR FAMILIES
ACCORDING TO AGE AND ETHNIC GROUP OF FAMILY HEAD

Percentage Distribution

Sex and Family Type
Mixed
Blood

Full
Blood Indian

Non-
Indian

All Ages
Complete nuclear 74.7 67.8 71.0 94.6
Matrifocal 21.9 25.0 23.6 4.5
Patrifocal ' 3.4 7.2 5.4 .9

16--1 years
Complete nuclear. 62.0 47.3 p5.6 90.7
Matrifocal 37.2 48,4 42.1 9.3
Patrifocal .8 4.3 2.3

2524 years
Complete nuclear 70.0 60.7 65.4 97.4
Matrifocal 27.6 35.5 31.5 2.1
Patrifocal 2.4 3.8 3.1 .5

35-44 years
Complete nuclear 82.8 70.4 76.3 92.7
Matrifocal 12.9 21.8 17.6 5.8
Patrifocal 4.3 7.8 6.1 1.5

1. Arthur Beerier, "Economic Deprivation and Family Patterns"
in Low Income Life Styles, edit by L. Irelan, U.S. Dept, of
Health, Education and Welfare, Welfare Administration, Division
of Research, 1966, p. 21.
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Mixed Full Non-
Sex and Family Type Blood Blood Indian Indian

45-54 years
Complete nuclear 79.4 75.0 77.1- 93.3
Matrifocal 16.9 16.3 16.6 6.7
Patrifocal 3.7 8.7 6.3

55-64 years
Complete nuclear 76.7 74.0 75.0 92.2
Matrifocal 17.4 18.7 18.2 6=2
Patrifocal 5.9 7.3- 6=8 1.6

65 years and over
Complete nuclear 75.8 71.7 73.3 94.2
Matrifocal 20.2 17.1 18.3 4.3
Patrifocal 4.0 11.2 8.4 1. 5

The complete nuclear family is predothinant in all age
levels, but a very high percentage of families whose heads
are from 16 through 34 years of age are of the single parent
type, almost half in the 16!..24 year group. This may be,an
indication of the weakening of the conjugal unit, and seems
to imply that family instability is increasing, but this,
cannot be proven without comparable statistics by age group
for a prior period. It may be that single parent family heads
will later stabilize the conjugal unit through marriage or re-
marriage.

InterestinglY enough, the-rate of patrifocal families
increases steadily as the age of family heads increases.

Taking only the Indian heads of incomplete nuclear
families, one finds that 45% are under 35 years of age, 51%
of the female heads and 18% of th male heads. 'This implies
that the single parent families in these age groups originated
from a lack of one parent, not generally. through death.

Nowjet us consider the characteristics of the female
headsof incomplete nuclear families,: 43.6% of whom are Mixed
Bloods and 56.4% Full Bloods. How many are single parent
heads of families through death of-the husband, through
separation or divorce or through being unmarried mothers? In
the 16-24 age e-groupi over half of the matrifocal family heads

- 12 -
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are single (55,7%). In the 25-34 year age groups, the matri-
focal family originates largely from separation (40.6%), but
over one-fourth of the heads are single. In the 55 and over
group, matrifocal families result largely from widowhood.

no the single female heads of nuclear families differ
markedly from wives of complete nuclear families? To as-
certain this we compared demographic characteristics among
,439_single Indian women who are mothers with 178 married

--women who are living with their husbands and as far as we
know have only been married once. The control group of
Married women was selected to be representative in age and
ethnic group to the group of single mothers. It was found
that there were no significant statist.L.'11 differences be-
tween the groups, except in regard to educational level. The
unmarried mothers have a much lower educational level than the
married women, 16.5% _re high school graduates in comparison
to 35.8% of the married women. Interestingly enough, the fact
of having lived most of ones childhood with both parents was
not significant, more single mothers (72.4%) lived with both
parents than di the married women (68.6%).
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Relationship.. to _Household Head

Table 7

RELATIONSHIP TO HOUSEHOLD HEAD BY SEX. AND ETHNIC GROUP
Persons 16 Years and Over
Percentage Distribution

Male Population

Relationahi. To Household Head Indian
Non=
Indian

Household head 54.3 81.7
Son of IBI or of wife of HE 33.0 15.6
Brother of HH or of wife 2.5 .6
Son-in-law of RH or of wife 2.4 , .2
Grandson of MM or of wife 2.1 .3
Nephew of HH or of wife 1.5 .2

Father of HH or of wife 1.2 .4
Other 3.0 1.0

Female Population

Wife of household head 46.6 71.5
Daughter of Hip or of wife of 27.1 11.7
Household head 15.3 13.9°

Granddaughter of HH or of wife 2.2 0
Daughter-in-lnw of HH or of wife 2.1 .5

Mother of MB or of wife 1.8 1i0
Sister of HH or of wife 1.5 .2

Niece of HH or of wife 1.2 .1
Other 2.2 1.1

Nm2528 Nm1098

A lower percentage of Indian males than Non-Indian males
have the formal status of household head and this is as true
of Mixed Bloods as of Full Bloods. Also a higher proportion
of younger Non-Indian than Indian:men are household heads:
25.4% Of Indian adult males under 35 years Are hoUsehold heads
as compared to 57.3% of Non-Indian males. Although more Mixed
Blood tian Full Blood males are household heads in most age
groups, there are more Full Blood than Mixed Blood male house-
hold heads in the 55-64 age group.

- 14 -
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Twice as many Indian than Non-Indian men have the status
of son within their household and this pertains almost equally
to Full Blood and Mixed Blood males. Fewer Mixed Bloods in
the 16-34 age.group than Full Bloods, howeve, are sons, Thus
while the proportion of household heads and sons of household
heads is almost equal among Mixed Bloods-and Full Bloods, the
responsibility of household head is apparently assumed earlier
by more Mixed Bloods. In the age group of 35 years and older,
8.2% of Indian males -remain in the position of son as compared
to -1.5% of Non-Indian males.

More Indian than Non-Indian men are sons -in -law in their
household. Interestingly enough, a slightly higher percentage
of Mixed Blood males (2.9%) than Full Blood males (2.0%) are
sons -in -law, but a higher percentage of Full Blood (1.6%) than
Mixed Blood (.7%) men are in the position of father or father-
in-law in their household,

Among the women, a higher percentage of Non-Indian than
Indian women are in the position of wife of household head.
There is no difference between Mixed Blood and Full Blood
women in this regard. The percentage of Indian women whose
relationship to household head is one of wife falls behind
Non-Indian women in the younger age groups especially. Under
45 years of age, 39.8A of the Indian women are wives to house-
bold heads in comparison to 73.4%of Non-Indian women. Over
44 years of age,'however, 60.1% of the Indian women compared
to 65.7% of Non-Indian women are wives. Again, this is a re-
flection of greater incidenc.,t of extended family households,
matrifocel families and single marital status among Indians.

A higher proportion of Indian than Non-Indian women have
the household status of daughter, a slightly higher percentage
of Full Blood (28.2%) than Mixed Blood (26.1%) women. Among
females 35 years and older, 3.5% of Indian women compared to
.5% of Non-Indian women are in the position of daughter to
household head.

A slightly higher percentage Of.Indian than Non-Indian
women are household heads. The difference between the two
groups is that Indian women in the younger age groups are
more likely than Non-Indian women to be household heads.
It is not until 4ge 45 that a large percentage of Non-Indian
women become household beads, mostly through widowhood.

- 15 -
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Almost the same percentage of Indian women are daughters-
in-law as.indian men are sons-in-law, showing that there is
no cultural preference for either matrilocality or patrilocality.

Of the total Indian nuclear family heads (1464), 79.2% are
also household heads as compared to 98.3% of Non-Indian family
heads (867). Tyis, me% of nuclear family heads among Indians
are living in households in which they are not household heads.
This is more true of incomplete family heads than of complete
family heads. Only 12% of complete nuclear family heads are
not household heads compared to 43.5% of incomplete nuclear
family heads. More matrifoeal family heads (60%) than patri-
focal family heads (50%) are also household heads. one can
conclude that the complete nuclear family head is more likely
than the incomplete nuclear family head to be a household
head.

Intergroup Marria e

To determine the extent of intermarriage among the three
ethnic groups on the Reservation, each married person who
answered the complete questionnaire on the Baseline Data Study
was asked the ethnic group of his or her present spouse. (See
Table 8 on following page.)

As one would expect, individuais are more likely to marry
within their own ethnic group. The Mixed Blood group, however,
is the most likely to intermarry with other groups, and the
Non-Indian group the least likely to intermarry with other

- groups.

Among the Mixed Bloods, 61% are married to Mixed Bloods,
21.4% to Full Bloods and 17.6% to the Non- Indians. Among Full
Bloods, 81% Are married to-Full Bloods, 17.8% to Mixed Bloods
and 1.2% to NI-n-Indians. Among Non-Indians 93.1% are married
to Non - Indians., 6.8% td mixed Bloodsand .1% to Full Bloods.
The most prevalent intermarriage is between Mixed Bloods and
Full Bloods and next between mixed Bloods and Non-Indians.
The least likely intermarriage is between Full Bloods and Non-
Indians.

- 16 -
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PART II

HOUSEHOLD AND FAMILY MEMBERSHIP AMONG CHILDREN

Parental Presence

Table 9

PARENTAL PRESENCE BY SEX AND ETHNIC GROUP
Persons Under 16 Years of Age

Percentage Distribution

Mixed Full Non-
Parental Presence Blood Blood Indian Indian

Both parents 65.1 62.7 63.8 94.1

Mother only 24.3 22.7 23.5 5.0

Father only l.7 5.4

Neither parent 8.9 9.2 9.4 .4

N=2681 N2034 N=4734* N=1130

*Includes some Indian children whose ethnic group is
not known.

36.2% of the Indian children under 16 years of age
are living in households in which one or both parents are
missing. 'Although a higher percentage of Full Blood than
Mixed Blood children are not living with both parents, the
actual number of-Mixed Blood children without both parents
in the household is higher. The rate of parental presence
varies by age group as we shall see in the following table.
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Table 10

PARENTAL PRESENCE AMONG INDIAN CHILDREN BY AGE
Persons Under 16 Years of Age

Percentage I stribution

Parental Pr 10 1

Both parents 70.7 63.3 58.1

Mother only 22.5 24.0 24.2

Father only 2.0 3.4 4.5

Neither parent 4.8 9.3 13.2

N=1578 N=1617 N-1519

Children in the younger age group are more likely to
be living with both parents than children in the older age
groups. Especially dramatic is the change in the neither
parent present category by age group, over one out of ten
children in the 10 through 15 age group are living with
neither parent.

19
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RELATIONSHIP TO HOUSEHOLD HEAD OF INDIAN
CHILDREN LIVING WITH NEITHER PARENT

Persons Under 16 Years of Age
Percentage Distribution

Relationshi
Mixed
Blood

Full
Blood Indian

Grandchild 56.9 50.3 51.4

Foster child 23.0 22.5 26.4*

Niece or nephew 10.0 16.0 12.1

Sibling 1.3 4.3 2.7

Other or not clear 8.8 6.9 7.4

Total Number 239 187 447

*Includes, some Indian children whose ethnic group is
not known.

Among Indian children living with neither parent,
over half are living with a grandparent ©r grandparents and
over one-fourth are foster children. A smaller percentage
of Full Blood than Mixed Blood children are living with
grandparents, but more Full Blood children are living with
aunts or uncles and siblings.
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Household Com -ion and Membership

Table 12

COMPOSITION OF INDIAN CHILDREN'S HOUSEHOLDS
BY ETHNIC GROUP

Persons Under 16.Years of Age'
Percentage Distribution

Household Composition
Mixed
Blood

Full
Blood Indian

Single family household 56.6 46.3 52.2

Single family household with
extra-relatives 11.4 13.0 12.1

Multiple family households 23.2 27.6 25.0

Multiple family households
with extra relatives 6.9 12.1 9.1

Other 1.9 1.0 1.6

The highest percentage of Indian children (42%) are
living in households composed of one complete nuclear
family, 46% of the Mixed Blood and 36% of the Full Blood
children. 10% of both ethnic groups are living in house-
holds composed of one incomplete nuclear family. The Full
Blood child is more likely than the Mixed Blood child to be
living in a multiple family household or in a single family
household with extra relatives. Almost half of the Mixed
Blood children, however, and over half of the Full Blood
children are living in households where other than members
of the family orientation are present.

In regard to relationship to household head, 72% of
Indian children are living in households where a parent is
the household head, 16.5% where a grandparent or the spouse
of a grandparent is household head. 4.4% of the children
are in households where a stepfather is household head, .6%
where the father is household head but the child has a step-
mother, .4% are adopted children of the household head and
2.5% are foster children

- 21 -
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Among children living with both parents, % are living
in households in which the father is the household head, 6%
in which a grandparent is household head and 2% where some-
one else is household head. Over half of the children living
with only one parent are living in households where the parent
is not the household head. In 29% of these households, a
grandparent is household head and in 22% another relative is
household head. Thus the child living with only one parent
is much more likely than the child living with both parents
to be living in a household where his parent: is not the
household head. This means that other relatives are pre-
sent who could assume responsibilities for the child.
Whether this compensates sufficiently for the loss of a
parent is not certain.

Conclusion

From the foregoing data, _it Can be concluded that one
of the major problems among Indians is the instability of
the nuclear family unit. This is reflected in the high per-
centage of divorced and separated persons, and in the high
proportion of single parent nuclear families. It looks as
though family instability is increasing because of the higher
incidence of single parent family heads in the younger age
groups. This is, however, not conclusive without comparable
statistics for an earlier period. The instability of the
nuclear family means that a high percentage of children are
not living with both parents. Although this is somewhat
compensated for by the presence of other relatives in a high
percentage of households containing incomplete nuclear-families,
evidence is strong that Indian' children are affected by the ab
sense of one or both parents. It has been assumed that parital
absence among Indian children-is not as traumatic as among most
other ethnic groups in the United States because of the impar-
tence of the extended family. The assumption has been that
the Indian child is brought up surrounded by adult relatives
who play the role of secondary parents so that in the case of
the loss of a parent, a surrogate parent who is familiar to the
child will be available to replace the missing parent, and thus
mitigating the psychological effects of parent loss. We chal-
lenge this assumption. From our research, it has become evi-
dent that children without both parents in the home are more
likely to suffer psychiatric disorders, to become juvenile
offenders, to be overage for their'grade and to be living in
poverty stricken households. Furthermore, it would seem that
members of the extended family are not always willing to assume

- 22 -
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the role of parents as reflected in '411e high percentage ©f
foster children. More than six times as many Indian children
(2.5%) than children in the general U.S. general, population
(.33 %) are living in foster homes. Also, as has been pointed
out many times, parental absence often means that grandparents
play the role of parents and this turn exaggerates the
generation gap..

Another conclusion which can be drawn from the data, is
that the extended family household although not predominant
accounts for a large percentage of household types. As stated
previously, the origin of the high incidence of'extended family
households is not known, but could result from cultural pre-
ference or from necessity.
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COMMUNITY PORTRAIT NO. 2

WAN-BLEB COMMUNITY

gallaALLBEgYEktIETIcs

PL.,m1Ea

The community of Wanblec is Located in the northeast
section of the Reservation and is the community located
farthest from the Pine Ridge Agency offices. (90 to 110
miles depending on route taken). The community is part of
Washabaugh County and is located about 20 miles south of
Kadoka -which is the county seat of Jackson county, the next
county to the north which also serves as the county seat for
Washabaugh County.. The village is located on what.is pre-
sently called Craven creek. The Badlands National Park
lies about 25 Miles north and west of Wanblee. Wanblee is
bordered on the oast, west and south by farming and grazing
land. The plains immediately surrounding Wanblee are covered
with low growing buffalo grass dotted with a variety of trees,
shrubs and flowers. The most common trees are the American
elm, ash, cedar, box elder, wild plum, chokecherry, cotton-
wood and oak.

Wanblee is located on an oiled highway which runs
across the Reservation and provides access to Pine Ridge
village. Part of this highway (from Interior to the Wounded
Knee community) is on the Big Foot Trail, named after Chief
Big Poet who led his people along this same route to Wounded
Knee in 1890 where they were involved in the Wounded Knee
Massacre. This highway is maintained by the BIA. Going on
this highway out of Wanblee seven miles to the north and west
will connect one with State Highway 7S which runs north and
south from Martin to Kadoka. The small town of Long Valley
is also located on highway 73 to the south. This highway
rovides Wanblee citizens easy access to al'. of these commu-

ities. A dirt road connects Wanblee to the small Reservation
hordertown of Interior about'22 miles distant. As there is
no liquor allowed on the Reservation at present, many of the
community citizens travel to the town of interior where there
are bars. There is no public transportation system and trans-
portation presents a serious problem in times of an emergency.
58.5% of the Indian households and 88.9% of the Nen-Indian
households have a vehicle. If one doe% not have a vehicle
the usual method is to hire someone who does and it is reported
that a trip to Pine Ridge village costs about $20..00.

- 24
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South of Wanblee about 5 miles stands a picturesque
landmark that may be ,een for many miles around from any
direction. This landmark is a butte that was given the
name of Eagle Nest because it was reportedly a great
rendezvous and nesting place for eagles in the early days.
Legend has it that Indians dug deep pits on the summit and
covered them over with leafy branches on which they would
place rabbits for bait. Then they would conceal themselves
in these! excavations and capture the eagles by grabbing hold
of theirJegs an they swooped down to the bait. The Indians'
purpose for capturing the eagles was to secure the tail and
wing feathers for hair ornaments and making war bonnets.
Wanblee is the Indian name for "Eagle" and is where the town
of Wanblee got its name. There are other smaller buttes
located in the county namely Buzzard Butte located near
Eagle Nest, And in the western part of the county are Saddle
Butte and Snake Butte. Snake Butte consists of several buttes
and got its name from early historical reports that many
rattlesnake dens were located there. Bekagon shaped sand
crystals pointed at each end are numerous on Snake Butte and
reportedly this is the only place they are found in the e-United
States.

Communications

Communications is a major problem in Wanblee. Few families
have telephones and there is no public telephone service in the
community. The only telephone available for any public use is
located in the BIA School and is actually intended for emergency
use only during hours in which the school is in operation.

The-Wanblee Post Office is part of the Livermont Store
and is operated by James Livermont. The mail arrives from
Kadoka from the north and Martin from the south around noon
daily. The post office is open from S:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
daily on week days.

The majority of households with electricity (SS% of the
Indian and 95.3% of the Non-Indian households) have television
sets. Families without electricity haVe transistor radios and
listen to Rapid City, Chadron, and Hot Springs radio Atations.

The War Cry published by the local CEO Program staff pro-
vides current news of the Reservation community and the Shannon
County News and the Bennett Cdunty Booster provide county news
of bordering counties. Some residents of Wanblee community
also subscribe to the Rapid City journal.
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and Bescri =tion of the Po_u atedZone

The town of Wanblee was laid out inllots in 1920.
Currently, however, there is an irregular clustering of
private homes on these lots. The majority of the village
population lives on the east side of the highway running
through town and the community building, BIA School, BIA
School employees homes and the PHS Clinic building are
located on the west side of the highway. The homes in
which the Indian people live are mostly log and frame or
are trailer houses. One of the local store owners rents
trailer houses primarily to families receiving welfare
assistance in the form of ADC. Many of the homes in which
the Indian people live would be considered substandard.
There have been improvements made in the appearance of the
village in the last year due to the efforts of the Rangers
and other community people in getting old cars and junk re-
moved from the village and because of NYC projects to clean
up and now weeds around the town. Also, in the village on
the east side of the highway are located some nice frame
houses occupied by Mixed Bloods and Non-Indians and five
brand new homes were recently constructed on the east side
of the highway for Public Health Service personnel, three
of which are presently occupied.

There are two combination service stations and stores
located in the community: one operated by Jim Livermont and
the other operated by Manual Maldonado. The community building
(Kennedy Hall) is the last building on the west side of the
highway as you are going north out of town. This is an attrac-
tive new building which is used for community activities and
during the daytime by the Headstart School.

In addition to the Headstart School there are two other
schools in Wanblee; one previously mbntioned the Bureau of
Indian Affairs Elementary Day School located on the west side
of the highway and across on the east side of the highway there
is a public elementary school.

Ethnic Com-osition and Language

73.4% of the Indian inhabitants of iianblee live in the
village itself while only 19.4% of the Non-Indians live in the
village. It is interesting to note that more Full Bloods
(82.2%) than Mixed Bloods (62.6%) reside in the village. This
is in contrast to,the Kyle community where,52%of the Full Bloods
are rural dwellers. The majority of Indian houses (59.6%) and
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Non-Indian houses (77.8%) are owned by a member of the family.
The latter is in contrast with the Kyle community where the
majority of Non-Indians live mainly in rented houses (64.7 %).
This may reflect the fact that Non-Indians are.muob more
firmly entrenched in Wanblee community and Washabaugh County
and own much more of the land than in Kyle and other parts of
the Reservation, (except Bennett County).

Of the total population (743) of wanblee community,
47.6% is composed of Full Blood Indians, 39.2% of Mixed Blood
Indians and 13.2% of Non-Indians. 5.-1% of the Full Bloods and
3.2% of the Mixed Bloods are_ Indians from other reservations
(mostly Rosebud). 54.9% of the total Indian population is
Full Blood. On the basis of the sample population,1 among
married respondents who.considered themselves to be Mixed
Bloods, 14.7% are married to=rull Bloods and 351% are married
to Non-Indians. Among Full Bloods, 15.1% are married to Mixed
Bloods and only 1.9% tO Non-Indians. Among Non- Indians, 20%
are married to Mixed Bloods and 0% to Full Bloods. From this
there appears to be a good deal of intermarriage between the
Mixed Blood and the Non-Indian population, among,the present
adult generation.

In the sample population 75% of the Indians indicated they
are bilingual, speaking both English and Lakota. 92.9% of the
Full Bloods are bilingual compared to only 48.2% of the Mixed
Bloods. 4.7% of the Full Bloods speak only a little English.
41.1% of the Mixed Bloods speak English only and 7.1% speak
a little Lakota. 3.7% of the Non-Indians are bilingual and
7.4% speak a "littleLakota.0,

In 41.4% of the households. English and Lakota are spoken
equally while English only is spoken in 25.7% of the households
and Lakota 15 Spoken in only 5% of the households. English is
the predominant language in 69.6% of the Mixed Blood households
and Lakota in 34.5% of the Full Blood households.

1. Adults who answered the complete questionnaire each re-
presenting one household. All statistics are taken from the
Baseline Data stUdy.
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POPULATION OF WANBLEE BY SEX, AGE AND ETHNIC- GROUP

Number Distribution

AGE -ALL CLASSES I_ N NON-INDIAN

Petal Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female

All Ages 743 373 370 645 317 328 98 56 42

Under 5
years 115 50 65 109 47 62

5-9 years 98 52 46 92 48 44 6 4 2

10-14 years 92 46 46 84 42 42 8 4 4

15-9 years 94 54 40 84 49 35 10

20-24 years 59 24 35 49 18 31 10 6 4

25-29 years 45 24 21 39 20 19 6 4 2

30-34 years 37 16 21 30 12 18 7

35-44 years 57 33 24 47 28 19 10 5 5

45-54 years 51 23 28 39 17 22 12 6 6

55-64 years 53 31 22 37 2U 17 16 11

65-69 years 14 5 9 12

70 years and
ever 28 15 13 23 12 11 2
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HisterV

The traceable history of Wanblee goes back to 1880 when a
band of Brules or Wozhazas under Chief Lip settled ©n a place
named Lips Camp on the east side of Pass Creek about 15 miles
east of the present site of Wanblee village. Although tech-
nically Brules, this band of Indians joined the Oglalas in
1854 and lived with them until 1876 when they rejoined Spotted
Tail's Brules to avoid the trouble with the army that Red Cloud's
leadership gave promise of provoking. Chief Lip's original band
included names now familiar in the Wanblee community such as
Cut, Crier, Brown, Red Dog Tracks, Quiver, Breast, Short Bull,
Four Knives, Long Commander and Chips. In 1805 a school house
was built at Lips Camp and school was started on September 16,
1805. An EPiseopalian church was also built in 1886.

Although Lips Band had drawn their rations at the Rosebud
Agency, their ties with the Oglalas were still strong and when
the new reservation boundaries placed them in the Pine Ridge
Reservation, they insisted upon being counted on the Pine Ridge
rolls. The Commission of 7.ndian Affairs refused to grant their
request and the band therefore decided to take matters into
their own hands and in 1890 stampeded toward -the Fine Ridge
Agency. They went into camp at Wounded Knee Creek about 15 miles
east of the Agency (present site of Pine Ridge) and vowed t© stay
there until they had their own way. Apparently they were camped
on Wounded Knee Creek about the time the hostilities of 1890
leading to the battle of Wounued knee were taking place. The
then 600 to 800 members of the band who were camped there were
taken as prisoners of war until the boundary dispute could be
resolved. It was stated that they were restless and difficult
to control and vowed never to return to Rosebud.2

The Indian Appropriation Act of Mar eh 3, 1891 appropriated
$6,000 to finance a negotiatibn of the boundary dispute. A
commission was formed to conduct a negotiation and visited
Pine Ridge in June 1891. They quickly decided that the only
acceptable solution to the problem was to transfer the band to
the Pine Ridge rolls. The Oglalas were willing and more than
three-fourths of the adult males signed an agreement to the
transfer. The total number transferred from Rosebud rolls to
the Pine Ridge rolls at that time was

2. The Last Devs of the Sioux Nation by Robert M. Utley, New
Haven and London, Yale University Press 1963, pages 78-79, 272-
273.

2
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In 1904, the church and school buildings at the old
Lips Camp were torn down and moved to the present site at
Wanbice,

n 1919, the Indians _ allotted land. Those named as
belonging, to Lips Camp were allotted all the land near and in-
cluding that on which Wanblee.is presently located. From 1909
to 1914 Wanblee was simply an Indian village surrounding the
day school located there. In 1914, a government Boss Farmers
Office was established and the district was given the name of
Eagle Nest. Prior to the establishing of the Boss Farmers
Office at Wanblee the Indians had to go to Allen about 35
Miles southwest for rations and government business.

Mr. E. B. Pomeroy of Kalamazoo, Michigan was appointed
Boss Farmer and Mr. J.M. Woods was appointed teacher in the
day school, both of these people coming in 1914. At that
time, the nearest post office was Porch on Bear or Bear In
The Lodge Creek about 17 miles southwest and trading was
done either at Porch or at Allen.

In 1915, Andrew Bussell (Buckshot) a Mixed Blood Indian
came from Allen and - established a store on the section line
of Wanblee.

Prior to the allotment of land, churches were given 160
acres of land and the Episcopalian church bought 160 acres
north of Wanblee. The Catholics-were allotted 40 acres for
church purposes south of what is now Wanblee and built the
first church in 1905. The Presbyterian church was allotted
40 acres and:built a' mission building to the west of Wanblee
which existed until 1932.

In 1916, Royal Serahy, a young merchant from Crookston,
Nebraska came to Washaeaugh County and visited Wanblee and
decided it would be a good place to establish a trading post.
He purchased 40 acres for this puipo from Emily Brown Ears
and started business.

During the summer of 1916, Leslie Short Bull, a young
Full Blood Indian, established a small store on the section
line south and became the second postmaster, as Mrs. Pomeroy
who had become the first postmistress of Wanblee no longer
wanted tha position. 1917, the _government built a doctor's
cottage, but on account of the war no doctor was appointed to
the station.
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As-was mentioned above, Mrs. Pomeroy, wife of the Boss
farmer, became the first postmistress in 1916 and in the same
year she was followed by Leslie Short Bull. In 1918, Henry
Standing Bear became postmaster. When the post office was
first established an 1916, mail was supposed to come in twice
a week from Weta, 17 miles to the north. Anyone getting off
the train in Weta bound for Wanblee was given the mail. In
1918, there Was 'a regular mail delivery three times a week
and this increased contact with the outside world..

While only one Non-Indian family moved into the towrCof
Wanblee in 1917, and one in 1918, there were many Hon-Indians
moving into the surrounding countryside which affected the

. groWth and life of the small town. The people who came were
primarily cattlemen and sheepraisers. These people grazed
thoUsands of acres of land and did most of their trading in
Wanblee. Some purchased land from Indians who had patents.

In 1921 and 1922, the cattlemen went broke due to finan-
oial conditions resulting from the wat and farmers began moving
into the county. In 1920, on the town site of Wanblee, 20
acres were surveyed and plotted and put on record in the court-
house in Kadoka which is the county seat serving Washabaugh
County. During the 20's, the community:of_Wanblee grew and
thrived with the town itself growing to the point that it had
three storesi John Deere and International Harvester MachinerY
sales outlet, a restaurant, a meat market, a movie theater,

scrvicestations, a hotel and pool hall.

The increased Non-Indian population request for public
schools led:to the development of a public school system in
1918. The man who organized this system wan J.M. Wood, the
same man who was the first teacher at the Indian day school
in 1914. The public school operated an elementary school
first and later developed a high school, graduating its first
high school students in 1926. The high school operated until
1937 -when it was decided that the community:could no-longer
afford a high school.

In the early 1930's, the grasshoppers, hailstorms and
drought came and the cropailed. People again began moving
out of the community rapidly and efforts were quickly made to
restore the ground to grassland to preserve the soil. By 1935
and 1936 some of the grassland was restored and more and.more
land began to e used for ranching purposes. Presently,-MoSt
people do a combination pf ranching and farming.
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The Depression and hard tomes in the 1930's were disas
trous to Whites and Indians alike. The failures of the
farmers and the ranchers caused them to,default on their
Indian land leases and.vnly a few Indian ranchers and farmers
were able to eurviVe'those difficult times.

Prior to the nis, most -of the Indian people were living
on their land allotments scattered around the country side.
However, a combination of forces led to their leaving their
homes in the country :And moving into the Wanblee village
Where a majority of the inhabitants currently reside.

One of these reasons was of course the selling of land
to Whites or otte=r :lndians, much of which occurred in the 20's
when there was _ real.boom and a demand for farmland and the
price of the land was high. The Indian Reorganization Act of
1134 provided.protection for the Indian land in the. form of
giving the Indians preferencein the purchase and leasing of
lane. In the Wanblee community, this resulted in some people
or a small degree of l!idian blood returning to the Reser-

vation and using their Indian rights to gain control of much
of the land, as Indian. people needed to sell or lease. the land
because they were not making any profit from it. Also con-
tributing to this were marriages between Indians and Non-
Indians, especially where a Non - Indian male marrying an Indian
female used her rights in purchasing land. WPA work projects
to build dams and roads in the area provided wage work and
also contributed to drawing people into the town. The period
when the WPA;work projects were gone the Indian people were
leftwithout land, having their land leased out and only a
small percentage were again able to get started in cattle
ranching or farming. The remainder of the:Indian people,
stayed either in the village or in the country and now exist
on wage-work in surrounding towns, work pn farms and ranches
in the area or draw some kind of welfare assistance. Much has
been said about the contribution of various types of welfare
assistance towards destroying their initiative and creating a
dependency situation.

The Depression of the 30's destroyed much of the pros-
perity of the total area enjoyed in the 20's and Wanblee lost
its piece as a thriving market town. The Indian Reorganization
Act which gave Indian preference to the land also discouraged
many of the White ranchers and farmers and they left the area
usually moving on west. The town declined to itS present status
of two small stores and service stations as the only remaining
businesses.
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HEALTH AND SAWITATI

Health and sanitation problems are serious in the
community of Wanblee. Only 19.4% of the Indian households
have water piped into the home. This is in contrast to 85.2%
of the Non7Indian homes. 39.6% of the Indian households have
a Pump in the yard, 35.5% receive their water from neighbors
houses or wells and 4.3% haul their water from a creek or a
spring. . Among Full Bloods, only 8.3% have water piped into
their homes in contrast to 36.4% of the Mixed Blood house-
holds -Wanblee also does not have a Laundromat which is
available in some of the other communities.

In looking at the number of people (sample population)
who indicated they had some type of physical disability: 47.2%
of the male Poll Bloods indicated they had some type of phys-
ical disability. This is in comparison to 12% of the male
Mixed Bloods. 12.2% of the female Full Bloods and 16.7% of
the female Mixed Bloods indicated they had some type of phys-
ical disability. The most frequently mentioned physical dis-
ability was a heart condition with eyesight problems, diabetes,
arthritise,and crippling conditions following. The high in-
cidence of especially males indicating they had some type of
physical diSability might be related to the fact that for a
man to obtain some type of welfare or pension, you must have
some kind of illness or disability.

The community of Wanblee has been interested in acquiring
a community water supply system for the town site through a
D.S'Public Health Service program which provides for such
community projects. However, the, U.S. Public Health Service
has never approved the project for Wanblee because the town
site is located on deeded land. The rationale is that if a
community watei supply was set up someone who was not an Indian
could pay the back taxes on the land and could thereby-acquire
a community with a free wator_system. There hasi-been talk about
moving the town site of Wanblee across the creek to the west on
Indian trust land where this would not be a problem. There is
continual discussion and talk about this matter at community
meetings. However, at present nothing definite baskbeen
accomplished.

Receiving adequate medical care has also been a problem
for Wanblee residents primirily because of the distance they
must travel for service at the Pine Ridge Hospital. Some
people go to physicians in Kadoka. This however, presents
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difficulties because of problems of- payment of medical bills.
,

The Wanbleb people have wanted some kind of health facility
in their own community for years. Several years ago a re-
quest was made to the Public Health Service to establish_
what it termed a Health Center (a full-time out-patient
facility with no hospital beds) at Wanblee. In 1967,. the
Public Health Serviae offered to the citizens of Wanblee thb.
choice of having-the planned Health-Center or establishing
a bus transportation system which would be for not only their
community-but for others on the Reservation. The oroposal_
was that money used to build the-Health Center could be better --
used to transport people to Pine Ridge where- they would receive
bettex medical care. This bus transportation would also have
been available for other than people coming to Pine Ridge for
medical care. The community of Wanblee made the decision to go
ahead with the Health Center end .the Health Center became oper-
ational on July 22, 1968 with one physician, one pharmacist,
and one public health nurse as personnel. The Public Health
Service built houses for these personnel-in the community.
Prior to the opening of the Health Center; the Public Health.
Service was holding a clinic one day per week on Thursday,
staffed -by a .physiCian and nurses.

. .

A -public health -nurse*and a-psychiatri worker
from the Community Mental Health Program also provide services
in the community on about a one day per week basis.- There is
also currently a full-time Community Health Aide employed under
the-CEO program now living and-.working full-time in Wanblee.

As part of the 'Baseline Data Study--survey taken before the
Wenblebliealth&Centerwasoperational, -respondents were asked
how the _PHS could improve _its services. Among Indian respon-
dents who answered the question, the largest percentage, 34.3%
stated they would like to see more clinics and more staff in
the districts. -17.1%of-the Indians stated they were satisfied
with the Public Health-Service. Among the Non-Indians it is
interesting to ,;,,te that-22.2% thoughtthp Public Health Service
should- provide more clinics end-staff in the districts and 11.1%
of Non-Indians thought the Public Health Service could provide
better physicians compared with only 4.3% of the Indian pop-
ulation that thought. PublibHealth Scrvicb-should provide-
better physicians. Also on the Baseline Data .Study survey,
the sample population was asked to indicate what their commu-
nity problems and needs were -The-need for health facilities
was listed by 12.l%-of the Indian population and was ranked
fourth behind housing, employment and water.

*The Public Health Service now provides a full-time public
health nurse who resides in the community.
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In addition to thePublic Health services, the community
Of Wanblee has one Community Health Aide permanently assigned
to the community, one Community Worker Aide, one Homemaker
Aide and two Rangers all employed by the Office of Economic
Opportunity.

IOMIC ORGANIZATION

KERLIETIgt

Table 1

EMPLOy- _T STATUS OF LABOR FORCE IN WANBLEE*
BY SEX AND ETHNIC GROUP
Percentage Distribution

GROUP
Employed
Full -Time

Employed
Part-Time Ern loved

All Groups 42.9 25.2 68.1 31.9
Male 44.6 23.0 67.6 32.4
Female 38.0 32.0 70.0 30.0

Mixed Blood 40.5 32.4 72.9 27.0
Male 44.6 26.8 71.4 28.6
FeMele 27.8 50.0 77.8 22.2

Full BloOd 23.3 : 26.7 50.0 50.0
Male 16.9 .20.8 457 54..3
Female 31.3 22.2 46.5 53.5

Total Indian 31.3 29.3 60.6 39.4
Male 30.4 27.8 58.2 41.8
Female 33.3 33.3 66.7 33,3

Non-Indian 92.1 7.9 100.0
Male- 93.9 6.1 100.0
Female 80.0 20.0 100.0

N=-198

*Persons 14 years and over.

Of the total community labor force (persons 14 years and
over, excluding students, housewives, disabled and retired)
42.9% are employed full-time, 25.2% employed part-time and
31.9% are unemployed. Of the total Indian labor force, 31.3%
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are employed full-time, 29.3% employed part-time and 39.4%
unemployed. 100% of the Non- Indians are employed;--It is
interesting to note that the rate of-unemployment is higher
among Full Bloods (50%) than among Mixed Bloodsi(27%). More
Mixed Bloods (32.4%) compared to Full Bloods (26.7%) are em-
ployed part-time. it is interesting to note that only 16.9%
of Full Blood males are employed full-time while 31.3% of fe-
male Full Bloods are employed full-time. Among Mixed Bloods,
more males 44.6% than females 27.8% are employed full-time.
45.6% of Full Blood households have no one employed whale only
20.4% of Mixed Blood households have no one employed. The em-
ployment picture in Wanblee varies a great deal from:the commu-
nity of Kyle where the rate of employment-among Full Bloods is
70.9% and slightly higher than among Mixed Bloods (69.4%).

Sources of Income

Among the Indian working force (sample- population), the
highest percentage is self-employed with 42.3% of the Mixed
Bloods and 10.5% of the Full Bloods stating they are self-
employed. The second most important source of income is BIA
with:24.4%. 17.8% areemuloyed by an individual and 11.3%
are employed by the office: of Economic Opportunity. Only
6.7% are emplryed by a company and another 6.7% are employed
by the Tribe. 47.1%rof the Non-Indian population is self-
employed, 17.6% are employed by the BIA, 11.8% by an individual
person and another 11.8% are employed by other government
agencies.

In looking at the types of income among the total Indian
population, the plurality (35.5%) receive unearned income, 29%
receive earned income and 22.5% receive earned and unearned
income. Among Indian males.45% receive,earned income, 36%
earned and unearned income and 13.3% unearned income. Among
Indian females 52.5% receive unearned income, 16.-7% receive
earned income and 10.3% earned and unearned income. In-
terestingly, 84% of Mixed Blood males receive earned income
while only 17.1% of Full Blood males receive earned income.
46.7% of Mixed Blood fonales'and 56.3% of Full Blood females
receive some typd of unearned income. Among the Non-Indian
population, 48.1% receive completely earned income, 17.4% both
earned and unearned income and 7.4% unearned income. Among
the Non-Indian population, 66.7% of the males receive earned
income while 66.7% of the females receive no income at ell.
This is in comparison to 23.3% of the Mixed Blood females who
receive no income.and 18.7% of the Full Blood females who re-
ceive no income, pointing out that more Indian than Non-Indian
females have a source of income.
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Unearned income is derived largely from lease payments .

and pension and welfare payments from the government. 40.7%
of the Indiana, (sample population) receive some type of
welfare or pension, 47.6% of the Full Bloods and 30.4% of
the Mixed Bloods. A larger percent of the women (53.2%)
than the men (24.6%) are receiving welfare or pension pay-
ments.

44.4% of welfare and pension payments are ADC, 19.1%
social security benefits, 12.7% veterans benefits, 12.7%
other state assistance and 7.9% BIA General-Assistance.
58.3% of Indian women receiving some type of welfare pension
are recipients of ADC, 61.3% of the Full Bloods and 52.9% of
the Mixed Blood women. We should note the survey containing
this information was completed in March 1968 and probably
the welfare assistance picture, especially the number of
people receiving BIA General Assistance changes throughout
the year.

Land Ownershi and:Use

56.3% of the Indians (sample population) and 59.3% of
the Non-Indians own land. Land ownership is more prevalent
among Full Bloods (60%) than Mixed Bloods (45.6%). Of the
Indian population owning land, 76.3% are not using the land
at all compared to only 6.3% of Non-Indians who are not using
their land.

More Full Bloods (8947%) than Mixed Bloods (50%)'are
not using their land. 20.8% of the Mixed Bloods and 10.2%
of the Full Bloods are using their land for ranching only
and 29.2% of Mixed Bloods and 0% of Full Bloods are using
their land for ranching and farming. 69.8% of Non-Indians
are using their land for ranching and farming, 6.3% for
farming and only 18.8% for ranching only. 62.7% of the Indian
population owning land are leasing all of their land and an
:additional 14.7% are using part of their land. 78.4% of Full
Bloods in comparison to 32% of Mixed Bloods are leasing all of
their land.

The crops raised around the Wanblee area are wheat, oats,
barley, potatoes, Sudan grass and alfalfa. The principal
breeds of cattle raised are Herefords and Aberdeen Angus. The
majority of horses raised are range horses, plus some Quarter
horses, Morgans and Appaloosa.
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A number of Indian famLlies especially those who have
land in the country have gardens where they raise potatoes,
corn, carrote,_beets, turnips, peas, onions, tomatoes, beans
radishes, cucumbers and watermelons.

C- :al Activities

PresentlyWanblee haS two stores that -sell groceries and
gasoline. The Livermontstore, owned by 'Jim LiVermOnt sells a
full line of groceries and meats and gasoline. The second
store owned- by-Manual and Margaret Maldonado:sells-a few gro-.
ceries and gasoline. There is no clothing store or laundre-
mat in the town of Wanblee. The VISTA workers Started a small
library located in the community building (Kennedy Ball) at
the north end of town.

Clothing and other houaehold necessities are not avail-
able in the town of Wanblee and shopping trips must be made
to Kadoka, Martin, Rapid City or Gordon to shop for these
items. Theme trips are generally made about every two weeks
when salary, welfare or pension checks are received.

FAMILY ORGANIZATION

Thera are some interesting findings in relation to family
organization in Wanblee. 50.2% of the Indians, 14 years and
older, are married and living with their :spouse and 3.8% are
divorced. Among the married population, 10.7% are separated.
The rate of divorce is highest among Mixed Blood males, 6.3%
compared to 5.6% of the Full Blood males. The highest per-
centage of persons separated are Full Blood males, 12% of
married Full Blood males. The lowest percentage of separated
persons is found among Mixed Blood females, 10% of those
married.

Of the total Indian population 14 years and older, 37.9%
remain-single,- 43.0% of -the males and 32.8% of the females.
This is in contrast to the Kyle community where-of the total
Indian population 14 years and older 26.7% of the'people re-
main single, 31% of males and 21.1% of females. Also in Kyle
58.7% of the total Indian population is married in comparison
to 50.3% in Wanblee.

The most prevalent type of family organization among the
Indian population is the complete nuclear family consisting
of a couple and their children (547%), 22.3% of the Indian
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families are incomplete nuclear families with a female head
and 4.7% are incomplete nuclear families with a male head'.
18.2% of the families 'consist of people living alone. Of
the Non-Indian poonlation, 09.5% are complete nuclear families.
There were no incompiete nuclear families among Non-Indians
and 10.5% of the Non-Indian population lives alone. Among the
Indian population who are students or pre-school children, only
59.5% are living with both parents. More Mixed Bloods (61:9%)
than Full Bloods (57.5%) are living with both parents. 25.6%
are living With the :mother only, 6.8% with the father only and
R.% with neither parent. Among Non-Indiana, 100% of the children
are Living with both parents.

Although not directly comparable to the above statistics,
the following might be an indicator of a trend. Among adult
Indians interviewed, 75.1% indicated they have lived with both
parents during most of their childhood. Only 9.8%-indicated
they have lived with their mother only during most of their
childhood, 3:5% had lived with their father only and 11.6%
had lived with neither parent.-

POLITIOAL ORGANIZATION

Eagle Nest District- has three representatives on the Tribal
Council; Steven Red Elk, Leona Winters and Paul L.-J...iyermont.

Eagle Nest District also has a District Council which
supposedly acts as an interpreter of public opinion to the-_
Tribal Council. 'According to many residents of the commu-
nity, the -District Council is weak And has accomplished very
little over the past few years.

Although there is some strong leadership potential in
the community of Wanblee, it is very difficult to gain con-
census for any action toward community improvement. Commu-
nity meetings at Wanblee are characterized by presentations
from Outside speakers, usually government employees who make
promises and tell about new_ programs to come. This kind of
meeting does not-allow for the community people to discuss
community problems or take responsibility among themaelves.
There also seems to be a strong leveling force operating in
Wanblee which impedes community development. This leveling
effect seems to be related to a great deal of jealousy among
the community citizens and this jealousy probably has a great
deal to do with lack of any kind of opportunities for anyone
in the community. One could theorize that if adequate oppor-
tunities were available for all citizens then people would not
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be jealous of one person who attempted to "get ahead".
Another important force holding back progress -in Wanblee
community seems-to be fear of termination. Wanblee seems
to be an island surrounded by the rest of the county al-
ready controlled by White people and much of the and 3= in
actual control of Non-Indiana, making-the threat of State
take-over seem very real. Much talk of bringinl induLtry
into the town or in taking initiative toward community iM-
provement is met with an unspoken understanding among the
citizens that if we look too good we might' lose our Indian
rights and our welfare assistance. This is also shown in
problems in attempting to organize for better education (see
section on formal education)

While this seems to present a bleak picture it is certainly
not an Impossible, one. Competent community development oriented
people and changes in government policy and practice which would
really portray a belief in beginning with the people's felt
needs and that people themselves need:to be:involved in shaping
their own destiny, believe, would go a long way toward alle-
viating some of these problems. With all the money currently
spent on the Reservation it would seem that it should be used
to provide equal opportunities and widen the range of choices
available for the people, especially in the employment field.

Presently the most influential leaders in the community
seem to be the councilmen, the school principal, the Community
Health Aides,: Rangers, the Community Worker Aide and the town
storekeepers. Recently a VISTA worker has gained some leader-
ship status as he is organizing a consumers or buyers club in
the town.

FORMAL RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATION

There are two churches -in the Wanblee Community, one
Catholic and one Episcopalian. The Catholic Church has the
largest Indian membership (53.2%) and Episcopalians have
44.4% (sample population). More Mixed Bloods, (67.8%) than
Full Bloods (43.5%) belong to the Catholic Church and more
Full Bloods (55.3%) than Mixed Bloods (17.9%) belong tofthe,
Episcopalian Church. Another 2.8% of the Indian population
belongs to the Presbyterian faith and 1.4% to the Lutheran
faith and .7% to the Mormon Church. Of the Non-Indian pop-
ulation, the largest percentage (26%) belong to the Presby-
terian Church While 18.5% belong to the Catholic Church and 7.4%
to the Episcopalian Church. 7.4% of Non-Indians are Mormon.
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Formal Education :

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has operatedan elementary
school in the Wanblee area since the 1890's. (see history).
The first school was located on Pass Creek east of the present
site of Wenblee and was moved to the town of Wanbleealora with
the community in 1904. The state public school system has el-
se Operated a school in the town of Wanblee since 1919 and
there are several Public schools located in outlying viral
areas. There has been a great deal of talk of the'need to
consolidate the fin and the public school, hoWever, to no
avail Although probably a better School system could be
operated if the two got together, so far this has remained in
the talking stage only.. It apPParLthet)Poth the Non-indin
and IndiampopulatiOnS do not want to consolidate, but probably
for different reasons.' The Indian people' probably becaUse of
their fearsOf losing their rights to education from the federal
government and see this as another step toward termination and
the state taking over The Non- Indians probably would rather

,

not have their children attend a school with Indian children
and are possibly'oppOsed on the basis of the fact the Indian
people are not required to pay taxes and would net assume their
fair share toward the operation of the school.

The present BIA Wenblee Day School had an enrollment of
about 180 children in :?arch of 1968, This includes the eight
grades and beginners classrooms. Mr. Elijah Whirlwind Horse,
an Oglala Sioux Indian born and reared in the Wanblee commu-
nity is presently the school principal, Wanblee school is,
the center for sports activities in the .commnnity.and also has
been a sponsor of Boy and Girl Scouts and 4-H groUps in the
community.

As has been mentioned previously, there is a nursery
schooruor Headstart school operated in the community building,
and has been operating now for 2 yeas. This school seems to
have been well received in the ComMUnity and seems to be making
a real contribution toward helping the children move more
sUocessfully through the developmental tasks of the three to
five age group.
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The. educational level of Wanblee Indian people falls
considerably below the general U.S. White and Negro pop-
ulation; 11.3% of the Indians are high school graduates'in
comparison to 51.3% of the U.S. Whites and 27.1% of the U.S.
Negro population. Mixed Bloods have a higher percentage of
graduates, 19.3% than the Full Bloods'6.0%. 'Also, only 213.'1%
of Non-Indians graduated from high school. 5.7% of the total
Mixed Blood Indian population, and 11.4% of the female Mixed
Blood population had some college. 2.3% 0Z the Mixed Bloods
and 1.5% of the Full Bloods have graduated from college

COMMUNITY PROBLEMS

According to the Indians (sample population) the major
community needs or problems in Wanblee are housing 48.6%,
water 32.9% end employment 32.1%. Other problems-indicated
were need for health facilities 12.1%, crime 12.1%, education
10.7%, sanitation 9.3% and roads 7.9%. Among the NOn-Indian
,opulation 37% felt roads were the leading problem, education
33.3%, employment 18.5 %, crime 18.5% and housing 14.8%.

COMMUNITY SERVICES IN WAMBLEE

Services Listed Extent of Service

Water No city water system and 19.4% of
Indian households have water piped
into home's.

Electricity 55% of Indian households.

Telephone No public telephones available.

Post Office On' mail delivery per day.

Education BIA Elementary School, Public Elemen-
tary School and Headstart School.

Public Health Service

0E0 personnel

Health Center - staffed by a physician,
public health nurse and pharmacist full -
time. Psychiatric social worker one
day a week.

One fUll-time health aide, one commu-
nity worker aide, two homemaker aides
and two rangers.



Garbage collection

Police

Churches

Recreation

Commercial services

No regular garbage collection service.

One policeman

One Episcopalian and onr, Catholi

Basketball,. baseball, softball and
Volleyball teams primarily for youth.
Occasional powwows and dances, commu-
nity hall used for binge and commu7
nity meetings. =,

Two combi
service stations.

Maurice W. Miller, MSW
Psychiatric Social Worker

NOTE-: The information included in the history section was
gathered largely from a book entitled Jackson,
Washabaugh Counties 1915 to 1965, published by the
Jackson, Washabaugh County Historical Society, -end
from interviews with Charles Whistler, Louis Marcher
and many other residents of the Wanblee community..

149-101 c - - pt, 4 - 40
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SUN DANCE 1968*

introduction

According to historical accounts,1 the last great Sun
Dance of the Oglala Sioux was held in 1881. Thereafter it
came under government prohibition since certain elements
such as torture and the use of fertility figures on the Sun
Dance pole were considered uncivilized. More probably, how-
ever, this was part of a policy to de-emphasize ceremonials
which tended to preserve Indian identity and which hindered
assimilation and insured cohesion. In the 1930's,2 in an
attempt on the part of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to re-
vitalize Indian culture, the Sun Dance in diluted form was
revived at Pine Ridge, South Dakota, but torture was not
permitted. Of this first restoration of the Sun Dance, Hyde
remarked: "put on by college boys, it was a very ladylike
performance - something that would have bewildered the Sioux
of the old generations."3 Some time later,4 the element'of
torture on a modest scale was reintroduced. Although con-
siderable modification of traditional traits has occurred
and perhaps much of the original religious impact and sig-
nificance have been lost, the Sun Dance remains an awesome
and colorful ritual. Its performance brings the Sioux to-
gether to dance in the social powwows and fraternize in the
encampments. AdMission charges and commercial enterprises,
such as food and drink stands, aid the economy. The Sun
Dance strongly reinforces indianness and helps maintain
Sioux tradition.

This paper will describe the observed aspects of the
1968 Sun Dance. Although the social gatherings and dances
of the afternoons, evenings and the fourth day have super-
seded the Sun Dance proper in popular interest and attendance.
they will not be described in any detail here.

*The writers would like to thank Frank Fools Crow. Edgar Red
Cloud, Jake Herman, Paul Apple and the other Oglal4s who aided
us in better understanding the Sun Dance.
1. Hyde, George E., A Sioux Chronicle, University of Oklahoma
Press, Norman, Oklahoma, 1956, p. 75.
Sandoz, Mari, These Were the Sioux, A Mayflower Book, p. 89.
2. Hyde, 22.pit., p. 76, Sandoz, 22.cit., p. 89.
The Sun Dance revival ''supposedly took place at Pine Ridge in
1934" and the element of torture was reintroduced in 1960 -
communication from Stephen Feraca.
3. Hyde, pp.cit., p. 76
4. According to some Indians, this occurred in 1958.
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General Preparation

The planning and execution of a Sun Dance is conducted
by the Executive Committee of the Oglala S4,ux Tribal Council.
The Committee selects the dates for the .four days of the Sun
Dance, this year August 1 through August 4. Money was appro-
priated from tribal funds to prepare the camp mite and Sun
Dance grounds. This involved cutting the grass, matching
fences, building toilets, putting fresh pine boughs for the
shade covering the spectators' section, grading the rutted
dirt roads leading to and from the grounds, installing an
electric public address system, etc. Some of the work was
performed by National Youth Corps workers, prisoners from the
local jail and volunteers. The renovation of the grounds be-
gen July 22nd. The Executive Committee hired cooks to pre-
pare meals for the participants and campers and gatekeepers who
received $1.50 an hour. Also hired was an announcer (Paul
Apple) and the Sun Dance Chief, (Frank Fools Crow) who takes
the responsibility for conducting rituals and supervises all
participants and helpers. The medicine man chosen for this
role receives $150.00 plus incidental expenses. The singers
and dancers were paid $6.00 a day plus their meals. The total
cost for the above listed expenses was approximately $500.00.
This money. As recouped and a profit made from admission charges
and fees imposed on commercial ventures.

Pre aration of the Sun Dance Pole

The ceremony of cutting the tree to be used as the Sur.
Dance pole took place the evening before the beginning of the
Sun Dance (JUly 31) and after the preparation of ritual ob-
jects used upon it. A hole to secure the pole was dug in the
center of the Sun Dance arena by a group of tribal workers
Fools Crow, the Sun Dance Chief, with a group of men then
drove in a large truck to a wooded creek bottom a mile or so
distant. Following them, were a number of observers (our-
selves incl'oded) and the wife of a medicine man.

Fools Crow considered several possible cottonwood trees
and discussed their suitability with one of the dancers. The
degree of straightness of the tree seemed to be a major con-
sideration. After a tree was selected, Fools Crow said a
prayer and made four cuts with an axe on the tree. The axe
was then handed to one of the workers who cut down the tree.
All present helped carry the tree to the truck. The lower
branches of the tree were cut off, leaving only the leafy
boughs on the top. Some nearby cherry bushes about 6 to C
feet long were cut, tied into a bundle and fastened cross-
like on the sacred pole. Above this were tied two rawlide
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figures, one representLng a man holding a pipe and hoop,
and the other a buffalo. Yellow and red pieces cf cloth
with tobacco pouches tied on eacL end of the cloth were
affixed still higher with a whistle tied along one edge of
the cloth. The cloths were then fastened-to the top of the
tree among the leafy branches. While lying on the ground
some long hanging cords were tied about, three quarters of
the way up from the foot of the pole. The pole was placed in
the Sun Dance circle by having four men hold it while the truck
backed slowly under the pole and the men lowered it int7: the
hole which had been dug earlier. While the earth was being
tamped around the pole, Fools crow and one of the dan -ers sat
facing east and smoked the Medicine-Pipe.

First Da of the Sun Dance

Any man who wishes to perform in the Sun Dance rite is
supposed to approach the Medicine man in charge and offer
him a pipe. He-then must explain his reasons for Wnting to
participate. If these are accepted, the medicine man in-
structs him on the procedures and tells him to be ready on
a specified date. As far as we know, neither the dancers
nor the medicine man underwent the traditional preparation
to any degree before the beginning of the Sun- Dance period.
Last year, however, the medicine man said that he had fasted
on Bear Butte for 4 days before the initiation of the cere-
monies.

The first day dawned cold, and the camp announcer called
several times for the participants before they torpidly re-
sponded in the half-light. Fools Crow and a woman participant,
along earlier, had been making preparationS in the Medicine
Lodge (a canvas tip i in which Fools Crow lived during the pre-
paration and Sun Dance period). About a half hour after sun-
rise Fools Crow and an assistant set up four altars. The
western one, and most elaborate, consisted of a mound of sage
and two small forked peeled stie,cs, colored vermillion. These
were connected by a crossbar and decorated with red, white and
black cloths'. To each side was a taller wand, one with a red
and the other with a black cloth banner. The other three
altars= east, south and north, consisted Of tall vermillioned
rods with red and black cloth banners. The altars were placed
within the periphery of the Sun Dance arena and during their
preparation, the singers collected around the drum, placed out-
side of the periphery and under a pine bough shade. No spec-
tators had collected as yet and the few people around were
heavily bundled against the cold. An occasional drum beat or
eagle whistle noise was heard.
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In the ant.mc, the dancevs had gathe the Medicine
Lodge. There weru six men drensed in roles= (blankets) fastened
around the waist ad reaching to the Ankles. They were bare-
foot and naked above tie waist except for ornaments. Each
wore a crown of sage, sage anklets and bracelets and carried
a hoop of sage. Four of the six dancers were Oglalas, one
was a Rosebud Sioux and he sixth a White man. The six women
present did not enter the Medicine Lodge. They wore buckskin
dresses, silver studded belts, breastplates, moccasins and
headbands. They also wore anklets and bracelets of sage.

A buffalo skull had been-placed in front of the tipi and
sacks of Bull Durham tobacco had been tied to the horns. An
uncovered sweat lodge tad been z, t up nearby, but not used

Fools Crow had all of the dancers line up. An elderly
man carrying the buffalo skull was first, the women next and
then the male dancers. Fools Crow was last. While in this .

formation, Fools Crow told them in Lakota "When we go out
there I want you to forget any feelings of dislike you have
towards anyone. Make yourself pitiful in. front of the Great
Spirit. Show Him all the respect you have 7 Him. Remember
to pray always".

The procession entered the sacred circle of the Sun Dance
grounds with the way being cleared by a number of officious,
even ominous "police". The singers began to chant and drum.
The procession proceeded to the left and outside of the arena
in a clockwise direction to enter the sacred ground by the
east portal. This was soon after the sun had appeared above
the grassy hills to the east. The buffalo head was placed on
the west altar. The dancers lined up four times, facing each
direction and a long prayer was given each time. They lined
up next in front of the west altar, facing east in the direction
of the sun and the Sun Dance Pole; and the second song of the
morning began with the dancers all performing the gazing-at-
the-sun- ceremony, eyes fixed, dancing, eagle whistles blowing.
This song ended with the first pipe presenting ceremony by one
of the dancers (they each presented in turn, one after each
song) to the pipe bearer, seated near the singers. Each song
was followed by an intermission.

The pattern of changing directions was as follows: when
the dancers were facing south, Fools Crow stood to the vest
of the dancers and as the song started, he turned to his
right, went behind the dancers and came around to the east.
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He then turned west to stand in front ni the dancers. The
dancer offered his pipe to the singers. pools Crow turned
to his right, making a complete circle and grabbed the
dancer by his sage bracelet and led him to the singers.
The dancer offered his pipe. Tile pipe bearer stood up,
rubbed his hands together as if wiping them and raised his
hands over his head, forward and extended with the palms
facing north. The dancer extended the pipe, but his offer
was not accepted. The pipe bearer brought his hand down
as if to take it, but he merely rubbed his palm all over the
pipe. The dancer seemed disappointed by this rejection.
After the bearer touched the pipe,- he again rubbed his hands
together. This procedure was repeated two more times. The
fourth time, he, turned his palms backwards and brought them
even with the pipe. The dancer then laid the pipe in the
bearer's hands. With the acceptance of the pipe, the dancer
was led back to the line of dancers.

After the fifth song, one of the dancers sacrificed
60 pieces of flesh from his upper arms and shoulders. Fools
Crow cut multiplevsmall bits of skin from each arm with a
needle and a razor, producing a trickle of blood reaching to
the elbow. Before this took place, a dancer and a woman
participant were placed in each of the four-directions. One
dancer was seated at the Sun Dance Foie. The dancer who was
to sacrifice sat in a bed of sage by the pole. He acted as
though he were in great pain. He held a hand in the air and
prayed and cried. After being helped to his feet, he shook
hands with,Fools Crow and thanked him. All during the cutting,
the other dancers were dancing vigorously, sun gazing and
whistling.

After two more songs were sung four times, the ceremony
ended and the dancers left for a group lunch.

Second D of the Sun DanceSec

On the second day, nine men and seven women participated.
At sunrise, the dancers in the Medicine Lodge were given in-
structions for several minutes, then placed outside in a line
facing west. A long discourse by Fools Crow was listened to
intently. Following this, they marched to the arena while
the first song was sung. As before, they circled the arena
clockwise, and entered the east portal Four stops were made
on the way. The bearer of the buffalo skull, who did not,
visibly participate otherwise, and was dressed in ordinary
clothes and a heavy coat, placed the skull in its altar of
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sage (western altar) and the pipes were placed there also.
The dancers lined up west of the Sun D -'nce Pole, facing the
rising sun, and there was a lohg silent prayer. Fools Crow
then took each woman, in turn, seizing her by her sage
wristlet and leading her completely around the pole, to re-
position her with the other women, in a line east of the
Sun Dance Pole, still facing the sun. A prayer was said
after each one took her new place. That done, Fools Crow
with hat in hand made a very long speech to the audience
in Lakota. He then sang, waveringly at first and then more
strongly, a long solo. This was followed by another, shorter,
speech. lie replaced his hat, returned to a position near the
Sun Dance Pole and the second song began, the dancers moving
vigorously in the Gazing-At-The-Sun Ceremony. This, as al-
ways was accompanied by eagle bone whistles, and lasted about
15 minutes.

On the second day, Fools Crow was more elabortely
dressed in a tall black hat with eagle fluff plume: a long
red warshirt with hair pipe breastplate; an otter--SV..n mantle,
front and back decorated with small round mirror!, an armband,
and small, finely worked, round-toed, low heeled boots. He
carried a large white-buckskin medicine bag in his right hand,
and a black, heavily-beaded and decorated robe folded over his
left arm. He led or directed almost every detail of the cere-
monial. He moved the dancers by leading them by the arm from
place to place, either one at a time or as a group, since they
seamed too dazed or preoccupied with the Gazing-At-The-Sun to
be in any way autonomous or adaptive.

The dances were separated by pipe ceremonies, an inter-
mission, a pipe ceremony and then resumption of theadancing.
The dancers rested on the ground in a secluded part of the
arbor. No food or water was taken, and as the morning wore
on the exceedingly hot sun and exertion must have been tiring.
Members of the audience, and the singers were careful to re-
main in the shade of the arbor. The dancers and singers were
then led by Fools Crow to a meal prepared only for them in a
nearby lodge.

Edgar Red Cloud, the principal singer, said that seven
Sun Dance songs exist. Each was sung four times, in succession
before the next was sung.

Third Day of the Sun Dance

At dawn, about 5 a.m. the camp was astir. At 6 a.m. a
large crowd was present, for this last day and "for the
piercing." About 10 older men were working on the Pole and
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altars. A sweat 1,)dge was built, but not covered or used,
part of the truncati)n of the ritual this year. Near it,
a fire with many large stones, was smoking. The dancers
got ready in the Medicine Lodge, and as they came outside
to wait, Fools Crow commenced an extended speech about
Crazy Horse, touching upon his history, personality and
valor. This topic aid timing may relate to the special
qualities, still treasured by the Oglalas for which the
"strange man" is remembered 3 his war record, his mystic
powers, his indomitable opposition to White power and his
assassination. Following this a long prayer was given.
The dancers lined up in a semi-circle around the fires,
several dancers (white Persons) present on the first and
second day had dropped out, but others brought the total
today to a women and 11 men and an elaborately costumed
small boy. Water was poured (after the prayer) on the
fire and hot stones, providing a sudden cloud of steam,
and symbolizing the. sweat lodge purification. The dancers
led by Fools Crow and the skull bearer, and preceded by a
number of serious and menacing "police" to clear the way,
circled the Aitside of the arbor, entered the east. portal,
made a full circle within the Sun Dance Pole. Pipes were
Offered to the sky, and a prayer was given by Fools Crow
in a loud voice. The dancers were then led in a circle
around the west altar and were lined up again facing the
Sun DanCe Pole. A second song was then sung and the
whistles began, the participants again gazing fixedly at
the rising sun. (At this point an Indian man stepped into
the arena tp take a photograph, was instantly reprimanded pub-
licly, and-his camera confiscated). After the completion
of the second song the dancers wero led, one by one, to
positions by the four altars. Fools Crow then prepared-for
the first piercing. A woman dancer was seated at the Sun
Dance Pole on a bed of sage covered with a buffalo robe. A
number of cuts were placed on her upper arm, the procedure
taking 5 or 10 minutes. She was then led back to the line
of dancers (the singing and dancing had continued meanwhile).
The male dancers were then one,by one, placed prone and a
steel skewer about 8" long was pushed through a fold of skin
over the left breast. Tho puncture wounds were about an inch
or less apart, and through them a chokecherry wood skewer was
passed. Thio was tied securely to a leather thong. The
dancer then arose and was led to a position perhaps 15 paces
from the pole, where a long rawhide thong was tied to the
breast thong, the other end having already been tied high on
the Sun Dance Pole. When all had been pierced and punctured,
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A pipe offering after the piercing ceremony,
with the Sun Dancers in the background.
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they danced four times toward the pole and "struck" it with
their pipes and medicine wands, and then moving to the full
extent of their ropes began to throw themselves violently
backward. Several thongs came out immediately, other re-
quired repeated and violent dancing and pulling, throwing
their entire weight on the skewers. The last dancer (Catches),

so violently throwing himself, that when the skin broke
he ran backwards many yards before catching his balance.
Through a long ceremony thereafter, the participants dancing
in place, Fools Crow applied first one, then another ointment
or material to the wounds with his finger tips. Several lined-
up dances followed, then a general address was made by Fools
Crow for offerings of money and presents to the dancers in
return for their sacrifice for all the people." Two men were
excepted from the piercing ceremony (McGee and one other).

During the intermission, extended comments were made by
the crier, to the audience in English, about the significances
of the ceremony, Next, Fools Crow led a young girl from a
secluded part of the arbor to the Sun Dance Pole, and con-
ferred with the crier, who then announced that she had, some
months ago been severely injured in an auto accident. The
doctors said she would never walk again, but the medicine
men drew upon their powers and here she is walking. A prayer
will be said for her", and a barely audible one was slid, by
Fools Crow.

After two more dances and intermissions, a short public
speech in Lakota was given by Fools Crow. The dancers were
then put by him, in a line between the pole and west altar,
facing the pole. A song was begun, and they circled the pole,
stopped in a circle, advanced and struck the pole four times,
circled it once again, and formed a line facing south. Lame
Deer, the pipe receiver, conducted an arm raising ceremony
four times before each dance, moving very slowly, then took
the pipe, held it briefly, and returned it. After an inter-
mission, the dancers returned for a last song, then formed a
"receiving line" and greeted with a handshake or a ceremonial
touching of the pipe stem on their forehead. The Sun Dance
then appeared to be over. The participants (it was about noon)
retired to the Medicine Lodge in formal procession out the east
portal and around the outside of the sun Dance grounds (wa-ho-
kio-pio). Lame Deer conducted a prayer at the sweat lodge to
each of the four directions. This concluded the visible mani-
festations of the Sun Dance for 1968.

Thomas Lewis, M.P.
Psychiatrist, USN

Levi Mesteth, Jr.
Research Assistant
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PINE RIDGE RESERVATION POPULATION BY DISTRICTS,
COMMUNITIES AND VILLAGE-RURAL DISTRIBUTION

District ILepulation

The Reservation which comprises 2,786,538 acres or 4,353
square miles1 is divided into eight'political districts for
the purpose of electing the Tribal Couecil, The present dis-
trict division is based on the Boss Farmer or farm districts
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs-which were in existence at the
time of the division. Formerly a Boss Farmer was stationed in
each district and his role was somewhat similar to that of the
Agent or Superintendent but-on a district level= The only
change in districting involved increasing the Boss Farmer dis-
tricts from seven to eight by the division of Pass Creek into
two districts, Pass Creek and LaCreek. On December 14, 1953,
the Indians in a reservationwide referendum approved of the
political districting by a vote of 1401 to 1348.

Representation on the Tribal Council is in accordance with
the district population - one representative for every 300 in-
habitants and one extra if the remaining population after di-
viding by 300 is at least 150. At the present time LaCreek has
3 Council members, Pass Creek 3, Wakpamni - 2 plus 5 from Pine
Ridge village, Porcupine - 4, Medicine Root - 4, Eagle Nest - 3,
White Clay - 2 plus one each from Red Shirt Table and Oglala Jr.,
and Wounded Knee - 4.

Each district in turn has its own council composed of a
president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer. Each sub-
district sends one representative to the District Council
meetings.

The approximate populations of each district along with the
ethnic group distribution by population and number of household
heads are as follows:

1. The Pine Ridge Reservation is the second largest in the U.S.
and is over twice the size of the state of Delaware.
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Wakpamni and LaCreek districts are by far the most pop-
ulous, together they account for almost half of the Reser-
Vation population. The population of Eagle Nest, Medicine
Root, Porcupine, White Clay and Wounded Knee are, speaking in
broad terms,rether similar. Pass Creek with a population of
667 is the least populated district.

hnic Distribution

The predominately Full Blood districts are White Clay,
Wounded Kneo, Porcupine and Medicine Root., Only one district,
Wakpamni, has a majority of Mixed Bloods. LaCreek is the only
predominantly Won-Indian district. It is interesting that the
two districts with the-smallest percentage of Whites, White
Clay and Wounded Knee, have the highest percentage of Full
Bloods. Eagle Nest and Pass Creek have an almost equal per-

.

centage of Mixed Bloods and Full Bleeds.

In considering the proportion of the total Reservation
population residing in each district and the proportion of
the total population of each ethnic group residing in each
district, one finds the following distribution:

Table 2
PROPORTION OF TOTAL POPULATION RESIDING IN EACH DISTRICT,

ACCORDING TO ETHNIC GROUPS

District
% of Total

Po

Eagle Nest 9.7

LaCreek 17.9

Medicine Root 9.1

Pass Creek 5.1

supine 8.2

Wakpamni 31.9

White Clay 8.2

Wounded Knee 9.9

of-Total % of Total % of Total al
Indian Full Blood Mixed Blood Non-Indian
ulation Po.alation P= ul tion o-ulation

B.o

6.3

11.1

5.2

9.9

36.2

10.6

12.7

- 3

8.1

1.6

13.2 i

5.2

13.2

26.7

15.1

17.0

7.8

10.7

9.1

5.3

6.8

45.0

6.5

14.5

51.0

3.6

4.5

3.5

19.7

1.2

8.7 2.0
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Wakpamni District accounts for nearly one third of the
total Reservation population and over one third of the Indian
population. Over one quarter of the, Full BlOods live in Wakpamni
while the majority of the remainder live in WOunded Knee, White
Clay, Porcupine and Medicine Root. The highest concentration
of Mixed Bloods is in Wakpamni, 45% of all Mixed Bloods. The
remainder of the mixed Blood population is scattered fairly.
evenly over the other seven districts with LaCreek having the
highest percentage and Pass Creek the lowest percentage. Over
half of the White population resides in LaCreek District while
WakpaMni and Eagle Nest account for the majority of the re-
maining White's.

Household Size and Distribution

The average size of the Indian household is 5.39 as com-
pared to 3.35 among Non-Indian households on the Reservation
and 339 in the general -U.S. population (1950). Indian house-.
hold size ranges from one to 21 persons, whereas Non-Indian
households contain from one to 14 persons. Single. person
households are more prevalent among Non- Indians, accounting
for 19% of the households in comparison to 11% of Indian house-
holds.

Theaverage size of households in which a Full Blood is
household head is higher: (5.72) than households in which a
Mixed Blood is household head (5004). Although Mixed Bloods
are in majority populationwise, the majority of household
heads are Full Blood (52%).

As the average size of the Non-Indian household is less
than the Indian household, a higher percentage of the house-
holds are NonIndian than the total Non-Indian population of
each district. In other words, the proportion of Non-Indian
households-is higher'than the proportion of Non-Indian pop--
ulation (see Table 1). For example, although Non-Indiana
account for 74% of the population of LaCreek District, E13%
of the'households have a Non- Indian head. Almost half of the
Eagle Nest District households have Non - Indian heads whereas
only 39% of the population is Non-Indian.

Village-Rural D tribution

One half of the Indian population lives in villages. The
Mixed Bloods are predominately village dwellers (59%) while
the Full Bloods are more likely than the Mixed Bloods to live
outside of the villages, either in isolated houses or in rural

-4 -
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clusters, but 40% of the Full Bloods live in villages.- Also,
the Full Blood is more likely to live in rural cluster housing
(18%) then Mixed Bloods (13%). The Non-Indian_ population is
predominately rural, 55% live outside of a village.

The fact that Indians are increasingly draWn into the
villages is due to a number of factors: the leasing or sale of
land allotments so that fewer Indians reside on their land, the
greater employment opportunities available in the villages, the
construction of tribal housing units in the villages, the lo-
cation of schools and commercial facilities in the villages or
just simply a desire to be where the action IL or tobe nearer
to relatives. A few Indian families maintain two houses, one
out in the country and one in a village. Often,-under these
circumstances, a family will live in the country during the
summer months and move into the village when school opens or

the winter weather begins.

Community Populations

There were a total of 89 communities which were listed as
communities of residence by respondents on the Baseline Data
Study. Some adjacent communities were grouped together for the
sake of convenience. In Consequence, we have population stasis-
tics for 74 communities. Since there is considerable disagree-
Ment over community borders and in regard to what constitutes a
community, to determine the community of a given household, we
used the criterion of respondent perception of the community
location of his or her household.

The size of communities varies froM a one household commu-
nity of 5 persons to 522 household community with 2764 inhabitants.
The following is a table of population and number of household
heads by ethnic group of all Pine Ridge Reservation communities
with a population of over 100 inhabitants. The population
figures include both village and rural residents.
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The mast surprising statistic is the populationf Pine
Ridge village The fact that Pine Ridge has 2764 inhabitants
means that it is larger than:the small towns whiCh border on
the Reservation and which have many more commercial and rec7
reational facilities than Pine Ridge. Pine Ridge has the
highest concentration of Mixed Bloods than any of therlarger
communities and accounts for one fifth of the total Reser-
vation population.

Martin which is predominatelyWhite and located in the
ceded portion of the Reservation is the second largest commu-
nity. A large percentage of Martin, however, is rural.

Wanblee, the third largest community, is especially in-
teresting because 83% of the total Indian population of Eagle
Nest District is concentrated in and around Wanblee village.

Wakpamni District has the highest number of communities
(7) with populations of over 100: pine Ridge, Batesland, Calico,
Payabyd, Wolf Creek, Wakpamni Lake and Slim Buttes. Both
Porcupine and White Clay have four communities of over 100 in-
habitants. Wounded Knee District has two of the larger commu-
nities or say two of thAtop ten: Manderson and Wounded Knee.

Of the 27 communities of over 100 residents, all but six
are predominately Indian, The predeminately White communities
are Martin, Batesland, Long Valley, Vetal; TUthill and 84ett.
Communities with d majority of Full Bloods are Manderson,
Wounded Knee, Calico, Loneman, Oglala, Potato Creek, American
Horse, Brotherhood, Oglale Payabya, Butte, Collier, Ever-
green and Wakpamni Lake., The predominately' Mixed Blood commu-
nities are Pine Ridge and Wolf Creek, both in Wakpamni District.

Although a number 'of communities have informal committees
or councils, only Pine Ridge, Kyle, Martin and Payabya are for-
mally organized,

- 10
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F _11,y PL iNNING AT PINE RIDGE

"Family planning enables a couple to decide how many
children-they will have-and when they will come. When a couple
practices family planning they are able to have sexual relations
whenever they wish and as often as they wish without the fear
of pregnancy, unless of course they wish to have a baby. They
do thiskby using methods of birth control that Ore harmless to
both of them, but prevent pregnancy." (BogUe p. 56).

The low income family is most in need of familY planning.,
The family is,liable to be -larger than the parents wanted or
can support. children are frequently born less than a year
apart, and the we may first become pregnant in her middle or
late teens, before she is ready' to assume-responsibilities of
parenthood. The young children cannot get the attention they
need from the too-often-pregnant mother. Financial problems,
as well as over-crowded noisy surroundings, discourage the
children from continuing in school. Thus, inability to control-
family size and to space children hinder childhood development
and lessen educational drive, leading to a perpetuation of the
poverty cycle.

Family planning and the extensive -sex education necessary
for its optimal utilization clearly will not solve all poVerty
problems. However' it may help by putting families on a more
stable financial and emotional base - an important step in com-
bating poverty.

Here at Pine Ridge, data on the distribution and utiliza-
tion of birth control- pills (generally the most effective means
of:birth control)' and on the insertion of the intrauterine de-
vices,- has been kept at the Public Health Service Hospital for
the past 2 1/4 years. During this period 426 women which re-
presents about 25% of the women on the Pine Ridge Reservation
in the reproductive years of 16 through 45 (141736) have re-
ceived birth control pills. Also, -about 40 IUD's have been in-
'sorted and about 15 women have received other birth control
assistance. Thus, allowing or the fact that many women have
tried several methods, approximately 450 women from tbe Pine
Ridge Reservation, which represents 2696 ,of the total number of
women at Pine Ridge in their reproductive years have received
family planning assistance at the. Pine Ridge Hospital since

1966. (It may be argued that the age choice of 16-45 is
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either too narrow or too broad. The Planned Parenthood Federation
suggests the use of the age bracket from 18-44. If this were
applied to Pine Ridge, nearly 31% of eligible women could be con-
sidered to have received' birth control assistance.)

Since there has never been any educational campaign con-
cerning birth control, this percentage of women coming in for
birth control information is fairly high, probably indicating
motivation on the part of :Indian mothers to plan their family.
The only form of information about birth control that'is given
at the Hospital is a suggestion to the obstetrics patients that
birth control assistance is available for them if they so desire.
Recently, the Public Health Nurses and the Community Health Aides
have also been letting women -they visit know that family planning
assistance is available if they want it.

As of early July,: 1968, .only 72 women (17%) of those who
began taking the pills could be classified as still taking,the
pills regularly. In addition,: 26 women (6%) are currently using
the birth control pill but are not regular in returning to refill
prescriptions.:- These women can be divided into two categories.
The more common includes women who get-two months supply of pills
every three months; The lees common category- includes women who
seem t© come in nearly every_month and get a two months'_ supply
of pills. There is a fairly large amount of pill passing in the
community, and it,is felt that many of the women in the first
category get some pills fromwomen:in the second category and thus
actually have fairly effective protection. Thus, approximately
96 women, or only about 23% of those who have received the pills
at one-time or another in the last 2 1/4 years, are still on the .

pill.

The majority of,theremainder of the women who began using
birth control pills_ dropped out of the program very early. 146
women (34%) filled only their initial two months prescription
and did not return. An additional 50 women (12%) refilled their
prescriptiononlyonce. Therefore, 46% of the total number of
women on the Pine Ridge Reservation who received pills at the
PHS,Hospital (and field clinics) dropped out within the first
several months of taking the pill. Many explanations have been
offered in an attempt to explain this extremely high drop-out

-

rate. The relative importance and_velidity of these explanations
have not been firmly established, but the following represent
some of those which, in my view, are the more common reasons for
discontinuance of birth control medication:

- 12 -
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women take their initial prescription to satisfy the phy-
sician providing their post partum care.

2. Some women may be doing a favor for a friend on the pills
by picking up what amounts to a refill for the friend by
asking for the pills themselves.

3. Objections of the husband.

4. Scare articles appearing in the popular press,

S. rear of the medication due to previously unexplained, and
therefore unexpected, side effects such as spotting, slight
headache, nausea, or change in character of the menstrual
flow. The drop-out rate is manyfold higher than that ex-
pected for medical reasons.

Difficulty of getting to the hospital or field clinic for
a refill. Refills must he obtained more frequently here
than from most clinics or physicians due to PHS regulations
prohibiting distribution of more than a two months supply
at a time.

It must be reemphasized that there has been no attempt to
substantiate these, explanations by objective-xesearch and they
represent merely my owh obServations of some of the more pre-
valent reasons for the high drop-out rate observed.

The final major category is the 1996 of the women who have
stopped after taking the pill regularly fOr a period of 6 months
or longer The majority of these women probably discontinued
taking the pill in order to have another child. 'An additional

of the total were'in their- first or second pill cycle at the
time of the study.

CHARACTERIST/CS Or VARIOUS GROUPS

The average family size of women who began. taking the pills
is 3.98 children with a median of 4.18. The range is from 0-15.
An effort to correlate persistence in continuing with the pills
to family size chewed a somewhat greater motivation among those
women Whose.family size was over tbe mean. 14% of the women
with 0 to 3 children (under the mean) were regularly taking the
pill at the time of the study as compared with 18% of those with
4 to 7 children and 20% of those with 8 to 15 children. Simi-
larly, 50% of the women with fewer children than the mean dropped
out of the program very early as compared with 38 of the women
with more children than the mean.

13
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The averageand median age of the pill user is. 29 years,
with a range of 14 to 49. Women in the 25 to 29=year age
grouping seemed to have the most success (or persistence)
with birth:control pills than thOSe in any other age grouping,
21% were still On,the pill compared to the mean of 17 %. The
women under 20 show a markedly greater drop-out rate than, any
other group. Over 62% of them dropped out in the first two
refill periods as compared to the mean of 45% and the 25-29
age groups; 39%. These figuren may simply represent a desire
among the younger population to have more children (or less,
motivation not to have children).

The average length of time on the pill- -for those women
who are presently on a' regular program of contraception (17%
of the total) is approximately 14 months. Thus, it is clear
that the pill is aceptable and desired by some of the Pine
Ridge population.

DIScUsSION

There are clearly great inadequacies in the presentfamily
planning program in the Pine Ridge PBS Service Unit. Although
the program has reached a fairly:large percentage of the women
on the Reservation -who are in the proper -age range for birth
control, a distressingly large percentage have dropped out of
the program very early. Some of the possible.reasons for this
phenomenon have been mentione&ahove. A lack of 'proPet and/or
adequate instruction in the use of the pills and the expected
side effects may have accounted for a large number of these
drop-outs. Hopefully,_thisproblem is partially on the way to
some solution with printed instructions on the use of the pills
and the- expected side effects going to each patient to supple,-
ment the verbal instructions received from the,physioian. -Also,
the Public Health Nurses and the Community Health Aides have been
given some instruction an this field in orderto enable them to
more adequately handle problems:arising with the pill when they
encounter them during their home visitS. The problem of refills
still remains and unless the'PHS rule preventing-a distribution
of more than a two months', supply at a- time can be changed, it
shall remain. Ideally, women who have been on_the'pills for
3 or more cycles without any difficulties could generally be
given .a six-months Supply. One argumenbagainst this position
is the lack of proper storage space in many homes.- Male re-'
sistance to birth control is extremely difficult ,to evaluate.
Many experts In family planning feel that many men in disad-
vantaged societies regard many children -as a definite and con
crate manifestation of their virility. This may well be valid
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in many familieson the Reservation where the wife's job, land
lease money, or other income is an important if not a more im-
portant and steady source .of support for the family than the
man'd financial contributions. Also, many men do not understand
what the pills are and how they work, They may fear a loss in
the woman's sexual drive, correlating this with her ability to
have children. Hopefully, the increased effort towards educating
the woman may partially alleviate this problem,: but a male sex
education program (perhapf utilizing the male C.H.A.$) would be
helpfhl,

What about the nearly three7quarters of the women on the
Reservation in their reproductive years who have hever utilized
family planning assistance? The priority of family planning on
the Reservation is clearly net as high as in many urban areas
where the desirability of family planning:is frequently higher
due to more 'severe-overcrowding, a longer life expectancy and
coupled with a lower infant mortality, and a less closely knit

extended family group, It is hoped that the knowledge of
the availability of family planning assistance and what family
planning means will bedome more widespread, but this does not
necessarily., imply a marked increase -in the utilization of family
planning assistance. Other significant factors in the low uti-
lization rate include:

1. The_fact that nearly 46% of he Indian population on the
Reservation is Catholic. As the current debate concerning
the Pope's recent encyclical letter on birth control in-
dicates this does not necessarily mean that this.section
of the population will not take advantage of birth control
programs.

There is a definite sentiment in the older generation of
women on the Reservation that sex and everything associated
with sex (therefore birth control) is a subject which is not
to be discussed in public or with anyone other than your
husband. How much of this attitude has filtered to the
younger generation is not known and deserves to be eval-
uated before any attempt at sex education is initiated..

Male resistance has been discussed previously.

The feeling that the Indian is a vanishing race may be
an important motivating factor towards a large family.

5. The feeling among the small percentage of women that more
:children means increased welfare benefits.
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6. Fear of birth control pills resulting from the popular
press or gossip is extremely difficult to evaluate and
its significancervaries with the general run of articles
appearing in the press and the experience (s) of women
utilizing family planning in the various communities.

CONCLUSIONS

The family planning program at the Pine Ridge Service Unit
has been unsatisfactory largely due to a lack of sufficient in-
struction in the use of family planning materials, coupled with
inadequate follow-up and refill difficulties. Hopefully, some
of these problems will be alleviated. It is the opinion of
this writer that no real family planning crusade is needed or
advisable on the Fine Ridge Reservation. h comprehensive sec
education program for all segments of the community is necessary:
and would be much more beneficial than a programIlimited only
family planning.

William Frimack
Medical Co-Stop

-
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ONG OGLA SIOUX HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS*

Introduct nn

In the litrature on ethnic attitudes greater emphasis
has been placed on inter-group rather than intra-group atti-
tudes. The opinion of one group towards another has been of
greater interest than what a group thinks of itself. We be-
lieve that the latter is of equal importance in determining
the course of acculturation and type of mental health prdblems
encountered.

In this article we will discuss the intra group attitudes
and inter-group attitudes of Indian high school students from
the Pine Ridge Reservation and White high school students from

control grpups as expressed in our teenage study carried
out by this Program-in 1967.

Indian students Attitudes Toward Indians

When asked if Indians have greater problems than other
people, 62% of the Full Blood students and 48% of the mixed
Blood students said that Indians do have greater problems
than other people. This was in comparison to 52% of the White
students of Control Group I and 42% of the White students of
Control Group II. There was no significant difference between
the responses of indiansand Whites, but there were significant
differences between the reasons expressed for Indians having
greater problems.

First, let-us look at-the reasons Indian students gave for
Indians having-greater problems than other people.

*Based on data taken from a preliminary report of the Community
Mental Health Program entitled "A Sociological and Psychological
Study of Oglala Sioux and Non-Indian High School Students" (1967
This is the third of a series of three articles concerned with
sources of stress among Indian high school students.

- 10 -
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Table 1
REASONS WHY INDIANS HAVE GREATER PROBLEMS

ACCORDING TO INDIAN STUDENTS, IN ORDER OP FREQUENCY

Reasons %

Lack of education 30%

Drinking

Poverty

Prejudice of Whites 7%

Job situation 7%

22%

11%

Don't work

Language

Other

7%

%

The majority of Indian students blamed lack of success of
Indians on the socio-economic environment, that is on circum-
stances such as the educational situation, poverty, lack of
job opportunities, etc. "Indians don't have as much money
and so can't go on to get an education. Can't buy books and
pay tuition-"

Many of the replies of the Indian students, however, re-
vealed a negative image of Indians and a feeling that the Indians
themselves were to blame for having greater problems than other
people. Even statements blaming the socio-economic environment
were often amended by,phrases indicating Indian blame. "Lots
of Indians drink and they don't help out in anything." "Most
Indians don't have an education and are not really trying to
improve themselves." "Poverty or don't have the facilities
they need. Then there's the drinking problem and laziness.
Not as bad as the Negroes. Negroes have more problems."
"Marriages - they last about a month," The most negative state-
ment was "Indians have greater problems because they're real
stupid."

Interestingly enough, only 7% of the Indian students blamed
discrimination for Indians having greater problems.
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Some of the Indian students who felt that Indians do not
have greater problems qualified their answer with statements
such as "If they try real hard" or "If they take advantage of
their opportunities."

When asked if Indians have less chances for success than
Whites, only 110 of the Indian students replied in the affir-
mative. One Indian girl stated that Indians have more of a
chance for success because "If he wants to go on to school,
the Indian has everything paid for him.

Among students who said that Indians have less chance for
success than Whites, the reasons given were somewhat similar to
those for Indians having greater-problems. "Lots of Indian kids
go to high school and drop out so they don't have a chance" "If
an Indian leaves the Reservation, the White man has a better
chance to get a job because he is trained better and has a
better education" "People take Whites on jobs because some
Indians work for a while and quit."

White Students Attitudes Toward Indians

In considering White students replies to the reasons why
Indians have greater problems than other people, we'd like to
point out that half of the White students came from communities
on or contiguous to the Fine Ridge Reservation (Control Group
II) and half were from high schools Located within a 150 mile
radius of the Reservation (Control Group I). It is thus safe
to say that all of the White students hee.'n had me- contact

cwith Indians or have at leatht observed Indian conduct.
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Table 2
REASONS WHY INDIANS HAVE GP-EATER PROBLEMS

ACCORDING TO WHITE STUDENTS, IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY

Reasons

Prejudice of Whites

back of, opportunities

poverty

Prinking

Lack of education

Inferiority complex

Exploitation

Other

_74

56%

13%

4%

2%

2%

18%

The majority of White students blamed discrimination for
Indians having more problems. In other words, they blamed
their own ethnic group rather than the minority group. "White
people look down on them." "Indians have to struggle harder
because some people degrade them." "White people hold grudges
against Indians." "Everybody's always pushing them around."
"They've always been treated like an inferior race."

Other reasons expressed by Whits students for Indians
having greater problems were "They've had everything taken
away from them and so have lost their spirit." "Because of
living on the Reservation and not being able to mingle with
Whites as much as they should." "Because they have an in-
feriority complex among people off the Reservation." "They've
just been pushed back for so many years and now they're trying
to do something for them."

The only negative comments were from high school students
in Control Group II. "The government gives them too much money."
"They have the same chances. If they want to they can do real
good, but if they don't, they can drink their life away."

20% of the White students said that Indians have less chance
for success than Whites, generally attributing this to prejudice.
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but some\White people try to hold
they do, 13`14t not here. People are
sually hirea White person even if
." One White study -t from Control
"Indians 4n't careand don't want

Inter- rou and Intrw-Oro? k_21-.1st

The students were also asked a series questions con-
cerned with the trustworthiness of most membrs of the three
ethnic groups, Full Blood Indians, Mixed Bloo\i Indians and
Mates.

The most trusted group by Indians and Whit\ss were the
Whites, 68% of the White students and 58% of the Indian students
said they trusted Whites in general. More Mixed\Bloods (62%)
than Full Bloods (53%) trusted Whites.

The next most trusted group were pull Blood Aldiensu 61%
of the Whites and 58% of the Indians trusted Full Moods. More
Full Bloods (62%) than Mixed Bloods (55%) stated thy trusted
Full Bloods. Of-interest is the fact that only 1% dc)re of the
Full Bloods -than Whites trusted Full Bloods and more\Whites
Indians trusted Full Bloods.

than

The, least trusted group were Mixed Blood Indians, i4 of the
White students expressed trust of Mixed Bloods in compapson to
34% of the Indian students. :In-fact a higher percentage; of
Whites than Mixed Bloods (41%) said they trusted Mixed Bkoods,
Only 24% of the Full Blood students expressed trust of
Bloods. In summary, Whites.expressed greater trust of In4ens
than Indians aid of themselves and Indians almost as much ';:rust
of Whites as of themselves. Also, the White student was mire
inclined to feel that it depended on the individual, that oe:
could not judge trustworthiness r.n a group basis. These stVden
replied either "yes and no or it depends".

_ Ne ative Ethnic Imo.

Although we have no definitive :evidence of the source of
a negative ethnic image among Indian students, we can speoulat
about its etiology. First of all there Are the historical
origins. The Teton Sioux was in pre-conquest times one of the
dominant tribes, if not thoclominant,tribe of the Northern Plains
They, along with the Cheyennes, defeated Custer. Later came the
devastating realization of theoverwhelming power of the U. S.
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Army and their confinement on reservations. The Oglala Sioux,
the leading subgroup of the Teton Sioux, based their hope on
the Ghost Dance which was to rid them of the hated Whites and
restore the buffalo. This hope was dashed completely with their
defeat by the Cavalry at Wounded Knee.- This along with forced
dependency on the federal government explains much of the feel-
ing of inferiority. As one Indian expressed it "Our spirit was
lost at Wounded Knee and we have never recovered from it.".

The loss of ethnic pride engendered by these historical
events has been carried down through the generations and so is
imparted to the young by Indians themselves. This along with
ever- dependency on the U.S. government and a sense of powerless -
ness is the heritage of Indian youth. The negative image of the
adults was illustrated recently when a group of Indians was,asked
to suggest a scene for a mural which would depict contemporary
life on the Pine Ridge Reservation. The reply, said jokingly
but still the sole reply, was that the mural should show the
bars and drunks in White Clay which is a small just-across-the-
border town where the main economic activity is-selling liquor
to Indians.

Indian adults sometimes oharaoterice.Indians as lazy and
drunken. The Indian child hears these, statements and may then
observe this behavior and even though these traits are manifested
by a small minority of Indians, it will reinforce the negative
image of his ethnic group.

Also the Indian child absorbs a feeling of ethnic inferiority
from the attitudes and responses of Whites with whom he comes in-
to contest. Discriminatory practices of Whites towards Indians
is especially evident in some of the predominately White commu-
nities adjacent to the ReserVation.

The educational system must also share the blame. The
curriculum has tended to deemphasize or ignore Indian culture
and history, but this we are gratified to report is rapidly
changing. A teacher with the best of intentions may uncon7
scieusly instill inferiority through deprecating an -action of
the child, an action which is acceptable in the Indian society.

The mass media has often emphasized the negative aspects of
Indians by casting them in the roles of "bad guys" who are even-
tually'defeated. This also has been changing within the last few
years through more sympathetic portrayals of Indians, but still
persists to a certain extent, i.e., making a hero of General
Custer in a recent television series.
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ive Ethnic Tma=

The Indian teenagers image of their ethnic group is most
alarming for a number of reasons. It would sewn that many
Indian students have accepted a negative stereotype of the
Indian; the Indian as being drunken, uneducated and lazy.
Given an internalization of this negative stereotypei one
could predict that an Indian adolescent might proceed to con-
form to it.

Equally devastating is that a feeling of ethnic inferiority
will lead-to-underachievement in -school,:a sense of futility,
avoidance of competitive situations, and a reluctance to assume
leadership; factors which contribute to feelings of powerlessness,
preventing Indians from'achieving greater control of'their destiny.

In the total process of acculturation, a negative ethnic
image on the part of a minority group in a subordinate position
may lead to complete assimilation if this is allowed by the
dominant culture or may hinder acculturation because of a turning
away from the dominant group culture for fear of not being able
to compete and/or for fear of loss of ethnic identity which in
spite of a negative image may be the only remaining source of
strength. We believe the latter process has been operative
among the Fine Ridge Indians, that is a negative ethnic image
has been an impediment to acculturation. Many are acculturated
but a large percentage have resisted certain aspects of accultur-
ation for fear of losing their Indian identity and government
benefits and out of fear of competing with the dominant group.
As one high school student with high aspirations stated "The
Indian is afraid to reach out. I know. I'm a little afraid my-
self,"

Some Suggestions for Acbievin are Positive Ethnic Image

We believe that much can be done to mitigate the negative
self-image and to restore a feeling of greater ethnic pride to
the Oglalas. We do not mean to suggest that all pride has been
lost. That would be misleading: Being Indian is an extremely
important source of satisfaction.

It is now up to the government agencies and the Indians
themselves to recapture the pride of the Oglalas to its former
degree and utilize Indian identity as a positive force for ad-
venceMent.
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This can be done by granting the Indian mere real power,
rather than just token power, in the political structure. This
should, of course, be accompanied by an increase in Indian eco-
nomic power which would involve creating more meaningful employ-
ment-opportunities, preferably not directly connected with the
government. This would promote feel-ings of independence and pro
vide achievable goals for Indian youth.

The educational system can contribute through emphasis on
Indian culture and history in the curriculum, expectation of
high standards of acholastic achievement so that the Indian can
compete successfully, avoidance of deprecation of Indian cultural
traits, emphasis on individual Indian achievements in various
fields (Indians who have achieved success in their vocations
Could talk to Indian students) and fostering leadership among
Indian youth by giving them greater responsibilities.

Eileen Maynard
Anthropologist
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POVERTY, MENTAL HEALTH AND TBE'SIOUX*

This paper will describe some of the factors which in-
fluence the mental health of a population and will focus on
the relationship of community services and community problems.

Background

The Pine Ridge Indian Reservation is the home of the
oglala Sioux, one of the largest of the Sioux tribes. It

is located in sputhwestern South Dakota-on the Nebraska state
line, south of the Badlands and southeaSt of the Slack Hills.

The Indian population of 10,0001 is spread out over the
4,000 square miles of the Reservation (415 the size of
Connecticut). Approximately 50% live in small towns and the
rest in more isolated areas. The Reservation itself is quite
isolated.' There is no bus, train or- plane service connecting
the Reservation with the outside world and there is no public
transportation which connects various points on the Reser-
vation. There are small towns which border'the Reservation,
the nearest being twenty-five miles away. A large shopping
center, Rapid City which has a population of 50,000 is 120
miles away. Although, there are 530 miles of roads on the
Reservation,--only 150 are hard surfaced so that travel is
quite difficult in bad weather.

The Reservation and its population are quite poor. Al-
though it might appear that Pine Ridge would have an agricultural
economy, actually only 11% of the land is cultivatable. Non-
agricultural sources provide twice the amount of cash income
that agricultural sources do and,employs four .tines the number
of people. The Main employers on the Reservation are the govern=
meat agencies7 Bureau of Indian Affaii, Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity and the Public Health Service, flare is also one small
industry, a moccasin factory. Bowevu., 37% of the male labor
force are unemployed compared with 3% for White men throughout
the United States and 6.3% for Nonwhite men.1

The Reservation's population is poor in terms of minimal
luxuries. Two in every three .families have a total yearly in-
come of less than $3,900.- This is even more striking when we
realize that an Indian household is larger than the average

*A paper presented September 19, 1969 at. the South Dakota
Welfare, Health and Rehabilitation Conference at Yankton,
South Dakota.
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White(5.4 members compared with'3-4) and also that one in
three families live on less than $1,000 a year.1 CO% of the
households have electricity and 3% of Indian homes have a
telephone. Only 4 of the Indian households have water piped
into the house and 24% must haul their water from a creek or
use a neighbor's water supply.

There are three government agencies which serve the pop-
ulation - the Office of economic Opportunity, Bureau of Indian.
Affairs and the Division of Indian Health of the Pbblio Health
Service. The latter two are set up to serve only Indians. The
Division of Indian Health is responsible for health matters
while the Bureau of Indian Affairs provides. services in a number
of areas. These include: credit problems, employment assistance
and relocation, housing deVelopment, land operations, law and
order, development and care of roads, resource development, wel-
fare services and also the provisions of education from kinder-
garten through the twelfth grade. The Director of the Public
Health Service Hospital and the Superintendent of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs are each responsible to their respective directors
in the Area Office (similar to a regional office). The Area
Directors are in turn responsible to their director (or commis-
sioner with the Bureau of Indian Affairs) in Washington.

The tribal government is administered by a thirty-two man
elected council, presided over by a president. The tribe op-
erates on a yearly budget of approximately $300,000 of which
one third is obligated on salarieS and expense accounts to the
council members.2 In addition, the Superintendent of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs has veto power with regard to tribal decisions.
The tribe is dependent an the government funded service agencies -
economically, for expertise in providing services, and politically.

The Oglala Sioux were finally settled on the Pine Ridge
Reservation in UPS. The last battle of the Indian wars took place
at wounded Knee on the Reservation in 1890 when the United States
7th Cavalry massacred a band of Sioux under Chief Big Foot. The
Bureau of Indian Affairs was given responsibility for bringing
the Indians into The mainstream of AMerican Life." However, as
the Indian agent changed (the local ReserVation Bureau of Indian
Affairs Superintendent), Indian policy changed. One agent would
recommend, for example, build;ing up cattle herds and the next would
encourage selling. The tribe's relation to the government was
marked by uncertainty (A Sioux word referring to the White man
means, "What will he do next?") and an increasing-dependency for
toed and supplies. With a_change in their manner of living and
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of earning a living, traditional ways of doing things gradually
gave way, but often without Any value to take its place. To-
day, the two important groups of- Oglala Sioux, the Mixed Bloods
and the Full Bloods, show striking differences in their degree
of acculturation with the Full Bloods being more traditional:

We have briefly described some of the forces acting on the
Oglala Sioux. These include extreme poverty, a rural, isolated
geographic area, historical circumstances, and a special rela-
tionship with two federal agencies. These are some of the im-
portant forces which Mold and shape the people - that encourage
certain kinds of interactions, certain values and attitudes,
certain hopes and needs and fears.

We will comment on some of the effects of these forces on
the people.

Influence Of Factors On The People

There are few opportunities for an Oglala Sioux to try
out different possible roles for himself even in fantasy. This
seems to reflect the poverty, the isolated area and the govern-
ment historically having taken over the provision of many
services. As indicated earlier, the unemployment -rate is more
than ten times the national average: MoreoVer, of those em-
ployed, 25% are only employed part-time. The clich6 that a
good job follows a:good education does not always hold on the
Reservation where one in every four high school graduates are
unemployed. However, those with a high school education are
more likely to be employed and have the high status jobs.
Among those people who are working, almost one in every two
have the lowest possible status jobs.1 The major employers,

those people with power over jobs are Non-Indians: For
a person ca , -it in this situation it seems to lead to a point
where a job is unimportant, Where it has little or no meaning
other than getting some money. If money is available through
other sources, for example, Welfare, the motivation to work
dies. A full -time job then becomes getting through agency red
tape. What looks like a problem in dependency to an'outside
observer May be a rather successful adaptation to very difficult
circumstances This adaptation can of course, become rigidified
so that even with a change in circumstances for the better, the
person may not be able:to take advantage of.it.

Adolescents are seriously affected by this situation. Their
elders, unable to find a direction for themselves, are powerless
to provide one for their kids. An unfortunate interpretation of
the situation seems to occur where the adolescent begins to feel
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that the problem is his own personal problem. He feels, it
appears, not just that there are few opportunities to develop
his capabilities but that the problem is inside himself; that
he is inadequate. The adolescent feels ineffective and power-
less at a time in life when he should be feeling as if he could
do almost anything. Moreover, in the late adolescent and young
Adult group there is a pervading sense of not knowing what to
do, where to go, what course of action to.take. Choices lack a
sense of committment, of determination to stick with it, which
seems to reflect - hesitancy to take a chance, and a lack of
techniques for achieving goals, as well as a depreciated sense
of worth, They give the impression of acting as if they were
being pushed one way or the other by forces controlled by others
and that the direction chosen depends on which force is strongest
at the time.

e adolescents, when asked what they plan to do start to

answer by talking about what they won't do`- "Well, I'm not-going
to be a bum or loafer" = This kind of answer indicates how strongly
they are drawn to that.role and have to fight against it drawn

to it with the idea - if I.can't do anything positive, well, at

least I can be a good bum, A group of.adults, thinking about what
kind of scenes to include in a murea, suggested drinking scenes
from the border. town of White Clay. This depreciated sense of
one's worth is a tragedy and reflects their feelings of power-
lessness to cope with the forces in their world, and to effect
some change in it.

One common observation on the Reservation concerns the im-
pact of people's envy. Envy, of course is the feeling that
you've got it better than I do in some way and I want what you
have.. Envy can have a progressive effect in terms of stimu-
lating me to catch up to where you are, This is what would
happen when a person or group feel they have the techniques and

the confidence and the power'to accomplish what they want. How-

ever, all to often the Reservation:envy has.a leveling influence.
Rather than spurring one group to excel the other, it goads the

first to try to keep the second group from getting more than the

first group has. -In other words, envy has -a strong leveling in-

fluence on the Community rather than a progressive influence be-
cause this envy stems from A sense of impotence or powerlessness,

of being unable to accomplish what you want. This kind of envy
is reflected within communities by the intensity of factionalism
with whole groups not being willing to work together or even talk

tOgeth0-1.
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It is of interest that in a recent study of a large number
of Sioux Indian and White adolescent students by Spilka that
the Indians showed a significantly higher degree of powerless-
ness than did the Whites.

Social Disorganization

Criteria reflecting social disorganization are tragically
high. We used to believe that whether or not a Sioux child
had both parents present was not important as long as members of
the extended family were present. We now know that this is
not true - that the presence or absence of the Sioux child's
parents is as important as for Non-Indians. It is then all the
more striking that 36% of children on the Reservation under the
age of 16 have one or both parents missing. (Nationally 12%
under le have one or both parents miesing.)4 Moreover 2.5%
of Indian children are in foster care. This is about six times
the national rates.4 Also, of this number, almost 20% have been
involved with three or more placements-5 (This is better than
the national rate of 25%).4 This is an important statistic
since'we know that the chances of a child's becoming emotionally
disturbed increases with the number of placements he endures.

The rate of heavy drinking on the Reservation is high. In
one year, more than 400 people were arrested three or more times
for an offense related to drinking.- Approximately 70% were men.
In an interesting study of drinking amongst the Navajo, it. was
found that those drinkers who were least acculturated were
helped the most by treatment services.

The rate of suicide attempts is high. 130% occur in
60% of all attempts occur in women under the age of twenty and
usually involve:a wish to change an important relationship. --

The juvenile delinquency
average. The child neglect rate'is about 40 children in every
1,000 kids who are 15 or less.

nine times the national

School, drop -out rates are high.' 70% of those students
(new 25 or older) who reached the eighth.grade failed to graduate
high school. The rate of learning underachievement and reading
retardation both appear high.

up to now we have examined some of the effects on the Indian
-population of poverty, rural lie ng, historical circumstances,
and a special relationship with.the government. I will new focus
on the relationship between the service giving agencies and tba
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communities. In particular I will emphasize that we have a
lot of knowledge related to many of the problems mentioned.
We are working hard on trying to solve some of the problems;
on others we only appear as if we're doing something. In
talking about the agency and the community I will talk about
this gap between knowledge and implementation of the know-
ledge.

First of all, let us look at the issue of power and power-
lessness. If Group A is responsible for providing certain
services necessary for living to Groupp, and there is no other
agency providing a similar service so that there is no compe-
tition for Group A, then Group 0, needing the service becomes
dependent on Group A for it moreovet if Group B has no sav
in the kind of service or the manner in which it is provided,
in addition to being dependent on Group A for the service,
Group B, having no other source to turn to and being treated in
an infantile manner, will begin to act in an infantile manner.
I mean that over the course of time, Group B will give up any
techniqUes or knowledge they may have possessed in the area where
they are receiving service in order to hold on to that service
because the only power they now possess in the expression of need
or weakness, paradoxical as it may seem. The result is a focal
symbiosis or a Mutually unhealthy relationship between two people
or groups where each needs the other in certain areas in living.
In order to maintain the relationship GroUp B allows Group A to
provide a service that Group B could potentially do themselves
in order to insure that Group A will not leave. Over the course
of time Group A gets to needing Group B also and each side feels
strong when related to the other and weak without the 'other..
Group B especially gets to feel they can't function alone. The
prospect of termination of services by Group A is frightening
and Group B will do everything to hold on to Group A.- in direct
proportion to whether or not they have any other source of power
or autonomy - even to the point of looking as if they can't
function at all.

We know then that a situation in which one group of people
has little power and needs another group will develop into a
focal symbiosis unless the more powerful group shares its power
with the-first; What are we doingiabout it on the Reservation,
and are we doing enough? I submit that we are not

- :

Let us look at another issue= It is common knowledge that
an exceedingly high percentage of the- members of a majority
group have prejudicial attitudes toward various minorities.
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This prejudice of course need not be gross and most often is
reflected in one's inner feelings and thoughts but makes it-.
self known in One's attitudeS, in the way one deals with the
other group The most common attitudes reflect feelings ofgroup.
superiority, and that the'other person whom we are 'serving
has problems because-Jof hie inherent nature,- that he's really
weak;inadequate,:idumb etc. These attitudes continually color
the way wa,interectwith our clients- We know that the pre-
judicial attitudes of:theMijerity.can result in the minority's
feeling inadequate, Inferior,- ineffective and worthless, Are
we-looking at this question and are we doing enough? I submit
that we--are-not.T

We kna./ that family instability increases the chances of
mental illness in the family members, 'especially the children.
We know there is a high rate of nuclear family instability
among Indians and also, extended family instability. What are
we doing to encourage stability and also, what' is there about
the way we work with individuals and families that encourages
family breakdown?

We know there is a relationship between learning under-
achievement and social class between learning underachievement
and delinouency, between learning underachievement and the
expectation of the teacher that the child will underachieve.
We know there is a relation between readin4-retardation and
low secio-economic classWe.knew there is a relation between
poor fester care,=multinle placements and increasingly dis-
turbed children we know there is a relationship between Aid
to Dependent Children families and-high rates of delinquency.
We know that boarding schools care for thousands of kids, a
high percentage of whom are there for social and/or psychological
easons and yet we do not provide adequate treatment services

much less adequate substitute parenting services where the dor-
mitory staff-pupil ratio is around 1:30 or more.

Are our traditional ways of doing things working? If they
are in what way are they working? If they're not, why not?
Are we aware of the information available in our respective
fields which touches on th6se -issues or even information -avail--
able in our own area or agency? Are we focusing in en these
-issues and problems? I submit we are not doing enough and I
want to suggest some reasons why we are not

_ We really don't believe it is important to involve the
people we are serving in the provision of the service:.
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We fail to talk with them enough as equals which of course
means - our seeing that they have something to contribute
to the relationship, and allowing them to make mistakes.
Underneath we are afraid of their.increasing strength, and
assertiveness: we are threatened by it

2. Our tendencyto become mildly depressed and. apathetic
the face- of !mpeated-setbacks in.-gettingthings-done.

stop looking 74* the- issues and stop evaluating what we are
doing and 1.tia-t we aredoingwrong.-EvenmOre_im-

. portent, -we stop evaluating.what.our goals are and their.
importance.

We fail to focus in on the problems by spreading ourselves
too thin -_we let ourselves become,:involved in too much

minutiae.- We allow ourselves to become harried with work,
and we use our harried conditions as the excuse which keeps
us from doing more essential work. But worse, w,get used
Ao-being:harried,:look forward to it And need it. Being
harried we don't have to, focus in another problems and who
knows, maybe we don't want to, maybe we don't want to
change.

Certainly too, our, agencies don.! t always work as well
possible together. Tao: ofce.1 we are not task focused, but our
energies are concerned with ;ind splintered by lack of commu-
nication, agency empire building, red tape and envy.

In conclusion l want to ask if. we_ are all following worth-
while goals and if we keep these goals in mind and are we doing
the best job we can in providing services in order to reach these
goals? Are we evaluating ourselves and our relationship with
those we serve?

Are we aware of and using the knowledge that is available
to us? Are we feeling and thinking critically?

And enoti- when will a9

Carl E. Mindell, Former Director
Community Mental Health Program
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WHEN THE PEOPLE GATHER

es on the Tet_ Dakota Pun Dancel

"Oyate Kawita au cane," an old Lakota story begir
.when the people gather:" The people have been gathering
for over a week, under the blazing sun they have come to
this dusty parched place. TheY have even come this very
night. But the camp conveys a feeling of uneasiness, of
apprehension, for with the dawn comes the'day. A special
day, the day of truth. Today is the day fir the fulfill-
ment of vows.

The-tourist with-hie camera, -the anthropo ogist with
his notebook, the missionary in white -shit and-tie, the
young Sioux mother with..her.liVely-family,.the

shriveled
oldOglala womansUpportedby-e- cane - all have gathered

witness the piercing.of the flesh.

I

astir:
dawn, and this great gath ing of people is

The Sun, the Light of the world.
I hear Him coming.

see His face as He c mes,
makes_the beings on earth happy,

And they rejoice.

0 Wakan-Tanka, I. offer to You this world of Li ht2

Preparations for this day were begun many weeks ago,
Such a gathering am this cannot' be set up overnight, There
were wells to be repaired, cao-1,neaos to be dug, pUblicity to
be prepared, electricity and 'public addresssystems to, be

ung, and a host ©f other details-that needed attention.
The Sioux are no longer a nomadic people living
Their heeds are no longer simple: The luxuries of the last
century are todayks necessities,- Thus outwardly, the Sioux
seem much like any rural peeples. But we ct-nnot knOWwhat
is in their hearts:. We can guess that it may be different
from What Is in ours for their history and our hist-pry do
not-doircide. Rather they clashed-bead-an. But that was a j.hundred years agp-. By now should they not be 'concethed,w th
getting ahead and acquiririgthe possessions that prOgress has
beltewed upon mankind? The answer, of,course, is-yes. Rut
it ia a qualified:yes. For it to:be otheriioise would mean be-
coming a wasiou or White man, and that cannot be.
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The pait is not that easily forgotten. And along with
memories of the past are values of the past - values which
are being taught to the present generation. Many,. however,
have eroded away, but some, still persist such as the old
patterns of sharing and sociability.3 These persisteht
values are most often manifest in the manynativereligions,
rituals and cults. One of these native rites is the Sun
Dance, called by the :Sioux wiwanyaq wachici .(they dance
gazing at the sun).

Until 1883 the SunDance was one of the most importer
annual rites held by the Sioux. At that time its suppression
was ordered by the:United States government on,the grounds
that it was barbaric and detrimental to thehoped7fOr-accul-
turatien of these people.: Although it was eporediCally
practiced during the first part of this century; it was not
officially sanctioned by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
the 1830,s. It was as ,though the words to this sacred Sun
Dance song had been answered:

Wakan7Tanka, have mercy on us,,
That our people'May livel4

Living: -o the Sioux, means more than mere existence.
cans a way of life with elements that are uniquely Sioux,

some that are uniquely :"Indian"rand some that- belong to the
dominant society anato all mankind. The SunDance'fits
all three of theSecategories. As Leslie Spier showedin
this rite diffused widely throughoutthe Great- Plains, and al-
though many aspects belonged generally to the Sun:Danee,,others
,were.unique -to:a Certain tribe, .Edgar.Red Cloud, descendant,of
Chieflled Cloud, taw parts-of the Sun Dance as having certain
parallels with Chriitian symbolism when .he said that -!'the crown
our dancers wear is like the crOWn of thorns that Christ wore.
The piercingof.the chest once, reMinds-us that Christ was
Pierced once while on the cross." f:

There-are numerous 'other description of heSun:Dance of
the,Sioux,_6 and whileall are similar in some waye,

:
they are

different in'others.lhey all'agree,hoWever thatthe medicine
man, or holy man as he.is often called, was free to:Innovate;
Pueblo Indian religioue practioners did not have this freedom,
for their. .religien!S efficacy depended upon.execution of.pre-
Scribed ritual formulas;
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Plaine-Indians were under. no such strictures:- Their
religions-have always been more individualistic....Yet -itis
.preciaely these allowable Changes and innovations whicheoh-..
stitute the major argumentef:Indian and White alike when they.

--label the Sun Dance as a Secular affair. _"They don't de it.
like they did.in-the old days" is. a frequent101eardphrase.
Of course they don't. The Sure Dance,- or for that matter most
any religious rite, was never done the way. it- had been done
fifty years age- er even tweyears.age Some' of the early
descriptions mention_ the colored flags -tharare-plAced on the
-Sun:Dance tree. certain colors were used such aared-'t© :re-;
present the light'ef- the riving sun':Andblack to repregent.
the-darknossof- night: These colors and their meanings are
apparently net very important because even the early des -
criptions 'areiletconsistenrindet the four times _I-have seen.
the-Sun Dance, the colors and-Placement of the flags varied
from one year. to the next. .Thusthemost.00nsistentpartof
the many Sioux rituals is.the lact.thar.changebasAlways-been'
present. This is thehardest..part.teunderstandby-someene
accustomed to aEuropeanreligion;-.

Religion to the Indian is not the game as it la, to the
Non-Indians:in this country. There arc parallels to be gore,
but preciseness of ritual formula is net-one of them , Some
Indian informants have described their Sun Dance as the "Sioux
Flesh circus.," It may be; however, that these people are really
probing for opinions from:the outSiderbeforevthey commit them,
selves to saying what they really think-. The Sioux are as son7.-..
sitive to criticism as anyone else and after years of, aperience
of:being laughed at'and looked down upon for their "different"
beliefs it seems perfectly obvious that there would be many
protective layers around that which is hidden in their hearts,-
To know the Sioux takea long-term exposure; you must your-
self - prove that yOU are genuinely interested in their problems,
their-- dosires,theircaltura. Noce:importantly, you mustbe in-
terested in them as people L pf- and not as living museum

-specimen

Frank Fool Crow, the Sun Dance Chief or Holy Man has often
been criticized for .nccepting money as have the participants
and singers who receive very minimal compensation. They are
paid enough tO Cover theirexpenses for .transportation and
preparation of items and "clothing needed for the dance. Also,
the patterns of sharing,'as mentioned before, :ate; still im-
portant and the larger amount o money that Pools-Crow receives
(T.150.00) is used and distributed among his relatives who pro-
vide him with assistance when needed. Contrary to Anglo practices,
higher status'as an individual is still given on the basis of
generosity and not on accumulation of goods and money.

- 37
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An important way tl understand the Sun Dance and its rele
vance to the modern Sioux is through' the actual dancepartici7
pants. Their reasons for dancing are as varied astheir in
dividual:backgrounds. One had just completed 100 missions in
a jet over the tern fieldser Viet Nam. He danced, thankful
that he was able to return to the quiet hills of Pine Ridge.
Attended by a small boy, hedanced with all his heart,' his red-
painted face. glistening in the warm rays of the:morning sun.:
lie, as well as every other Sun Dancer, had personal reasons for
subjecting himself to the hardships of the dance, but to d man,
they danced also for the well7being.of all the people.

A good day has:been,set iaJon my. forehead as

stand before YOU, and this brings me closer to
You, 0 Wakan-Tanka. Zt is, our:lightwhich comes
with the dawn of the day, and which - passes through
the heaveng.v am:standing with my.fee.tupon Your
sacred Earth. Be merciful tojne, 0 Great Spirit,
that my people may livel7

One old woman danced for the safety of a son in Vie. Nam;
a man to fulfill-a. vow he:had taken when his sister was very:
ill, .He had vowed that upon:her recovery he would:participate'
In the next four. Sun and would sacrifice himself by
being pierced through the breast: Pete Catches,-. another ded-

icated and religious man,-had his own personalreasons:for
dancing= Each had his separate intentions, but now they411:
Estood_ together.arounclthe Sun Dance PoletheSaered'Cotton-
wood tree which just two days before had:stoodLirip small
thicket:along:a nearby creek bottom. This tree had :4 song of
its own:

There was a time when l stood, holy, in the midst
of the .day.

There was a time when I stood, holy, recognizing
people here'and there.
There was"a'time, when stood, holy, in the center
of the camp circle in.the tribe.8

This-sacred pole,- symbolic center of the universe, would re-
ceive the attentiorinf all gathered as it tried to restrain
the violent pulling,ofthemen linked,to it through rawhide'
ropes. The men in turn would try to break through their bends,
of ignorance represented by their skewered flash

Before-straining against these earthly ties, the devotees
leaned heavily on the tree, gathering strength for the ordeal

cpme. We can almost hear them as they pray::

30 -
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Great Mystery, turn your eyes- earthward
and look onmapityingly and aid me.9

Testing their bonds, gently at -first,- they strained and pulled
backwards until their-flesh was visibly distended. Sonic broke
through by steadily increasing pressure, while others hurled
themselves backwards -so violently that when they'broke away,
they almost lost their balance.

Of all the dancers, Pete Catches
appeared to be the most.

unwavering in his devotion to this sacred :rite. He never
looked for crowd support as some others may have; he kept
up a steady hard dance pace at all times whiiemaintaining a
constant gaze totbe heavens _During intermissions he:remained
quiet and outside the

conversational_groups-of:the Othe' dancers.lie seemed to be in constant meditation with things religious.
He had a rapturedlook owrhis::face.

when heAanced, butit was
.always in a.humble and.unassuming mannet%'

Seeing this one man among all others was sufficient to
know that nO:matter.how many electric water fountains were in-
stalled within the arborno matter how much the dancers were
paid, no matter haw many critical comments concerning the,
religiosity of the Sun Dance were made by tourist and Indian
alike 7 here was'a Sioux who lived in the true-sense of the
word, who transcended ordinary earthly bounds,-who lived and
felt his religion - in his heart.

David W. Zimmerly

University of Colorado
Institute of Behavioral Science
Boulder, Coldrado

9
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NOTES

(1) The 1968,Sun-Dancwwas,the fourth the author has
witnessed since 1960, The purpose of this years
visit,Was to make.-eninterpretive color sound
-film of'the-Sun Dance rituals it is scheduled
ior'6641etion sometime in the early part. of 196

2) Brown 1953:83

Malan and Jesser 1959:59.

(4) Brown.1853:70.

(5) Spier.1921

(6) Brown 1953, Curtis 1908, Debris 1929, Densmore 1918,
Dorsey 1894, Feraca'1963, Fletcher 1882, Macgregor
1946 and Walker 1917 have all written accounts of the
Sioux Sun Dance.

(7) Brown 1953:93

) Deloria 1928:387

Deloria 1929:393
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Senator KENNEDY of New York. At this time I want to thank every
one whil has contributed their_ time and. effort to make ads :hearing
possible. It was an honor'to tome here, to South Dakota and observe the
reel problems first hand. Again I *ant to thank all of you' for your
contribution.

The hearing now stands recessed, subject to the call otthe
(Whereupon; the meeting was adjourned subject to reconvene at

the call of the Chair.
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